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PUERTO RICO'S POLITICAL STATUS

THURSDAY, APRIL 26, 1990

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuit to notice, at 10:08 a.m., in

room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Lloyd Bentsen
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Also present: Senators Moynihan, Bradley, Riegle, Chafee, Heinz,
and Symms.

[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]
[Press Release No. H-26, Apr. 6, 1990]

FINANCE COMMITTEE PLANS THIRD HEARING ON PUERTO RICO'S STATUS; CHAIRMAN
BENTSEN SAYS COMMITTEE TO Focus ON ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS

WASHINGTON, DC-Senator Lloyd Bentsen, Chairman, announced Friday that the
Senate Finance Committee will hold a hearing this month on the economic implica-
tions of changes in Puerto Rico's political status.

Bentsen (D., Texas) said the hearing will be at 10 a.m. on Thursday, April 26, 1990
in Room SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

Legislation pending in Congress provides for a referendum that would enable resi-
dents of Puerto Rico to choose among becoming a state, becoming an independent
republic or remaining a commonwealth but with enhanced status. The bill, as re-
ferred to the Finance Committee, is self-executing, so that the option chosen by a
majority of the voters would go into effect without further Congressional approval.

The bill, S. 712, also includes provisions that make the major changes in Federal
law applicable to Puerto Rico that would be necessary to implement the voters'
choice. This involves many provisions within the Finance Committee's legislative ju-
risdiction, including taxation, international trade and the social welfare programs
established by the Social Security Act.

"Whatever course Puerto Rico voters select, there will be significant economic im-
plications both for the island and for the U.S. Government. It is vital that members
of the Finance Committee have a thorough understanding of those implications in
order for us to consider whether changes to the bill may be appropriate," Bentsen
said.

"The Congressional Budget Office has just issued a study on how these options
would affect Puerto Rico's economy. We'll be looking at that report and we'll be lis-
tening to the observations and opinions of other experts for guidance as we consider
the three status options provided for in the bill," Bentsen said.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. LLOYD BENTSEN, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM TEXAS, CHAIRMAN, SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

The CHAIRMAN. If you will please cease conversation, we can get
underway. The legislation that we are considering today lays out
three very different possible courses for Puerto Rico's future. I
think the stakes are tremendously significant to both the island
and to the United States.

(1)
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My own personal relationship with the status of Puerto Rico 40
years ago is one that I remember with a great deal of sentiment. I
was on the Interior Committee in the House at that time, when the
Congress was considering the status of Puerto Rico and its future. I
remember going down and addressing the legislature in Puerto
Rico in about 1951 or 1952, at a time when Puerto Rico had a bat-
talion of soldiers fighting in South Korea. They did a magnificent
job for our country.

We have had referred to us S. 712. The bill was reported by the
Energy Committee, which has primary jurisdiction here. It would
allow Puerto Rican voters to choose between becoming a State, be-
coming an independent republic or remaining a Commonwealth.

S. 712 was referred to the Senate Finance Committee because
many of its provisions fall within our jurisdictiow-taxation,_ inter-
national trade, and the social welfare programs that were estab-
lished by the Social Security Act. Whatever choice the people of
Puerto Rico make-and I am certainly supportive of their being
able to make that choice-could have far-reaching economic im-
pacts on both Puerto Rico and the United States. There are a wide
divergence of observations and opinions on what would occur under
each of the three options, if enacted.

At my request, the Congressional Budget Office has prepared a
study on how each option would affect Puerto Rico's economy. We
will be taking a close look at the report's findings. We will also be
hearing from other experts, including representatives of the admin-
istration and of Puerto Rico's political parties.

It is critical for this Committee, in crafting its part of this legis-
lation, to sift through these competing views to develop an under-
standing of the economic issues involved.

I am looking forward to a full and a fair exchange of the issues
by the experts today.

I would like to now defer to my colleague, the senior Senator of
New York, who has long been interested in the concerns of Puerto
Rico.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN, A
U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I ask that you
would, I guess, indulge me in a somewhat longer opening state-
ment than is normal.

I wish to state my growing sense that by the close of this session,
and accordingly of the 101st Congress itself, we will not have sent
to the President a bill providing for a referendum on the status of
Puerto Rico. I need not say that this is in no way the result of any
delays on the Senate side, certainly not in this Committee as this
hearing attests, noting this Chairman's very emphatic statement
that you just heard. It is on the House side where this scenario will
work out if indeed it does, as I fear it will.

This would not be my wish-to the contrary. Now what I am
about to say is sensitive, and I have a limited, but I dare to hope
sufficient sense of just how sensitive. I mean no offense to anyone
and devoutly hope that in the end I shall not have given any of-
fense.
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But we recall with what great expectations this matter came
before us at the outset of the first session of this Congress. On Jan-
uary 17 the Senate Majority Leader received a letter from the
heads of the three principal political parties of Puerto Rico record-
ing that they each had included in their platform for the previous
November election, a call for a plebiscite and asking that there be
one. On February 9 in an address to a joint session of Congress,
President Bush said: "I have long believed the people of Puerto
Rico should have the right to determine their own political future.
Personally I strongly am for statehood, but I urge the Congress to
take the necessary steps to allow the people to decide in a referen-
dum."

First this was taken up by the Senate Energy Committee. Last
June, Chairman Johnston and Senator McClure were kind enough
to invite me to sit in on hearings in San Juan as an observer. I
cannot doubt that a third of the population of the island watched
the proceedings on television all day, and two-thirds during the
reruns at night. You could not walk the streets of San Juan in the
evening without people addressing you by name and commenting
on some remark you may have made or question you may have
asked.

And yet here we are in April and we have not advanced. On
April 10, the Chairman of the House Insular and International Af-
fairs Subcommittee, our friend Ron de Lugo, from the Virgin Is-
lands as it happens, stated the House is still waiting for legislation
from the Senate that was promised last year. At some point soon
we will cross a point when it would become impossible to pass a bill
in the House, he said:

I will make the point later that there is no reason for them to be
waiting on us. We pass our bill, you pass yours, and we'll go to con-
ference. But the question is: What happened?

I would offer several propositions. First, just a personal remark.
Like the Chairman, I have been involved with Puerto Rico in a
way for-well, if it must be known-from the day I walked into a
pool room on 101st Street in Manhattan called Los Muchachos in
the original area in Park Avenue where the tracks come up from
the ground. In 14 years on the Finance Committee I have been
much involved in Puerto Rican matters. I think my colleagues
have generally assumed that this was the case because of a large
Puerto Rican population in New York, which is true, in part.

But also, if I can say, I was at the United Nations in 1975 and
1976 and fought the fierce attacks from Cuba and the unaligned
nations on the political status of Puerto Rico. As U.N. Ambassador
spoke up for President Ford, emphasizing the absolute quality of
our commitment to free choice for Puerto Rico between the three
status options, a choice which I hope is not going to be lost through
procedural difficulties.

And so I want to make two points. First of all, I should acknowl-
edge that halfway through my experience in this Committee I
came to assume that statehood was an inevitability. I saw things
happening which would never happen were Puerto Rico a member
of this body, represented in the Senate. We will remember that in
1984, in the first proposal for major reform of the Tax Code made
by President Reagan, it was proposed that the Section 936 benefits
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to corporations be abolished. That was in Treasury I. We got it out
of the final bill. But Treasury I was a product of the permanent
government and we can assume that the idea is still around.

We continuously found ourselves dealing with these sudden as-
saults on economic interests, social welfare interests in Puerto
Rico, where there were no Puerto Ricans represented. And so let
me just say that part of this whole problem is that the basic dilem-
ma which confronts those who would choose between statehood and
-commonwealth-I leave out independence as a wholly different
consideration and would not involve any of these-and the dilem-
ma is this: statehood automatically brings huge increases in social
welfare benefits.

Supplementary security income payments, Mr. Chairman, in
Puerto Rico today are $32 a month. Under statehood this rises to
$386 a month.-on order of magnitude ten fold. This arises from a
change in American social welfare policy since the time when the
Commonwealth arrangement was developed in the early 1950's.
Then, the levels of benefits were very much pegged to States. More
and more our policy, as in SSI, is to make them more uniform na-
tionally.

So the impact of statehood on a large segment of the population
of the island would be an instantaneous ten-fold increase in social
welfare benefits. At the same time, Section 936 would be lost.
There would be no possibility for that to continue. And by contrast,
Commonwealth status retains the economic stimulus of 936 but
also means a continued lower level of social welfare benefits.

I have a few three suggestions I would like to make to see if we
can get through the procedural block that we face. The first is that
the Executive Branch and Congress have got to undertake as much
analysis as the remaining time allows. Mr. Chairman, the request
for a study from the CBO, which we will hear about this morning,
was a very good start. We have had good cooperation from Treas-
ury. The rest of the Government acts as if this issue is not before
us. The executive branch has got to show some energy here, par-
ticularly from the Department of Health and Human Services.

Second, I would hope that the parties in Puerto Rico could'try to
avoid taking positions that cause anxieties in Congress, and there
are anxieties. The concern is that statehood would put the people
of Puerto Rico, who are fellow citizens, in what is known as the
welfare trap, and not without reason.

The Food Stamp Program began in 1975. By 1982 fully 60 per-
cent of the Puerto Rican population was receiving food stamps.
That is an abnormal and unnatural situation. Similarly, those sup-
porting continued Commonwealth status should take care that the
present seeming preference for statehood as reflected in opinion
polls does not persuade them that the best course is to put off the
plebiscite.

I take, for example, the fact that nothing is happening in the
House is altogether unacceptable and needs explaining. The House
writes its own bill in all these matters and meets us in conference.
They have done nothing in a year and a half.

As for enhanced Commonwealth status, we can talk about it. I
will offer some proposals in the bill that we will mark up. But fi-
nally, may I say that the great issues involved here are civic, not
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economic. Do the people of Puerto Rico wish to become Americans?
For that is what statehood ineluctably implies. That is what state-
hood brings. Or, do they wish to retain a separate identity of, but
not in, the American union? This could be a perfectly intelligent
choice. And, of course, the option of eventual statehood or inde-
pendence remains.

But so again Congress must act. It is almost a century now since
William Graham Sumner composed his bitter essay in the after-
math of the Spanish-American War, which was entitled "The Con-
quest of the United States by Spain." His thesis was that the U.S.
lost that war. He said having entered the colonials lists we would
soon be acting like the other imperial nations. We would begin
their decline and assume their attitudes.

One of their attitudes was never to let go of what was known in
those days as a colony. Let us be clear that whereas Puerto Rico
began as a colony, by a colonial war, it is much more than that
today. We have to see that in the end we demonstrate that fact by
providing them this referendum.

Mr. Chairman, that is a long statement. I thank you for your
courtesy.

The CHAIRMAN. Gladly.
[The prepared statement of Senator Moynihan appears in the ap-

pendix.]
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bradley?

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BILL BRADLEY. A U.S. SENATOR
FROM NEW JERSEY

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Let me say that I am on the Energy Committee and I sat

through many of the hearings and the markup that produced the
Energy Committee bill. I thi* that we owe it to the people of
Puerto Rico to fully air all of t e issues, even those that are poten-
tially difficult. Because what we are dealing with here is a self-exe-
cuting document. Once Congress passes this, with the rights and re-
sponsibilities that attach to each option and the Puerto Rican
people vote, that is it. It does not come back to the Congress and it
does not require further review.

Now having sat through much of the work on the Energy Com-
mittee, I think that there are a couple of questions that everyone
needs to focus on, and particularly the people of Puerto Rico, the
administration and the Congress. One of the those, if statehood is
the chosen route, is going to be a big increase in entitlements pro-
grams. Where is that money going to come from?

Is it going to be taken out of the welfare pots of every other
State in the Union? Or, is there a commitment for additional reve-
nue in an amount equal to the increase in Puerto Rico's share? We
have not resolved that question. We have not heard from the ad-
ministration on that question. That is an important issue.

The second question relates to Section 936. If Commonwealth is
the chosen route, it seems to me that the assumption is that Sec-
tion 936 is almost viewed as a right, not something to be changed
by Congress whether it is for tax reform, revenue raising or what-
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ever. We have not said that here. The Energy Committee did not
say that. I think it is essential that we be clear for the people of
Puerto Rico who have to make a decision what is our long-term in-
tention with regard to Section 936. Because if they opt for a Com-
monwealth on the assumption Section 936 will be available and we
subsequently change our minds, then they face quite a different
circumstance.

Third, is the whole issue of the constitutionality under the uni-
formity clause of continuing 'Section 936 should Puerto Rico become
a State. Now there is no way to determine this really short of a
declaratory judgment of the Supreme Court. I, for one, if I were a
citizen in Puerto Rico, would want to know with some certainty
about the constitutionality of continuing Section 936 during the
transition period.

The fourth point is in some ways the most difficult of all. Lan-
guage. The Energy Committee was the artful dodger when it came
to the language issue-very difficult, very divisive. But if the
people of Puerto Rico opt for statehood and we then get into a
major battle on bilingualism, you had better face this issue up
front so that we and the people of Puerto Rico know whether Span-
ish or English or both will be the language of Puerto Rico.

And last, probably insignificant in the larger scheme of things,
but something that Puerto Rican politicians seem to think is im-
portant in this debate, is the issue of the Puerto Rican Olympic
team. Puerto Rico wants an Olympic team even if they opt for
statehood. Well, let's at least face that issue before we act on legis.
lation that would be basically self-executing, so no one has any illu-
sions of misconceptions.

So, Mr. Chairman, having sat through the Energy Committee
and having seen us not take up these issues, I think that it is in-
cumbent upon the Senate to work them through and reach a clear
decision on them before any legislation leaves the Senate and the

eople of Puerto Rico have to make a decision. Because, if they
ase their choice on certain assumptions and those assumptions do

not turn out to be valid, it might create a more difficult situation
for all of us 10 years down the road.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator. I think those
cautionary comments are well taken. It shows we are dealing with
a very complex issue, with far-reaching consequences as I had
stated earlier in my comments, for both Puerto Rico and this coun-
try.

I am delighted to recognize the Resident Commissioner, Hime
Houstare, who is here today. We are pleased to have him.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I would call to your attention
that Mr. Sorono, the new member of the House from New York
City is with us also, a native of Puerto Rico.

The CHAIRMAN. We are delighted to have them both.
I would like to now call the first panel. Mr. Philip Morrison who

is the International Tax Counsel, Office of Tax Policy, U.S. Depart-
ment of Treasury; and Mr. Martin Gerry, the Assistant Secretary
of Planning and Evaluation for the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services. Gentlemen, if you will come forward, please.

Mr. Morrison, if you would proceed with your statement.
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STATEMENT OF PHILIP D. MORRISON, INTERNATIONAL TAX
COUNSEL, OFFICE OF TAX POLICY, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE
TREASURY
Mr. MORRISON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

Committee. It is a pleasure to be back at the Finance Committee.
As some of you know, I am a former staffer. I hope the experience
of sitting in front of you is as pleasant as the experience of sitting
behind you was.

The CHAIRMAN. Well that remains to be seen. [Laughter.]
Mr. MORRISON. It is also a pleasure to be here today on behalf of

the administration to reaffirm our support for Senate bill 712. The
administration, as you mentioned, is also represented here today by
Assistant Secretary Martin Gerry of HHS who can address the
HHS expenditure issues raised by this bill.

As you know, Ken Gideon, Assistant Secretary of Treasury for
Tax Policy, has already testified before this Committee last Novem-
ber regarding this bill. Treasury appreciates Senator Moynihan's
observation that we have testified now three times on this bill and
have spent considerable effort, we think, on both the tax legal
analysis as well as the tax economic analysis, of this bill. We hope
our testimony today will aid the latter.

To avoid repetition, as I mentioned, my written statement is de-
signed to give some background to the revenue estimates which
were presented in the prior testimony, particularly- in light of the
two new economic studies which have subsequently addressed this
bill, one commissioned by the Governor of Puerto Rico and the
other prepared by CBO. I would like to request that my full writ-
ten statement be made part of the record.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be done.
Mr. MORRISON. As the Chairman has mentioned, S. 712 would

provide for a popular referendum or a plebiscite on the political
status of Puerto Rico to be held in the summer of 1991. Three op-
tions are provided: statehood, independence or commonwealth. The
administration strongly supports the right of the people of Puerto
Rico to decide for themselves the future status of their island.

As Senator Moynihan has mentioned, the President has noted a
number of times that he personally favors the admission of Puerto
Rico as a State.

We think S. 712 achieves, to the extent possible, the three impor-
tant goals set for it by the Senate Committee on Energy and Natu-
ral Resources. First, an even playing field, politically speaking,
among the three political parties in Puerto Rico. Second, a relative-
ly smooth economic transition to any new status that is chosen.
And third, an adjustment to any new status that is budget neutral
over time.

It is important to know at the outset, however, that there are sig-
nificant limitations on any attempt to quantify precisely the eco-
nomic equivalence of the three status options. Economic projections
out to the year 2000, through the transition period, are just that-
projections, not guarantees.

In addition, the economic result under each of the options is ob-
scured by intangible and unquantifiable factors, including most im-
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portantly the reaction of the Puerto Rico people and their govern-
ment to the option chosen.

One of the chief issues for this Committee is the third policy
oint identified by the Energy Committee: the overall impact of the

Puerto Rican status referendum on our Federal deficit. With re-
spect to the Commonwealth option, as you know, the baseline
budget, of course, already contains the cost of Section 936. Treas-
ury's Office of Tax Analysis estimates that $2.1 billion in net tax
benefits will be received by Section 936 corporations in fiscal year
1990 alone. This cost is projected to grow at about 10 percent per
year.

Under statehood the administration estimates that while there is
a net increase in the Federal deficit in earlier years, there is a sub-
stantial net decrease in the Federal deficit beginning in fiscal year
1996. This projection is illustrated in Appendix II at the back of my
written statement. Even using the higher expenditure outlay esti-
mates prepared by CBO in their report will not affect this eventual
shift to deficit reduction. It merely shifts the crossover point when
deficit decreases are achieved from fiscal year 1996 to fiscal year
1997.

Another question, quite apart from the deficit impact, is whether
one of the options under S. 712 would create serious economic dislo-
cation on the island itself. To the extent that quantifiable aspects
of any dislocation might have an impact on our revenue estimates,
they are addressed in my written statement.

There are two related points to summarize here. First, our major
disagreement is with the Governor's report, not with CBO's; and
that involves the revenue pickup from the phaseout of 936, not the
impact on Puerto Rico's GNP growth.

Second, even if the economic impact to Puerto Rico were as seri-
ous as projected by CBO, the Federal revenue impact of such a
slow-down would be very small. This is because the pickup from
phasing out 936 is relatively insensitive to Puerto Rico's GNP. It is
also shown by the fact that the Treasury projections of Federal rev-
enue pickup from those items that are sensitive to Puerto Rican
economic health are similar, if not smaller than, both the other
studies.

Specific tax policy aspects of the bill that we support or suggest
need changing are outlined in my written statement and have been
outlined before in Mr. Gideon's testimony last November. A de-
tailed discussion of our revenue estimates and projections is also
provided in the written statement.

Allow me, please, however, to highlight for you a few of the
points we make regarding the revenue pickup from phasing out 936
under the statehood option.

There are two points to make regarding the development of a
revenue baseline for 936. First, the baseline used in the Governor's
study seems to miss more than 25 percent of the Section 936
income that is actually reported to the IRS. Second, in developing a
baseline it is important to divide Section 936 active business
income from passive income. Even if a 936 company shifts its
Puerto Rican operations to an overseas location after statehood,
passive income will generally become taxable.
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There are also a couple of points to make regarding the possible
offshore shift of active 936 income if statehood is chosen. First, only
where 936 company activities are shifted outside the United States
will some portion of the active income not yield increased Federal
revenue. In analyzing the possible offshore shift of 936 operations,
it is important to consider both the amount of 936 income derived
from intangible assets and the division of such intangible income
between marketing intangibles, such as trademarks, and manufac-
turing intangibles, such as patents.

Most marketing intangibles used in 936 companies are for the
U.S. market. Because of this, only manufacturing intangible
income can even in part successfully be shifted offshore. This ap-
pears also to have been overlooked by the Governor's study.

Third, the transfer of intangibles to an overseas affiliate would
require substantial royalties to be paid back to the U.S. transferor
of those intangibles. If 936 companies do choose to move offshore,
such royalties would reduce the benefits of the foreign location and
offset much of the revenue loss. This, of course, would affect the
initial decision of whether to move Puerto Rican operations off-
shore or not.

Admittedly, royalty payments could be somewhat offset by the
U.S. owners foreign tax credits. Thus, the frequency of excess for-
eign tax credit positions, by industry, was analyzed in our revenue
estimate.

Finally, because of the liberal product definition rules under Sec-
tion 936, if 936 operations were moved overseas some income cur-
rently allocated to Puerto Rico would not be able to follow and
would shift to the United States automatically, quite apart from
the effect of increased royalty payments.

As a result of examining all of these factors for each industry,
Treasury has concluded that, in the long run, about 25 percent of
the active 936 net income in Puerto Rico under the current law
baseline-and remember, that is growing baseline-would move
and remain offshore. Combined with the passive portion, which
would become automatically taxable, this means that nearly 80
percent of the tax benefit cost of 936 would be picked up under
statehood. This result is shown un the first line of Appendix I to
my written statement.

This concludes my statement and I will be happy to take any
questions after Mr. Gerry's statement.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Morrison appears in the appen-
dix.]

The CHAIRMAN. We will proceed with Mr. Gerry. Would you go
ahead with your statement, please.

STATEMENT OF MARTIN H. GERRY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY,
PLANNING AND EVALUATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND HUMAN SERVICES

Mr. GERRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, it is a pleasure to

be here today with Mr. Morrison on behalf of the Administration
to reaffirm our support for Senate bill S. 712. Secretary Sullivan
strongly supports the President's view that it is important to pro-
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vide the people of Puerto Rico with an opportunity to choose their
future relationship with the United States.

Our review of that legislation strongly indicates that it will pro-
vide the kind of equitable and workable approach to self-determi-
nation that we are seeking.

The Department of Health and Human Services provides ap-
proximately $2.7 billion per year to or on behalf of the residents of
Puerto Rico. I would like to briefly summarize the principal effects
of S. 712 on our programs.

Under the statehood option expenditure ceilings or caps on
AFDC and Medicaid would be removed and a Federally adminis-
tered Supplemental Security Income program would be extended to
eligible persons in Puerto Rico. We estimate additional Federal ex-
penditures under HHS programs will exceed $1.6 billion by fiscal
year 1995 and $3 billion by fiscal year 2000. Most of this increase
will be attributable to changes in Medicaid and SSI. HHS expendi-
ture increases represent about 80 percent of the total Federal ex-
penditure increases. The balance being with the Department of Ag-
riculture's Food Stamp program.

In addition to direct program expenditure increases, the state-
hood provisions are likely to affect general economic conditions in
Puerto Rico. On the one hand, there will be economic effects of the
increases in Federal transfers to Puerto Rico for SSI, Medicaid and
AFDC programs-and for the Agriculture Department's Food
Stamp program. On the other hand, statehood would change how
Puerto Rican corporations and individuals are taxed and the De-
partment of the Treasury has addressed those changes in taxation.
I would certainly defer to Mr. Morrison on them.

But I would only like to add that funding for a number of our
programs will be influenced by macro-economic conditions. Because
changes in personal income, employment, and unemployment do
affect the amount of money that is received by any State. There-
fore, actual Federal costs of statehood could be higher than the es-
timates I have cited. The interplay of taxes and program benefits
are complex and we do not have an adequate model to estimate
these effects at the present time.

I would like to mention one concern, however, with the statehood
provisions and that relates to the Medicare program. S. 712 would
change the way in which hospitals in Puerto Rico would be reim-
bursed under Medicare. Currently those hospitals are reimbursed
at a blended rate-that is, based 25 percent on the U.S. national
rate and 75 percent on the local rate in Puerto Rico. If Puerto
Rican hospitals were paid on the same basis as hospitals in other
States, those payments would be about 30-percent higher than cur-
rent payments.

Because hospital costs in Puerto Rico are substantially lower
than in the States, reliance on the national rate could result in
overpayment of Puerto Rican hospitals. S. 712 would limit reim-
bursements in Puerto Rico to the actual costs of providing equiva-
lent health care to the levels of care provided in several contiguous
States.

However, this appears inconsistent with respect to the prospec-
tive payment approach which provides hospitals with incentives to
control costs. We believe as a result of these questions that the
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Medicare payment provision of S. 712 should be reexamined by the
Committee to ensure that it achieves its intended purposes which
are basically to provide fair and reasonable payments without re-
sulting in unintended windfalls.

Commonwealth status as provided for in S. 712 would have little
direct effect on HHS programs. The most significant change would
be related to the bill's provision allowing Federal agencies to con-
solidate certain financial assistance programs. We have now had 10
years of experience applying the consolidation mechanism to other
insular areas and we do not foresee any problems in this regard.

Finally, our primary concern with the independence option is to
ensure an equitable and manageable transition to a Puerto Rican
Social Security and Medicare systems. Currently, Puerto Rico em-
ployers and employees are covered by the Social Security and Med-
icare trust funds in the same manner as employers and employees
in the 50 States. S. 712 recognizes the complexity of transition to
Puerto Rican systems for both Social Security and Medicare and es-
tablishes a Commission to address this. We support this approach.
In particular, we believe that a Social Security totalization agree-
ment, similar to the ones we have with 11 other countries would be
an effective approach.

Thank you very much for this opportunity, Mr. Chairman. I
would be happy to answer any questions that the Committee might
have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gerry appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
The original commonwealth legislation used the term "compact"

to refer to the relationship. I believe that has been a source of
some misunderstanding. Thinking about Senator Bradley's com-
ment, I would like to know what the administration thinks, assum-
ing that the plebiscite chooses commonwealth status.

Does the administration view that as, in any way, legally binding
future Congresses or future administrations to maintain any of the
tax, welfare or trade provisions that we may incorporate in this
legislation? That is a critical point for the people of Puerto Rico to
understand. They are entitled to hear, as we are, the opinion of the
administration.

Mr. MORRISON. Mr. Chairman, with respect to the tax benefits
currently enjoyed by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, we have
made clear in our previous testimony and we repeat today that it is
important, we think, for Congress to make very clear that this bill
enabling Puerto Rico to have a referendum provide no guarantee
with respect to the tax benefits currently enjoyed by the island.
And that they should, as Congress has in the past, be subject to
continuing analysis to determine efficiency and to determine
whether they should indeed be continued.

Therefore, we would strongly urge you to make it clear that you
are in no way binding future Congresses at all with respect to tax
initiatives.

Mr. GERRY. Let me just add, if I can, Mr. Chairman, I agree with
everything Mr. Morrison just said. If I understand your question
correctly, there was a constitutional law question involved in it,
which is whether in effect this Congress can bind future Congresses
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with respect to the assumptions-I guess it would be assumptions-
underlying this.

I cannot, obviously, from the Department of Health and Human
Services respond to that question, although I think it is an impor-
tant question to be resolved. But I can say that I think it is clear
that we support the position of the Treasury Department as just
Articulated, that we do not think such a course would be advisa-
ble-that is for the Congress to try to make such an offer.

As you know, and this Committee knows better certainly than I
do, these programs have evolved and changed in many ways and
hopefully will continue to do so. The implication I got from your
question would be that somehow the present status quo would be
frozen. That is the only way that I could see--

The CHAIRMAN. That was not an implication. That is what I said.
Mr. GERRY. Okay. Well then I think that would have undesirable

effects in terms of the changes that the Committee or future Com-
mittee would want to make.

The CHAIRMAN. I think Puerto Rico is entitled to know the view-
point of the administration on that. I think Mr. Morrison has
stated quite clearly what he thinks is the administration's view-
point. That is what I wanted to determine.

Mr. Morrison, the Congressional Budget Office has released a
report that indicates that, if the statehood option were chosen, re-
duced investment by Section 936 companies would lower Puerto
Rico's GNP by 10 to 15 percent by the year 2000. Is that consistent
with the administration s analysis? Would you tell the Committee
what the administration believes the macro-economic impacts on
Puerto Rico would be under the alternative status options provided
for in the bill?

Mr. MORRISON. It is important to note, Mr. Chairman, that CBO's
estimate of a 10 to 15 percent reduction in GNP by the year 2000 is
a 10 to 15 percent reduction in the otherwise "grown" or increased
GNP that Puerto Rico would have by the year 2000. Thus, they are
not predicting recession for Puerto Rico from statehood, but pre-
dicting reduced growth. Their low-growth baseline is, as I under-
stand it, about 2.5 percent growth; their high-growth baseline some-
where about 4 percent. They are only talking about a 1 or 2 per-
centage point per annum reduction in that rate of growth.

Second, it is important, and I am trying not to wiggle out of an-
swering your question too much, it is important to note that the
Treasury Department Office of Tax Policy is not in the business of
predicting GNP affects for the island, either for the short term or,
more importantly, for the long term.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, Mr. Morrison, we are entitled to your best
judgment on that. -weare talking about a very complex piece of
legislation.

Mr. MORRISON. That is understood.
The CHAIRMAN. This Committee is entitled to have all the infor-

mation it needs. We are trying to decide whether to make some ad-
justments in this particular bill.

Mr. MORRISON. Besides pointing out the fact that the GNP pre-
dictions of CBO are just a reduction in growth and not a reduction
overall, I think it is important to note what CBO itself said it is not
doing in its report, and defensibly not doing, because taking these
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factors into account is not a quantifiable task. Those are what we
refer to as the intangible benefits from statehood.

These include such things as the perception of Puerto Rico as an
integrated part of the United States both by foreign companies and
foreign governments as well as our own people. The intangible ben-
efit of the people of Puerto Rico themselves considering themselves
more integrated with United States.

But most importantly what cannot be quantified, but has to be
taken into account in reaching a judgment is, what will be the re-
action of the Puerto Rican Government and the Puerto Rican
people to the policy choice they make in the referendum. CBO
cannot analyze that because it is nonquantifiable.

But we certainly could foresee that the government of a new
State of Puerto Rico could decide radically to change its marginal
tax rates, reducing some of the higher marginal rates, and there-
fore using its own State tax system to provide for economic incen-
tives.

We could also foresee the State government of the new State of
Puerto Rico radically changing its public expenditures policy.
Today there are a number of public companies owned by the Gov-
ernment of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, including the tele-
phone company and a sugar company. There may be economic effi-
ciency gains that can be achieved through privatizing that sort of
government-owned business.

So the bottom line, I think, is that it is most important to take
into account the reaction that a new State government in Puerto
Rico and its people may have to the choice of becoming a State.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Morrison. I think that is helpful.
My time has expired.

Senator MOYNIHAN?
Senator Moynihan. Mr. Chairman, I think we would all agree

that Mr. Morrison and Mr. Gerry have given us good testimony,
marked by openness and responsiveness.

Let me just pursue a few of these questions. On the statehood
matter that Mr. Morrison was mentioning, Senator Inouye and our
beloved deceased colleague, Senator Matsunaga, would speak with
great emphasis of the difference in the economic conditions in
Hawaii once statehood came about. It was a different place in
terms of investment and so on.

But, Mr. Morrison, in my prepared statement I noted the fact
that abolition of Section 936 appeared in Treasury I, which was
very much a document of the permanent government. And that we
could assume that sentiments to abolish Section 936 still exist at
Treasury. Secretaries come and go. I see in your statement-and I
think it is very important-that 936 benefits should continue to be
reviewed.

Section 936 was originally put in place to encourage American
investment in the Philippines, as I recall, in the 1920's. Is it the
administration's view that under commonwealth status that the
administration would not propose that the Congress change 936?

Mr. MORRISON. That is correct. We are not making any proposal
to do that.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. But to enjoy what is more a constitutional
fact that Congress is bound by previous Congresses and this can
change at any time?

Mr. MORRISON. That is correct.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Gerry, you suggest that we are going to

have from just the Department of Health and Human Services that
the outlays in Puerto Rico will have doubled by the year 2000 from
$2.7 billion, an additional $3 billion by the year 2000.

Mr. GERRY. That is correct. Mr. Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. That comes from expenditures of your De-

partment of $2,000 per capita if I can roughly divide. About 3 mil-
lion people, about $6 billion. That is $2,000.

Could you give this Committee some notion about what by say
the year 2000 what you expect the per capita outlay of social wel-
fare benefits in Puerto Rico would be as against other States or do
you have some notion now?

Mr. GERRY. I have a general notion.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Could you offer us that subject to revision?
Mr. GERRY. It would be substantially higher than in any of the

other States, Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Twice as high?
Mr. GERRY. I think-let me see if I can find it. I had the material

or at least some of the material that you want. I would be happy to
provide it State by State.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I think we would be interested in that, yes.
But give us an estimate now while we have you here, before some-
thing else interferes.

Mr. GERRY. Let me see if I can find that for a minute, Senator. I
think what we did was we grouped the States that had the highest,
somewhere between 7 and 10, and my understanding is that the ex-
penditures would be about-there are a lot of variables, as-I have
indicated-but roughly twice as high.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Roughly twice as high.
Mr. GERRY. As in the 7 to 10 States, Senator.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We will ask you to go back and think about

this. What would you say is the portion of the population that
would be receiving various program benefits? Would we go back to
60 percent of the population receiving food stamps?

Mr. GERRY. My understanding--
Senator MOYNIHAN. That is not your--
Mr. GERRY. Well it is not, but I think we could say comfortably

we would not, Senator. In fact, probably because of the current
rates there would be the likelihood of something, even a decrease
in the number of people receiving food stamps although there
would be an increase in the value.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Fine. Could we get that?
Mr. GERRY. Certainly.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We would have to ask the Treasury, I guess,

about earned income tax credits. Most of the population would be
eligible, would they not? Offhand, wouldn't you think?

Mr. MORRISON. I think we have that figure. It is about half-a
substantial percentage, yes.

Senator MOYNIHAN. About 40 percent or so?
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Mr. MORRISON. More than half of all returns, but the per-taxpay-
er credit would average well below that on the mainland.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I guess if the administration could give us
an estimate of the incidents of social welfare benefits, per capita, I
mean in the island as against the other norms around the country.

Mr. GERRY. We would be happy to do that, Senator Moynihan.
[The information appears in the appendix.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. Could I just ask one other question. On the

language issue, has the administration made a position?
Mr. MORRISON. Not from the tax perspective; no, sir. [Laughter.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Morrison, you will go far. [Laughter.]
Mr. Gerry, let's see what your future holds. [Laughter.]
Mr. GERRY. I would repeat not from the tax perspective. But as

far as I know, Senator Moynihan, the administration has not taken
a position on that issue. I would be happy to try to find out.

The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me, Senator, it is a taxing issue.
[Laughter.]

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, gentlemen.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Some people would

say tax talk is a separate language anyway.
If statehood is the option and you estimate that that will cost ad-

ditional $2 to $3 billion a year, where will that money come from?
Mr. MORRISON. If I can first quibble with your predicate, Senator,

the net deficit impact will not be $2 to $3 billion under our esti-
mates.

Senator BRADLEY. Over the first 5 years.
Mr. MORRISON. Over the first 5 years the cumulative total would

have been $2 to $3 billion, but the annual amount is a few hundred
million.

Senator BRADLEY. So is it an increase in the deficit in the first 5
years by $2 to $3 billion?

Mr. MORRISON. The increase in the deficit from fiscal year 1992
through fiscal year 1995, cumulative, would be on the order of $3
billion.

Senator BRADLEY. So where does the money come from?
Mr. MORRISON. That is an expenditure-and Mr. Gerry can ad-

dress this as well-that the administration is willing to accept. But
in terms of "accepting" that means we are willing to work with the
Congress in balancing expenditures in designing the fiscal year
1992 budget and the follow-on budgets to accommodate that.

We acknowledge that the expenditure is not negligible, but it is
less than $1 billion a year; and that that is an item that can be
addressed in the general balance of budget items. We do not shirk
from the task.

Senator BRADLEY. So basically you are saying you take it from
some place else?

Mr. MORRISON. I think it has to be--
Senator BRADLEY. Would you take it from another State?
Mr. MORRISON. It has to be part of the mix of designing the

budget for each of those years.
Senator BRADLEY. Well I think it is important to be candid. I

mean I sure do not want iny people in New Jersey loosing out be-
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cause there's a need for an extra $2 to $3 billion and the adminis-
tration basically says we are going to take it from one State and
give it to another State.

Mr. MORRISON. Would realize I am not saying it would come
from the same line item. It can be part of a mix of the entire ex-
penditure package.

Senator BRADLEY. So you won't give us anymore specific sugges-
tions?

Mr. MORRISON. At the moment I understand the administration's
position to be that when the plebiscite occurs and statehood is
chosen we would immediately come and begin to discuss the issue.

Senator BRADLEY. Well let me say to you, as well as to the people
of Puerto Rico, I would sure want to know where it would come
from prior to my vote. If I vote for statehood and I have an admin-
istration that says, well, I might come up with the money but I am
not sure where or how, I would want to know that. I would want to
have the administration on the record as to where the money is
going to come from so I could be sure I was going to get the money.

Mr. MORRISON. We are committed to finding the money. Deciding
where it comes from needs to be a collegial process, I think.

Mr. GERRY. If I might add, Senator Bradley, it not only needs to
be but it always is one. The administration's position is that the
President will come forward with a budget that includes these costs
and that it will be obviously up to the Congress and the adminis-
tration collaboratively to decide on all the other items in the
budget. I do not think we can necessarily trace arrows to other po-
sitions for precisely where each dollar will come from.

Senator BRADLEY. Okay.
Under the bill, if the people choose statehood they get the imme-

diate benefits of statehood and the benefits of Section 936 are
phased out. Is that correct?

Mr. MORRISON. That is correct.
Senator BRADLEY. Is that constitutional?
Mr. MORRISON. The Justice Department has testified at great

length in November on the constitutionality of the phase out of 936
and the answer was yes.

Senator BRADLEY. So it is the Justice Department's opinion that
you can provide a tax benefit to one State that does not go to other
States?

Mr. MORRISON. Provided it is phased out over a short period of
time.

Senator BRADLEY. You feel quite comfortable with that? You do
not think you need declaratory judgment from the Supreme Court
and you do not think you need anything else? You feel quite com-
fortable with the Assistant Solicitor's view?

Mr. MORRISON. I have to defer to the Justice Department. But
Mrs. Peterson's testimony did make it clear that that-was their po-
sition.

Senator BRADLEY. Now if I were the people in Puerto Rico I
would sure want to know that with a little more authority than the
view of a Justice Department lawyer. They have been wrong. There
are a lot of dollars involved here. But I realize that is not a tax
matter.
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On the issue of the Puerto Rican Olympic team, can Puerto Rico
have an Olympic team from the administration's standpoint if they
opt for statehood? That is more in your area, Mr. Gerry? [Laugh-
ter.]

Mr. GERRY. That is the problem with the Department of Health
and Human Services. If we cannot figure it fits anywhere else, it
always ends up being one of our questions. [Laughter.]

I do not know that we have anything to do with Olympic team
formation or the rules governing Olympic teams. So I cannot hon-
estly answer your question, Senator Bradley.

Senator BRADLEY. Do you think New Jersey should have an
Olympic team?

Mr. GERRY. I would not want to preempt the citizens of New
Jersey from at least arriving at that conclusion probably first. But
I honestly do not know the extent to which the Federal Govern-
ment plays a role in deciding who has Olympic teams and under
what rules they select them.

Senator BRADLEY. Well if the people of Puerto Rico are under the
impression that they can have statehood and an Olympic team,
which is a certain element of pride and a certain element of identi-
ty, it ought to be clear where Congress and the administration
stand on that before they choose.

Mr. GERRY. I agree with you it ought to be clear, Senator. I do
not know what the impression is. I know that our Department
right now is not operating under any impression with respect to
whether there will or there will not be an Olympic team in Puerto
Rico after statehood.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator SYmms?
Senator SYMMs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman; and, gentlemen,

thank you very much for your testimony.
All three of my colleagues have asked you questions that require

a high degree of candidness to ensure there is no misunderstanding
on the part of the people of Puerto Rico as to the possibilities re-
garding this issue. The prospect of a recession in Puerto Rico con-
cerns me. I think, Mr. Gerry, you said in your testimony there may
be a recession in Puerto Rico. Did you say that or who said that?

Mr. GERRY. No, not a recession.
Mr. MORRISON. I said that even under CBO's analysis they are

not predicting a recession in Puerto Rico.
Senator SYMMs. Well if, in fact, some of the tax returns in the

936 companies, did you analyze those tax returns that would show
an approximate 15-percent drop in profits in the 936 companies if
statehood is enacted?

Mr. MORRISON. In developing our revenue estimates we would
not normally take into account the GNP drop in Puerto Rico. But
let ne explain why that is not important here. First--

Senator SYMMS. Try to make the answer brief because I am
trying to get to my question.

Mr. MORRISON. Okay. First, there is no impact on the revenue
pickup from 936; and second, even assuming CBO's negative num-
bers, there is only a 5 percent total impact on the small portion of
the pickup that is not relative to 936. That has an almost negligible
effect on the total revenue impact.
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Senator SYMMS. My question concerns Pete Marwick's indication
of a possible 15-percent drop in profit. Thus, if they are making on
the average 18 percent in that study, they could be down to 3 per-
cent, while if you can borrow money at 10 percent and pick up and
leave and go to Mexico or somewhere else, what happens to Puerto
Rico if they lose employment and jobs?

Mr. MORRISON. The point is that we do not believe they can pick
up and leave and go to Mexico. If they went to Mexico they would
have to--

Senator SYMMS. Or Jamaica, say. Maybe they will make an ar-
rangement for them.

Mr. MORRISON. If they went to any foreign jurisdiction a substan-
tial portion of the income earned by 936 companies would have to
be paid back to the mainland in the form of royalties. So from a
revenue perspective we estimate, even if there is a significant hit
to Puerto Rico's GNP, very little impact on the revenue pickup
from 936 companies.

Senator SYMMs. So what is your basic reason from Treasury's
point of view, what is the comparative business advantage for
someone to be in Puerto Rico as a State as to say going to North
Carolina or New Jersey or to go to some low tax jurisdiction like
Jamaica or somewhere in the Far East? What is the advantage?
What is the comparative advantage? How do you analyze it?

Mr. MORRISON. There is very little difference in your example be-
tween going to North Carolina or New Jersey versus staying on
shore in Puerto Rico. Our revenue estimates with respect to the
pickup from 936 are not sensitive to whether a 936 company moves
from Puerto Rico back to the United States. If that happens we
will still pick up the same amount of revenue.

The question as to whether or not 936 companies will move off-
shore is addressed in our testimony; and that is the only thing that
has an impact on our revenue pickup.

Senator SYMMS. Well I guess what I am driving at here is if, in
fact, statehood-let's hypothetically say that statehood is granted,
which you are recommending, and then in fact after three or 4
years, if GNP is down and things have not turned out as well and
people aren't quite as wealthy as they thought they would be and
they feel disillusioned, and then they get a new election over there
and elect a party slate of officers in the legislature and the Gover-
nor that are demanding independence, what is the Treasury's posi-
tion going to be then?

Mr. MORRISON. Well the administration's position is that they
have the right of self-determination at this time. It is the Presi-
dent's personal opinion that they ought to be a State.

Senator SYMMs. I hear you. I understand that. I am just looking
down the road. Before I get too committed on this, I would like to
be somewhat comfortable, and hope the people in Puerto Rico will
realize that every possible decrease in income for those people
needs to be addressed in advance.

Mr. MORRISON. We agree with that, Senator, absolutely, and
think our estimates with respect to that--

Senator SYMMS. How high of a margin of the election of the pleb-
iscite in Puerto Rico is required before statehood is granted by the
Congress or by the U.S. Government-50.1 percent?
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Mr. MORRISON. It is a simple majority.
Senator SYMMS. Is there any way that it could be increased to a

higher majority, just so that we were confident that that's what
they really want to do?

Mr. MORRISON. That would be up to the judgment of the Senate
and the House.

Senator SYMMs. I do not know what the Constituion says about
that.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Would my friend yield for comments?
Senator SYMMs. Certainly.
Senator MOYNIHAN. The Constitution does not say, but from the

very beginning when the Northwest Territories were divided into
States one by one the rule was a simple majority of the population
which needed to be 60,000 or more.

Senator SYMMS. Well all I am asking is-and I guess what I am
driving at is-I think the Chairman said at the beginning we had
better be very candid about this and make sure that everyone un-
derstands it. If in fact there is a negative impact with respect to
these 936 companies, employment, GNP, and income, and the
people believe that they are going to be much wealthier if they
become a state and then if they are not wealthier and if they have
only voted for it by a very small majority in the first place, well in
three or 4 years what happens when they reconsider the statehood
status of Puerto Rico? That is the question I am asking.

Mr. MORRISON. Well, I think we have to look to the history of the
1860's to determine whether or not secession is appropriate.

Senator SYMMS. Well I hope you are not going to-I mean, I hope
we can think that through. I think that is what we all have to
think about.

Mr. Chairman, I know my time is up, but since Mr. Gerry is here
could I ask one other question about the hospital costs? I think
Treasury has said, if I understood their testimony right, that Treas-
ury revenues would increase if statehood is granted; and you have
said hospital costs will also increase. Is the hospital cost increase
greater than its revenue increase?

Mr. GERRY. No, Senator Symms.
Senator SYMMS. I am asking the same question in a different way

that Senator Bradley asked.
Mr. GERRY. Well let me see if I can separate the issues. If the bill

as currently drafted is passed, we are not certain of which of two
calculations we would use under the current wording. That is one
of our problems with the wording of the bill. We would have to cal-
culate the rate, the approved rate, for reimbursement of Medicare
hospitals in one of 2 ways. Either of those two ways as we current-
ly anticipate it would not be consistent with the prospective pay-
ment system now in effect in other jurisdictions.

And, based on our current understanding of actual costs in
Puerto Rico the two approaches which would be the national hospi-
tal average or the actual costs, we have a blended formula right
now for calculating the Medicare reimbursement rate. The ques-
tion would be under the current language which one we would use.

Either of those two would produce a higher reimbursement rate
than it would appear to be warranted by the actual costs of hospi-
tal care. However, if you take either of those approaches, the
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amount of money that it would cost from the Medicare trust fund
would certainly not be as much as the revenue gained by the
Treasury from statehood-for that is the total revenue gain by the
Treasury Department from statehood would be larger than either
of those calculations just on the Medicare trust fund amounts.

Senator SYMMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Gentlemen, one of the traditional views for determining when a

jurisdiction qualifies for statehood is that it should reach a stage of
economic development where it can hold its own in the national
economy.

The CBO questioned whether Puerto Rico has reached that stage
of development. Do you think that is a valid requirement for state-
hood? If you do, do you think Puerto Rico has reached that stage of
development?

Mr. MORRISON. I think, of course, it is an important criteria for
this Committee and the Congress to consider in considering the ad-
mission of Puerto Rico as a State should the people choose that
option. I also think that from my reading the CBO's study, given
the fact that even under the statehood option there would be eco-
nomic growth rather- than depression, I think it is fair to assume
that Puerto Rico has reached such a stage of economic develop-
ment.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask that again, because you put it back
on us. I am trying to find out what the administration thinks. Do
you think that is a valid qualification requirement for statehood, to
reach a stage of economic development where it can hold its own in
the national economy?

That is one of the traditional viewpoints. I want to know the ad-
ministration's view.

Mr. MORRISON. From the Treasury's perspective, I think we
would agree that it is a valid concern.

Mr. GERRY. I would have to say I think the President has en-
dorsed the concept of self-determination as the first valid concern.

Mr. Chairman, being from the western part of the United States
myself, and although understanding the point of your criterion, I
do not know what the application of such a criterion would have
meant to the Montana territories or to probably 10 or 15 of the
Western States that were admitted if Congress had attempted at
that point in time to calculate the precise ability of those territo-
ries as States to compete in the national economy.

I think it is relevant but I do not think it ought to take prece-
dence over the principal of self-determination, which is the one.
that the President has very strongly supported. I think the admin-
istration continues to support it as the major concept governing the
ability of people within this country to make decisions about their
own future.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Moynihan?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, the morning is going by and

I am going to again thank these two distinguished members. They
have helped us a lot and we are going to get more information
from you.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Just one quick question. On the calculation of the net costs, over
the period 1992 to 2000 what is your calculation of the net trans-
fers?

Mr. MORRISON. Of the net transfers, Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADLEY. Yes. Spending less taxes.
Mr. MORRISON. I would have to do some quick addition, but

through 1995 we show a net loss of over $3 billion; and from 1996
through 2000 we show a net gain on the order of $6 billion. So net
between 1992 and 2000, we show a pickup on the order of $2 to $3
billion.

Senator BRADLEY. So the Treasury shows a pickup of $2 to $3 bil-
lion?

Mr. MORRISON. Between fiscal year 1992 and fiscal year 2000.
Senator BRADLEY. CBO has quite a different view? The CBO

report states that net transfers, spending less taxes to Puerto Rico
would be nearly $18 billion higher over the period 1992 to 2000.

What is the difference between a gain of $3 billion and a net
transfer of $18 billion?

Mr. MORRISON. It is important not to take CBO's statement out
of context. CBO, and they can address them themselves, is talking
about net transfers to the island. They are not talking about the
revenue pickup from phasing out Section 936, which is revenue
picked up from the U.S. owners of the 936 companies.

We think if you take CBO's outlay estimates and add our pickup
from Section 936, which we do not believe CBO is quibbling with,
you still end up in a net positive figure.

Senator BRADLEY. So basically it is the Section 936 pickup?
Mr. MORRISON. That is right.
Mr. GERRY. Yes. I would just add that we agree. We think the

CBO's outlay estimates are generally accurate. We have minor dif-
ferences. So that would confirm the proposition that the difference
is in the 936 treatment.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Dole, the Minority Leader, also has some concerns and

has some written questions that he will be submitting for the
record.

[The questions appear in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to now call Dr. Robert Reischauer,

the Director of the Congressional Budget Office, to the witness
stand.

I note that Fred Ribe will also be with Dr. Reischauer. Fred Ribe
has done some of the work on the CBO report on Puerto Rico.

Gentlemen, we are pleased to have you. Dr. Reischauer, if you
would proceed, please.

STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT D. REISCHAUER, DIRECTOR, CON-
GRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED BY FREDERICK
C. RIBE, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR FISCAL ANALYSIS, CON-
GRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE
Dr. REISCHAUER. Mr. Chairman and Senator Moynihan, it is a

pleasure to be here before the committee this morning. I am ac-
companied by Fred Ribe, CBO's Assistant Director for Fiscal Anal-
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ysis, who returned yesterday from Puerto Rico where he discussed
the contents of CBO's study with the island's economist..

I will submit my prepared statement for the record and briefly
summarize CBO's analysis of the economic and budgetary impacts
of the statehood and independence options as they are defined by S.
712.

At the outset, 1 want to emphasize that the analysis that the
CBO undertook for this Committee was not able to incorporate all
of the possible effects that a change in the island's political status
could have. We concentrated on the quantifiable impacts that
would result from changes in net government transfers and from
the gradual elimination of Section 936 benefits.

A change in Puerto Rico's political status could affect many
other things-tourism, the local sector's capacity to spend, how
Puerto Ricans and outsiders perceive the island as a place to do
business, work effort and saving patterns of the Puerto Rican popu-
lation, and the island's trade, shipping, and international tax posi-
tions.

These dimensions could have important impacts on Puerto Rico's
economy, but CBO had little basis for estimating their relative
magnitudes.

Under statehood, Puerto Rico would become eligible for full Fed-
eral entitlements, and individuals and corporations on the island
would become liable for Federal taxes. Because the former would
outweigh the latter, net Federal transfers to Puerto Rico would in-
crease by about $18 billion over the 1992 to 2000 period. By itself
this net increase in Federal flows would increase the island's aggre-
gate demand and stimulate the Puerto Rican economy. It also
might affect the island's labor supply and the migration flows be-
tween the island and the mainland.

Statehood would also involve the gradual phaseout of Section 936
benefits. Affected firms would respond to this by reducing their in-
vestments in Puertcr Rico. The reduced investment would decrease
aggregate demand and over time would reduce the island's produc-
tive capacity.

At first the Puerto Rican economy would probably enjoy a tem-
porary surge in response to the increase in net transfers, but this
effect would be eventually offset by the loss of Section 936 activity.
On balance these two repercussions of statehood would result in a
reduction of 1 to 2 percentage points in Puerto Rico's economic
growth rate over the balance of this century.

By the year 2000, the island's real gross national product (GNP)
would be 10 percent to 15 percent lower than it would be under a
continuation of commonwealth status. Employment growth would
fall by about one-half to 1 percentage point, which translates into a
reduction of 50,000 to 100,000 jobs by the year 2000. The lower eco-
nomic growth and higher unemployment projected under statehood-.
would act to increase Federal spending for such programs as unem-
ployment insurance, food stamps, Aid to Families with Dependent
Children, and Medicaid by somewhere between $300 million and
$600 million by the year 2000.

Estimating the impact of independence on the Puerto Rican
economy involves even more conjecture than does estimating the
effects of statehood. On the one hand, independence could have
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positive economic effects if it led to expanded investment, increased
labor supply, and reduced dependency. On the other hand, inde-

pendence could be harmful if the progressive loss in Federal trans-
fers that would occur under S. 712 proved to be too burdensome,
and if Puerto Rico encountered difficulties obtaining capital from
abroad.

Under independence, Federal transfers to Puerto Rico would fall
progressively below the baseline levels and eventually would termi-
nate. The excise tax on rum would no-longer be remitted to Puerto
Rico. The overall result would be a decline in net fiscal flows from
the United States to Puerto Rico that would amount to about $7
billion over the balance of this century.

The decline in net fiscal flows from the United States would
reduce aggregate demand and reduce the average growth of real
GNP in Puerto Rico by somewhere between two-tenths and three-
tenths of a percent per year over the balance of the century.

Independence could also affect Puerto Rico's ability to attract
direct investment. Under S. 712, U.S. corporations in Puerto Rico
would lose all of the benefits of Section 936. However, the inde-
pendent nation could respond by offering other tax-related advan-
tages that could transform it into a low-tax jurisdiction for U.S.
firms and into a more attractive location for investment by third
countries than is now the case. The net effect of this was impossi-
ble for CBO to estimate.

An independent Puerto Rico might encounter severe difficulties
financing its balance-of-payment outflows. In the past this outflow
has been financed by net transfers from the Federal Government;
by Puerto Rican Government borrowing in the U.S. municipal bond
market; and by direct investment by Section 936 firms. Under inde-
pendence, U.S. Government transfers, as I have mentioned, would
decline, and Puerto Rico would lose its access to the U.S. municipal
bond market.

If these effects were not offset by an increase in direct invest-
ment from abroad, Puerto Rico would face a decline in funds from
outside sources which would cause its economy to contract. Either
the Government would have to reduce its borrowing to balance the
shortfall, or real interest rates would have to rise. Either case
would lead to reduced output, employment, and income at least in
the short run.

Let me conclude by reiterating the caveats that must be kept in
mind when discussing CBO's analysis. First, the effects of a change
in Puerto Rico's status are extremely complex and very uncertain.
Second, CBO could not quantify many of these effects. Third, those
that we could quantify could not be stated with a great deal of pre-
cision.

What this suggests is that CBO's study, while useful in laying
out the general pattern of likely effects, should not be regarded as
the last word on this subject.

Finally, I think that it is important to reflect on Senator Brad-
ley's opening comments and to note the limited scope of CBO's
study. We examined the economic and budgetary impacts of a shift
in Puerto Rico's political status. Such a shift would represent a
major political change, and certainly there are numerous other fac-
tors that should be considered -as you resolve this issue.
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Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Reischauer appears in the appen-

dix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Reischauer, you talked about an economy in

Puerto Rico that has been built on Federal tax preferences and
local tax preferences, and that their elimination would have a neg-
ative impact on Puerto Rico's investments.

As an economist, do you believe the Puerto Rican economy is
built on tax incentives? Do you think it could sustain economic
growth without those incentives?

Dr. REISCHAUER. I think it certainly can in the long run. There
will be a difficult adjustment period.

The CHAIRMAN. In the long run, that is what the Congress is
saying. In the long run we are all dead. But tell me again, what do
you mean by long run? Measure it out for me.

Dr. REISCHAUER. Well, there will be an adjustment period. As the
Puerto Rican economy adjusts to the withdrawal of the incentives
provided by Section 936, that will act as a drag on economic growth
and, by our calculations, a fairly serious drag. But by the year
2000, Section 936 credits will have been totally phased out for 2
ears. The increased tax payments to the Federal Government will
e phased in and readjustments will 6ccur.
The CHAIRMAN. So you are saying by the year 2000 you think it

could sustain economic growth without the Federal tax incentives?
Dr. REISCHAUER. Yes. We are not saying that there will not be

economic growth between now and the year 2000.
I would like to correct a misimpression that might have been left

by Mr. Morrison. We have made no forecast of what the Puerto
Rican economy will do over the next decade. We have no ability
really to forecast the ups and downs in the Puerto Rican economy
the way we do the American economy for our work on the budget.

We have looked back at the track record of the Puerto Rican
economy and have developed high-growth and low-growth scenarios
that are consistent with past experience in Puerto Rico and then
asked, what would happen, given statehood, assuming these two
growth paths. So the answer to the question of whether we predict-
ed a recession or not in Puerto Rico is that we did not predict one
nor did we not predict one.

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, I have another engagement I have to
fulfill and so I am going to ask Senator Moynihan to continue to
Chair the hearing.

Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Dr. Reischauer, in my opening remarks I of-

fered the thought that the real issues we are dealing with here are
civic and not economic. We have every reason properly to ask, you
know, what will be the economic consequences and this is the Fi-
nance Committee and we deal with such matters. But as you look
at this situation, and try to get beyond your modeling mode,
wouldn't you be disposed to say that with all that we know that
there are not going to be any economic consequences of any magni-
tude compared with the magnitude of the civic ones? Do the eco-
nomic issues override the importance of the civic ones?

Do you want to be a citizen of the United States and a member
of the union with representation in Congress? Do you want to be a
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citizen of the United States but not have representation in Con-
gress through a Commissioner? Do you want to be independent?

Compared to the magnitude of those civic issues-maybe you do
not want to answer this. You do not have to, obviously. What is the
growth rate in the 1980's in Puerto Rico, about 2.5 percent, some-
thing like that?

Dr. REISCHAUER. It is between 2 percent and 3 percent.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Two to three. I said 2.5. In between 2 and 3

percent. Mr. Ribe-is it Mr. Ribe?
Dr. REISCHAUER. Yes, Mr. Ribe.
Senator MOYNIHAN. What does that do in a decade? That com-

pounds to about 30 percent or so?
Dr. REISCHAUER. Probably a little over 30 percent.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thirty-five?
Dr. REISCHAUER. Roughly.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. So your GNP has gotten better than it

was. We are accustomed to economic growth in a way that the spe-
cies did not ever begin to experience until about 150 years ago. So
the economic growth in the eyes of the island will be about 35 per-
cent in this decade if it continued about what it was in that decade.
That is a big increase, about a third or more. It would be about
three-fold. No?

Dr. REISCHAUER. Roughly 28 percent.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Roughly 28.3 did you say?
Dr. REISCHAUER. No, 28 percent growth, roughly.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I would say a third. There are more people

too, but you know physically better off.
So then between 28 and 24?
Dr. Reischauer. No. What you would be doing is reducing that

growth rate of--
Senator MOYNIHAN. No, no.
Dr. REISCHAUER. If it were 2.5 percent per year and we said the

impact of statehood would be to reduce that by 1 to 2 percentage
points a year, we would then be talking about a growth rate that
was between 0.5 percent and 1.5 percent per year; and that is a
very substantial change in the circumstances.

Senator MOYNIHAN. At 1.5 percent, what is the increase?
Dr. REISCHAUER. It ends up reducing the level of GNP, as I said

in my statement, by between 10 percent and 15 percent. The in-
crease from what it would have it otherwise.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I understand these things. I have been 14
years here; I am beginning to get the hang of it.

So would I be within a range of saying that in your estimate
things as they are, assuming there is no change in 936, the GNP of
Puerto Rico will increase by about 30 percent in this decade; and
that if we go to statehood instantly it will increase by about 15 per-
cent? In those round figures.

That seems to me, if I may say-and this is a judgment other
people will make, obviously-these seem to be derisory sums com-
pared to the magnitude of the issue, what kind of a citizenship do
you desire.

Dr. REISCHAUER. Well, let me agree with your final statement-I
think that the citizenship or civic issue is the paramount issue. But
I would mention that, as you noted, the population of Puerto Rico
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is growing, and, under a pessimistic scenario, the lower GNP
growth rate might result in basically static per capita GNP over a
decade. That is not a happy set of circumstances.

Senator MOYNIHAN. The median income in the United States in
1987, the median family income, finally got back to the level of
1973, right?

Dr. REISCHAUER. The answer is yes, in real terms.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes, in real terms.
Dr. REISCHAUER. And we are above that, yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. So we went 15 years with no increase in the

median family income and life went on. You know, World Series
were held, and football games, hearings.

Dr. REISCHAUER. Real per capita GNP rose fairly substantially
during that period, and some of the reasons why real family in-
comes did not regain their 1973 level had to do with demographic
shifts that were going on and the restructuring of the American
family. But this is a more complicated issue, which you and I have
talked about before.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes, a more complicated issue than state-
hood or commonwealth.

Listen, could you tell the Committee-this is the Chairman. The
Chairman asked me to ask you this question. Dr. Reischauer, you
have testified that there are a number of potential effects of the
various status options which CBO is unable to estimate in its anal-
ysis. I understand that putting a precise number on many of these
effects is often difficult. Nevertheless, this Committee has to make
tough and important decisions and we need to have the best possi-
ble advice and analysis.

Could you tell the Committee whether in your best professional
judgment the unestimated effects are likely to override the nega-
tive consequences which CBO has predicted under the statehood
and independence options?

Dr. REISCHAUER. The answer to that, simply put, is no. We omit-
ted a number of important factors, because we did not have the ca-
pacity, the data, or the modeling ability. Some of those factors
would act to slow down the Puerto Rican economy beyond the fac-
tors that we examined; others would act in the other way. We omit-
ted the impact that would result from the elimination of the uncer-
tainty over Puerto Rico's political status and political future that
presumably would have a positive effect.

Senator MOYNIHAN. How are you going to, you know, put a
number on that.

Dr. REISCHAUER. We also omitted the increased recognition-
knowledge that Puerto Rico exists and that it is a place to do busi-
ness-and the tourism impact. Those factors presumably would be
positive.

On the negative side, we left out such things as the impact that
would occur from increased marginal tax rates on individuals that
could lead to a reduction in the labor supply; the increased tax
burden on capital in Puerto Rico-local capital; the effects that a
reduction in the Section 936 sector would have on local supplying
firms; the possibility that the Puerto Rican state government might
be strapped for funds and have to cut back its activity if the econo-
my of Puerto Rico suffered poor growth.
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So there were things on both sides. Whether on balance they
would add up to a plus or minus, I am unsure-but I think the net
effect of all these omitted factors would be relatively small com-
pared with the large negative impact that the two dimensions we
did examine would produce. So I am fairly confident about the di-
rection of the effect, if not in the size.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We want to be as neutral here as we can
and just present the alternatives-I think that is the view of the
committee. I think it was the view of the Energy andNatural Re-
sources Committee. Just present information and let people make
their own choices.

It would be helpful, I think, and could I ask, would you try to
work out a per capita GNP path over the next 10 years in terms of
the two scenarios. Leave independence out. Independence is a judg-
ment people can make that will have nothing to do with economics.
If they want to do it, it will be for reasons that have nothing what-
ever to do with economics. But these other things you might, eco-
nomics will tend to make a difference.

Could you do that for us?
Dr. REISCHAUER. We will be glad to do it. I want to add that this

analysis will be as uncertain and difficult as the other analyses we
have done because we have no way of estimating the effects on mi-
gration of changed economic situations. So we will assume, you
know, a steady situation in that regard.

[The information appears in the appendix.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
One of the economic issues that I would like to see you factor in

is transfer payments. If statehood brings $2,000 per capita in trans-
fer payments out of HHS that seems to me that-you know, a
family of five has a $10,000-well, that median family of five, they
are in the range where that would be the largest transfer payment
in per capita terms than any place in the world; wouldn't it be?

I mean you hear a lot about Sweden but I doubt it. You know,
can you factor that in?

Dr. REISCHAUER. We have calculated in our report and in my tes-
timony what we think those transfer payments will be, and we will
be glad to work them 6ut on a per capita basis for you and provide
them.

[The information appears in the appendix.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. You have Mr. Gerry, so you have their judg-

ment. You can use that.
Dr. REISCHAUER. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Would you tell us about it, too, you know, a

little footnote.
Finally, can I ask you, sir, has the House of Representatives

asked anything of you in this matter?
Dr. REISCHAUER. Apparently they have put in an analogous re-

quest to the General Accounting Office.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Recently, as far as you know?
Dr. REISCHAUER. A month ago.
Senator MOYNIHAN. A month ago. All right.
Because may I for the record say that we asked the Congression-

al Research Service a year ago, last summer, to give us an assess-
ment of what the effects on social programs would be and transfer
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payments and so forth. We have been at this. I do not want to be
difficult, but I have to say that if the House of Representatives
does not get onto this job we are going to have a situation I de-
scribed earlier. We will end this Congress without legislation to
send to the President in accordance with hiie clear expectation and
wish at the beginning of this Congress.

That would be a dereliction of a responsibility of a very high
order, or so I think, and about which I do not ask you to comment
on.

Gentlemen, thank you very much, Dr. Reischauer, Mr. Ribe. We
appreciate it very much. We will hear from you. I guess you have
nothing else to do right now, but could you get us these things as
soon as you can because we have to proceed on this.

Dr. RE ISCHAUER. We should be able to get it to you in a couple
days.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Good.
Well now, we now hear from a panel of distinguished citizens

who are involved with these matters. We will stand in recess for 1
minute while we sort of reshuffle.

[Whereupon, the hearing was recessed for 1 minute.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. I will appreciate it if our guests will reshuf-

fle. Our witnesses listened with great patience to the earlier wit-
nesses now let's give them the same courtesy. There is no discour-
tesy. There is just a certain amount of shuffling going on in the
back there. I am going to ask our guests who are standing if they
wouldn't be kind enough to sit down. I really must ask that be-
cause we owe the courtesy. Very well.

We now have a panel which I am informed-I did not know, but
that is just fine.

Wait a minute now. We are going to have order in this hearing
room. There is a matter of courtesy and civility involved here. All
right.

I am told that our panel is divided into three. It represents the
three options that we are going to provide for--which is to say
commonwealth, statehood and independence, or independence, com-
monwealth and statehood. You have to list them, but we treat
them equal. We are going to have to be attentive to time under
Senate rules. Therefore, each position will have 10 minutes to set
forth and then we will have questions. Let's get on with it.

There is a pair of persons representing the different positions.
The pair will divide its 10 minutes as it chooses. And with that not
very complicated instruction, let me first ask Mr. Benny Frankie
Cerezo, who is Presidential Delegate from the New Progressive
Party and Mr. Michael J. McKee, a principal of Quick, Finan & As-
sociates, in Washington.

Good morning, Mr. Cerezo.
Mr. CEREZO. Good morning, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And Mr. McKee.
Proceed, please, sir.
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STATEMENT OF BENNY FRANKIE CEREZO, ESQUIRE, PRESIDEN-
TIAL DELEGATE, NEW PROGRESSIVE PARTY, SAN JUAN, PR
Mr. CEREZO. I am pleased to testify this morning on S. 712 on

behalf of the Puerto Rico statehood movement and its political in-
strument, the New Progressive Party. I am accompanied by Mr.
Michael McKee, an economist. With us is a group of well-respected
Puerto Rican economists and tax experts-Gerardo Carlo, Nelson
Soto and Carlos Diza-Olivo. They will be available to answer ques-
tions now and until markup.

To save time, I respectfully request that the full testimony be in-
cluded in the record.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That will be done, sir; and it will be done for
each of the witnesses.

Mr. CEREZO. I was unpleasantly surprised Tuesday morning
when I read a Washington Post editorial declaring S. 712 dead for
this Congress. Not since Dewey beats Truman has a newspaper
been so premature in writing a political epitaph.

The Senate Energy Committee reported this complex bill in
record time. The Agriculture Committee has conducted hearings
and reportedly can report the bill quickly. With today's hearing,
the Finance Committee completes a lengthy process and should be
equipped to report S. 712 expeditiously. The House leadership has
promised an expedited process this year on our self-determination
issue.

The Post's opinion notwithstanding, there is time to enact S. 712
this year if the Finance Committee moves promptly. I suggest that
the New York Times editorial of April 1, of which I have made a
copy available, is better reasoned. Therefore, we urge you to mark
up S. 712 quickly.

Today we examine the economics of S. 712. We were gratified
when you appointed the Congressional Budget Office to work with
other expert analysts within the Federal Government to produce
an assessment of the economic impact of each status. For years,
parties with a vested interest in retaining Section 936 have hired
economists and accounting firms to turn out supposedly authorita-
tive reports that predicted the downfall of Puerto Rico's economy,
even under statehood, absent Section 936. These paid reports are
inherently suspect, particularly when authored by former policy-
making Treasury officials who opposed Section 936 while in office.

Before we discuss the CBO report, let me emphasize this: Eco-
nomics matter but, fundamentally, this issue transcends economics.
It is civics as Senator Moynihan has rightly stated today. Puerto
Ricans-3.3 million American citizens-hunger for self-determina-
tion. All three political parties which rarely agree on anything
stand united on this point. Never in our nation's history has self-
determination been denied, when requested. Nor can the United
States deny self-determination for its citizens when demanding it
for citizens of other nations. Nor has the question of whether or
not to admit a State been ever decided solely on the basis of eco-
nomics.

Mr. Chairman, two points. First, we welcome the opportunity to
work with the Committee to adjust the transition -periods of S. 712
to prevent the brief economic downtown projected by CBO.

33-337 - 90 - 2
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Second, let me say that every objection to Puerto Rican state-
hood that will be raised this morning (1) that it istoo expensive for
the Federal Government; (2) that it will crush economic develop-
ment; (3) that taxes would be too much of a burden on companies
and citizens; (4) that our island can never be self-supporting-were
raised identically during the debate over the admission of no fewer
than 10 States. To wit, Alaska, Hawaii, California, New Mexico,
Nevada, Oregon, Illinois, Oklahoma, Arizona, and Mississippi.
Those objections were false in every one of those cases and they are
equally wrong when raised about Puerto Rico.

History has proved once and again that the American Dream
works.

Now I defer to Mr. McKee.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cerezo appears in the appendix.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. We thank you, sir.
Mr. McKee?

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL J. McKEE, PRINCIPAL, QUICK, FINAN &
ASSOCIATES, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. McKEE. Thank you and good morning, Mr. Chairman.
I am Michael McKee, Managing Director of Quick, Finan & Asso-

ciates, appearing again on behalf of the statehood party of Puerto
Rico. I thank the committee for consenting to hear our views on
the CBO report.

I am going to be brief in summarizing the report. You have the
testimony, Mr. Chairman.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I do.
Mr. McKEE. So I will be brief in my summary because I have

some extemporaneous remarks that I would like to make that seem
to me to address some more serious and deeper issues here.

But first to summarize the testimony, I draw five conclusions
from the study. They all stem from one threshold observation. CBO
has expressly limited itself to what it regards as the three quantifi-
able aspects of S. 712-elimination of 936; imposition of Federal
taxes; and introduction of full Federal benefits.

CBO has not analyzed what it calls unquantifiable benefits that
statehood undoubtedly will bring. Thus, what CBO calls statehood
is nothing more than commonwealth, minus 936, plus Federal
taxes and benefits. Nothing more than commonwealth with full
fiscal parity to the states. Using this as its foundation, CBO com-
pares commonwealth with parity against commonwealth as it
exists today, which it projected for purposes of the study to last for-
ever.

Does the omission of statehood's tangible benefits matter? Con-
sider one inescapable conclusion I know you will find unsustaina-
ble. It means Senators and Congressmen do not count and have no
impact on their State's economies. I do not believe this. This and
other quantifiable impacts of statehood matter greatly and are not
in the study. Statehood is fundamentally different from a common-
wealth with parity-politically, emotionally and economically. In
the end I will return to this and let you be the judge.

Does it matter that Section 936 is assumed to last forever? In
1980 Section 936 caused a Federal revenue loss of $1 billion per
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year. In 1989 the revenue loss is more like $2 billion a year. During
that time Puerto Rico's manufacturing sector, all of it, including
non-936 companies, added just 1,000 jobs-according to the island's
employment- survey of establishments. So each of those net new
jobs is now costing the U.S. Treasury something like $1 million
every year. Being generous in adjusting for inflation, each new job
costs well over half a million dollars a year, every year.

Does it matter that CBO projects 936 to last forever? CBO as-
sumes that in the 11 years after 1989 Section 936 will be responsi-
ble for adding between 90,000 and 160,000 936 jobs, well more than
the 1,000 or so added during the last decade.

Now let me turn to the five conclusions I draw from CBO's study.
Conclusion on~e, commonwealth is a subordinate status to state-
hood; yet, commonwealth has a free ride even the poorest States do
not now enjoy. The commonwealth Governor has attempted to
argue that S. 712 provides a tilt towards statehood. The Governor,
when he asks for fiscal parity, does not really mean full fiscal
parity. He wants the benefits and the benefits only. A truly bal-
anced bill would, under commonwealth, phase out Section 936 and
impose Federal income tax liability on Puerto Rico's citizens as it
confers entitlement benefits. If anything, the bill currently tilts
against statehood.

The second conclusion, the current statehood transition provi-
sions in S. 712 need adjustment. Mr. Cerezo has already addressed
that.

Conclusion three, the study puts a floor under the risks from
statehood and the possible fall is a short one. I think that came

-clearly from the previous testimony. There may be some loss of
GNP. It is a loss of growth, and the economy will grow more
slowly. That will pass and the economy will resume growing as fast
under statehood as it would have under commonwealth.

I compare that, however, to studies like Peat Marwick's and
studies that have gone before, that have shown statehood to be an
utter disaster, that show the economy sinking under the ocean.
That is not what CBO says.

Why does CBO's statehood economy perform better than Peat
Marwick or other studies that have gone before have shown? Basi-
cally it is because Puerto Rico is a different place than we have
been led to believe. There are really three islands in Puerto Rico,
three different Puerto Ricos. Puerto Rico has developed very rapid-
ly.

Still on the island today there is the Puerto Rico of the old
people, people who grew up in an underdeveloped, less developed
country, a less developed economy. There is the Puerto Rico of the
middle-aged, people who grew up during the development stage.
And now there are the youth of today. They are growing up in a
developed economy. That is the key difference.

Finally, turning to the question of whether this is a floor under
statehood. I think the answer is inescapable that it is a bottom but
not a top. Just ask yourself, Senator, would you rather be the Gov-
ernor of the State of Puerto Rico, trying to develop that state, or
would you rather be the Governor of a commonwealth with parity
trying to develop that commonwealth. I think you will-when you
think about it, think about the presentations you would have to
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make to investors-find clearly that statehood would make it
easier for you.

It looks like my time is running out so I will have to examine the
deeper question at a later time.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Wait until it rings.
Mr. MCKEE. Well let me address what I think is a deeper ques-

tion, which is: Is Puerto Rico ready for statehood.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Finish your statement.
Mr. MCKEE. The real question, it seems to me, is whether Puerto

Rico is part of the first world or whether Puerto Rico is part of the
third world. If Puerto Rico is part of the first world, if it is a devel-
oped country, and it takes a shock-whether it is CBO's shock or
Peat Marwick's shock-it will recover. We have a fundamental
faith that economies in the first world have a resilience and that
they may slow down, they may slow their growth, they may have a
recession, but they will come out of it.

Senator Bentsen's Texas is a perfect example. We do not doubt
that Texas will come back.

On the other hand, if Puerto Rico is fundamentally part of the
third world, we think that it does not have the resilience and,
therefore, any shock is going to be harmful and the economy
cannot recover from it. The effects will multiply and make the situ-
ation worse. There is no recovery.

What is the difference? What is the fundamental, economic dif-
ference then between the first world and the third world? How do
we judge? The commonwealth party will throw statistics. We can
throw statistics. We will all make up numbers about the future of
the economy but we cannot predict it. So the question is: How can
we tell basically whether the resilience is there or whether it is
not? What is the difference between the first world and the third
world? The difference is education.

In the first world, universally in the first world, you have univer-
sal education for all children up through high school. In the third
world that is not the case. In the third world you have to keep the
children at the plow. There is not enough productivity to provide
freedom for education for the children. In the first world you have
education. And because you have education, people are masters of
their own economic destiny, to the extent we can master the future
and to the extent we can master destiny.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Fine. 1 think that is a very forcefully made
point, Mr. McKee. We thank you very much.

Mr. MCKEE. If I may then just conclude by pointing to a chart in
my testimony.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Mr. MCKEE. Which shows that now, at least 10 years ago, in

1980, Puerto Rico had made that jump.
Senator MOYNIHAN. This is Chart number 1?
Mr. MCKEE. Chart number 1.
Puerto Rico now has universal education.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Mr. MCKEE. And now it has that resilience.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McKee appears in the appendix.]
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Very well, we are going to hear first of all-
our next group is obviously the commonwealth group. Mr. Jose
Berrocal, who is Counsellor to the Governor, the distinguished Gov-
ernor, and we have his predecessor here today as well. Then Mr.
Harvey Galper, who is formerly Director of the Office of Tax Anal-
ysis and who now works with Peat Marwick and I would assume
was involved in the preparation of that report. It is nice to see you
again, Mr. Galper. And Mr. Berrocal, good morning, sir. Would you
proceed?

STATEMENT OF JOSE M. BERROCAL, ESQUIRE, COUNSELOR TO
THE GOVERNOR OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO,
SAN JUAN, PR
Mr. BERROCAL. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to

appear before you to discuss the potential economic impact of S.
712 on Puerto Rico.

I am by training a lawyer and currently serve as Counselor to
the Governor. I come to represent the views of those of us in
Puerto Rico who believe that our commonwealth relationship is
and should continue to be an instrument for assuring the contin-
ued dignity and progress of the Puerto Rican people. We seek to
improve what has proved to be a practical and unequal creative so-
lution to the problems of a developing society in its aspirations for
progress.

During the first half of this century Puerto Rico was a stricken
land, suffering from desperate poverty and destitution. Through
commonwealth status in the 1950's Puerto Rico experienced a dra-
matic turnaround. A new political relationship gave Puerto Rico
the opportunity to pull up its economy by its bootstraps and dra-
matically improve the socioeconomic condition on the island. It did
so by maximizing the use of its fiscal autonomy, possible only
under commonwealth in the span of just two generations. The poor-
house of the Caribbean emerged as a bustling and industrious soci-
ety, and today Puerto Rico enjoys one of the highest standards of
living in Latin America.

Commonwealth has proven to be a productive partnership
through which the United States has helped Puerto Rico help
itself. What we seek today is to enhance that partnership with
policy tools that will bolster our self-sufficiency, contributing in our
own way to the greatness of the United States as a small but hard-
working society. What we seek is opportunity. What we aspire to
are more jobs.

The CBO report confirms that under commonwealth Puerto Rico
can continue to prosper on a road to greater growth. It also con-
cludes that with the loss of Puerto Rico's fiscal autonomy-which
necessarily is lost under statehood pursuant to the uniformity
clause-statehood would severely and permanently affect the ca-
pacity for growth of the Puerto Rican economy. In essence, the
report confirms that a change in status to statehood would entail
substituting jobs for welfare.

My written testimony discusses in detail Puerto Rico's challenges
as a developing society in an insular setting and I would ask that it
be entered into the record.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes, of course. We would be happy to.
Mr. BERROCAL. I would like to focus my oral comments on the

CBO's report. The current CBO report is the latest in a long series
of serious studies with analogous results. It is not an aberration.
The United States-Puerto Rico Status Commission reached similar
conclusions. The Kreps (U.S. Department of Commerce) report, as
well as private studies by the nation's leading independent firms-
Booz Allen; ICF, Inc.; Robert Nathan & Associates; and now Peat
Marwick Policy-economics-they all reach similar conclusions.

Without Puerto Rico's fiscal autonomy the prospects for econom-
ic growth and prosperity in Puerto Rico are compromised. The CBO
report clearly and unequivocally demonstrates that statehood
would entail a permanent loss for the Puerto Rican economy.

CBO shoes a loss of 10 to 15 percent GNP by the year 2000. I
think it is important, Senator, to put that in perspective. That
would be the equivalent of a permanent loss of between $550 to
$825 billion for the U.S. economy. Or as if the combined economies
of Texas, New Jersey, West Virginia, Minnesota and Arkansas per-
manently disappeared. Even larger effects are found in other indi-
cators. Wages and salaries of Puerto Rican workers would decline
by between 17 and 26 percent under the CBO study. That is equiva-
lent to a loss of between $480 to $730 billion in current wages in
the United States.

The CBO study also demonstrates that the statehood economy
would lose the capacity for self-sustaining growth. By the year
2000, as you have indicated, Federal transfers would grow dramati-
cally. According to the CBO study, by $11.8 billion. This is informa-
tion contained in the Appendix to their study and it shows an in-
crease of over 65 percent over commonwealth. And Federal trans-
fers would fully constitute 37 percent of disposable income.

Senator, that is really not the kind of future I would like to
aspire to for my children or their children.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Could I interrupt you, sir, to ask: Is that
figure in your prepared statement?

Mr. BERROCAL. It is in my written stateme-nt.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Could you give me a page number? I just

wanted to note it.
Mr. BERROCAL. Well I have my--
Senator MOYNIHAN. Don't worry. It is in your statement?
Mr. BERROCAL. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Would you say it again?
Mr. BERROCAL. Yes.
Federal transfers to individual would constitute fully 37 percent

of disposable income in the Puerto Rican economy.
Senator MOYNIHAN. In the year 2000.
Mr. BERROCAL. And Federal transfers would inc.-ease to $11.8 bil-

lion in the year 2000. This is information contained in the Appen-
dix to the CBO report.

Senator MOYNIHAN. For the persons at the press table, this is on
page 15.

Mr. BERROCAL. Thank you, Senator.
There are a number of adverse economic impacts on Puerto Rico

that are not explicitly addressed in the CBO report. As the CBO
Director indicated they are smaller than the effects that were mod-
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eled and they are likely to be adverse to Puerto Rico, not positive.
In particular, with respect to statehood, there are four effects that
are adverse. The effect on the rest of our economy that are not Sec-
tion 936-related. That was not fully captured and they face the
added weight of Federal taxes. The effect on economic growth to
our financial sector by the loss of the so-called 936 funds which ac-
count for more than a third of all bank deposits. The effect on the
market for Puerto Rican securities and the effect on government
finances.

Now the effect on government finances, Senator, is an important
one because the Treasury spokesman suggested that this could ac-
tually be a positive effect. If Puerto Rico were to lower its taxes to
the level of the higher tax states it would lose $1 billion in tax rev-
enues. That would require cutting back our government sector by
nearly 90,000 government workers.

Other alternatives that are suggested are equally available under
commonwealth. Much has been said by statehood critics of the so-
called unquantifiable benefits of statehood that are not modeled.
On the political certainty angle I would simply submit to you a
study prepared by those groups that evaluate political risk around
the world. They analyze Puerto Rico from that certainty perspec-
tive and conclude that it is one of the safest locations to invest in
the world.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Do you have a document, sir?
Mr. BERROCAL. Yes, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. That you want to submit for the record?
Mr. BERROCAL. Yes, I will submit it for the record.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Please. That is just fine.
Mr. BERROCAL. In summary, sir, neither statehood nor independ-

ence offer any coherent economic model so that the people of
Puerto Rico can continue to prosper through their effort and inge-
nuity. Only through commonwealth can Puerto Rico continue to
prosper. Its enhancement will make it better.

I would like to turn now to Mr. Galper who will address the
issues in out Peat Marwick study.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Berrocal appears in the appen-
dix.]

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Galper, we welcome you to the Commit-
tee, sir.

STATEMENT OF HARVEY GALPER, PRINCIPAL, KPMG PEAT MAR-
WICK, AND FORMER DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF TAX ANALYSIS, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Mr. GALPER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Harvey Galper, a
principal in the Policy Economics Group of KPMG Peat Marwick.
PEG has been retained by the Governor of Puerto Rico to under-
take a study of the economic effects of statehood for Puerto Rico.
The effects we could quantify are almost exclusively the result of
the loss of the tax benefits under Section 936 of the Internal Reve-
nue Code which has been discussed at length here.

I should emphasize at the outset that neither I, nor Peat Mar-
wick, take any position for or against statehood for Puerto Rico.
My testimony today highlights the major points in our study which
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has been made available in its entirety to this Committee and we
submit it for the record.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We will look at it for the record, but it may
be .a lot more to print than we want.

Mr. GALPER. That is fine. The executive summary is also avail-
able.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And that will be in the record.
Mr. GALPER. The study leads to three main conclusions: First,

statehood would have several direct negative effects on the Puerto
Rican economy, primarily because its corporations established
under Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code would be able to
significantly increase their after-tax return by abandoning their ex-
isting operations and relocating in tax-favored locations elsewhere
in the Caribbean, in Europe or in the Pacific Rim. In addition, ex-
pansion by current 936 companies and the formation of new 936
companies would be sharply curtailed, if not eliminated. We esti-
mate that 72 percent or more of the operating income of 936 com-
panies would be subject to relocation.

Second, as companies chose to move off the island, the Puerto
Rican economy would be seriously affected because of the impact
on non-936 firms that serve 936 corporations. We estimate that be-
tween 80,000 and 145,000 private sector jobs would be lost under
statehood, increasing the unemployment rate to somewhere be-
tween 25 and 30 percent.

Senator MOYNIHAN. At what point in time do you estimate that?
Mr. GALPER. We estimate these at 1992 levels, but it is fully

phased in at 1992 levels.
Third, under statehood Puerto Rico residents would be eligible to

participate in all Federal outlay programs. But the extension of
Federal transfer programs, although mitigating some of the nega-
tive impacts, would still lead to some small decline in aggregate
demand in Puerto Rico when the other effects are taken into ac-
count.

The second major point is: The statehood option has major budg-
etary implications for the U.S. Government, affecting both reve-
nues and expenditures. We estimate that over the period from 1992
through 2000 statehood would have a net cumulative cost to the
U.S. Government of between $22 to $25 billion, a net cost of rough-
ly $2 billion per year.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Is that at variance with the CBO estimate
that we have?

Mr. GALPER. Well the $18 billion is not the equivalent figure for
CBO. I think that was explained in the Treasury's statement.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Perhaps you could give us a note on that.
Mr. GALPER. All right.
[The information appears in the appendix.]
Third, statehood would cause a major budget dilemma for Puerto

Rico. As was noted, if Puerto Rico were to lower their tax rates to
be consistent with the highest taxed States in the mainland, that
would result in a revenue loss of about $8 billion from 1992 to 2000,
roughly $1 billion a year. Balancing the budget under those--

Senator MOYNIHAN. What proportion of the commonwealth tax-
what is $1 billion?

Mr. GALPER. About 25 percent.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Twenty-five percent. A quarter?
Mr. GALPER. Right.
And balancing the budget under those circumstances could lead

to severe retrenchment on the part of the government and other
employment effects that we do not estimate directly in our meas-
ures of unemployment, but could also be potentially serious.

These results demonstrate that under statehood the Puerto
Rican economy would experience a major economic transformation.

I would like to just make one comment comparing our results
with the CBO study, if I may.

Senator MOYNIHAN. One more comment.
Mr. GALPER. Thank you.
Generally, we agree with the results of the CBO study. They esti-

mate, for example, that by the year 2000 there will be a decline in
the capital stock employed by 936 companies of between 37 and 47
percent-a decline in the capital stock employed by 936 companies.

We estimate under a least amount of relocation assumption a de-
cline in the capital stock of 31 percent. So there are similarities in
what we are saying and what they are saying.

The effects on employment, however, we think would be some-
what more substantial than those that they estimate. But I would
also note that CBO does not make the statement that there would
not be a recession in Puerto Rico. They say they are just projecting
alternative growth scenarios. But if there is a shock of that order
of magnitude that is imposed on the Puerto Rican economy, it is
hard to see why there would just be a smooth rate of growth, or a
smooth lower rate of growth in the face of that shock. So I think it
is important to think of that.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Galper appears in the appendix.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you very much, sir.
And now the third triad here. We are going to hear from Hon.

Fernando Martin-Garcia, who is Senator of the Legislative Assem-
bly and Vice Chairman of the Puerto Rican Independence Party;
and Professor Pedro Parrilla. Do I have that right, Professor Par-
rilla?

Dr. PARRILLA. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Oh, there you are down there. There is a

fourth collection over in that section.
Dr. Parrilla who is an Economist at the University of Puerto

Rico in San Juan. We welcome you both.
Senator, why don't you begin.

STATEMENT OF HON. FERNANDO MARTIN-GARCIA, SENATOR,
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF
PUERTO RICO, AND VICE CHAIRMAN, PUERTO RICAN INDE-
PENDENCE PARTY, SAN JUAN. PR
Senator MARTIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Also with me today,

although not sitting right here in front, is Mr. Eric Negron who
would be available for questions that might require his special tax
expertise. He is sitting right behind me.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Negron, we welcome you to the Commit-
tee.
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Senator MARTIN. May I say, sir, that I hope this statement will
help to correct the dangerous, and I believe erroneous, impression
that you may have created a moment ago when you expressed that
economic considerations were not important in people making up
their minds as to independence.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That statement is hereby withdrawn.
Senator MARTIN. Very well.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Cancelled, and it will be struck from the

record. No, it cannot be struck from the record.
Senator MARTIN. From the point of view in economics in trade,

Senate bill S. 712 represents a welcome departure from the tradi-
tional attitudes concerning independence which have prevailed in
official U.S. circles. The provisions of S. 712 are a giant step for-
ward in the arduous process of rehabilitating the feasibility of the
Independence alternative before the eyes of the Puerto Ricans.
After almost a century in which U.S. policy was tantamount, the
de facto and at times de jure to closing off the option of independ-
ence to the Puerto Rican people. Senate bill 712 represents a rever-
sal of that policy and recognizes the need for a new policy of af-
firmative action that will counterbalance the fears and prejudices
which have developed and have been promoted during these dec-
ades of dependence and political subordination.

This policy is made explicit in the legislative language of S. 712
when in Section 313, in reference to transition grants and Federal
programs, the bill states, and I quote, "that these provisions are en-
acted in recognition of the unique relationship between the United
States and Puerto Rico to affect a smooth and fair transition for
the new Republic of Puerto Rico with a minimum of economic dis-
ruption, and to promote the development of a viable economy in
the new Republic of Puerto Rico".

It is therefore with these enlightened criteria in mind that we
must examine the CBO report on the potential impact of status
changes contemplated in S. 712.

Inasmuch as the CBO identifies areas of concern that could ad-
versely affect the stated objectives of a "fair and smooth transi-
tion" and the promotion of "the development of a viable economy
in the new Republic of Puerto Rico," it is incumbent upon this
Committee to introduce the necessary amendments that will better
assure an adequate correspondence between the means provided by
the bill and the aforementioned goals which I am sure you all
share.

In contemplating amendments to the economic provisions of Title
III, I wish to remind the Committee of three crucial considerations
which must be kept in mind.

The first is that in designing the Independence alternative the
Congress does not encounter constitutional limitations such as may
be present in the other status options. Only issues of congressional
policy are present here. What is put to a test is the extent of con-
gressional good raith in fashioning a truly viable Independence
option that will forever dispel from the minds of the Puerto Ricans
and the international community the impression that Congress
would react punitively to the possibility of Independence.

The second consideration is that no matter how fair and gener-
ous the provisions concerning Independence might turn out to be,
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they will always be less costly to the U.S. taxpayer than the state-
hood or commonwealth alternatives.

The third consideration is that the United States, after 92 years
of exercising its sovereignty over its Puerto Rican possession has
an obligation--moral and political-to make Independence a real
choice and not merely an illusory one.

Having said this, I will now propose to you three modifications to
S. 712 which we believe will better insure that the policy objectives
of Title III are not inadvertently undermined by the existing provi-
sions of the bill.

With regards to Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code S. 712
provides that the benefits under this section would cease to apply
to an independent Puerto Rico. The report from the Committee on
Energy and Natural Resources made clear that it thought this
matter should be ultimately left to the Finance Committee, al-
though it expressed that the foreign tax credit in an Independent
Puerto Rico would be available to what are now 936 corporations.
The CBO report goes further to say that arrangements might be
reached between the United States and Puerto Rico which could
provide comparable benefits to those enjoyed today by these compa-
nies.

It should be obvious, however, that if stability and continuity are
to be promoted during a transition period Section 936 benefits
should continue to apply to an Independent Puerto Rico for at least
a 10 year period. Treasury will not be worse off because of such an
extension in. view of what the consequences would be of using the
foreign tax credit, while at the same time it would offer existing
and potential investors the added incentive of continuity and cer-
tainty for a specified period of time.

The second modification concerns Puerto Rico's public debt. As S.
712 stands now interest payments on any new debt or on any refi-
nancing of existing debt after Independence would no longer enjoy
tax exemption in the United States when earned by U.S. residents.
As the CBO report points out this would raise the cost of borrowing
at the time when the emergent republic's credit rating in the inter-
national markets have not yet been established.

If the principle of a smooth and fair transition has been applied
as much as possible across the board, there seems to be no valid
reason why it should not be applied to the area of public debt fi-
nancing. Here again, our proposal is that the existing structure of
tax exemption for interest earned from bonds issued by the Gov-
ernment of Puerto Rico and its instrumentalities be kept in place
for a period of no less than ten years after the proclamation of the
Republic.

The cost in foreign income to the Treasury would be no larger
than the one incurred in by a continuation of the present status,
and then only for a 10-year period.

Our third proposal for modification concerns the transition
grants provided for in Section 313, Subsection 3. The CBO report
has expressed concern over the balance of payments outlook gener-
ated in part by the reduction in real terms of the transition grants
since the formula is not based on the present value of Federal pay-
ments to Puerto Rico in the fiscal year prior to the proclamation of
Independence but simply on its nominal value. The language of the
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bill should be clarified so that the yearly transition grants reflect
the present value of the initial outlay during the 9 year transition
period.

The incorporation of these three modifications still keeps Inde-
pendence as by far the least costly alternative for the United
States, while at the same time strengthening the viability of the
Independence option and serving to ensure the success of the stated
policy of the bill. The adoption of these amendments would be a
resounding reaffirmation, by this Committee, of the Senate's com-
mitment to the principle of affirmative action in the case of Inde-
pendence.

A strong and viable Republic of Puerto Rico is not only in our
best interest but I think also in yours. I am sure that this Commit-
tee will know how to combine justice with enlightened self-interest.

Thank you, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I wished I was as sure as you are, Senator.
[The prepared statement of Senator Martin appears in the ap-

pendix.]
Dr. Parrilla?
Dr. PARRILLA. Dr. Parrilla will be available for questions if

needed.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Well do not stop there. You have time.

When I said I hoped I was as sure of that as it was very generous
of you to say. It is just such an elusive result always.

Those are three very specific proposals and amendments. They
are properly addressed to the Finance Committee. I want to thank
you for them.

Dr. Parrilla, would you have any idea offhand what the public
debt of the Commonwealth is now?

Dr. PARRILLA. Yes, it is maybe $12.5 to $13 billion.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Oh. So we are talking interest payments of

about $100 million a year, in that range?
Dr. PARRILLA. Yes.,
Senator MOYNIHAN. $100 to $125 million.
Dr. PARRILLA. Seven percent of that amount.
Senator MOYNIHAN. So we will call it $100 million and round it

to that. Your proposal is that this debt-the interest on this debt-
continue to be tax exempt for a 10-year period?

Dr. PARRILLA. Our proposal is that the new debt that is initiated
in the first 10 years of the Republic will be tax exempt in the inter-
est.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Right. And I should correct myself, it is $1
billion a year in round numbers.

And you are proposing what with respect to new debt, could I
ask!You that?

Dr. PARRILLA. Yes. I have to clarify that at present S. 712 speci-
fies that the understanding that that interest is tax exempt.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Right.
Dr. PARRILLA. What we are saying is that there is a possibility

that we would set down capital loss in the first debts, in the first
let's say 5 or 10 years, after Republic. Those can amount to $200 to
$300 million a year of new debt.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Right.
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Dr. PARRILLA. Some of it, through financing go in debt and some
of it to attract new capital.-And in that we are asking that the
present percentage of interest is maintained.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Gotcha.
Well now I would like to ask three questions each and have the

group involved comment on them. First of all, let me say that we
have had-I am going to address this question to you, Senator, and
to Mr.-no, sir. We are going to address this to you, Mr. Berrocal
and Mr. Galper.

Your colleagues who are in favor of statehood have testified
before us that the 936 companies have added in the last decade-is
that the point Mr. McKee?

Mr. MCKEE. 1980 to 1989.
Senator MOYNIHAN. A thousand jobs were added from 1980 to

1989. That is a decade. That is not many jobs. That would be what
General Electric did in the United States, manufacturing employ-
ment did not grow. If there were only 1,000 jobs added in the last
decade by vigorous industry-936 companies have been very
active-why would we expect more than that in say the next
decade? What would be the loss in employment?

Mr. BERROCAL. Senator, the number of 1,000 is not a number that
I accept.

Senator MOYNIHAN. All right.
Mr. BERROCAL. The rate of growth in the manufacturing sector

has increased dramatically over the past five years, particularly
with the restoration of a policy of promoting manufacturing. You
see in the period when a pro-statehood administration was in
power, they in effect started phasing out 936. By raising the rate of
taxation from Puerto Rico on these companies the effect of that
was to reduce the annual promotion of jobs in half-from 15,000 to
7,000.

We have had a rate of growth in employment, over the past five
years, in excess of the rate of growth of the United States, and par-
ticularly in manufacturing. It has reached the highest level manu-
facturing has ever achieved. In 1983 under Treasury's own num-
bers employment in 936 was 88,000; by 1989 it was 112,000. That is
an increase of 24,000 or approximately 25 percent. So there has
been significant growth in this sector.

Senator MOYNIHAN. All right. We will leave the record open for
any response Mr. McKee might want to make.

Dr. Parrilla, Senator, would you like to comment on that?
Dr. PARRILLA. Yes, of course.
You want the question on Independence or on-
Senator MOYNIHAN. Is 936 producing a serious increase in em-

ployment or is it not?
Dr. PARRILLA. No. The 936 are creating, as they say, some em-

ployment. But for 10 years they have been fortunate in 936. They
have brought very little employment. For 2 years in Puerto Rico,
936 clause, and we have more than 14 percent in unemployment in
that same period. That 14 percent unemployment level is a pain be-
cause we have almost 1 percent integration per year of the total
population. From 1980 to 1989, from that period, we have a net in-
tegration from the United States of about 40,000 Puerto Rican per
year.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Forty thousand per year?
Dr. PARRILLA. Forty thousand per year.
Senator MOYNIHAN. All right. There is no need to argue. That is

your point.
Let me ask then a question about the statehood proposition

option. Let's see, who said this? I guess it was Mr. Berrocal said
that Federal transfers to individuals under statehood would consti-
tute fully 37 percent of disposable income. That is a large sum and
suggests that there are behavioral consequences.

Mr. Cerezo, what would you say to that?
Mr. CEREZO. I defer to Mr. McKee.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. McKee, what do you say to that?
Mr. MCKEE. I am not sure about the calculation of disposable

income and the 37 percent. But if you look at the programs that
are being implemented, the big hits are Medicaid.

Senator MOYNIHAN. All right.
Mr. MCKEE. Right now Puerto Rico supplies medical services to

all the poor with State services. There is a State Public Health
Service. It must rely, because of budget difficulties, in many cases
on non-certified physicians, for example. So the Medicaid program
is really going to replace the Public Health Service with private
services or allow the Public Health Services to pay more and pro-
vide better services.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Mr. McKEE. Next, SSI. SSI is not really for those poor who have

the potential to work.
Senator MOYNIHAN. No, that is out of the labor market. Yes.
Mr. MCKEE. But more importantly, the absence of SSI may even

now keep people from the labor force. Remember, given the way
this economy has developed, those who are aged are those less
likely to have a support network. They are the people who grew up
in an undeveloped economy, who had relatively little education,
whose job history may have been spotty at best and probably not
covered by Social Security. So it is now the old who suffer the most
from poverty. They have to be supported by their families, which
means that somebody has to stay home and take care of them, take
care of the family, so then they cannot work.

Senator MOYNIHAN. So SSI would certainly change that.
Mr. MCKEE. It would certainly change that.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I would like to hear, if we can, if we can get

any comments on the 37 percent number we would appreciate it. It
is a very- important number and we would like to see how you got
it.

Mr. BERROCAL. Senator, it appears in the simulations that the
CBO conducted.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Oh.
Mr. BERROCAL. The number is 37 percent for statehood and 19

percent for commonwealth. These simulations were made available
by CBO to the three parties and they include the dynamic affects
of the loss of jobs in the Puerto Rican economy.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you very much. I will take that back
to Dr. Reischauer.

Let me ask you a question about independence. Do you believe
that the economy of the island would continue in anything like its
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present level should the relations of the United States be cut off
completely? I will ask Mr. Berrocal first then Mr. Cerezo.

Mr. BERROCAL. Our view, senator, is that the CBO study was
slightly optimistic with respect to the economic feasibility of an in-
dependent Puerto Rico, particularly in the area of the capital
flows. The assumption that Puerto Rico could continue to access
capital markets for needed private and public investment is very
much in doubt and Puerto Rico would face a significant increase in
the cost of capital.

Senator MOYNIHAN. But isn't there a-I will ask Mr. Cerezo.
Isn't there a prospect of more general development in the Caribbe-
an, the Caribbean Initiative, that some levels of economic union
are out there on the horizon a bit that independence would just
put-you know, Puerto Rico would be one of about 20 Caribbean
countries?

Mr. MCKEE. It could happen. But right now the development of
the Caribbean basin is dependent on Section 936. And as I under-
stand it from Mr. Pickle's Oversight Committee hearing last week
that is not working very well. What the prospects would be in the
absence of that, I do not know.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well let me hear from Senator Martin. You
wrap up and rebut.

Senator MARTIN. Well, let me tell you, Senator, that I think that
if we can contemplate the sort of independence that Senate bill 712
contemplates, I think that we are looking towards the option that I
think has greatest potential for growth.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Fine.
Senator MARTIN. I think that the bill makes clear the willingness

to negotiate a free trade agreement with the United States. I think
independence makes possible the cheapening of imports of raw ma-
terials and intermediate goods. I think it opens Puerto Rico to the
possibility of tax bearing agreements with third nations. And I
think it provides the most flexibility for trying to deal with the
problems of development in Puerto Rico in a sort of a nonuniform
way as is happening today. I see it as the most flexible of the op-
tions and potentially the one with the greatest growth.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Fine. Whatever else we may say, there has
been no question that these three panels know what they think.
And even in summary, know where the numbers come from.

We thank you very much, gentlemen. We will have written ques-
tions. The Chairman will send them to you.

Did you want to comment?
Mr. CEREZO. Yes, sir. If I may, I would like to see if the record

could be kept open because I notice that Senator Bradley had some
questions with regard to an issue on Olympics which we do not
think is an issue to be addressed by Congress. That is a private citi-
zen affair, such as those beauty contests. And we would like to
submit something in writing.

Senator MOYNIHAN. The record will remain open, remain open
for any comments with respect to any kind.

Mr. BERROCAL. Senator, if I just could, this last comment requires
a brief response. There is a Federal law called The Amateur Sports
Act of 1978. It provides that the international representation of the
50 States and the District of Columbia, by Federal law, can only be
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pursued through the U.S. Olympic team. This was done in the
times of the Moscow Olympics of 1980. That law would be binding
on a State of Puerto Rico. That is, I think, the issue that the Sena-
tor raised, because there is a legal barrier to that- representation
under current law.

Mr. CEREZO. Senator, we must take exception to that because no
one in Puerto Rico has the pretension of assuming the representa-
tion of the U.S. Olympic Committee. We will submit in writing.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We will welcome any comments on that and
baseball and other matters.

Mr. CEREZO. Exactly.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, gentlemen, all. Thank you, gen-

tlemen, for being there.
I am going to recess for 1 minute for a seventh inning stretch

and then our final panel-two very distinguished persons.
[Whereupon, the hearing was recessed for 1 minute.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. The Chair is going to ask our guests that

those who have to leave do; and those who are going to stay if they
might resume their seats.

And now our final panel of the morning, two most distinguished
public officials. There is a great, great history behind them. The
Chair takes a special pleasure in welcoming the Honorable Teodoro
Moscoso, a friend of 30 years' from the Kennedy administration
times. I will not even presume to read his resume. But to know
that he ran the Alliance for Progress under President Kennedy
and was later Ambassador under President Kennedy. And Profes-
sor Ramon Oyola, who is with the Department of Economics, also
at the University of Puerto Rico and the head of the Puerto Rico-
President, rather, of the Puerto Rico Government Development
Bank.

Good morning, gentlemen. Ambassador, would you please pro-
ceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. TEODORO MOSCOSO, FORMER ADMINIS-
TRATOR, PUERTO RICO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINIS-
TRATION, FORMER U.S. AMBASSADOR TO VENEZUELA, AND
FORMER U.S. COORDINATOR, ALLIANCE FOR PROGRESS, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, SAN JUAN, PR
Mr. Moscoso. Mr. Chairman, in the interest of saving time I

would like to skip the reading of my statement.
Senator MOYNIHAN. It will go in the record as if read.
Mr. Moscoso. Pardon me?
Senator MOYNIHAN. It will be put in the record as if read. You

are a privileged person.
Mr. Moscoso. Then I will proceed to make my brief comments.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Please do, sir.
Mr. Moscoso. The only reason I am here probably is because I

had something to 'do with the creation of the program in the first
instance and have continued to have an interest in its development
over a period of many years-the Fomento Program as it is called.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Fomento.
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Mr. Moscoso. It is sometimes attributed to be my child. That is
wholly unjust because there was quite a number of people involved
in that Program at various times.

But I do want to stress a few points that have not been men-
tioned sufficiently this morning here. For instance, when comment-
ing on the effects of statehood both the Treasury testimony and
CBO stress the fact that there will be a loss of investment and
there will be a loss of jobs now present in Puerto Rico, or at least a
substantial reduction of that investment.

My greatest fear is in the real commitments. I do really feel that
without the tax attractions that we have today there will be great
difficulty in being able to match conditions in other areas. Our
weight structure is an extremely high one within the area where
we- live, in the Caribbean, and Latin America generally. It is much
higher than most of the Pacific areas where some of these compa-
nies could move to.

But the process of bringing in additional increments of capital is
going to be extremely difficult without offering tax benefits. I do
not think that enough has been done to try to gauge the impact of
that situation. New investments, to effect new investments, new
promotions, how is that going to be affected by the elimination of
936 under statehood?

Now I think that my friend Professor Oyola is going to mention
the fact that tourism is going to pick up the slack when statehood
is the relationship between Puerto Rico and the United States and
936 is no longer available. Well in the first place I do not think
that Mr. Oyola has had enough experience trying to get investment
into Puerto Rico with or without 936.

Senator MOYNIHAN. You have been there, I take it.
Mr. Moscoso. I have. It is very different.
In the second place, tourism has a limited possibility in Puerto

Rico. You are dealing with an entirely different situation than in
the case of Hawaii or even in the case of the surrounding islands.
We are a highly overpopulated area. We have close to 1,000 people
per square mile; and it is even difficult to find appropriate sites for
the construction of these facilities, let alone to build many Caribe
Hiltons to take the slack created by the loss of industrial manufac-
turing jobs which might be lost without the 936 attraction.

I do not believe that the Congress is aware of the tremendous job
that was done by Puerto Rico during the past two or three decades
in economic development as compared to other areas. We have a
notion here in the United States of instant everything-instant
coffee-therefore, almost anything can be done instantly. That just
simply does not happen, Mr. Chairman.

I remember sitting in front of a distinguished group in the Com-
mittee Room in this Congress back in 1961 and being belabored be-
cause we had not built under the Alliance for Progress an airport
for Bolivia in about 9 months time.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Right. You were already 9 months in place.
Mr. Moscoso. Yes. I remember that the Chairman at that time

was the distinguished gentleman from Missouri-no, from Louisi-
ana-Mr. Pasman.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Moscoso. I have fond memories of Mr. Pasman.
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I remember telling Mr. Pasman that the Dulles Airport had
taken about 25 years and $40 billion. By that time it was not fin-
ished yet. Now what I do not think we are aware of is what it takes
to develop a country economically. Perhaps it is because the United
States has never deliberately tried to develop a country. In the case
of Puerto Rico, it is a whole different plan of development. That is,
what we obtained is acquiescence; we obtained assistance. But
there was really no planned effort.

The best we ever did was to send a very intelligent wise person
to be Governor of Puerto Rico at the time when the President of
the United States selected our Governors-Mr. Rexford Guy Tug-
well, who believed in planning. A word which is forbidden around
these parts. And Mr. Tugwell tried to plan economic development
for Puerto Rico. And some of the results we see today, are due to
the plan done by Mr. Tugwell.

Of course, he was assisted by that political genius, Mr. Mufioz
Marin, who eventually became Governor of the island. But the
basic plan, the fundamental work, was done during the term of Mr.
Tugwell as Governor, with Governor Mufioz Marin holding the fort
at the legislature and backing him with all of the proposals that
came forth to try to develop the infrastructure and then the bcon,-
my of Puerto Rico.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That being the 1930's.
Mr. Moscoso. That is right.
Since the island of Puerto Rico has no resources to develop

except its people, we have very little. We spend millions preparing
geological maps, geophysical maps, and mineralogical maps, land
use maps, et cetera, et cetera, and we have not been able to find
any natural resources which will support this level of population.

It has been necessary to do something with what was available to
us, and that was this relationship between Puerto Rico and the
United States. We have made full use of it and I think good, con-
structive use of it. I do not think we have to be ashamed of it.

As a matter of fact, I have a piece of paper here that is my par-
ticular pride and joy. This is a paper written in 1961 by a person I
think you know-Ken Boulding. Professor Boulding wrote this
paper for a publication of the Center of Democratic Institutions.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Oh, indeed.
Mr. Moscoso. Bill Bancus is one of those who wrote in that par-

ticular issue of this publication. This issue is devoted to the United
States and revolution. And Professor Boulding mentions the three
most recognized revolutions, of course-the American, the French
and the Russian.

Then he says, "But there is a fourth revolution. There is a fourth
type of revolution which does not fit into any of the above catego-
ries and which may be the most important for all in the long run."
It is called the Fomentarian Revolution in honor of a remarkable
institution in Puerto Rico which is known as Fomento.

He analyzes the case for the Fomentarian development for cir-
cumstances such that it can be successful. It can also be fairly
cheap. Socialist development is obtained at a terrible cost. Capital-
ist development, likewise, has a high cost in benefits foregone. We
should -look carefully at those social purposes aside from Puerto
Rico, that seem to make the best of both worlds, both government
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and private enterprise, both domestic organizations and foreign in-
vestment. These are the kinds of revolution that one 'would like to
see encouraged.

Senator MOYNIHAN. If I may, I would like to include that in the
record. Could you provide us with a copy of that?

Mr. Moscoso. Yes, I think that would make good reading.
Senator MOYNIHAN. It was very eloquent.
Could we hear from Professor Oyola and see where you are going

to put those 300 Caribe Hiltons. Is that what you said, Ambassa-
dor? One hundred Caribe Hiltons. I see.

I am sorry, Mr. Walter Davila is accompanying Mr. Oyola. We
welcome you, sir, to this Committee. You are a good friend of our
deliberations in so many ways over so many years.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Moscoso appears in the appen-
dix.]

STATEMENT OF PROFESSOR JOSE RAMON OYOLA, PH.D., SCHOOL
OF MANAGEMENT, UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO AT MAYA-
GUEZ CAMPUS AND FORMER PRESIDENT, PUERTO RICO GOV-
ERNMENT DEVELOPMENT BANK, TESTIFYING ON BEHALF OF
PUERTO RICANS FOR CIVIC ACTION, MAYAGUEZ, PR, ACCOM-
PANIED BY WALTER J. DAVILA-BENAVENT, REPRESENTATIVE
FOR PRCA
Mr. OYOLA. Thank you for the opportunity to express our views

on the economic implications of statehood for Puerto Rico. I repre-
sent Puerto Ricans in Civic Action, (PRCA) a grassroots movement
that has obtained 350,000 signed petitions of residents of Puerto
Rico requesting statehood for the island.

I served in the Cabinet of the present Governor of Puerto Rico in
1985 and 1986 when I was President of the Government Develop-
ment Bank. I have a Doctoral Degree in Economics from the Uni-
versity of California.

S. 712 provides for the referendum in 1991 to allow U.S. citizens
in Puerto Rico to choose between three status formulas. We urge
you to approve S. 712 with its present transition rules which we
believe allow a smooth conversion of the commonwealth economy
into the economy of a state.

The experience of previous U.S. territories has been that state-
hood creates a new economic environment in which the gains to
the majority of the people are greater than the losses of a few in
the territory. This Committee already asked the Congressional
Budget Office to examine the economic implications of a change in
the political status of Puerto Rico. The results have been widely
discussed in previous testimony this morning.

I would like to make a point regarding the limitations of the
model that was utilized to arrive at CBO's conclusions. CBO's
model is what is called a "demand side" model. It does not have
any supply side factors in it. Which means, for example, that if you
ask the CBO to utilize that same model to determine whether the
State of New York should be declared an independent republic, the
model will conclude that the State of New York should secede from
the Union.
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The reason for this is that the U.S. Treasury collections in the
State of New York are greater than the Federal expenditures in
the same State. In other words, that model is not able to factor in
the most important elements of statehood for Puerto Rico.

The CBO's first assumption is that only two events will happen
under statehood-namely, the phase out of Section 936 benefits and
the introduction of Federal tax entitlements. The CBO says noth-
ing about the opportunities that will arise under statehood in the
sectors of tourism, health, transportation, communications, educa-
tion, and provision of retirement services, to name just only a few.

*With our limited resources we were only able to quantify the ef-
fects of the tourism sector when statehood arises. Tourism will
become a leading industry in Puerto Rico, like in the State of
Hawaii. Tourism does not need Federal tax subsidies to attract in,
vestors to Puerto Rico; and it depends on the resources that Puerto
Rico has in abundance-namely, its natural resources, tropical cli-
mate, outstanding scenery, a distinctive culture with hospitable
people, and the fact that we are service oriented.

The main drawback of the current status to achieve a major in-
crease in our tourism sector is that most U.S. tourists consider
Puerto Rico as a foreign location, not as part of the United States.
Under statehood there will be several factors on the supply side
which will work together to increase the number of tourists in
Puerto Rico.

The first one is the massive publicity surrounding Puerto Rico's
entrance into the Union. The second is the infrastructure. The in-
frastructure that is necessary to achieve a tripling of the size of the
tourism industry in Puerto Rico is already in place.

For example, our international airport is the Caribbean hub of
American Airlines and is served by more than 20 airlines. Another
element in the supply side that is already in place is current hotel
investments. The States of Hawaii and Puerto Rico will share in
common the Japanese investors who have specialized in financing,
constructing and managing tourist resorts.

In the appendix to my testimony I provide evidence of the com-
mitment of Japanese investors to develop hotels in Puerto Rico.
For example, right now there is a $1 billion Costa Isabela project,
which would be the largest hotel resort in the Caribbean. It is a
2500 acre complex with five golf courses, 36 tennis courts, 2,000
hotel rooms and 8,000 employees.

The first table in my testimony presents a conservative forecast
for the tourism industry under statehood until the year 2000. This
forecast was not obtained by applying mechanically the experience
of Hawaii to Puerto Rico, but rather by adjusting the trends that
already exist under commonwealth for the change in Puerto Rico
status. Total jobs generated in the tourism industry will triple from
57,000 jobs in 1988 to 150,000 jobs in the year 2000. That is more
than enough to compensate for any manufacturing job loss due to
the phase out of Section 936. This new supply side development is
not anywhere in the CBO report.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Oyola appears in the appendix.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. Dr. Oyola, I am afraid that the hour of 1:00

having been reached, under our rules we are going to have to close.
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I will break the rules, if nobody tells the Sergeant at Arms, to say
that you might want to finish up.

Mr. Davila, would you like to say something? Your point is about
a supply side model. That was your specialty at the University of
California. You took your dissertation in modeling, didn't you? It is
beyond me, I assure you.

STATEMENT OF WALTER J. DAVILA-BENAVENT,
REPRESENTATIVE FOR PRCA

Mr. DAVILA. Thank you for the opportunity, Senator. What I
would like to do is just applaud your leadership, the leadership of
Chairman Bentsen, Chairman Johnston, and Senator McClure on
the Senate side, who have not been lost in the details but have
kept a vision of what this means for the nation, for Puerto Rico,
and for the international community.

The CBO report is full of caveats, possibly more caveats than any
of the previous reports. And you were correct in pointing out that
these are major issues of self-determination that are at stake. My
major concern at this time is that the House is pointing its collec-
tive finger at the Senate to excuse its action awaiting the Senate's
final action.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Inaction.
Mr. DAVILA. Inaction, yes.
I am also saddened to see the passing of the most vocal voice of

the Senate that knew how it feels to be like on this side of the
fence in trying to achieve statehood. I am talking about Senator
Matsunaga, who in the meetings that we had was most emphatic
saying that the biggest economic change of Hawaii came after
statehood and he could not see why Puerto Rico did not recognize
that.

So this is the only point that I wanted to bring to you today. And
like I said, to applaud the leadership that the Senate has had. I am
sorry to see that the House at this point still has time to act and
Puerto Rico needs its action.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We thank you, sir.
Ambassador, would you like to close the morning?
Mr. Moscoso. Yes. I would like to find out from Dr. Oyola, who is

right next to me here, whether he changed his views put down in a
report prepared in 1984 in which he stated that statehood would
result in the loss of at least 170,000 jobs in the private sector, given
that more than half of the 936 corporations established in the
island would leave with the imposition of Federal taxes, and also
that the Puerto Rican Government had to dismiss more than
116,000 employees under statehood.

Now he wrote that in 1984. And today he is saying things which
are slight contrary. Which statement is correct?

Senator MOYNIHAN. The Chair rules that economists have the
right to change their minds. [Laughter.]

Dr. Oyola, would you like to, in a good natured way, respond to
that?

Dr. OYOLA. Certainly, I believe in progress.
I would like to comment on that because it is important for the

people of Puerto Rico to decide and to know what is the process,
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the decisionmaking process, that will lead us to make a final deci-
sion with respect to political status.

I made a change, as he mentioned, I was a commonwealth advo-
cate in 1985 and I believe now that statehood is better for Puerto
Rico economically. Why is that? Because I read carefully the S. 712
and all the studies that have been done regarding the economic
impact of statehood for Puerto Rico. Many things have changed
since 1985. Federal taxes have gone down. Federal transfer pay-
ments have gone up. The government sector in Puerto Rico is a
drag on the economy that will never be resolved and unless there
is a change in political status.

So there are many, many factors that once you think about it
carefully will lead you to the conclusion that statehood is better for
Puerto Rico and for the United States also.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, that is a perfectly coherent response.
May I just say that the Committee is much in the debt to our

witnesses, especially those from the Commonwealth, the island,
who have come here prepared, thoughtful, collegial, and deeply
concerned about something which commands-you know, here is
an issue worth being involved with. We would hope to do our work.
We will be after you for more information. The record will remain
open.

The Chair would like particularly to recognize Dr. Ferre's pres-
ence here. There has been no more law and affective exponent of
that particular view in the history of the island.

With that, we thank our staff and all concerned; and this hear-
ing comes to a close.

[Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned at 1:10 p.m.]



APPENDIX

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JosE BERROCAL

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Finance Committee, I am pleased to have the
opportunity to speak with you today on the potential economic impact of S. 712 in
Puerto Rico.

I am Jose Berrocal. I am by training a lawyer and currently serve as Counsellor
to the Governor of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

I come to represent the views of those of us in Puerto Rico who believe that our
Commonwealth status is and should continue to be an instrument for assuring the
continued dignity and progress of our people.

Throughout this debate, it is crucial to keep in perspective the fact that the issue
of our political status essentially responds to the desires and aspirations of our
people for stability, dignity and prosperity. For us Puerto Rico's political status is a
means to an end.

As proponents for the enhancement of the present Commonwealth relationship,
we seek to improve what has proved to be a practical and unequaled creative solu-
tion for the problems of a developing society in its aspirations for dignity and
progress.

For almost a century, Puerto Rico has been a part of the United States. During
the first half of the century, Puerto Rico was "a stricken land," suffering from des-
perate poverty and destitution, and frustrated by the unresponsiveness and insensi-
tivity of a colonial system of government. Then, with the establishment of Common-
wealth status in the early 1950's Puerto Rico experienced a dramatic turnaround. A
new political relationship gave Puerto Rico the opportunity to pull its economy up
by its bootstraps and dramatically improve socioeconomic conditions on the island.
Spearheaded by an aggressive investment promotion campaign, and maximizing the
use of its fiscal autonomy, in the span of just two generations, "the poorhouse of the
Caribbean" emerged as a bustling and industrious society, and today Puerto Rico
enjoys one of the highest standards of living in Latin America.

This dramatic improvement in living conditions was forged on the basis of a pro-
ductive and dignified partnership, through which the United States helped Puerto
Rico help itself.

What we seek today is to enhance that partnership with policy tools that will bol-
ster our self-sufficiency, contributing in our own way to the greatness of the United
States as a small but hardworking society. What we seek is opportunity. What we
aspire to is more jobs.

The CBO report on the "Potential Economic Impact of Changes in Puerto Rico's
Status under S. 712" confirms that under Commonwealth, Puerto Rico will continue
on the road of greater economic progress and growth. It also concludes that with the
loss of Puerto Rico's fiscal autonomy, statehood would severely affect the capacity
for growth of the Puerto Rican economy, and would in fact lead to significant job
loss. In essence, the report confirms that a change in status toward statehood would
entail substituting jobs for welfare.

This testimony will comment further on the analysis and conclusions of the CBO
report, while attempting to place some of the critical economic and fiscal issues in
adequate perspective. More specifically, I will address the following points:

* Puerto Rico's challenge. as a developing society in an insular setting with limit-
ed natural resources, and the role of fiscal autonomy in economic development.

* The general conclusions and specific estimates of the income and employment
effects of a change in Puerto Rico's political status contained in the report.

(51)
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Certain areas not fully covered by the report, including: -

-the impact on the non-manufacturing sectors of the economy
-the effects on the financial sector
-the effect on Puerto Rico's access to capital markets, and;
-the effect on the Puerto Rican government sector and its fiscal soundness.

POLITICAL STATUS, FISCAL AUTONOMY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Before reviewing the specifics of the CBO Report, one should examine basic back-
ground information that is only briefly alluded to in the Repoit: the history of
modern economic development in Puerto Rico, its relationship to the island's politi-
cal status and the role of its fiscal autonomy in attracting investments.

The dilemma of achieving sustained economic growth and development for an
island society besieged by competitive disadvantages flowing from its exceedingly
scarce natural resources, chronic labor surplus and relatively remote location vis-a-
vis its natural export markets, has been at or near the center of political life in
Puerto Rico for over a century. As the CBO Report makes clear, tax incentives for
productive investment have been a successfully implemented policy option for
Puerto Rico under the Commonwealth relationship and the fiscal autonomy which
is an integral part of that relationship.

The Puerto Rican economy has undergone a remarkable transformation over the
past forty years. The Commonwealth has developed from a poverty-stricken, primar-
ily agricultural economy in the 1940's to one driven by export-led manufacturing.
The manufacturing sector's share of total output increased from 17% in 1950 to
40% at present. This transformation was the result of an economic development
strategy based on positioning Puerto Rico as a competitive, low-cost manufacturing
site for labor-intensive commodity consumer goods, such as apparel and footwear,
within the U.S. common market.

The key competitive factors that supported this strategy and made it consistently
successful for over three decades included:

- The relatively low level of wages prevailing on the island in relation to the rela-
tively high productivity of the Puerto Rican worker once he was trained for indus-
trial work;

* The relatively low cost of energy in Puerto Rico visa-vis the U.S., since the
island was outside the protectionist oil import arrangements of the U.S., and was
thus able to source cheaper foreign oil; and

* The relatively weak international competition of the postwar years, combined
with relatively high tariff protection in the U.S. for the consumer goods which
Puerto Rico began manufacturing.

The most significant competitive disadvantage that Puerto Rico had to overcome
was the inordinately high transportation costs associated with its particular location
as an island 1600 miles away from its main supplier and export market, while at
the same time being forced to ship on high-cost U.S. flag vessels under the provi-
sions of the Jones Act. Puerto Rico began to overcome this disadvantage in 1948
through the passage of a comprehensive program of tax incentives for productive
investment in manufacturing which, when combined with the predecessors of Sec-
tion 936 of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code, provided a strong offset to the transpor-
tation cost disadvantage and allowed Puerto Rico to begin its transformation to an
industrial society.

This powerful combination of Federal and Commonwealth tax incentives was, of
course, rooted in Puerto Rico's traditional fiscal autonomy which dated back to the
establishment of the island's first civilian government after the Spanish-American
War. Fiscal autonomy and the policy alternatives it offered Puerto Rico, which only
began to be exploited in the 1940's, would continue to be the cornerstone of success-
ful economic development policies in Puerto Rico throughout its modern growth
phase.

The foregoing strategy and combination of competitive factors served Puerto Rico
well into the 1960's and early 1970's, although weaknesses started to appear over
time by the mid-1970's.

The key factors which led to declining competitiveness were:
e Beginning in the late 1950's, but accelerating throughout the 1960's and 1970's,

industries in Puerto Rico, mostly as a result of economic development it self, were
experiencing rising wage rates in excess of productivity gains. Thus, Puerto Rico's
labor cost advantage over other U.S. locations, and certainly over newly-industrializ-
ing foreign locations, was ending. This trend reached its climax in the late 1970's
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and early 1980's with the full applicability of U.S. minimum wage rates in Puerto
Rico.

* The lowering of U.S. trade barriers beginning with the Kennedy Round of tariff
reductions in the early 1960's, coupled with more intense foreign competition in the
markets for Puerto Rico's traditional labor-intensive manufactured goods, dramati-
cally heightened competition for Puerto Rico's industries. In later years, particular-
ly the early and mid-1980's, this was further exacerbated by significant increases in
the value of the dollar, which made the U.S. economy in general-and Puerto Rico's
in particular, because of the relatively heavier weighting of manufacturing in its
economy-less competitive with foreign countries.

* The reduction in the incentives provided under Puerto Rico's industrial incen-
tives law enacted in 1978 by an ideologically motivated pro-statehood administra-
tion, the net effect of which was to cut in half the number of jobs promoted annual-
ly by our Economic Development Administration.

9 The enormous increases in oil prices in 1973 and 1979 made energy costs in
Puerto Rico, which is almost 100% dependent on foreign oil for its energy needs,
much higher than in alternative U.S. or foreign locations.

* The high inflation/high interest rate scenario that characterized much of this
period, particularly the mid-1970's and early 1980's, was an additional negative
event for a developing economy like Puerto Rico's that is highly dependent on exter-
nal financing sources for both private and public investment flows.

The combined result of these negative developments was that Puerto Rico, which
had consistently outperformed the. U.S. economy as a whole for approximately two
decades, began to suffer much lower rates of growth and higher unemployment, in
general underperforming the U.S. economy from 1975 to 1985. In 1983 unemploy-
ment peaked at 25%, the highest level in recent decades.

From 1986 to the present, Puerto Rico has been able to mount a significant come-
back for the following key reasons:

* Restoration of tax incentives for manufacturing and tourism, which contributed
to a substantial recovery in these sectors.

9 Beginning in 1986, oil prices began to collapse, leading to a dramatic improve-
ment in the current account and energy cost competitiveness of the Puerto Rico
economy. Although this trend has moderated in the last 12 to 18 months and in fact
may have reversed, energy prices are still significantly below the peaks reached in
the early 1980's.

9 Beginning in late 1985, the dollar has generally weakened in relation to other
currencies, with significant competitive benefits for U.S. industry in general, and
Puerto Rico's in particular.

* Increases in labor costs moderated in relation to productivity increases, particu-
larly after Puerto Rico absorbed the full implementation of U.S. minimum wages on
the island' by the early 1980's and this process was followed by a relatively long
period of stable minimum wage levels in the U.S., which have only recently been
revised.

* Interest rate levels and inflation nave generally subsided since 1983, which has
led to a stronger public and private sector financial posture in Puerto Rico and
lower cost of capital for investment projects on the island.

e The one moderately negative factor during this period of time has been the rel-
atively diminished value of, and uncertainty over, the tax incentives that Puerto
Rico can offer, as a result of the lower corporate tax rates generally introduced in
the Internal Revenue Code of 1988. Nevertheless, tax incentives continue to play a
key role in Puerto Rico's development strategy and in preserving the island's com-
petitiveness.

The foregoing factors have led Puerto Rico to a relatively strong economic per-
formance over the last four years. In fact, as the U.S. itself knows all too well, we
now live in an economically interdependent world characterized by dramatically
heightened international competition in most industries, continuous change and
volatile markets.

It is clearly not easy even for a large developed country like the U.S. to compete
in this sort of market; it is much more difficult to cope with the stringencies of such
a market for a much smaller, less well-endowed, developing society such as Puerto
Rico's.

Nevertheless, Puerto Rico, with all its limitations, has excelled in the past in
being able to design and implement an effective economic development strategy and
has over the long-term succeeded where others in our region have failed. I have no
doubt that we can again meet the challenge and continue oui progress toward a
better standard of living through our own effort and ingenuity. But I also have no
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doubt that an essential ingredient to continue Puerto Rico's development at this
stage is a continuation of the fiscal autonomy we have enjoyed for the last 90 years
and the valuable tax incentives that we can offer under such autonomy.

These tax incentives still provide Puerto Rico with a unique "equalizing" advan-
tage to help it overcome the island's great locational disadvantages relative to alter-
native investment sites. Consequently, Puerto Rico still needs-to continue on its
path to economic development-a political relationship with the U.S. like the cur-
rent one, which affords it the flexibility and breadth of action required to craft a
distinct economic development strategy, suited to its own needs and priorities, and
rooted in its own resources and limitations. An essential component of such a rela-
tionship has historically been, and should continue to be, fiscal autonomy.

CBO REPORT

Every major study ever conducted of Puerto Rico's economic condition recognizes
the paramount importance of our tax autonomy to our continued prosperity. The
current CBO Report is the latest in a long line of serious studies with analogous
results-the United States-Puerto Rico Status Commission, the Kreps Report, as
well as private studies by the nation's leading independent firms-Booz Allen, ICF,
Inc., Robert Nathan & Associates, Peat Marwick Policyeconomics, among others.

The CBO Report is, within the constraints imposed by time and data readily avail-
able for the analysis, and the limitations inherent in all econometric models, a care-
ful, well-researched attempt at assessing the impact of a change in Puerto Rico's
political status under S. 712. Of all the studies undertaken so far by Federal execu-
tive or legislative agencies, the CBO Report best conveys the severe economic dislo-
cation that statehood would impose on the Puerto Rican people. Nevertheless, I be-
lieve there are several limitations in the analysis that make even these severe re-
sults a best case scenario for statehood or independence, significantly underestimat-
ing the magnitude of the effects.

Despite its limitations, the CBO Report clearly and unequivocally demonstrates,
beyond any doubt, that statehood would entail a permanent and significant loss to
the Puerto Rican economy at the same time that the U.S. Treasury is permanently
and adversely affected. The CBO Report shows a loss of 10 to 15% of real GNP by
the year 2000. To put in perspective, this would be equivalent to a permanent loss of
between $550 and $825 billion for the U.S. economy, or if the combined economies of
Texas, New Jersey, West Virginia, Minnesota, and Arkansas suddenly disappeared.

This loss in GNP is but the beginning of the story. The results of the CBO eco-
nomic model, not published in the report, but submitted to all three parties demon-
strate even larger effects in other indicators. For example, construction would de-
cline from 27% to 33%. Instead of a source of jobs as statehood proponents are pre-
dicting, the construction industry would collapse. National income, which is the
measure of the flow of earned income sources (wages and salaries, rents, interest)
would decline from 18% to 26%. In particular, wages and salaries of the Puerto
Rican workers would decline by 17% to 26%. If the same thing were to happen to
the U.S. this would be equivalent to the loss of $480 to $730 billion in wages and
salaries.

The CBO study also demonstrates that the statehood economy would lose its ca-
pacity for self-sustaining growth. By the year 2000 Federal transfers to persons
would increase to $11.8 billion, an increase of 65% over Commonwealth status. Fed-
eral transfers to individuals would constitute fully 37% of disposable income. Under
the state of Puerto Rico, Federal transfer would no longer be a safety net, but the
primary economic base preventing a total economic collapse.

We believe the CBO report severely underestimates the impact of statehood on
unemployment. _CBO-estimates the loss between 50,000 to 100,000 jobs. In the U.S.
this would be equivalent to the loss of 6 to 12 million jobs. This result, while quite
dramatic (a loss of 5 to 10% of the labor force), is not consistent with the CBO result
that 25% of wages and salaries would be lost. The problem is a methodological one.
While CBO's economic model carefully links investment, income, and output flows,
employment is treated as an add-on to the model. Even if we account for the fact
that under statehood a relatively high proportion of the higher paying jobs would be
lost, a 25% decline in wages implies at least IS to 20% decline on the number of
jobs.

Another significant result of the CBO study not included in the report, but sub-
mitted in the simulations given to all three parties, are the impacts on the U.S.
Treasury. The CBO study estimates that the net additional Federal transfers under
statehood would increase by $4.0 to $5.0 billion dollars annually by the year 2000.

Numerous studies have concluded that the investment process of 936 companies is
highly tax sensitive, both for new and existing firms. Based on these studies, CBO's
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estimates of the reduction in productive investment and employment by 936 firms
over time as a result of changes in the tax relationship between Puerto Rico and the
United States are a best case scenario. That is, I would expect a larger effect to
occur faster during the years subsequent to such changes.

The reason for the CBO's very significant, but less dramatic estimates of impact
on private investment and employment stem, I believe, from a relatively benign as-
sumption of the tax sensitivity of the investment process of industrial corporations
in Puerto Rico.

There are a number of adverse economic impacts on Puerto Rico of a change in
political status under S. 712 that are not explicitly addressed in the CBO Report.
The CBO projections are in effect a best-case scenario for either alternate status.
with respect to Statehood, CBO does not measure (1) the effect on the non-936 sector
of the imposition of Federal taxes; (2) the effect on economic growth of the loss of
/the so-called 936 funds, which account for 40% of our bank deposits; (3) the effect on
the market for Puerto Rico securities, and (4) the effect on governmental finances.

First, CBO did not fully capture the supplyside impact on the non-industrial, non-
936 sectors of the economy, which account for approximately 40% of our economy.
To understand this point, one must first understand the general composition of
Puerto Rico's economy. There are only three fundamental, primary sectors in
Puerto Rico's economy; manufacturing, tourism and agriculture. A "primary sector"
for this purpose is one which generates incremental income, production and employ-
ment for Puerto Rico because it produces either: (a) an exportable good or service, or
(b) a substitute for the import of a necessary good or service. All other sectors of the
economy, such as construction, services, utilities, transportation and even govern-
ment, in fact rely upon demand for their services from the primary sectors to gener-
ate their own income and employment.

In Puerto Rico's case, manufacturing is, and has been since the 1950's, the pri-
mary sector on which the rest of the economy has relied for overall economic
growth. It currently accounts for approximately 40% of the island's gross domestic
product, while the other two primary sectors, tourism and agriculture, together ac-
count for less than 10% of gross domestic product. Hence, non-primary sectors of
the economy, which account for approximately 50% of gross domestic product in
Puerto Rico, and which rely fundamentally on the secondary income and employ-
ment effects of manufacturing activity, would suffer dramatically from any reduc-
tion in the levels of investment and production in the industrial sector.

It is our policy for Puerto Rico to strive, as a long-term goal, to increase the con-
tribution of both tourism and agriculture to gross domestic product. However, be-
cause of our limited land resources and relatively high labor costs, neither tourism
nor agriculture can in the short-run nor even in the longer-term, make up the
income and employment losses of the manufacturing sector to the overall economy
under a change in political status.

Another important adverse impact of statehood would be a significant reduction
in the employment and income of the financial sector, stemming from the fact that
936 deposits account for 40% of all deposits in Puerto Rico's financial system. A cap-
ital flight of such magnitude would dramatically increase interest rates, thus
shrinking reducing consumption and investment in the economy.

The availability of low cost 936 funds has given Puerto Rico a significant impetus
in the area of capital improvements for both public and private projects. Currently,
936 funds are generally available at 1.75 percentage points lower than LIBOR funds.
It has become a crucial issue in the Caribbean Basin Initiative, as 936 funds have
emerged as an important source of developmental funds for the Caribbean region as
a whole.

With respect to the market for Puerto Rico securities, I would like to submit for
the record the Statement of the Securities Industry Association of Puerto Rico (the
"SIA") delivered to the U.S. Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
during public hearings on S. 712 in San Juan, Puerto Rico in June 1989, which es-
tablishes (1) that the loss of the so-called "triple tax exemption" of Puerto Rico mu-
nicipal bonds, (2) the Federal taxation of non-exempt Puerto Rican debt, and (3)
the virtual elimination of the market for certain types of mortgages and mortgage-
backed securities related to housing in Puerto Rico, would result in a significant in-
crease in the cost of capital for public and private sector economic development
projects and infrastructure in Puerto Rico. It would therefore materially adversely
affect the future growth of the Puerto Rican economy. This effect, however, is not
directly taken into account in the CBO Report.

A final key area of analysis of the economic impact of a change in the political
status of Puerto Rico that is not adequately covered by the CBO Report is the effect
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of a status change toward statehood on the finances of the public sector of Puerto
Rico.

The critical effect that must be carefully evaluated is the revenue impact on the
Commonwealth government of the imposition of Federal income taxes on corporate
and individual residents of Puerto Rico. Specifically, such an imposition of Federal
taxes would immediately tend to displace the Commonwealth's existing tax base
and impair its ability to continue funding budgetary expenditures from traditional
revenue sources.

This displacement of current tax base would force the Commonwealth to choose
between retaining its present tax rates resulting in uncompetitively high levels of
combined Federal and state taxes in an attempt to preserve current levels of ex-
penditures or the implementation of severe cutbacks in such expenditures in public
services in order to be able to live within more limited revenue sources. Our studies
indicate that if Puerto Rico were to lower its taxes to the level of the higher-taxed
states, the revenue loss would exceed $1 billion annually, and would require reduc-
ing government services, and laying off 90,000 government workers.

The fundamental reasons for this fiscal dilemma for the Commonwealth should
not be lost sight of, for therein lies the basic reason for not incorporating Puerto
Rico into the Federal tax system: with a per capita income that is only a third of
the U.S. national average, Puerto Rico cannot be expected to carry a full Federal
tax burden and still be realistically expected to sustain state government tax reve-
nue levels necessary to pay the cost of basic public services expected in a developing
industrial society. Hence, under statehood, the government of Puerto Rico could re-
alistically only be expected to provide a standard of public services significantly
lower than the current one, in line with its income per capita relationship to the
rest of the nation, with likely adverse effects on the quality of life on the island and
long-term increased labor migration prospects.

The second direct adverse effect on the public sector of Puerto Rico arises from
the negative consequences of a status change on the cost of capital for essential
public sector investment projects, notably infrastructure. These negative conse-
quences arise from two main sources: the loss of Puerto Rico's current tax advan-
tages with respect to its public sector borrowings, and the general deterioration of
the credit quality of the Commonwealth under a status change.

The first of these relates to the fact that the borrowings of the Puerto Rican
public sector currently rely heavily on various key tax advantages that we described
earlier; specifically, the "triple tax exemption" of Puerto Rico bonds in the U S. tax
exempt market, and the existence of a local tax exempt market to tap available
local savings at a relatively low rate when the U.S. market is unavailable. The loss
of these two advantages under a status change would lead to a narrower and costli-
er market for Puerto Rico bonds.

The second source of negative consequences of a status change on the Puerto
Rican public sector's cost of capital relates to the general deterioration of creditwor-
thiness of the Commonwealth as a result of the shrinkage of its tax base and the
impairment of its revenues which was described above.

The combination of these two factors leads to sharply reduced availability of
credit to Puerto Rico's public sector and a higher cost of capital and, consequently,
lower public investment in growth-sustaining projects, particularly infrastructure
necessary to support private sector investment, which itself would likely be con-
strained by inadequate infrastructure. This constraint, in turn, would negatively
impact aggregate demand in the economy as a whole, with a resulting reduction in
overall growth and employment in the economy vis-a-vis the CBO's baseline projec-
tions under Puerto Rico's current political status.

Much has been said by statehood critics of the CBO report that it unfairly omits
the unquantifiable benefits of statehood. These so called benefits are quite trivial if
at all existent. They argue that Statehood would change perceptions of the Island
that would supposedly increase incentives to invest. I can assure you gentlemen
that the vast majority of investors are sophisticated and would not be swayed by
whether Puerto Rico appears or fails to appear in a AAA map of the U.S., as was
previously testified. The American business system is motivated by profits. The com-
e tition for business investment is intense. Puerto Rico is an established, well
known player in this business with nine promotional officers all over the U.S. and

seven internationally. The KPMG Peat Marwick report clearly demonstrates that
statehood would result in substantial loss of profitability compared not just to Com-
monwealth, but with respect to alternative foreign locations in Singapore, Ireland,
Taiwan, Mexico and others.

I would not expect these negative effect on private investment and employment to
be mitigated significantly by any sort of "political certainty" benefit accruing under
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statehood. Corporate investors in Puerto Rico are among the United States' most
sophisticated transnational industrial corporations which are well accustomed to in-
vesting in foreign locations arid assessing-"political risk," and already operate nu-
merous alter native cost-effective foreign locations for the investments they make in
Puerto Rico.

Furthermore, such investors generally do not, in fact, view the Commonwealth as
possessing any significant element of "political risk" at present and are, therefore,
driven predominantly by financial and tax criteria in their locational evaluations of
Puerto Rico vis-a-vis alternative U.S. or foreign locations.

In fact, political risk surveys consistently rank Puerto Rico under Commonwealth
as one of the safest locations in the world, surpassing, in fact, many OECD coun-
tries.

Tourism has also been presented as the savior of the economy under statehood.
The so-called unquantified benefits under statehood for tourism are based on an

extremely naive assessment of marketing and financial realities. Tourists do not
flock to Hawaii because of statehood. Hawaiian tourism must be evaluated in terms
of its limited competitors in the Pacific. Statehood did not prevent Miami Beach
from-losing its competitive position vis-a-vis the Caribbean and Mexico for visitors
from the Eastern Seaboard.

Puerto Rico must compete with all other Caribbean islands, Central America,
Southern Florida and Mexico for the U.S. tourist. These locations combined surpass
the number of visitors to Hawaii. Puerto Rico is faced, because of its relatively high
wages, with being a high cost location.

The statehood strategy for tourism was already tried and it was an utmost failure.
When statehooders came into power-they eliminated tax incentives for tourist
hotels. The loss of tax incentives for tourist hotels resulted in a collapse of tourist
investment with a loss of almost half of the hotel rooms. The same loss would result
under statehood. In 1985 tax incentives for tourist hotels were restored. This result-
ed in a boom of hotel investment, and a doubling of capacity and double-digit
growth expenditures.

In summary, neither Statehood nor independence offers any coherent economic
model so that the people of Puerto Rico can continue to prosper through their effort
and ingenuity. Only through Commonwealth can the Puerto Rican people continue
to prosper; through its enhancement it can work even better.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BENNY FRANKIE CEREZO

Good morning Mr. Chairman. My name is Benny Frankie Cerezo, and I am here
today in my capacity as Presidential Delegate of the Puerto Rican Statehood Move-
ment. I am pleased to testify this morning before you and your colleagues on S. 712
on behalf of the Puerto Rico Statehood Movement and its political instrument, the
New Progressive Party. I am accompanied by Mr. Michael McKee, an economist.
With us is a group of well-respected Puerto Rican economists and tax experts, Ger-
ardo Carlo, Nelson Soto, and Carlos Diaz-Olivo. They will be available to answer
questions now and until mark-up.

I was unpleasantly surprised Tuesday morning when I read a Washiraton Post
editorial declaring S. 712 dead for this Congress. Not since "Dewey Beats Truman"
has a newspaper been so premature in writing a political epitaph.

The Senate Energy Committee reported this complex bill in record time. The Ag-
riculture Committee has conducted hearings and reportedly can report a bill quick-
ly. With today's hearing, the Finance Committee completes a lengthy process and
should be equipped to report S. 712 expeditiously. The House leadership has prom-
ised an expedited process this year on our self-determination issue.

The Post's opinion notwithstanding, there is time to enact S. 712 this year if the
Finance Committee moves promptly to markup. I suggest The New York Times edi-
torial of April 1 (enclosed) is better reasoned. Therefore, we urge you to mark up S.
712 quickly.

Today we examine the economics of S. 712. We were gratified when you appointed
the Congressional Budget Office to work with other expert analysts within the Fed-
eral Government to produce an assessment of the economic impact of each status
option included within S. 712. For years, parties with a vested interest in retaining
Section 936 have hired economists and accounting firms to turn out supposedly au-
thoritative reports that predicted the downfall of Puerto Rico's economy, even under
statehood, absent Section 936. These paid reports are inherently suspect, particular-
ly when authored by former policy making Treasury officials who opposed Section
936.
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Before I discuss the CBO report, let me emphasize this: Economics matter but,
fundamentally, this issue transcends economics. Puerto Ricans-3.3 million Ameri-
can citizens-hunger for self-determination. All three Puerto Rican parties-which
rarely agree on anything-stand united on this point. Never in our nation's history
has self-determination been denied, when requested. Nor can the U.S. deny self-de-
termination for its citizens when demanding it for citizens of other nations. Nor has
the question of whether or not to admit a state been decided solely on the basis of
economics.

We have serious misgivings about the CBO study, but it does settle some impor-
tant issues for this Committee. One of our most serious concerns has to do with
CBO's activity since the study was issued. As reported in the Puerto Rican press
(enclosed), the study's author has travelled to Puerto Rico as the guest of Common-
wealth economists and has issued statements unsupported by any substantive analy-
sis. He professes now that CBO omitted information for the sake of preserving what
he deems to be "a balance."

Why would CBO omit known beneficial facts or even negative information? Why
would this CBO official place himself in such a compromising and presumptuous po-
sition? And finally, how in good conscience can CBO arbitrarily decide which infor-
mation to include or exclude in its report and then claim its study is unbiased, sci-
entific? The appearance created is objectionable. Presumptuous, selective omission
of facts taints this report's validity. How can Congress comfortably rely on its objec-
tivity?

Furthermore, the political impotence of Puerto Rico's territorial status was again
demonstrated this week when said staffer, who served as project manager of the
report, made several appearances in the island during which he, wearing the cloak
of CBO, engaged in a sort of "search and destroy" operation, making statements
that play up our opponents' antistatehood propaganda in aspects that were not even
part of the CBO study and for which there was no objective data offered. I very
much doubt that a functionary of a congressional office would be allowed or would
dare to go to Senator Dole's Kansas or the Chairman's Texas and meddle in a sensi-
tive local political issue.

Mr. Chairman. Two final points: First, as Mr. McKee will illustrate, the press oc-
casionally has misreported CBO's findings. We have read the Commonwealth advo-
cates' press packages-which I understand also have been circulated in this Com-
mittee. We lack the resources to conduct the type of preemptive public relations
campaign-funded by Puerto Rican tax dollars-being waged by the other side. I
urge the press and this Committee to seek our reactions to materials they receive so
there will be a balanced record.

Second, we will welcome the opportunity to work with the Committee to adjust
the transition provisions of S. 712 to prevent the brief economic downturn projected
by CBO.

In closing, let me say that every objection to Puerto Rican statehood that will be
raised this morning-that it is too expensive for the Federal government; that it
will crush economic development; that taxes would be too much of a burden on com-
panies and citizens; and that our island can never be selfsupporting-were raised
during the debate over the admission of no fewer than ten states: Alaska, Hawaii,
California, New Mexico, Nevada, Oregon, Illinois, Oklahoma, Arizona, and Missis-
sippi. Those objections were false in every one of those cases and they are equally
wrong when raised about Puerto Rico.

History has proven once and again that the American Dream works.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Enclosures.

El Mundo, April 24, 1990.

"IMPARTIAL" THE REPORT

[By Agnes J. Montano]
The Deputy Director of the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), Frederick Ribe...
While defending the report's impartiality . . . Ribe said that CBO omitted infor-

mation that could be adverse to statehood for the sake of preserving "a balance."
Ribe admitted that there were certain factors about statehood that were inten-

tionally omitted from the report, but indicated that, in totality, there were as many
factors affecting as factors benefiting statehood that were excluded.

"Overall, the group of factors do not affect the results" said Ribe. "Moreover, on
certain areas we omitted on purpose prejudicial factors (on statehood) in order to
preserve the balance of the report." As an example, he said that one of the aspects
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not mentioned in the report was the diminution on the investment of local corpora-
tions that would have to pay Federal taxes.

Ribe... also challenged that his visit to Puerto Rico is being paid for by the Pop-
ular Party, as rumors have it.

Sunday, April 1, 1990

The 51st and 52d States
Let Puerto Ricans Decide Their Fate, but Fairly

Puerto Rico is not America's Lithuania, but it is
unhappy with its status as a highly dependent com-
monwealth. An overwhelming majority of 3.3 mil-
lin islanders are agreed that they want change.
But as Congress is learning, agreement stops there.
What adds to the perplexity is a parallel but unre-
lated campaign to grant statehood to the District of
Columbia.

A Senate bill supported by the Bush Adminis-
tration would offer Puerto Ricans a chance to
choose, by a binding vote next year, statehood. Im-
proved commonwealth status or independence. The
problem is to assure a fair choice. If on or another
aide has plausible reasons for charging bad faith,
the referendum could prolong the argument it is
meant to end.

Polls for the first time show a narrow majority
of Puerto Ricans now favors statehood. As senti-
ment has shifted, so has the tone of a longstanding
debate. Statehood supporters now join with advo-
cates of independence in decrying colonialism.
Those clamoring for enhanced commonwealth
status contend that the Senate bill is frontloaded un-
fairly in favor of statehood.

The argument springs from a complicated his-
tory. The U.S. acquired Puerto Ricp from Spain al-
most incidentally in 1000. In 1917, Puerto Ricans be-
came U.S. citizens, but not until 1947 did they elect a
Governor. Five years later, Congress approved an
ingenious commonwealth arrangement. giving a
Spanish-speaking island home rule and exemption
from Federal taxes but no vote in Federal elections.

Economically, the plan made sense. Using an
additional tax break known as Section 936 of the
revenue code, Puerto Rico has providedgenerous
incentives for mainland investors. But politically,
the island has been virtually a ward of Congress.

without the clout It would wield with two senators
and six or seven representatives, plus a Presiden-
tial vote.

This sense of being second-class citizens has
given potent Impetus to the statehood campaign. As
statehood scntiment has waxed, so has uncertainty
about Puerto Rico's tax exemptions, causing invest-
ors to hold back. To end the debate once and for all,
Gov. Rafael Hernandez Colon a commonwealth ad-
vocate, proposed a bindig referendum.

But he now faults the Senate bill as "terribly,
dangerously unbalanced." It would phase in Fed-
eral taxes and phase out Section 936 over four years.
Meanwhile, says the Congressional Budget Office,
statehood could cost other U.S. taxpayers as much
U $9.4 billion in additional Federal social spending;
more than half the island's population remains
below the national poverty line.

A very different view is taken by former Gov.
Carlos Romero Barcel6. a statehood proponent. He
persuasively cites similar preferential treatment
granted other incoming states. Congress can re-
dress the balance by rewording the commonwealth
choice to give its proponents more of what they
seek: an increased international role. an open port
for air carriers, a voice in Federal appointments
and jurisdiction over natural resources.

What Is unarguable and fundamental is Puerto
Rico's right to self-determination. The choice is pri-
marily between two forms of association with the
United States. Even the minority favoring Inde-
pendence relies on reason rather than passion. Con-
r can reciprocate by specifying clearly and

what Puerto Ricans can expect, whichever
way they vote.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HARVEY GALPER

THE ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF STATEHOOD FOR PUERTO RICO

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance Committee: I am Harvey
Galper, a principal in the Policy Economics Group of KPMG Peat Marwick. The
Policy Economics Group has been retained by the Governor of Puerto Rico to under-
take a study of the economic effects of statehood for Puerto Rico. The effects we
could quantify are almost exclusively the result of the loss of the tax benefits under
Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code. I should emphasize at the outset that nei-
ther I nor Peat Marwick takes any position for or against statehood for Puerto Rico.
My testimony today highlights the major points in our study which has been made
available in its entirety to this Committee. The Peat Marwick study leads to three
main conclusions:

* Statehood would have several direct negative effects on the Puerto Rican econo-
my.

First, corporations established under Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code
would be able to significantly increase their after-tax return by abandoning their
existing operations and relocating in tax-favored locations in the Caribbean, Europe,
or the Pacific rim. In addition, expansion by current 936 companies and the forma-
tion of new 936 companies would be sharply curtailed, if not eliminated. Seventy-
two percent or more of the operating income of 936 companies would be subject to
relocation.

Second, as companies choose to move off the Island, the Puerto Rican economy
would be seriously affected. This would increase unemployment in Puerto Rico and
reduce wages throughout the economy. Between 80,000 and 145,000 private sector
jobs could be lost under statehood Increasing the unemployment rate to nearly 30
percent.

Third, under statehood Puerto Rico residents would be eligible to fully participate
in all Federal outlay programs. The extension of Federal transfer programs would
mitigate some of the negative economic impact of relocation and the imposition of
Federal taxes, but aggregate demand in Puerto Rico in 2000 would decrease between
$0.2 billion and $2.3 billion.

- The Statehood option has major budgetary implications for the US. government,
affecting both revenues and expenditures.

The extension of Federal transfer programs would increase Federal outlays by
about $36 billion from 1992 through 2000. This is accompanied by an increase in
Federal revenues that would partially offset these costs. Depending on the extent of
the relocation of companies, Puerto Rican Statehood would have a net cumulative
cost to the U.S. Government of between $22 billion and $25 billion during the same
period.

e Statehood would cause a major budget dilemma for Puerto Rico.
To balance expenditures for present services, Puerto Rico would not be able to

lower its taxes despite the burden of full U.S. taxes. If Puerto Rico chose to reduce
its individual income tax rates to align them with tax rates facing residents in the
U.S., the cost to the Puerto Rican Government would be about $8 billion from 1992
through 2000. To place the deficit problem in perspective, balancing the budget after
the transition period solely through a cut-back in public sector services would re-
quire a lay-cff of about 90 thousand employees or about 40 percent of total govern-
ment employment.

The results demonstrate that under statehood, the Puerto Rican economy would
experience a major economic transformation. The economy would lose a significant
component of its industrial base because of the relocation of 936 and foreign-owned
corporations. The public sector would be forced to cut back services and employment
to retain competitive levels of taxation. Industrial production, capital accumulation,
and both private and public sector employment would be replaced, in part, by trans-
fers from the Federal government.

SECTION 936 AND THE PUERTO RICAN BUSINESS SECTOR

It is clear that the most important effects of statehood on the Puerto Rican econo-
my would result from the loss of the benefits of Section 936 of the Internal Revenue
Code to U.S. corporations operating on the island. On balance, Section 936 provides
Puerto Rico manufacturing operations a substantial tax advantage over operations
in the United States. Moreover, these advantages make Puerto Rico competitive

33-337 - 90 - 3
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with foreign countries that provide their own tax incentive programs for the manu-
facturing operations of U.S. companies.

These incentives have clearly contributed to the growth in the Puerto Rican econ-
omy since 1976. By 1989 total direct employment by 936 corporations reached
112,000 jobs. In addition to the impact of Section 936 on the manufacturing sector,
936 corporations have greatly strengthened the financial sector, accounting for 40 of
all bank deposits.

In addition to the effect on direct employment, 936 corporations are responsible
for the creation of thousands of indirect jobs. These 936 corporations require a varie-
ty of raw materials and services. While some goods and services are provided by for-
eign suppliers and other 936 companies, local purchases have led to the establish-
ment and growth of many new businesses in Puerto Rico with resulting increases in
employment and the island's tax base.

Fundamental to reaching an understanding of the potential impact of statehood
on the Puerto Rico economy is determining its impact on the 936 company sector on
the island. The dominance of these 936 corporations in the economy is evident. As
shown in Table 1 the nearly five hundred 936 corporations account for 94.4 percent
of the operating income and 78.6 percent of the assets in the manufacturing sector.
The operating income of four Industries: apparel and other textile products, phar-
maceutical, machinery (including electrical & electronic equipment), and instru-
ments, is almost entirely accounted for by 936 companies.

Table 1.-ESTIMATES OF SECTION 936 AND FOREIGN-OWNED MANUFACTURING CORPORATIONS IN
1992: MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY DISTRIBUTION AND FINANCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

[Dollar amounts in millions]

Industry Corporations Operating Income Operating Assets
Number Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent

Food & Kindred Products ................... 29 12.2 708 . 86.8 838 50.5
Apparel & Other Textile Products ...... 81 34.0 183 97.2 410 37.0
Pharmaceutical .................................. 59 75.6 3,546 98.4 5,336 96.7
Other Chemicals ................................. 30 29.7 261 81.7 2,799 89.9
Electrical & Electronic Eguip .............. 118 62.1 1,199 97.9 2,849 98.3
Instruments ........................................ 59 73.8 560 99.3 850 97.7
Other Manufacturing .......................... 121 20.1 488 76.3 1,410 43.2

TOTAL ....................................... 497 32.5 6,945 94.4 14,490 78.6

Note: Percentages refer to 936 firms as a share of Puerto Rican firms in the industry.

The potential for the relocation of these companies can best be measured by deter-
mining the impact of the elimination of Section 936 on the after-tax rate of return
of 936 corporations.0 The after-tax rate of return for all manufacturing companies
would decline by 9.8 percentage points, or 23.2 percent, under statehood.

These averages mask the variance in the effect on individual firms. Table 2 shows
a distribution of firms by the size of their reduction in the after-tax rate of return.
Sixty-five companies, accounting for 20.5 percent of net income, would experience a
reduction of more than 30 percentage points. One hundred seventy-five companies,
with a combined total of 62.6 percent of net income, would experience a reduction in
their rate of return of more than 15 percentage points.

RELOCATION EFFECTS

International business location decisions depend upon several factors, including
political stability, wage rates, availability of labor and raw materials, financing ar-
rangements, and infrastructure, such as utility and transportation systems. In addi-
tion, a major consideration is taxes. This part of the report analyzes how statehood,

I The after-tax rate of return is computed using a methodology similar to the method the
Treasury Department used to compute before-tax income in The Operation and Effect of the Pos-
sessions Corporation System of Taxation, Sixth Report, March 1989. The rate of return equals
operating income divided by operating assets. Operating income is defined as gross sales less
cost of foods sold and all other deductions except taxes, interest, and charitable contributions.
Operating assets includes net property, plant, and equipment, inventories, and net accounts re-
ceivable. The after-tax rate of return computation reduces operating income by Puerto Rican
and Federal income taxes paid.
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including the repeal of Section 936, would affect the level of business activity in
Puerto Rico.

This analysis is necessarily limited to the companies that are currently operating
in Puerto Rico, but implicit in the analysis is that newly formed 936 companies and
current 936 companies that are expanding their operations in Puerto Rico would be
affected in the same way as the existing operations of current 936 companies. Exist-
ing 936 corporations will therefore be considered as representative of all potential
936 investment in Puerto Rico. If, for example, two thirds of the current level of 936
activity would relocate after statehood, then two thirds of the new investment (new
936 companies or expansion of existing companies) would also locate outside Puerto
Rico.

There are two separate issues that need to be addressed. The first issue is the
extent to which, in the long run, economic activity would be reduced in Puerto Rico
as a result of statehood. The second issue is the time frame over which this reduc-
tion would occur. The adjustment process is clearly very complex. For simplicity, it
is assumed that the adjustment would occur rateably over five years starting in
1994. For some operations, the adjustment would take longer, and for others the
process would begin even before 1994.

It is not possible to replicate all of the factors which influence decisions concern-
ing location, to enter, stay, or leave. It is possible, however, to analyze, in the case of
Puerto Rico, the bottom-line effects of increased taxes resulting from a move to
statehood and to compare the resulting bottom-line to the available in alternative
sites.

Table 2.-VARIATION IN CHANGE IN AFTER-TAX RATE OF RETURN FOR 936 AND FOREIGN-OWNED
CORPORATIONS IF STATEHOOD IS ADOPTED

[Dollar amounts in millions]

Reduction in rate of return Number of Net income
Firms Amount Percent

Less than 3 percentage points ..................................................................................... 108 6 .1
3.0 to 4.9 percentage points ....................................................................................... 57 412 4.6
5.0 to 7.9 percentage points ....................................................................................... 90 591 6.7
8.0 to 9.9 percentage points .................................. ......... 47 744 8.4
10.0 to 14.9 percentage points ................................................................... . ............ 87 1,571 17.7
15.0 to 19.9 percentage points .................................................................................... 54 1,838 20.7
20.0 to 24.9 percentage points ................................................................................... 34 1,522 17.1
25.0 to 29.9 percentage points .................................................................................... 22 383 4.3
30.0 or more percentage points ................................. 65 1,820 20.5

TO TA L ................................................................................................................. 564 8 ,886 100.0

Source: KPMG Peat Marwick estimate.

While it is not possible to know for each individual firm, the rate of return differ-
ential that would be required to induce the firm to relocate or invest elsewhere, this
study analyzes two cases: A differential in the after-tax return of 5 percentage
points, and 11 percentage points. The logical way to think about the results dis-
played is that those firms incurring the higher immediate reductions in ret-urns,
particularly where the percentage reduction exceeds their cost of capital, would be
the first to leave Puerto Rico and relocate in a more conducive tax atmosphere.
Firms suffering a return reduction approximately equal to their cost of capital, for
which the 11 percent case is thought to be a current surrogate, would have no eco-
nomic rationale for remaining in Puerto Rico even in the short-run and, depending
on the balance of other factors, would have motivation to leave.

The 5 percent reduction case is most relevant to the longer term and to potential
new entrants to Puerto Rico. Few firms would choose Puerto Rico over a foreign
location or perhaps a U.S. location when its after-tax return, would be reduced 5
percent to a level significantly less than what it could achieve in another foreign
location. The practical judgment here would be that only those firms which would
find offsetting advantages to location in Puerto Rico would decide to do so.

The estimates below show the effect on the Puerto Rican manufacturing sector at
1992 levels assuming the adjustment process is complete.
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LONG RUN EFFECT OF STATEHOOD ON THE PUERTO RICAN MANUFACTURING SECTOR: 1992 LEVELS
(Perce t of 936 and foreign owned co any activity]

Percent o
Relocation Threshod rn

5 Percentage Points ................................................................................................... - 67
11 Percentage Points ................................................................................................... - 31

Percent of Percent of

sets Inc:,M

-72
-31

-105
-72

This loss in economic activity has a dramatic effect on employment and wages. As
shown below, the job loss, taking account of both direct and first order indirect ef-
fects, is estimated to range between 79,500 and 145,000 jobs. The related aggregate
wages range from $1.4 billion annually under the 11 percent case to $2.6 billion
under the 5 percent case.

ESTIMATED EMPLOYMENT AND WAGE EFFECTS OF RELOCATION RESULTING FROM THE ADOPTION OF
STATEHOOD UNDER ALTERNATIVE RATE OF RETURN THRESHOLDS: 1992 LEVELS

Employment Wages (thoos
(thousands) of dollars)

5% Relocation ....................................................................................................................................... - 1 45 - 2.6
11% Retocation ..................................................................................................................................... 1 80 - 1.4

Source: KPMG Peat Marwick

COMPARISON TO CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE STUDY

The results of the analysis by KPMG Peat Marwick may be compared to those
estimated by the CBO in its recently released study, Potential Economic Impacts of
Changes in Puerto Rico's Status under S. 712, (April 1990). At the most general
level, the two analyses reach quite similar conclusions, despite different methodo-
logical approaches. The CBO also finds that statehood would cause serious economic
dislocations on the island, primarily because of the loss of the tax benefits from Sec-
tion 936. When full effects are accounted for, by the year 2000, the CBO estimates
that GNP in Puerto Rico would be 10 to 15 percent below what it would be under
current commonwealth status and that unemployment would be higher by 50,000 to
100,000.

Furthermore, the CBO study also estimates that after-tax rates of return on in-
vestment would fall substantially after statehood. They estimate a decline of about 9
percentage points for the average Section 936 manufacturer, very close to the de-
cline of 9.113 percentage points in the Peat Marwick study. Any difference in the
results of the two studies stems from two sources: (1) the effects of this decline in
rates of return on new investment in the 936 sector and (2) indirect effects on eco-
nomic activity in the non-936 sector that served as suppliers to 936 corporations.

By the year 2000, the CBO estimates a decline in investment of Section 936 com-
panies of between 62 and 73 percent from baseline estimates and a decline in the
capital stock employed by 936 companies of 37 to 47 percent. CBO did not separately
estimate the resulting decline in income.

In the Peat Marwick study, the decline in the capital stock employed by 936 com-
panies depends upon the threshold change in the rate of return before firms decide
not to operate in Puerto Rico. With a threshold change of 5 percentage points, that
is a change in the after-tax rate of return of 5 percentage points or more, 72 percent
of capital and virtually 100 percent of the operating income employed by the 936
sector would leave the island. With a tougher test of a change of 11 percentage
points in the after-tax rate of return, 31 percent of the capital currently employed
and 72 percent of the income would leave the island.

A reduction in the rate of return of 5 percentage points compared to what may be
earned in alternative locations appears a reasonable threshold for a longer-run anal-
ysis and an 11 percent threshold would be more appropriate for a shorter-run analy-
sis. Thus, the Peat Marwick Aitudy finds that in the long-run, the decline in capital
would be greater than that estimated by CBO.

Similarly, the Peat Marwick study finds that indirect effects can add about 70
percent to the loss of jobs and 35 percent to the loss in income to the direct effect of
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reduction in 936 activity. These effects also appear larger than those estimated by
CBO. These indirect effects reflect the methodological differences in the two studies.
The CBO estimated a macro-economic model for Puerto Rico and used this model to
determine secondary effects on the Puerto Rican economy once the initial decline in
investment due to the loss of benefits under Section 936 had been taken into ac-
count. The Peat Marwick study accounted directly for the linkages between the 936
sector and the non-936 sector by using an input-output approach.

Given these methodological differences, it is even more significant that bot i stud-
ies conclude that the economic dislocations to Puerto Rico under statehood would be
severe.

THE EFFECT OF STATEHOOD ON U.S. GOVERNMENT RECEIPTS AND OUTLAYS

Under statehood, Puerto Rican residents would be subject to the full tax system
facing U.S. residents and would be eligible for all U.S. outlay programs. Table 3 and
table 4 show the effect of statehood on Federal tax revenues under the 11 percent-
age point and 5 percentage point assumptions, respectively. Under both scenarios,
revenues increase dramatically in the first few years as the Section 936 credit is
being phase-out. Over the nine year period, treasury revenues would increase by
about $28.5 billion before accounting for the decline in economic activity induced by
statehood. Under the 11 percentage point scenario slightly less than 30 percent of
the "static" effect is offset by the reduction in economic activity for a net of about
$20.2 billion. Under the 5 percentage point case, nearly 40 percent of the static
effect is offset for a net gain of about $17 .4 billion.

Table 3.-THE EFFECT OF STATEHOOD ON U.S. GOVERNMENT REVENUES: 11
RELOCATION SCENARIO

IMdions of dollars]

PERCENTAGE POINT

Fiscal Year l

CoSoutrnI c e x 199? 1993 1994 -1995 1996 11997 }1998 1999 2000 Toa
Corporation Income Tax: 39

Excluding Economic Effects .................. 634 1377 1971 2672 3495 4053 4418 18.620
Economic Effects ..................... . -140 -400 -711 -1080 - 1515 -1801 -1981 -7.628

Net ............................. 494 977 1260 1592 1980 2252 2437 10,992
Individual Income Tax:

Excluding Economic Effects .............................................. 651 962 1010 1061 1114 1169 1228 7,195
Economic Effects ....................... -17 -43 -73 -105 -140 -155 -164 -697

Net .................................................. .......................... 634 919 937 956 974 1014 1064 6,498
Excise Taxes:

Excluding Economic Effects ................... 174 268 281 295 310 325 342 359 377 2,731
Econom ic Effects ....................................................................................................................................................... . . . . . .

Net ................................................... 174 268 281 295 310 325 342 359 317 2,731
Grand Total:

Excluding Economic Effects ................... 174 268 1566 2634 3291 4058 4951 5581 6023 28,546
Economic Effects ...................... -157 -443 - 784- - 1185 -1655 -1956 -2145 - 8,325

Net .................... 1 74 268 1409 2191 2507 2873 3296 3625 3818 20,221

Table 4.-THE EFFECT OF STATEHOOD ON U.S. GOVERNMENT REVENUES: 5 PERCENTAGE POINT
RELOCATION SCENARIO

[Millions of dollars]

Fiscal Year
Source 1 Total

] 992 1]993 11994 1]995 1 996 11997 1]998 11999 12000

Corporation Income Tax:
Excluding Economic Effects ...................
Economic Effects ...................................

Net ...................................................

. ............. -634 1377 1971 2672 3495 4053 4418

........................... -187 -536 -951 -1445 -2026 -2410 -2649
18,620

-10,204

SI. 1-4471 8411I 10201 1227 1 14691 16431-17691I 8,416............. I ....... - 447
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Table 4.-THE EFFECT OF STATEHOOD ON U.S. GOVERNMENT REVENUES: 5 PERCENTAGE POINT
RELOCATION SCENARIO-Continued

[Millions of dolars]

Fiscal YearSource - oa
1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Total

Individual Income Tax:
Excluding Economic Effects .................. 651 962 10 1061 l 14 1169 1228 7,195
Economic Effects ....................... -24 -62 -102 -147 -197 -219 -231 -982

Net .............................. 627 900 908 914 917 950 997 6,213
Excise Taxes:

Excluding Economic Effects ................... 174 268 281 295 310 325 342 359 377 2,731
Econom ic Effects ......................................................................................................... ................................ .... ...... .............

Net ................................................... 174 268 281 295 310 325 342 359 377 2,731
Grand Total:

Excluding Economic Effects ................... 174 268 1566 2634 3291 4058 4951 5581 6023 28,546
Economic Effects .............................................................. - 211 - 598 -1053 - 1592 - 2223 - 2629 - 2880 - 11,186

Net ................................................... 174 268 1355 2036 2238 2466 2728 2952 3143 17,360

Table 5 and table 6 show the effect on Federal outlays. The estimates are shown
with and without the effect of the decline in economic activity and include the
cover-over of tax revenues that would occur during the transition years. Total out-
lays during the period would be about $41.8 billion under the 11 percentage point
case and $42.6 billion under the 5 percentage point case.

Table 7 summarizes the Federal budget implications under the two scenarios. The
cumulative increase in the Federal deficit is $21.5 billion under the 11 percentage
point case and $25.2 billion under the 5 percentage point case. Under either scenar-
io, after the first partial fiscal year of 1992, the deficit to the Federal government
would increase by over $2 billion each year.

THE EFFECT OF STATEHOOD ON THE PUERTO RICAN BUDGET

Statehood would have a very negative effect on Puerto Rico's fiscal situation.
Statehood would reduce tax revenues in Puerto Rico in four ways. First, the tollgate
tax that currently applies to repatriations to the U.S. from Section 936 companies
would be repealed. Second, as corporations relocate, income, and therefore tax reve-
nue paid under the current Puerto Rican income tax, would be reduced. Third, as
corporations relocate and unemployment increases and wages and personal income

- decline, Puerto Rico would experience a reduction in tax revenues from the individ-
ual income tax. Finally, financial institutions which would be adversely affected
would be downsized and pay much lower taxes.

Table 5.-THE EFFECT OF STATEHOOD ON U.S. GOVERNMENT OUTLAYS:
RELOCATION SCENARIO

[Millions of dollars]

Item.

Extension of Outlay Programs to Puerto
Rico Residents:
Food Stamps .........................................
Medicaid ................................................
Medicare ...............................................
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) ....
Aid to Families with Dependent Chil-

dren (AFDC) ....................................
Foster Care ............................................
Earned Income Credit ............................

Total, Excluding Economic Effects ....

615
946
46
0

51
2
0

1660

858
1460

70
0

141
3
0

2532

11 PERCENTAGE POINT

Fiscal Year
1 1 T - j2000 Total

1992 1 1993 11994 1 1995 1 1996 1 1997 11998 1 1999

729
1577

76
600

208
3
12

3205

706
1703

82
900

219
3

243
3856

741
1839

88
944

230
4

255
4101

779
1987

96
992

241
4

268
4367

817
2145
103

1041

253
4

281
4644

858
2317

111
1093

266
4

295
4944

901
2502
120

1148

279
4

310
5264

7,004
16,476

792
6,718

1,888
31

1,664
34,573
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Table 5.-THE EFFECT OF STATEHOOD ON U.S. GOVERNMENT OUTLAYS: 11 PERCENTAGE POINT
RELOCATION SCENARIO-Continued

[Millions of dollars]

Fiscal Year
Item - 2000 Total

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Economic Effects:
Food Stamps ......................................... 0 0 0 31 78 128 185 246 274 942
Medicaid ................................................ -0 0 0 25 68 118 175 241 279 906
AFDC ..................................................... 0 0 0 7 19 32 47 63 72 240

Cover-Over of Tax Revenues in Transition
Years ..................................................... 174 268 1290 1847 843 325 342 359 377 5,825

Total Outlays .................................... 1834 2800 4495 5766 5109 4970 5393 5853 6266 42,486

Table 6.-THE EFFECT OF STATEHOOD ON U.S. GOVERNMENT OUTLAYS: 5 PERCENTAGE POINT
RELOCATION SCENARIO

[Millions of dollars)

Fiscal Year
Item - Total

1992 1993 1994 1995 1995 1997 1998 1999 2000

Extension of Outlay Programs to Puerto
Rico Residents:
Food Stamps ......................................... 615 858 729 706 741 779 817 858 901 7,004
Medicaid ................................................ 946 1460 1577 1703 1839 1987 2145 2317 2502 16,476
Medicare ............................................... 46 70 76 82 88 96 103 111 120 792
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) .... 0 0 600 900 944 992 1041 1093 1148 6,718
Aid to Families with Dependent Chil-
dren .................................................. 51 141 208 219 230 241 253 266 279 1,888

Foster Care ............................................ 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 31
Earned Income Credit ............................ 0 0 12 243 255 268 281 295 310 1,664

Total, Excluding Economic Effects .... 1660 2532 3205 3856 4101 4367 4644 4944 5264 34,573
Economic Effects:

Food Stamps ......................................... 0 0 0 45 113 181 267 355 396 1,357
Medicaid .................... 0 0 0 37 98 171 252 347 402 1,307
AFDC ..................................................... 0 0 0 10 28 46 68 91 104 347

Cover-Over of Tax Revenues in Transition
Years ............................... 174 268 1268 1794 823 325 342 359 377 5730

Total Outlays ................................... 1834 2800 4473 5742 5163 5090 5573 6096 6543 43314

Table 7.-SUMMARY OF THE EFFECT OF STATEHOOD ON U.S. TAX REVENUES AND OUTLAYS UNDER
ALTERNATIVE RELOCATION SCENARIOS

[Millions of dollars]

Fiscal Year
Total

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

11 Percentage Point Case:
Revenues ............................................... 174 268 1409 2191 2507 2873 3296 3625 3878 20221
Outlays ................. 1834 2800 4495 5766 5109 4970 5393 6266 42486

Increase in Surplus (+) or Defi-
cit (-) ...................................... -1660 --2532 -3086 -3575 - 2602 - 2097 -2097 - 2228 - 2388 - 22265

5 Percentage Point Case:
Revenues ............................................... 174 268 1355 2036 2238 2466 2728 2952 3143 17360
Outlays .................................................. 1834 2800 4473 5742 5163 5090 5573 6096 6543 43314

Increase in Surplus (+) or Defi-
cit (-) ...................................... -1660 - 2532 -3118 -3706 - 2925 - 2624 -2845 -3144 - 3400 - 25954
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In addition to the loss in tax revenues from the loss in economic activity, Puerto
Rico would face very difficult fiscal choices. The combined Federal and Puerto Rican
tax rates would be much higher than those facing U.S. residents and there would be
considerable pressure to lower their rates to be better aligned with other states.
However, Puerto Rico would face long term deficits under statehood that may re-
quire increasing tax rates. Any tax rate reduction would further exacerbate the
fiscal position and would necessarily require a significant increase in other tax reve-
nues or massive reduction in government services and employment.

Table 8 and table 9 summarizes the effect of statehood on the Puerto Rican
budget under the 11 percent point and 5 percentage point scenarios.

In total, over the nine years, Puerto Rican tax revenues would decline by about $5
billion. This would be partially offset by a reduction in outlays of $1.5 billion. The
outlay reduction would result primarily in the health care area as Federal programs
are substituted. This would result in a net deficit of about $3.6 billion. However, the
$5.7 billion cover-over of Federal taxes during the transition period would more
than offset the deficit, leaving Puerto Rico with a net surplus of $2.26 billion over
the period. It is important to note, however that there would be a net deficit in each
of the last four years of the period as the cover-over ends.

As indicated above, one important issue that Puerto Rico would face is the ex-
tremely high tax rates facing its residents. If Puerto Rico reduced its tax rates to
the average state rates in the U.S., Puerto Rico would experience a net deficit in all
but one year of the forecast period for a cumulative deficit of about $7 billion. Bal-
ancing the budget after the transition period solely through a cutback in public
sector services-would require a layoff of about 90 thousand employees or about 40
percent of total government employment.

Table 8.-SUMMARY OF THE EFFECT OF STATEHOOD ON PUERTO RICO TAX REVENUES AND OUTLAYS:
11 PERCENTAGE POINT RELOCATION SCENARIO

[Millons of dollars]

Fiscal Year.. . . . -- - Total
1992- --993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 11999 T2000

Revenue (-Excluding cover-over of taxes).. -94 - 190 - 248 - 376 -514 -677 - 865 - 1001 - 1071 - 5036
Outlays ...................................................... -81 t- 160 -166 -170 -173 - 175 -177 - 176 -186 -1464

Increase in Surplus or Deficit (Ex-
cluding cover-over of taxes) ............- 13 -30 -82 -206 -341 -502 -688 -825 -885 -3572

Cover-over of Taxes .............. 117 265 1011 1836 1117 322 338 355 373 5734
Increase in Surplus ( + ) of Deficit

(-) (Including cover-over of
taxes) ............................................... 104 235 929 1630 776 - 180 - 350 - 470 - 512 2162

Reduction in Individual Incolxe Taxes ........ -392 -89 -936 -983 -1032 -1084 -1138 -1195 -1255 -8907
Net Effect .............................................. 288 -657 --647 - 256 _1264 -1488 - 1665 - 1767 -6745

Table 9.-SUMMARY OF THE EFFECT OF STATEHOOD ON PUERTO RICO TAX REVENUES AND OUTLAYS:
5 PERCENTAGE POINT RELOCATION SCENARIO

[Millons of dollars]

Fiscal Year
.19941 9 9 Total_ _ _:1992 ]993 199 199 1995 1997 1998 1 1999'1 2000

Revenues (Excluding cover-over of
taxes) ...................................................

O utlays ......................................................

Increase in Surplus (+) or Deficit
(-) (Excluding cover-over of
taxes) ........................

Cover-over of Taxes ...................

-94 -190
-81 -160

-277
-166

-467 -632 -921 -12001-1401 1-1500 -6682
-166 -160 -150 -139 -125 -124 -1271

-13 -30 -111 -301 -472 -771 -1061 --1276 -1376 -5411
-117 -265 -996 -1791 -1089 -322 -338 -3551-373 -5646
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Table 9.-SUMMARY OF THE EFFECT OF STATEHOOD oN PUERTO RICO TAX REVENUES AND OUTLAYS:
5 PERCENTAGE POINT RELOCATION SCENARIO-Continued

[Millions of dollars]

Fiscal Year

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Total

Increase in Surplus (+) of Deficit
(-) (Including cover-over of
taxes) ............................................... 104 235 885 1490 611 - 449 - 723 - 1276 - 1376 235

Reduction in Individual Income Taxes ........ -344 -782 -821 -862 -906 -951 -998 -1048 -1101 -7813

Net Effect .............................................. -240 -547 64 628 -289 -1400 -1721 -2324 -2477 -7578

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF HARVEY GALPER

The CBO report does not attempt to estimate the effect of statehood on the Feder-
al budget. The estimates that CBO does report (Table 7 of the report) show only of
the change in Federal net transfers to Puerto Rico as a result of statehood. This
table does not include the increase in revenues to the Federal Government from the
taxation of 936 corporations nor the increase in Spending from the cover-over of
taxes, the earned income tax credit, and increased transfers to workers who are dis-
placed because of relocation of 936 corporations (economic effects).

The KPMG Peat Marwick estimates of the effect of statehood on the Federal
budget can be compared to the estimates included in S. 712 and the current U.S.
Treasury (for revenues) and CBO (for expenditures) estimates. All these estimates
are presented in Table 1. The U.S. Treasury estimates are included in Mr. Philip
Morrison's testimony and CBO's estimates were presented on November 14, 1989
before the Senate Finance Committee. The expenditure estimates include Treasury's
estimate of the cover-over of taxes.

On the revenue side, the main explanation for the discrepancy ($1.7 billion in
1998) is the estimate of the relocation of 936 companies to foreign locations. Treas-
ury estimates that 35 percent of the income would relocate outside the U.S. while
Peat Marwick estimates relocation between 65 percent and 81 percent of income.

The difference in the estimates of Federal spending is presented in Table 2 and
explained in detail in Section II of the Peat Marwick report. The difference in total
spending amounts to $1.2 billion in 1998. About two-thirds of the difference reflects
different program assumptions and about one-third dynamic economic effects.

Table I.-SUMMARY OF THE EFFECT OF PUERTO RICO STATEHOOD ON U.S. TAX REVENUES AND
EXPENDITURES AS ESTIMATED BY CBO AND THE U.S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT

[Milions of dollars]

Fiscal year
1992 1993 1 94 1995 1996 1997 1998

Committee on Energy
and Natural Report of
S. 712:
.Revenues ...................... 0 0 458 1,171 3,120 4,063 5,027
Expenditures ................. 431 453 1,337 1,404 1,474 1,548 1,626

Net Budget Effect ....

Current CBO and U.S.
Treasury:
Revenues ......................
Expenditures .................

Net Budget Effect ....

KPMG Peat Marwick:
Revenues ......................

-431 -453 -879 -233 -1,646 -2,515 -3,401

258 423 1,741 2,632 3,385 4,178 4,969
1,882 2,108 3,503 4,571 4,038 3,918 4,156

-1,624 -1,685 -1,762 -1,939 -653 260 813

7 268 I1,409 2.191 2,507 2,873 329174 3,296
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Table I.-SUMMARY OF THE EFFECT OF PUERTO RICO STATEHOOD ON U.S. TAX REVENUES AND
EXPENDITURES AS ESTIMATED BY CBO AND THE U.S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT-Continued

[Mio ft dollars]

Fiscal year

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

Expenditures ................. 1,834 2,800 4,495 5,766 5,109 4,970 5,393

Net Budget Effect .... 1,660 -2,532 -3.086 -3,575 -2,602 -2,097 -2,097

Table 2.-KPMG PEAT MARWICK AND CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE ESTIMATES OF THE EFFECT
OF STATEHOOD ON U.S. GOVERNMENT OUTLAYS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1998

[Billion of dollars]

C BO Estim ate .............................................................................................................................................................. 4.2
Difference excluding economic effects:

Food Stam ps ........................................................................................................................................................... 0.1
M medicaid ................................................................................................................................................................. 0 .6
A FD C ...................................................................................................................................................................... 0 .2
O their ...................................................................................................................................................................... - 0 .1

S ubtotal ............................................................................................................................................................. 0 .8
Econom ic Effects ........................................................................................................................................................ 0.4

KPM G Peat M arw ick ................................................................................................................................................... 5.4

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARTIN H. GERRY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: It is a pleasure to be here today
on behalf of the Administration to reaffirm our support for Senate bill S. 712. It is
important to provide the people of Puerto Rico with an opportunity to choose their
future relationship with the United States. We believe S. 712 does so in an equitable
and workable manner.

Our Department provides approximately $2.7 billion per year to, or on behalf of,
residents of Puerto Rico. I will briefly summarize the principal effects of S. 712 on
our programs.

Under the statehood option, expenditure ceilings on AFDC and Medicaid would be
removed and the Federally administered Supplemental Security Income program
would be extended to eligible persons in Puerto Rico. We estimate additional Feder-
al expenditures under HHS programs would exceed $1.6 billion by FY 1995, and $3
billion by FY 2000. Most of this increase is attributable to changes in Medicaid and
SSI. HHS expenditure increases represent about 80 percent of the total Federal ex-
penditure increases. The balance is for extension of Agriculture's Food Stamp pro-
gram to Puerto Rico.

In addition to direct program expenditure increases, the statehood provisions are
likely to affect general economic conditions in Puerto Rico. On the one hand there
will be economic effects of the increases Federal transfers to Puerto Rico for SSI,
Medicaid and AFDC programs-and for Agriculture's Food Stamp program. On the
other hand, statehood would change how Puerto Rican corporations and individuals
are taxed. The Department of the Treasury has addressed the changes in taxation. I
would only like to add that funding for a number of our programs will be influenced
by macro-economic conditions-changes in personal income, employment, and un-
employment. Therefore, actual Federal costs of statehood could be higher than the
estimates I have cited. The interplay of taxes and prod benefits is complex and we
do not have an adequate model to estimate these effects.

I would like to mention one concern with the statehood provisions. S. 712 would
change the way in which hospitals in Puerto Rico would be reimbursed under Medi-
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care. Currently, they are reimbursed at a blended rate based 25% on the U.S. na-
tional rate and 75% on the local rate in Puerto Rico. If Puerto Rican hospitals were
paid on the same basis as hospitals in the states, those payments would be about
30% higher than current payments. Because hospital costs in Puerto Rico are sub-
stantially lower than in the states, reliance on the national rate could result in
overpayment of Puerto Rican hospitals. S. 712 would limit reimbursements in
Puerto Rico to "actual costs of providing equivalent health care to the levels of care
provided in the several contiguous states." However, this appears inconsistent with
the prospective payment approach-which provides hospitals with incentives to con-
trol costs. We believe the Medicare payment provision of S. 712 should be re-exam-
ined to ensure it achieves its intended purposes.

Commonwealth status as provided for in S. 712 would have little direct effect on
HHS programs. The most significant change is related to the bill's provision allow-
ing Federal agencies to consolidate certain financial assistance programs. We ten
years experience applying the consolidation mechanism to other insular areas and
we do not foresee any problems in this regard. -

Finally, our primary concern with the independence option is ensuring an equita-
ble and manageable transition to Puerto Rican Social Security and Medicare sys-
tems. Currently, Puerto Rico employers and employees are covered by Social Securi-
ty and Medicare in the same manner as employers and employees in the 50 states.
S. 712 recognizes the complexity of transition to Puerto Rican systems for Social Se-
curity and Medicare, and establishes a Commission to address this. We support this
approach. In particular, we believe a Social Security totalization agreement, similar
to ones we have with eleven other countries, would be an effective approach.

Thank you for this opportunity. I will be happy to answer any questions.

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR MOYNIHAN

PER CAPITA BENEFITS
Question. Could the Administration give us an estimate of the incidence of social

welfare benefits, per capita, in the Island as against the other norms around the
country.

Answer. While Federal spending in Puerto Rico will increase in most programs
over time due to inflation, the "statehood cost," per se, is due to six programs: Med-
icaid, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, Supplemental Security Income, the
Social Services Block Grant, Foster Care, and Medicare. Our estimate of the cost of
statehood reflects incremental costs for these programs. Statehood costs for Medi-
care cannot be estimated because of ambiguities in S. 712.

Under statehood, we estimate that Federal spending for the five programs would
be $1.8 billion in 1995. This is over $1.6 billion higher than the $175 million in Fed-
eral-spending for those programs under current law. FY 1995 per capita spending is
estimated to be $53.00 under current law. Under statehood, it is estimated to be
$541 in FY 1995 and $1,073 in FY 2000.

The attached table displays per capita Federal outlays in Puerto Rico for the five
programs and compares this to the nation as a whole. We estimate that per capita
spending for these programs will be 1.4 times the national per capita average in FY
1995 and twice the national per capita average by FY 2000. The higher per capita/
spending in Puerto Rico is attributable to the greater proportion of people living in
poverty in Puerto Rico as compared to the rest of the nation. This does not mean
that spending per beneficiary would be higher in Puerto Rico, but rather that there
would be proportionately greater numbers of program beneficiaries t6ere than in
the rest of the states. Further, as the table shows, per capita Federal non-defense
expenditures for Puerto Rico would still fall below the national rate.,

PER CAPITA PROGRAM OUTLAYS FOR PUERTO RICO AND THE NATION FOR PROGRAMS AFFECTED BY
STATEHOOD 1

1989 1990 2000

us PR us PR us PR

Current Law 2 ................................... $260 $52 $397 $53 $536 $53
Statehood 3 ....................................... 260 NA 397 541 536 1,073Total no-defense .................. 2,804 NA 3,595 2,478 4,450 3,162
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Includes HHS programs affected by S. 712 provisions: Medicaid, AFDC, AABD/SS, SSBG, Foster Care. Does not include Medicare due to

ambiguities In S. 712. 1989 population for Puerto Rico estimated at 3.3 million. National per capita figures based on U.S. resident population
estimates and projections provided by the Bureau of the Census. Population for the territories and Puerto Rico are held constant In the outyears.

3 Assumes current law program caps: Medicaid-79 milli for FY 1990 and beyond; AFDC, AABD, and Foster Care-S82 million for FY 1990
and beyond.

3Statehood program expenditures do not include administrative costs.
4 Per capita 1989 Federal non-defense expenditures data provided by the Government Division of the Bureau of the Census. Out-year estimates

are based on FY 1989 and five percent a year inflation. Puerto Rico Federal non-defense expenditures based on the 1989 data provided by the
Census Bureau and projected per capita program increases for the five HHS programs.

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR DOLE

I HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Question. The Department of Treasury has estimated that about 35 percent of the
active Section 936 income would move offshore from Puerto Rico due to statehood.
The CBO estimates the phase-out of Section 936 would lead to a loss between 37
percent and 47 percent of the capital and production of Section 936 corporations in
the year 2000 compared with what it would be in 2000 under the current status.

Does the static revenue analysis used by HHS to calculate the expenditure figure
for statehood take the above into consideration?

In light of those economic consequences, would not a dynamic analysis of the ef-
fects of statehood be more accurate? Can you quantify the increased expenditure
costs under statehood as a result of using a dynamic analysis?

Answer. Our analysis of HHS program outlays for Puerto Rico under statehood
does not take into account estimates of the impact of the phase-out of Section 936
income on the Puerto Rican economy. We recognize that adverse economic condi-
tions would increase Federal spending for our major programs-AFDC, Medicaid,
and SSI-which are needs based and are affected by changes in unemployment or
family income. Although a dynamic analysis of the effects of statehood would be
more accurate, we do not now have a model of the Puerto Rican economy that
allows us to estimate the magnitude of the economic effects of. the change of tax
status on program benefits.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR FERNANDO MARTIN

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, my name is Fernando Martin, I am
the vice-President of the Puerto Rican Independence Party and I am a Senator in
the Puerto Rican Legislature. With me is Professor Pedro A. Parrilla who has been
advising my party in economic matters concerning the legislation under consider-
ation by this Committee. Available also to answer your questions, particularly on
tax related issues, is Mr. Eric Negron, Esq.

From the point of view of economics and trade S. 712 represents a welcome depar-
ture from the traditional attitudes concerning Independence which had prevailed in
official United Stages circles. The provisions of S. 712 are a giant step forward in
the arduous process of rehabilitating the feasibility of the Independence alternative
before the eyes of the Puerto Ricans after almost a century in which United States
policy was tantamount, de facto and at times de jure, to closing off the option of
Independence to the Puerto Rican people. Senate bill 712 represents a reversal of
that policy and recognizes the need for a new policy of affirmative action that will
counterbalance the fears and prejudices which have developed-and have been pro-
moted-during these decades of dependence and political subordination.

This policy is made explicit in the legislative language of S. 712 when in Section
313, in reference to transition grants and Federal programs, the bill states that
these provisions "are enacted in recognition of the unique relationship between the
United States and Puerto Rico, to affect a smooth and fair transition for the new
Republic of Puerto Rico with a minimum of economic disruption, and to promote
the development of a viable economy in the new Republic of Puerto Rico."

It is therefore, with these enlightened criteria in mind, that we must examine the
Congressional Budget Office report on the potential impact of status changes con-
templated in S. 712.

In as much as the CBO identifies areas of concern that could adversely affect the
stated objectives of a "fair and smooth transition" and the promotion of "the devel-
opment of a viable economy in the new Republic of Puerto Rico," it is incumbent
upon this Committee to introduce the necessary amendments that will better assure
an adequate correspondence between the means provided by the bill and the afore-
mentioned goals which I am sure you all share.
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In contemplating amendments to the economic provisions of Title III, I wish to
remind the Committee of three crucial considerations which must be kept in mind.

The first is that in designing the Independence alternative the Congress does not
encounter constitutional limitations such as may be present in the other status op-
tions. Only issues of Congressional policy are present here. What is put to a test is
the extent of Congressional good faith in fashioning a truly viable Independence
option that will forever dispel from the minds of the Puerto Ricans and the interna-
tional community the impression that Congress would react punitively to the possi-
bility of Independence.

The second consideration is that no matter how fair and generous the provisions
concerning Independence might turn out to be, they will always be less costly -to the
US taxpayer than the statehood or commonwealth alternatives.

The third consideration is that the United States, after ninety two years of exer-
cising its sovereignty over its Puerto Rican possession has an obligation-moral and
political-to make Independence a real choice and not merely an illusory one.

Having said this I will now propose to you three modifications to S. 712 which we
believe will better insure that the policy objectives of Title III are not inadvertently
undermined by the existing provisions of the bill.

With regards to Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code S. 712 provides that the
benefits under this section would cease to apply to an independent Puerto Rico. The
report from the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources made clear that it
thought this matter should be ultimately left to the Finance Committee although it
expressed that the foreign tax credit in an Independent Puerto Rico would be avail-
able to what are now 936 corporations. The CBO report goes further to say that ar-
rangements might be reached between the Unites States and Puerto Rico which
could provide comparable benefits to those enjoyed today by these companies.

It should be obvious however that if stability and continuity are to be promoted
during a transition period Section 936 benefits should continue to apply to an Inde-
pendent Puerto Rico for at least a ten year period. Treasury will not be worse off
because of such an extension in view of what the consequences would be of using
the foreign tax credit, while at the same time it would offer existing and potential
investors the added incentive of continuity and certainty for a specified period of
time.

The second modification concerns Puerto Rico's public debt. As S. 712 stands now
interest payments on any new debt or on any refinancing of existing debt after In-
dependence would no longer enjoy tax exemption in the United States when earned
by US residents. As the CBO report points out this would raise the cost of borrowing
at a time when the emergent republic's credit rating in the international market
has not yet been established. If the principle of a smooth and fair transition has
been applied as much as possible across the board, there seems to be no valid reason
why it should not be applied to the area of public debt financing. Here again our
proposal is that the existing structure of tax exemption for interest earned from
bonds issued by the government of Puerto Rico and its instrumentalities be kept in
place for a period of no less than ten years after the proclamation of the Republic.
The cost in foregone income to the US Treasury would be no larger than the one
incurred in by a continuation of the present status, and then only for a ten year
period.

Our third proposal for modification concerns the transition grants provided for in
section 313 subsection 3. The CBO report has expressed concern over the balance of
payments outlook generated, in part, by the reduction in real terms of the transi-
tion grants since the formula is not based on the present value of Federal payments
to Puerto Rico in the fiscal year prior to the proclamation of Independence but
simply on its nominal value. The language of the bill should be clarified so that the
yearly transition grants reflect the present value of the initial outlay during the 9
year transition period.

The incorporation of these three modifications still keeps Independence as by far
the least costly alternative for the United States while at the same time strengthen-
ing the viability of the Independence option and serving to ensure the success of the
stated policy of the bill. The adoption of these amendments would be a resounding
reaffirmation, by this Committee, of the Senate's commitment to the principle of af-
firmative action in the case of Independence.

A strong and viable Republic of Puerto Rico is not only in our best interest but
also in yours; I am sure that this Committee will know how to combine justice with
enlightened self interest. Thank you.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHAEL J. McKEE

I am Michael McKee, a Principal and Managing Director of Quick, Finan & Asso-
ciates, appearing again today on behalf of the Statehood Party of Puerto Rico. I
thank the Senate Committee or, Finance for consenting to hear our views on the
economic consequences of Statehood as projected by the Congressional Budget Office
in its recent study.

Previously, I served as a senior staff economist for the President's Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers and the U.S. Treasury's Office of Tax Analysis, as well as at the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development in Paris. For more than a
decade, I ha, e specialized in analyzing structural adjustment issues-that is, how
shifts in taxes, social programs, regulations, development policies and other actions
that change the underlying structure of the economy affect economic growth and
performance.

Before I begin, let me thank the Congressional Budget Office for having done
their job under less-than-ideal circumstances. Although I do differ with them on a
number of technical aspects of their work, I will not focus on those today. Rather, I
shale talk about what their results mean for Statehood.

I draw five conclusions from the study. They all stem from one threshold observa-
tion: CBO has expressly limited itself to what it regards as the three quantifiable
impacts of S. 712 elimination of 936, imposition of Federal taxes, and introduction of
full Federal benefits. CBO has not analyzed what it calls "unquantifiable" benefits
that Statehood undoubtedly will bring. Thus, what CBO calls "Statehood" is nothing
more than Commonwealth, minus 936, plus Federal taxes and benefits: nothing
more than Commonwealth with full fiscal parity to the states. Using this as its
foundation, CBO compares "Commonwealth with parity" against Commonwealth as
it exists today, which is projected, for purposes of the study, to last forever.

Does the omission of Statehood's intangible benefits matter? Consider one inescap-
able conclusion I know you will find unsustainable: It means Senators and Congress-
men don't count, and have no impact on their states' economies. I don't believe this
and I suspect you don't either. This and other unquantifiablee" impacts of State-
hood matter greatly and are not in the study. Statehood is fundamentally different
from a "Commonwealth with parity"-politically, emotionally, and economically. In
the end I will return to this and let you judge.

Does it matter that Section 936 is assumed to last forever? In 1980, Section 936
caused a Federal revenue loss of $1 billion per year. In 1989, the revenue loss is
more like $2 billion. During that time, Puerto Rico's manufacturing sector-all of it,
including non-936 companies-added just 1,000 jobs, according to the island's em-
ployment survey of establishments. So each of these net new jobs is now costing the
U.S. Treasury something like a million dollars every year. Being generous-adjust-
ing for inflation-each new job costs well over half a million dollars per year.

Does it matter that CBO projects 936 to last forever? CBO assumes that, in the 11
years after 1989, Section 936 will be responsible for adding between 90,000 and
160,000 986 jobs-well, more than the 1,000 or so added during the last decade. But
Section 936 is not adding that many jobs anymore. Its costs are way out of line.
Thus CBO's assumption that the Federal government will permit Section 936 to last
forever is a delusion.

Now let me turn to the five conclusions I draw from CBO's study.

CONCLUSION 1: COMMONWEALTH IS A SUBORDINATE STATUS TO STATEHOOD, YET
COMMONWEALTH HAS A FREE RIDE EVEN THE POOREST STATES DO NOT NOW ENJOY

The Commonwealth Governor has attempted to argue that S. 712 provides a tilt
toward Statehood. The Governor, when he asks for fiscal parity, doesn't really mean
full fiscal parity. He wants the benefits-and the benefits only. A truly balanced bill
would phase out Section 936 and impose Federal income tax liability upon Puerto
Rico's citizens as it confers entitlement benefits. If anything, the bill currently tilts
against Statehood.

Consider from a Federal perspective how unrealistic the Governor's suggestion is.
CBO illustrates that Commonwealth, though a subordinate status to statehood, has
a free ride at the expense of even the poorest states. Who can believe Congress will
go the further step of enhancing the current generous system: granting full benefits,
retaining Section 936, and imposing no Federal tax liability. Let's face it: Common-
wealth is not Statehood. Congress won't treat Common Nealth better than it does
now. It is more realistic to expect that, over time, confronted with the rising cost
and incremental inefficiency of Section 936, Congress will reduce-not enhance-
Commonwealth.
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CONCLUSION 2: THE CURRENT STATEHOOD TRANSITION PROVISIONS IN S. 712 NEED
ADJUSTMENT

What does CBO show about how Puerto Rican Statehood is treated under S. 712?
The bill's transition is meant to smooth adjustment from the addiction to 936 to a
more sustainable economy. By projecting a temporary downturn in Puerto Rico's
economic growth late in the transition period, CBO suggests the current transition
in S. 712 may be inadequate to achieve that goal. There are ways to rectify this-
additional grants, a longer phase-out of 936, a longer phase-in of Federal taxation,
or enterprise zones. Other ways include leveling the playing field by giving Com-
monwealth full parity treatment: by phasing out 936 and imposing Federal income
taxes under the Commonwealth option, by implementing a 936 recapture provision
for firms that leave the island, or by further limits on the retention of earnings in
foreign tax havens. We would welcome the opportunity to work with the Committee
to improve the transition. An adequate transition should eliminate the downturn in
growth which CBO predicts late in the transition period.

CONCLUSION 3: THE STUDY PUTS A FLOOR UNDER THE RISKS FROM STATEHOOD, AND THE
POSSIBLE FALL IS A SHORT ONE

Contrary to prior studies commissioned by Commonwealth advocates, CBO shows
that "Statehood"-Commonwealth with full parity-doesn't look bad after all. The
Commonwealth party has tried to suggest that the CBO study, like all the other
studies that have gone before it, shows Statehood to be a disaster once Section 936 is
taken away. But that is not the case in the CBO study. CBO shows merely that this
"Commonwealth with parity" grows more slowly than current Commonwealth, but
it grows. Indeed, using CBO's method for computing jobs, their results show Com-
monwealth with parity adding between 40,000 and 70,000 936-like manufacturing
jobs-and with no revenue loss. And after the transition period, CBO concludes the
state will return to the same growth rates as current Commonwealth. Hence, for
those who fear Statehood, the result is reassuring. Even in a worst case scenario,
the Statehood economy would add jobs. Whatever downturn occurs would be rela-
tively small and temporary.

But it is easy to distort or misunderstand these results. Indeed some recent press
reports have done precisely that.

Let me give you an example. The New York Times seriously misreported when it
said CBO had predicted a loss of 100,000 of Puerto Rico's current 900,000 jobs. In
fact, CBO projects no loss at all from the current 900,000. CBO's "high base path"
projects an increase of 150,000 jobs under Statehood; 250,000 under Commonwealth.
Neither status option would shrink the current employment base.

Of course, the real net increase in manufacturing employment since 1980-only
1,000 jobs-illustrates that both figures are wildly optimistic. The disparity between
Statehood and Commonwealth is likely much smaller: probably small enough to be
eliminated with modest changes in the bill's transition provisions.

What does this say about the earlier studies, typically sponsored by the Common-
wealth and its beneficiaries, which have shown the Puerto Rican economy vanishing
when 936 goes away? Well, let's not forget that $2 billion revenue loss-it isn't
going into the pocket of Puerto Rico's workers and managers. The trick is to use lots
of numbers to mask clever assumptions. Peat Marwick, for example, assumes cer-
tain kinds and numbers of firms will leave, it does not deduce this from its "model."
Curiously, Peat Marwick assumes that the firms with the highest pretax profits will
leave. In 1986, the same interests paid for a study by Booz Allen that came to the
same bottom line, but assumed that the firms with low pretax profitability would
leave.

Let me simply repeat the conclusion: For those who worry that StaItehood is an
economic disaster, stop worrying. Even in the worst of cases, employment rises and
the economy grows.

CONCLUSION 4: CBO'S "STATEHOOD" PERFORMS WELL BECAUSE PUERTO RICO IS A BETTER
PLACE THAN WE'VE BEEN LED TO BELIEVE

For many years, representatives of the Commonwealth have been telling us the
island's economy couldn't survive without 936. CBO says that is not true. How can
this be?

Well, in fact, it used to be true. Puerto Rico has developed in only forty years.
Our. perceptions lag behind this rapidly evolving dynamism. Remember that today's
Puerto Rico is really three Puerto Ricos: the island of the old, the poorhouse of the
Caribbean; the island of the middle-aged, a developing economy; and the island of
the young, a developed economy. Statistics can be misleading because they show the
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average of the fading.-but still present-past, confused with the economy of tomor-
row. But Statehood is for the Puerto Rico of today's young-and tomorrow's.

For example, play is sometimes given to the fact that only 39.5 percent of those
over age 24 have a high school diploma, well below the mainland figure. But this
figure is from the 1980 census-ten years ago-and at that time, those over 24 were
those born before 1956-when the island had just begun to develop. Thus, this statis-
tic merely shows that people on the island back then didn't get the schooling of
people today.

As you can see in Chart 1, the evolution in schooling since that time-even only
up to 1980-has been remarkable. The island even in 1980 had a greater share of
university-aged people in school than did the mainland. We can see the same evolu-
tion in English proficiency, in Chart 2, with one caveat-it stopped improving
among the young in the 1970s.

Which brings us to the schizophrenia of Commonwealth advocates. They have
chosen to deemphasize English in the schools as a political matter-even though
their own economic future depends on bilingualism. Their advertising for investors
emphasizes that the work force is fluent in English (see Attachment No. 1). This is
just one case among many where Commonwealthers must accentuate the positives
for investors, but the negative before the Congress.

What are the positives? A skilled and educated work force that is inexpensive by
mainland standards; an attractive climate and beautiful beaches and mountains;
fertile land for tropical agriculture; language and culture that make the island a
natural economic bridge between the mainland United States and Latin America; a
history of pro-development government; and a militarily strategic location in the
Caribbean. It is these, together with the recognition of Statehood, that assure
Puerto Rico's economic future.

CONCLUSION 5: CBO'S "STATEHOOD" PROVIDES NO CEILING BECAUSE STATEHOOD IS MORE
THAN JUST A COMMONWEALTH WITH FISCAL PARITY

My last point is that there is a difference between Statehood and "Commonwealth
with parity." CBO has given us a floor under Statehood, it has not given us a ceil-
ing.

Why is that? First of all because CBO has given us only what it chose to quantify,
and the intangible effects of Statehood require assumptions they were not willing to
make in order to preserve their appearance of fairness. But let's be clear, CBO has
assumed its conclusion about 936 departures-this also came from no model. The
model only quantified the effect of this assumption. That the assumption is less
biased than those of studies sponsored by Commonwealth shows in the results. Still,
both are mere conjectures.

Likewise, to understand the effects of Statehood require assumptions based on his-
tory and judgment. They cannot be proven statistically (no more than can the de-
parture of 936 companies) because statistical economic projections, such as they are,
have to be based on historical data.

We do have a history of territories becoming states. And their success speaks vol-
umes. But that is not enough for statistical analysis: 48 of those states became states
before w-" had economic data that would permit such an analysis. The other two,
Hawaii and Alaska, became states in modern times, and we have data for them. But
two states aren't enough for statistical analysis. That is, with a sample of only two
states, each observation can be met with some rebuttal. Sure, Hawaii grew a thriv-
ing economy based largely on tourism, agriculture, and military spending after
Statehood; but after all, there was a military buildup; there was growth in Asia;
there was more transPacific travel. Roosevelt Roads is one of the largest U.S. Navy
bases outside the continental U.S. The same jets that fly to Hawaii do fly to Puerto
Rico, yet Puerto Rico's tourist economy is less developed. There will be continuing
growth in Latin America. All true, but these factors simply cannot be the basis for
statistical extrapolation and therefore Statehood's potential must rest on judgment.

Next week we will be submitting a study that closely examines the prospects for
the Statehood economy. It will quantify the potential gains from Statehood. It will
show those gains easily to exceed the supposed losses of a Commonwealth with
parity, with job gains of up to 150,000 over the decade.

Today, we introduce for the record the testimony of Mr. Nelson Soto, former
President of the Pueto Rico Planning Board, demonstrating that under Statehood,
increased foreign investment, increased access to Federal procurement, tourism de-
velopment and customary Federal employment will produce between 94,000 and
150,000 new jobs by the year 2000.

We also introduce for the record the testimony of Professor Carlos Diaz-Oliva of
the University of Puerto Rico School of Law, who shows conclusively that the

I
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danger of 936 companies relocating is marginal because the continued benefits of
Puerto Rican operations in most cases outweigh the tax benefits of relocating.

Are the judgments sound? Is being a state better than being a Commonwealth
with parity?

Each of you on this Committee is an experienced individual with a knowledge of
business and a knowledge of the world. You are able politicians. The question that
each of you must answer is a simple one: If you were responsible for the economic
development of this island, would your job be easier as the governor of a territory
with full fiscal parity, or would your job be easier as Governor of the 51st State?

* When you appeal to mainland investors, would you rather say "come to the 51st
state," or would you rather have to explain the ins and outs of your peculiar rela-
tionship with the U.S.-that you are foreign soil, but not really? In being a state,
you can appeal to investors not as a foreign country, not as a foreign location-as
the Commonwealth must do today by attempting to offset its foreignness with tax
benefits-but rather as a state.

* Would you rather appeal to foreign investors interested in putting a plant in
the U.S. by saying "We're the 51st state; we've got educated people, inexpensive
skilled labor, good infrastructure, good labor relations, and a government that will
help you." Or would you rather try to explain what a Commonwealth is, and apolo-
gize for the fact that when foreign investments become a hot political item, your
representation in Washington is, shall we say, thin, but promise that legions of lob-
byists achieve the same results as two Senators and seven Congressmen.

* Would you rather appeal to tourists by saying, come and see the 51st state, or
would you rather appeal to tourists as the Commonwealth must do now by saying,
come and see our beautiful island in the Caribbean? Tourists today routinely ask:
Do I need foreign currency, do I need shots, and do I have to bring my passport?
Is the answer as obvious to you as it is to me? Then where is the ceiling on this
state's future?

To sum up, then, there is one basic fact about the CBO report. It estimates the
consequences of "Commonwealth with parity" and calls that Statehood. It has five
implications.

* The current Commonwealth is a more generous system than the states get: It
won't be enhanced by Congress appreciably-and may ultimately be curtailed or
eliminated.

* The current Statehood transition in S. 712 should be adjusted to prevent the
brief economic downturn projected by CBO.

* Contrary to earlier dire predictions, even in the worst case the "Statehood"
economy will keep on growing.

* Puerto Rico is a very different place today than it has been in the past. That
explains why CBO's "Statehood" keeps on growing and why actual Statehood will
be even better.

a Finally, for you to decide: To build an enduring economy, would you rather be
Governor of the State or Governor of a Commonwealth? If you answer "the State,"
you yourselves will have recognized that the Congressional Budget Office study has
put a floor under the future of the Puerto Rican economy as a state, but not a ceil-
ing over it. Thank you very much.
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Attachment I
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PHILIP D. MORRISON

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: It is a pleasure to be here today
on behalf of the Administration to reaffirm our support for Senate Bill 712, a bill
"To Provide for a Referendum on the Political Status of Puerto Rico." The Adminis-
tration is also represented today by Assistant Secretary Martin H. Gerry of the De-
partment of Health and Human Services, who can address the HHS-related expendi-
ture issues raised by this bill.

Senate Bill 712 would provide for a referendum, to be held in 1991, in which the
Puerto Rican people could decide among the options of statehood, independence, or
commonwealth status. Kenneth W. Gideon, Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy, testi-
fied before this Committee on November 14, 1989 regarding this bill. Today, I pro-
vide a more detailed analysis of the revenue effects which were presented in that
prior testimony, particularly in light of new economic studies which have subse-
quently reviewed this matter. I also summarize the Administration's position on
this bill, which was provided in more detail in the written statement submitted for
the record at the November hearing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Administration strongly supports the right of the people of Puerto Rico to
decide for themselves the future status of their island. Further, as the President has
noted a number of times, he favors the admission of Puerto Rico to the Union as a
state, thereby assuring the people of Puerto Rico. equal standing with other United
States citizens.

The Administration believes that the Puerto Rican people should be given an op-
portunity to express their will in a manner that recognizes the historic and funda-
mentally political nature of their decision of self-determination. The decision they
face as a people transcends narrow concerns about specific aspects of economic or
fiscal structures. We recognize, however, that the significant economic features of
the three options must be identified to allow an informed choice and to make the
proposed referendum self-executing in its important features.

The Administration endorses the balance between these two concerns which was
struck in Senate Bill 712 as reported by the Committee on Energy and Natural Re-
sources. The bill informs the Puerto Rican people of the broad outline of the fiscal
and economic structures applicable to each of the three status options. Yet it pre-
serves this essentially political choice free from a welter of details, transitional
rules, and administrative provisions best addressed by Congress after the political
choice is made.

Our prior written statement covered a number of technical issues, not affecting
the basic balance of the bill, that we believe require clarification or other attention
in the drafting of this bill. In addition, for many of the bill's fiscal provisions, we
anticipate that further legislation by Congress wili be necessary after the referen-
dum to cover particular details of the transition. W6. discussed in our prior written
statement a number of issues that such legislation might cover.

The Administration also believes that the substance of the proposed tax and eco-
nomic results under each of the three options in Senate Bill 712 represents a reason-
able resolution of the difficult policy choices faced by the drafters of this legislation.
We think the bill achieves, to the extent possible, the three goals set for it by the
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources: (1) an even playing field, politically,
for the three political parties, (2) a smooth economic transition, and (3) an adjust-
ment that is budget neutral over a period of time.

It is important to note at the outset, however, that there are significant limita-
tions in any attempt to quantify with precision the economic "equivalence" of the
three status options. Economic forecasts out to the year 2000 are only projections,
not guarantees. The prediction of the economic results under each of the options is
further clouded by many intangible factors, including the reaction of the Puerto
Rican people and their government to the option chosen, the response to that choice
by the business community, and the possibility that Congress will amend the cur-
rent tax treatment of Puerto Rico under commonwealth status. Each of these fac-
tors could significantly alter the comparative economic forecasts under each of the
referendum options.

One of the primary issues for this Committee is the overall impact of Puerto
Rican status on the Federal deficit. With respect to the commonwealth option, the
baseline budget deficit, of course, already contains the cost of Internal Revenue
Code section 936, which effectively exempts domestic corporations active in Puerto
Rico from U.S. tax. Treasury's Office of Tax Analysis (hereinafter, "OTA") estimates
that $2.1 billion in net tax benefits were received by section 936 corporations in
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fiscal year 1990, projected to grow at about 10 percent a year. Under statehood, the
Administration estimates th-atwhile there is a net increase in the Federal deficit
under statehood in early years, there is a substantial net decrease in the Federal
deficit beginning in fiscal year 1996. Using expenditure estimates prepared by the
Congressional Budget Office (hereinafter, "CBO") does not alter the conclusion of an
eventual deficit reduction, but merely shifts the crossover point to fiscal year 1997.
These projections are illustrated in Appendix II.

As an overall legislative package, the current bill reflects a good and defensible
balance among the three status options. It is not, however, the only alternative that
might have been adopted. For example, a uniform phase-out of section 936 under
both the statehood and commonwealth options would eliminate what is perceived by
some as a bias in the bill toward commonwealth. Nevertheless, we recognize that
section 936 should not be viewed in isolation from the other costs and benefits af-
fected by this referendum. Other provisions in the bill can reasonably be viewed as
providing a rough balance to the phase-out of section 936. Accordingly, the Adminis-
tration accepts the treatment of section 936 proposed in the current bill and the re-
lated Congressional judgment that the economic provisions set forth for the three
alternatives are fairly equivalent.

Before turning to a review of our economic projections, let me briefly restate the
Administration's position with respect to each of the bill's major provisions affecting
tax policy.

II. SUMMARY OF ADMINISTRATION'S POSITION ON TAX PROVISIONS

A. Statehood Option
1. Deferred Application of Federal Taxes

We support the decision to defer until January 1, 1994 the application of Federal
tax laws, other than those relating to excise taxes. This provision will give both U.S.
and Puerto Rican tax authorities the necessary time to ensure a smooth transition
to a new Puerto Rican state tax system. In addition, we believe-that. it will allow
adequate time to develop detailed transitional rules for Congress to consider enact-
ing before the January 1, 1994 changeover.

2. Phase-Out of Section 936
We also believe that the proposed phase-out under the statehood option of the sec-

tion 936 credit during the period from 1994 through 1997 reflects a good and defensi-
ble balance among the different interests at stake. We defer to the Justice Depart-
ment for the conclusion that continuation of section 936 after statehood for a limit-
ed transition period passes muster under the uniformity clause of the U.S. Constitu-
tion (Art. I, sec. 8, cl. 1), which broadly requires taxes to be uniform throughout the
United States. As recommended in the Justice Department's prior testimony on this
bill, we also strongly encourage specific fact findings by Congress to support a Con-
gressional determination that providing transitional tax benefits to Puerto Rico is
appropriate and that any section 936 transition adopted is well suited to achieve-
ment of Congressional goals.

3. Application of Excise Taxes
The bill would extend all Federal excise taxes to Puerto Rico as of its date of ad-

mission as a state. In general, we agree with this result, but recommend an effective
date as of the first day of the calendar year following admission.

4. Statehood Grants and Assistance
The bill provides for transition assistance in the form of a transfer (or "cover-

over") to the Puerto Rican Treasury of Federal excise taxes derived from Puerto
Rico prior to October-JA998, as well as the tax collected from the extension of Fed-
eral internal revenue laws to the State of Puerto Rico in 1994 and 1995. We agree
that Puerto Rico should receive sufficient assistance to ease its transition from com-
monwealth status. As discussed in our November written statement, however, the
cover-over mechanism has presented complex administrative problems in the past.
We therefore recommend that Congress preserve its flexibility to address in future
legislation the appropriate procedures to be used in measuring and remitting the
desired levels of such statehood grants, without restricting its choice to a direct
cover-over of collected taxes.
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B. Independence Option
1. Elimination of Section 986

The bill would eliminate the benefits of the section 936 credit for income from
activity or investments in Puerto Rico upon the proclamation of independence. This
automatic repeal is essential to avoid the difficulties that would otherwise arise
with respect to a number of income tax treaty partners of the United States who
have effectively been granted most favored nation status with regard to tax sparing
incentives.

2. Negotiation of Tax Treaties
The bill provides for a Task Force on Taxation to facilitate the negotiation of ap-

propriate tax treaties between the United States and an independent Puerto Rico,
which would be approved by the two governments in accordance with their respec-
tive constitutional processes. Due to the economic integration between Puerto Rico
and the United States, we strongly support this goal, although we understand that
there may be technical legal difficulties with this section as drafted and defer to the
Department of Justice on this issue.

3. Interest on Puerto Rican Government Obligations
The bill would continue the current Federal tax exemption for interest paid on

Puerto Rican bonds outstanding upon proclamation of independence. We recom-
mend clarification that this provision does not apply to either original issuances or
refinancings on or after the date of independence and that the continued exemption
is subject to the rules governing the exemption for U.S. municipal bonds, as amend-
ed from time to time.
C. Commonwealth Option

1. Continuation of Section 936 Benefits
Under the enhanced commonwealth option, the bill would not result in any

changes to the substantive tax laws currently applicable with respect to Puerto
Rico. Accordingly, the benefits of section 936 would not be phased-out (as under
statehood) or eliminated (as under independence). We believe, however, that Con-
gress should make it clear that such benefits cannot be regarded as guaranteed
under commonwealth status but rather should continue to be viewed as incentives
which Congress will, as it has in the past, review and revise as necessary.

2. Puerto Rican Review of Federal Laws and Regulations
The bill provides for expedited review procedures where the Puerto Rican govern-

ment determines that Federal laws or regulations are inconsistent with the en-
hanced commonwealth relationship. As described in more detail in our written
statement submitted in November, the Administration has serious concerns with re-
spect to these provisions. In the context of legislation and regulations affecting the
tax system, we believe such special review procedures would unreasonably compli-
cate fair and efficient tax administration. The standard Constitutional and Congres-
sional procedures governing tax legislation and the rules of the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act governing tax regulations provide reasonable and appropriate protec-
tions of Puerto Rico's interests.

3. International Agreements
The bill would permit the Governor of Puerto Rico to enter into international

agreements to promote the international interests of Puerto Rico as authorized by
the President of the United States and consistent with the laws and international
obligations of the United States. Currently, Puerto Rico does not have the authority
to negotiate or enter into international double taxation conventions or similar
agreements in its own right. An outright grant of independent tax treaty authority
to Puerto Rico would significantly complicate the negotiations of United States trea-
ties and quite possibly undermine several existing conventions. We recommend that
Congress explicitly deny independent tax treaty authority in the commonwealth
option.

Ill. REVIEW OF REVENUE ESTIMATES AND PROJECTIONS

The revenue estimates and projections which were submitted by the Administra-
tion in November are updated and submitted as Appendix I to this written state-
ment. As you are aware, two economic studies have been published subsequent to
our testimony last Fall which raise questions with respect to some of our conclu-
sions: Potential Economic Impacts of Changes in Puerto Rico's status under S. 712,
prepared by the Congressional Budget Office, (April 1990) (hereinafter the "CBO
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Study"), and Economic and Fiscal Impacts of Puerto Rican Statehood, prepared for
the .Governor of Puerto Rico by the Policy Economics Group, KPMG Peat Marwick
(February 1990) (hereinafter the "Governor's Study"). In response to these studies,
this testimony describes in greater detail the assumptions we made in developing
our estimates and projections, and reviews how our conclusions relate to those
reached in the new studies.

As I previously stated, the economic effects of each of the political options under
the bill cannot be estimated with precision. Much would depend upon the decisions
made by the government and people of Puerto Rico as they exercise their rights
under each of the options, as well as the response of the business community with
respect to current and future levels of investment on the island. The choices made
would affect the Puerto Rican economy and to some extent Federal tax revenues
and outlays. The conclusions to be drawn from the numbers must always be
weighed together with the admittedly unquantifiable, though potentially beneficial,
effects of the choice of either the statehood or independence options. Both of the
new studies recognize this fact and the resulting danger of relying too heavily on
those factors which can be quantified.
A. Federal Revenue Effects of Phase-Out or Elimination of Section 9386

Both the statehood and independence options under S. 712 assume some form of
reduction of the tax incentives currently provided under section 936. As noted, OTA
estimates that $2.1 billion in net tax benefits were received by section 936 corpora-
tions in fiscal year 1990, and these benefits are projected to grow under existing
commonwealth status. Under S. 712, if the statehood option were chosen by the
Puerto Rican people, these benefits would be phased out during the period from
1994 to 1997. Under the independence option, the benefits would be eliminated upon
proclamation of independence.

As the Governor's Study and the CBO Study agree, the extent to which the reduc-
tion of these benefits are actually translated into increased Federal tax receipts is
the major factor in the determination oi the impact of the bill on Federal receipts.
The projected revenue gain from phasing out section 936 tax benefits represents
considerably more than half of the total revenue gain projected under statehood,
and over 90 percent of the gain projected under independence. The section 936 reve-
nue figures are also the most controversial, since the Treasury projections of Feder-
al gains from personal taxes and other non-section 936 revenue sources are similar
to the projections in the other studies.

OTA's estimate of the revenue gains from phasing out section 936 required consid-
eration of several factors. The following discussion reviews how each of these factors
contributed to the estimates and projections noted in Appendix I.

1. Developing a Current LaTV Baseline
As an initial matter, it was necessary to determine a baseline of the Federal tax

benefit currently derived from Code section 936. For this purpose, OTA used the
most recent data available on the income of section 936 corporations in Puerto Rico,
based on tabulations of 1985 tax returns filed with the Internal Revenue Service by
the companies. In comparing the OTA analysis to the projections in the Governor's
Study, it is important to note that the baseline used in the Governor's Study relied
on Puerto Rican tax data and seems to miss more than 25 percent of the section 936
income actually reported to the IRS.

OTA divided the section 936 income into its two components: active business
income and qualified possession source investment income (QPSII). In recent years
QPSII has ac hunted for about 15 percent of total section 936 net income. Each of
these components must be analyzed separately because the phase-out of section 936
would affect them differently. For example, even if a section 936 company attempt-
ed to shift its Puerto Rican operations to an overseas location after statehood, the
financial component (QPSII) would generally become taxable by the United States.
This is because passive earnings of a U.S.-controlled foreign subsidiary are generally
deemed to be repatriated and taxed currently at the U.S. shareholder level under
subpart F (Code sections 951-964).

Each of the components of section 936 income were projected forward to estimate
the level of such income under current law to compare with the phase-out of these
benefits under statehood and their elimination under independence. The active
income component was projected from 1985 to 1988 using data in the Puerto Rican
national accounts on the growth of non-wage income in manufacturing. A growth
rate consistent with previous historical trends was used for the years following 1988.
In addition, an adjustment was made for the impact of the Tax Reform Act of 1986
on section 936 income. In particular, the likely shift by many section 936 companies
to the 50-50 profit split method as a rbsult of the imposition of a royalty floor in the
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cost-sharing option was taken into account. The QPSII component was projected
using recent trends in growth of financial assets.

2. Effect of Overseas Shift of Current Section 986 Activity
Under the statehood option, if the active business income of section 936 corpora-

tions currently shielded from Federal taxation by the section 936 credit were to con-
tinue to be earned either in Puerto Rico or in any other state,' the phase-out of
section 936 tax benefits would generally be translated dollar-for-dollar into in-
creased Federal tax receipts. If, however, thq activities of these corporations were
shifted outside of the United States, some portion of the income would not yield in-
creased Federal revenue in the near term. This is because certain income earned by
U.S.-controlled foreign subsidiaries may be deferred from Federal taxation until re-
patriated. Moreover, even when the income is distributed to the U.S. shareholder,
Federal tax on such earnings could be offset by foreign tax credits. Accordingly,
Federal receipts under the statehood option could increase by some figure that is
less than the full amount of the current law section 936 baseline.

The possibility of section 936 operations moving to non-U.S. locations is therefore
one of the most important issues in projecting the revenue gain from phasing out
section 936. Estimating the extent of such movement, however, is also the most diffi-
cult step in making this projection.

3. Factors Considered in Estimating Overseas Shift
OTA's estimate of the extent to which section 936 operations would move abroad

under the statehood option was based on several considerations. One was the deter-
mination for each industry of the extent to which section 936 income was derived
from intangible assets. A further consideration was the division of such intangible
income between that attributable to marketing intangibles (such as trademarks) and
manufacturing intangibles (such as patents).

The above distinctions are relevant since they affect the potential for shifting
income-producing activity outside of the U.S. tax jurisdiction. Under current law,
the transfer of either manufacturing or marketing intangibles to an overseas affili-
ate would require substantial royalties to be paid to the U.S. transferor. These roy-
alties must be "arm's length" and commensurate with the income attributable to
the intangible. Where the output of the offshore affiliate was primarily sold in the
United States (which is currently the case for most section 936 activity), the affiliate
would contribute little additional marketing to the overall income produced and the
required royalty payments would thus offset a substantial portion of the affiliate's
income. With respect to marketing intangibles, the royalties required would leave
very little income offshore. If section 936 companies do choose to move offshore,
such royalties would reduce the benefits of a low-cost location and increase the Fed-
eral revenue pick-up. This, of course, will affect the decision whether or not to move
offshore.

U.S. taxation associated with the repatriation, through royalty payments, of the
income that can be moved overseas could, however, be somewhat reduced by the
U.S. owner's foreign tax credits. If the section 936 company's parent corporation is
in an overall excess foreign tax credit position, then royalties paid with respect to
intangibles used overseas would generate foreign source income and could be shel-
tered from U.S. tax by the recipient's foreign tax credits. For this reason, the fre-
quency of excess foreign tax credit positions by industry was also examined.

This foreign tax credit protection would generally not be available, however, with
respect to income derived from marketing intangibles related to the U.S. domestic
market. Royalties paid with respect to income derived from such marketing intangi-
bles, even after their transfer overseas, would retain their character as U.S. source
income and would be fully subject to Federal tax. This important factor was over-
looked by the Governor's Study.

Further, for some industries, an offshore location would offer lower profitability
than Puerto Rico quite apart from the effect of increased royalty payments. This is
because the income allocation rules under section 936(h) often permit section 936
companies to claim a return on intangible assets associated with a broader "prod-
uct" than the product actually produced in Puerto Rico. For example, the section
936 affiliate can often claim all or a part of the return attributable to an intangible

IFor the purpose of estimating Federal revenues, it is generally unnecessary to determine
how much of the section 936 income would stay in Puerto Rico rather than move back to the
mainland. As long as the state tx and operating costs on the mainland were comparable to
those in Puerto Rico, the Federal revenue pickup would be the same since, either on the main-
land or in Puerto Rico, such income would be subject to Federal tax.
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even though the highly technical part of the process is still performed by the parent
in its U.S. plant. These rules thus permit a greater portion of income to be attrib-
uted to the section 936 corporation than would be the case for an affiliate operating
in alternative offshore locations. As a result, if such Puerto Rican operations were
moved overseas, some income currently allocated to the section 936 company would
not be able to follow and would shift to the U.S., even before the imposition of an
increased royalty on the overseas income.

The very high rates of return earned by section 936 corporations in the aggregate
suggest that intangible assets account for 75 percent or more of total income. A
review of 1985 tax return data also indicates that marketing intangibles were signif-
icant for a substantial portion of the section 936 corporations. Under Code section
936(h), a section 936 corporation is allowed no return on its intangible income unless
it elects either the cost-sharing method or the 50-50 profit split method. Prior to
changes introduced by the 1986 Tax Reform Act, the cost-sharing method was gener-
ally a more beneficial choice for companies relying on manufacturing intangibles.
The significant role of marketing intangibles to section 936 operations, therefore,
can be seen from the fact that, as of 1985 (before the 1986 changes took effect), 40
percent of section 936 income was received by companies which had elected the 50-
50 profit split option rather than cost-sharing.

Information on the present location of U.S.-controlled operations supplying the
U.S. market was also consulted. For example, the electronics industry has demon-
strated that substitutes for Puerto Rico appear to be available in the low-tax coun-
tries of the Pacific rim. Finally, the availability of low-tax alternatives for particu-
lar activities such as pharmaceutical manufacturing was evaluated. In this connec-
tion, OTA consulted with foreign government and other experts to gauge the extent
to which foreign jurisdictions would offer incentives to section 936 operations.

4. Conclusion
As a result of examining these factors for each industry, OTA concluded that, in

the long run, about 35 percent of the active section 936 income in Puerto Rico under
the current law baseline would move offshore to non-U.S. locations. As noted, some
of this income would have to be repaid to the United States in the form of royalties.
Based on the likely royalties that would have to be paid and the excess foreign tax
credit positions of the parent corporations in each industry, about 25 percent of
active section 936 income would remain offshore. Stated another way, the phase-out
of section 936 would result in an addition to the U.S. tax base of 75 percent of the
active section 936 income. Adding to this the portion of section 936 income that is

-passive, (the QPSII component) and, as described above, would also not escape U.S.
tax, nearly 80 percent of total section 936 income would become subject to U.S. tax
after the phase-out.

I would like to stress that projecting the amount of income that would shift to
low-tax locations cannot be a simple mechanical process, but must take a number of
factors into consideration. For example, the Governor's Study assumed that any op-
eration that can increase its after-tax return by 5 percentage points by moving off-
shore would necessarily do so. Applying the same logic to operations on the U.S.
mainland would lead to the conclusion that virtually no highly-profitable manufac-
turing would currently take place in the United States. A low mechanical threshold
of this type ignores the benefits now available in Puerto Rico that would be difficult
to replicate in a foreign location, such as the use of the dollar as the local currency,
protection from expropriation and political uncertainty, and the ability to obtain
legal protection in a U.S. court. Furthermore, very few (if any) of the foreign loca-
tions considered to be potential alternatives to Puerto Rico can offer both the skilled
labor force and the proximity to U.S.-based marketing and R&D personnel that are
provided by Puerto Rico.
B. The Role of Macroeconomic Considerations in the Revenue Estimates

1. Reliance on Independent GNP Predictions
In estimating the revenue impact of any change in domestic tax policy, OTA reve-

nue analysts hold various macroeconomic variables, such as GNP, employment,
total investment, etc., fixed at those values set by representatives from the Council
of Economic Advisors, the Office of Management and Budget, and the Economic
Policy Office at Treasury. Similarly, the Joint Committee on Taxation staff makes
their estimates consistent with CBO's macroeconomic projections.

This convention serves several useful functions. First, although a change in tax
policy can affect these macroeconomic variables, the specific impact will generally
depend upon the reaction of the Federal Reserve Board and other agencies whose
policies may also have macroeconomic effects, and different analysts may have dif-
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fearing views about the magnitude of both the direct effect and the response. Second,
without maintaining some overall constraints, it is easy to overstate the effects of a
tax policy change. Thus, standard revenue estimating policy calls for assuming that
the reduced employment (or investment) in an adversely affected industry will be
offset by increased employment (or investment) elsewhere.

This convention has in general been followed in OTA's analysis of the revenue
effects of S. 712. The Administration's forecasts for U.S. GNP, which might be ex-
pected to be relevant for projecting the growth of section 936 operations, was avail-
able only for 5 years, through fiscal year 1995. However, other than the brief inter-
ruption after 1982 caused by restrictions in section 936 benefits enacted under
TEFRA, P.L. 97-248, the real growth of section 936 income has been relatively
stable over a long period of time. This long-term historical growth of section 936
income was thus used to project section 936 income under the current law baseline
into the late 1990's.

The representatives of the Council of Economic Advisors, OMB and Treasury,
mentioned above, do not project Puerto Rican GNP and income. The OTA projection
of increased Federal collection of personal and non-section 936 corporate taxes
under statehood assumed continued real growth in Puerto Rico, but at a very con-
servative rate of about 2 percent per year. Following standard revenue estimating
conventions, no attempt was made to predict the impact of phasing out section 936
benefits on the growth of the Puerto Rican economy.

2. Impact on Puerto Rico's GNP
Employment in section 936 corporations now accounts for 12 percent of total

Puerto Rican employment, or about 100,000 to 110,000 jobs, and the income earned
by employees of section 936 corporations represents about 16 percent of total Puerto
Rican labor income. Thus, any reduction in the activity of section 936 corporations
and their local suppliers of goods and services could potentially reduce the personal
income of the residents of Puerto Rico (although, to the extent the activities were
transferred to the mainland, the personal income of the residents of other States
might increase). Nevertheless, the assumption made in the Governor's Study that
those workers displaced by the relocation of section 936 activities would remain un-
employed, apparently forever, seems far too pessimistic, since such workers are
among the most skilled. They can be expected eventually to find jobs in other activi-
ties, although possibly at lower wage rates.

Estimating the impact on Puerto Rican employment of the potential relocation of
section 936 activities not only requires determination of the extent to which such
relocation would occur, but is also complicated by the other economic changes which
would accompany statehood. Federal transfer payments to the residents of the state
would grow significantly, increasing demand in Puerto Rico. Thus, the overall
impact of statehood upon the gross national product of the State of Puerto Rico is
not readily estimated.

The CBO Study utilizes a macroeconomic model of the Puerto Rican economy in
order to estimate the impact of statehood and independence. The model attempts to
capture the impact of the activities of the section 936 companies on the economy of
Puerto Rico. The CBO Study projects that under statehood the Puerto Rican econo-
my would continue to grow, but that the rate of growth may be one to two percent-
age points slower per year than under the current commonwealth status. These pro-
jections reflect only the impact of-phasing out section 936 and extending Federal
expenditure programs to Puerto Rico, which are the only consequences of statehood
that CBO could quantify. As the CBO Study concedes at page 1, its analysis

cannot take into account the unquantifiable gains from statehood, such as
the effect of reduced uncertainty about Puerto Rico's future status and in-
creased awareness of the opportunities that it offers. These effects, which
generally would work to improve the economic outlook under statehood,
may be significant, though CBO can give no estimate of their size.

The impact of phasing out of section 936 benefits will depend on the response of
the Puerto Rican state government. One possible response is a development incen-
tive to replace section 936. Treasury's reports to the Congress on the possessions cor-
poration system of taxation have indicated that section 936 is a very expensive in-
centive when measured by the jobs created in Puerto Rico. The most recent esti-
mates, those determined for 1983 in the Sixth Report (March 1989), show a revenue
cost of about $18,500 per job, or about 125 percent of average compensation. In phar-
maceutical manufacturing, which accounts for half of the revenue cost of section
936, the average cost per job was about $58,000. The trend in section 936 income and
the growth of manufacturing employment since 1985 suggest that the cost per job is
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at least as high today, despite the post-1987 drop in the U.S. statutory corporate tax
rate to 34 percent. Accordingly, the Puerto Rican state government may well be
able to reproduce the job-creating effects of section 936 by designing a much more
efficient program.

The difficulty in predicting the impact of statehood on the Puerto Rican economy
is further evidenced by the fact that the Governor's Study, which predicts a much
greater reduction in section 936 activities within Puerto Rico than does the CBO
Study, estimates only a 5 percent reduction in GNP by the year 2000 (although its
projection of a 14 percent reduction in reported personal income is more in line with
CBO's projection of a 10 to 15 percent reduction). The Governor's Study also does
not attempt to quantify the potential indirect benefits resulting from statehood, nor
to examine how these non-quantifiable benefits may be enhanced by the subsequent
decisions of the government and people of Puerto Rico.

I stated earlier that the OTA forecasts of the increased Federal tax collections of
section 936 income under statehood did not depend to a significant degree on wheth-
er those operations not moving overseas remained in Puerto Rico or moved back to
the mainland. This difference would, however, have an impact on Puerto Rico's
GNP, although the reduction in section 936 activities on the island does not neces-
sarily translate into a commensurate reduction in GNP.

Predicting how many U.S.-based operations would move back to the mainland is
very difficult. It is true that the tax benefits that attracted most of the section 936
companies in the first place would be phased out. Nevertheless, many of the compa-
nies now have a substantial investment in physical plant and have developed a
highly competent and cost-effective labor force. In view of the relatively long phase-
out period for section 936 benefits under statehood contemplated in S. 712, it ap-
pears that any actual decline of section 936 operations in Puerto Rico would take
place over a long period of time.

3. Impact of Puerto Rico's Change in GNP on Revenue Estimates
As I indicated earlier, the OTA projections of increased Federal collections of per-

sonal and non-section 936 corporate taxes under statehood assumed continued real
growth (albeit at -a modest level). The assumed rate of growth was only slightly
lower than the average growth rate projected by CBO using its low-growth baseline.
A reduction in the Puerto Rican growth rate of the magnitude projected by CBO
would change the estimated total Federal revenue increase by only a modest
amount. Even in fiscal year 2000, by which time the cumulative shortfall in GNP
projected by CBO would be 10 to 15 percent, OTA's projected increase in Federal
revenues would be reduced by less than 5 percent. This is because a reduction in the
Puerto Rican growth rate affects only the increased Federal revenues from personal
taxes and non-section 936 corporate taxes, which constitute a relatively small por-
tion of the overall projected increase in Federal revenues.

Furthermore, the increase in individual income taxes projected by OTA is even
less than that projected by the Governor's Study. For example, for fiscal year 1997,
the Governor's Study projects an increase of individual income tax collections of
$914 million in their high relocation scenario in contrast to OTA's projected in-
crease of only $739 million. OTA's projection of increased non-section 936 corporate
collections is lower than the Governor's study estimate as well. These results con-
firm the fact that the projections of increased Federal tax from income now benefit-
ing from section 936, which is not sensitive to the state of the Puerto Rican econo-
my, is the only important area of disagreement on revenues.
C. Net Impact of Puerto Rican Status Referendum on the Federal Deficit

A major question to be faced by this Committee is whether S. 712 creates an eco-
nomic balance for any of the three status options that is likely to increase the Fed-
eral budget deficit, decrease it, or keep it roughly the same. The baseline budget
deficit, of course, already contains the cost of section 936; thus there would be nei-
ther an addition nor a reduction to the deficit in the commonwealth option. As
stated above, however, OTA estimates that $2.1 billion in net tax benefits were re-
ceived by section 936 corporations in fiscal year 1990 and these benefits are project-
ed to grow at about 10 percent per year under the existing commonwealth status.

The statehood option, on the other hand, changes the status quo. It increases both
revenues and outlays. While the net effect in the early years is a net increase in the
deficit under anyone's estimates, in later years there is a substantial net decrease,
whether the outlay figures used are the expenditure estimates prepared by CBO or
by the Departments of Health and Human Services and Agriculture. The only dif-
ference produced by using these alternative estimates, resulting from CBO's higher
outlay figures, is the year in which the net figure turns positive (i.e., the year there
is no longer an increase in the Federal deficit due to Puerto Rican statehood and is,
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instead, a deficit reduction). Using the expenditure estimates of the Departments of
Health and Human Services and Agriculture, this "crossover point" occurs in fiscal
year 1996; using the CBO estimates, it occurs in fiscal year 1997. This crossover
point for the Administration's estimates is illustrated in Appendix II.

It is important not to misinterpret the conclusions in the CBO Study which refer
to an $18 billion "net transfer" to Puerto Rico over the nine-year period between
1992 and 2000. The CBO Study states at page 27 that this "net fiscal benefit from
statehood would likely be permanent." These figures are based on Table 7 in that
study, which describes the Federal expenditures to Puerto Rico net of new Federal
taxes derived from the island. As stated in a footnote to that Table 7, however, the
increase in Federal taxes does not include the additional Federal revenues from the
phase-out of section 936. Rather, the reference to "net transfers" in the CBO Study's
conclusion is limited to the payments to and from Puerto Rico (which do not include
increased Federal taxes paid by domestic corporations formerly benefiting from sec-
tion 936). The focus of this Committee, however, must cover the full effects of state-
hood on the Federal deficit, including the very significant revenues to be derived
from the section 936 phase-out. The effect of the section 936 phase-out thus accounts
for the crossover point illustrated in Appendix II and an eventual net deficit reduc-
tion from statehood, even where "net transfers" to Puerto Rico continue beyond the
crossover year.
D. Effects of Statehood on Federal Tax Revenues: A Detailed Analysis

1. Phase-out of Section 936 Benefits
The revenue effects of S. 712 under the statehood option over the fiscal year

period 1992-2000, are presented in Appendix I. This table indicates that the revenue
effects of the phase-out of the section 936 benefits, described in detail above, is the
largest component during and after the phase-out period (changes in the Federal
income taxes under statehood are scheduled to become effective on January 1, 1994).
By fiscal year 2000, the revenue pick-up from this source is estimated to be nearly
$4 billion.

2. Federal Excise Taxes
Puerto Rican residents do not currently pay Federal excise taxes, but would be

subject to these taxes under statehood. This would result in an increase in annual
revenues of $200 million to $400 million, which, under S. 712, would be rebated to
the Puerto Rican government as a statehood grant at least through October 1, 1998.

8. Federal Income Taxes
The extension of the Federal income tax to individuals and corporations in Puerto

Rico would result in additional Federal revenues. Net of the earned income credit,
the individual income tax is estimated to annually raise between $650 million and
$850 million during the period between fiscal years 1994 and 2000. Under statehood,
Federal corporate taxes would also be collected from Puerto Rican businesses that
do not now fully benefit from section 936. This includes locally incorporated as well
as foreign corporations. As shown in Appendix I, these annual revenues are estimat-
ed to range from $250 million to $550 million between fiscal years 1994 and 2000. As
noted in Appendix I, under S. 712, a portion of these taxes are scheduled to be "cov-
ered-over" to the government of Puerto Rico.

4. Other Federal Revenues
As noted in Appendix I, about $100 million to $175 million per year in customs

duties would continue to be collected between fiscal years 1994 and 2000. Beginning
in 1994 through at least October 1, 1998, these revenues would be covered-over to
the government of Puerto Rico. Rum excise taxes, of about $250 million per year,
would als 5d6'oiiiu6Tdbe-F6,verei d:oeito the government of Puerto Rico until 1998.

5. Interaction of the Federal and Puerto Rican Tax Systems
The government of Puerto Rico collected approximately $900 million in individual

income taxes in their 1989 fiscal year, which is about 5 percent of reported personal
income. Puerto Rico also collects about $1 billion annually in business taxes, which
represent about 10 percent of business income. Together with the Federal taxes to
which they would be subject, the total tax burden on Puerto Rican residents would
thus be quite high. As a state, Puerto Rico could design a tax system which would
maintain current tax revenues. It might also choose to follow other states in relying
more heavily on sales taxes. Or alternatively, Puerto Rico can modify both its tax
system and the level of its expenditures, as well as modify the role of government
enterprises in the economy.
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E. Revenue Implications of Independence
Under the independence option, the elimination of the section 936 benefits would

also result in increased Federal revenues, as shown in Appendix I. Some section 936
activities (for example, those engaged in apparel manufacturing or food processing)
might choose to reincorporate as Puerto Rican corporations, permitting deferral of
the Federal tax on a portion of such income until repatriated to the U.S. owners. In
addition, Puerto Rican taxes paid with respect to U.S. corporations that retain their
Puerto Rican activity would generate a foreign tax credit (rather than a state tax
deduction as under the statehood option). For these reasons, the Federal revenue
gain from the elimination of the section 936 benefit is not expected to be as great in
later years as under the statehood option.

As an independent country, Federal excise taxes (primarily that on rum) and cus-
toms duties would apply only on goods imported into the United States; the Federal
Government would not collect any customs duties on goods imported into Puerto
Rico. Federal income taxes would apply only to the extent income earned in Puerto
Rico were repatriated to the United States (or deemed-to be repatriated under Sub-
part F rules), and some Federal withholding taxes might be collected on the pay-
ment of income earned in the United States to Puerto Rican residents.

APPENDIX I.-ESTIMATED AND PROJECTED FEDERAL REVENUE INCREASES UNDER S. 712

The following chart shows the Federal revenue collections that are estimated to
result from implementation of either the statehood or the independence option
under S. 712 through fiscal year 1995 and projections of revenues for the five fiscal
years thereafter. Because economic projections are not made by the Treasury, Coun-
cil of Economic Advisors, or the Office of Management and Budget for years after
1995, the projections shown for 1996-2000 are based on a continuation of the fiscal
year 1995 economic forecast in later years. The section 936 projections, however, are
based on the historic patterns of section 936 tax expenditure growth which have
been significantly in excess of U.S. economic growth.

Except- in the case of customs duties and rum excise taxes, these figures reflect
projected increases in Federal revenue collections over existing law. As indicated
below, many of these amounts would be subject to a cover-over to the State of
Puerto Rico until either fiscal year 1996 or 1998. Except as otherwise indicated,
these figures reflect an effective date of 1/1/94 for Federal tax law changes. These
figures do not assume any change in Puerto Rican tax law.

[in millions of dollars]

Estimates (Fiscal years) Projections (Fiscal years)

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Statehood

Phase-Out Sec. 936 ....... ...................... ............ 45 128 538 1204 1889 2610 3325 3741 3994
New Excise TaxesI .............................................. 2213 2295 2309 2325 2341 2358 2376 395 414

Personal Tax
Gross U.S. Collections (Net of EIC) ................... 645 676 707 739 773 809 846
Cover-Over to P.R ............................. 2 482 2 666 2 168 ........ .....................................
Net U.S. Collections ............................ 1 63 10 539 739 773 809 846

Corporate Tax
Gross U.S. Collections ........................... 249 427 448 471 495 519 545
Cover-Over to P.R ............................. 2 249 2 427 2 174 ........ .....................................
Net U.S. Collections ..................... ................ 0 0 274 471 495 519 545
Customs Duties .............................. 297 2 134 2 141 2 148 2 155 163 171
Rum Excise Tax ........................ 1....................................... 2 188 2252 2255 2257 2 260 2262 265 268

Independence
Eliminate Sec. 9363 ................................... . 45 1501 2579 2738 2876 3095 3327 3555 3816
Rum Excise Tax .......... 1 88 252 255 257 260 262 265 268

1Reftects 1/1/92 extension of federal excise taxes to Puerto Ri (other than the rum excise tax which already applies).
2 Taxes subject to cover-over to Puerto Rico in years
3Assuming proclamation of independence occurs on 1/1/93.
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Appendix 1.-EFFECT OF THE STATEHOOD OPTION ON THE FEDERAL BUDGET BASED ON ADMINISTRA-
TION'S ESTIMATES AND PROJECTIONS OF FEDERAL TAX REVENUE GAINS AND OUTLAY INCREASES

[Fiscal year in bilions of dollars)

1992 993 994 995 996 997 998 999 2000

Tax Revenue Gains 2 ....... ()) .1 .7 1.2 2.7 3.8 4.6 5.1 5.4
Outlay Increases ..................................................... .8 .9 1.4 2.2 2.6 3.0 3.3 3.7 4.1

Increases in Surplus (+) or Deficit (-) -.............. 7 -. 8 -. 7 -- 1.0 +.l +.8 +1.3 +1.4 +1.3

Less than $50 million gain.
'Revenue gains estimated by Office of Tax Analysis rtmen of the Treasury.
3 Outlay increases estimated by Departments of Health and Human Services and Agriculture.

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR ROTH

Question 1. Has the Treasury Department considered the impact of statehood for
Puerto Rico on Puerto Rican companies (companies established under Puerto Rican
laws) which are owned by shareholders resident in neither Puerto Rico nor the U.S.,
but which have negotiated grants of partial tax exemption under the Puerto Rican
Tax Incentives Act? Such incentives are analogous to those currently obtainable by
I.R.C. section 936 companies and are subject to similar conditions regarding the cre-
ation of employment, but are not section 936 companies for purposes of the Code. As
currently drafted, S. 712 does not address this issue, and I would like to know how
the Treasury would propose addressing this problem so that both Puerto Rico and
the United States' best interests are protected.

Answer. Under current law, U.S. mainland corporations operating in Puerto Rico
are generally protected from Federal income tax by the section 936 credit. Corpora-
tions organized under Puerto Rican law with business operations on the island are
not eligible for section 936 benefits; however, such corporations are classified under
U.S. tax law as "foreign" corporations not engaged in the conduct of a U.S. trade or
business. Puerto Rican corporations thus generally pay no Federal corporate income
tax.

The structure of transition rules for the imposition of Federal corporate income
tax under the statehood option must take into account both types of corporations. S.
712 provides clear transition benefits to mainland corporations by phasing out the
section 936 credit over four years. The Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
stated that this phase-out constituted "a reasonable transition to permit firms to
adjust to the new tax situation." However, the Committee also indicated that addi-
tional transition relief may be necessary for other companies that would experience
significant tax changes under statehood:

There are firms in Puerto Rico which enjoy certain tax benefits under
Puerto Rico's laws and which may have structured their investments and
operations in response to these local tax laws. In these cases, some period of
transition may be warranted.

S. Rep. 101-120, p. 36. We generally agree with the Committee's conclusion that
some form of transition relief may be warranted for Puerto Rican corporations that
would undergo an abrupt change of tax status under statehood. However, any such
transition provisions must be carefully crafted to avoid unintended results.

We would propose that the bill state that the 1994-1997 phase-out of section 936
would apply solely to mainland corporations which are eligible under current law to
receive the credit:. In addition, the bill or its legislative history could state that the
transition legislation contemplated in section 213(d) of the bill will provide roughly
comparable relief for certain Puerto Rican corporations but only in appropriate
cases.

We would expect that the rules to be adopted under that legislation would address
the case of a Puerto Rican corporation benefiting from partial tax exemptions grant-
ed by the Commonwealth government that would be subject to a significant increase
in its overall tax burden under statehood. This result would be consistent with our
revenue estimates and projections for statehood, in which we assumed, with respect
to corporations organized in Puerto Rico, that only those which are eligible for ex-
emption under the Puerto Rico Tax Incentives Act would receive transition benefits
equivalent to the section 936 phase-out for mainland corporations.

Question 2. The Congressional Budget Office has estimated the effect of the state-
hood option on the operation of 936 companies, as well as the likely effect on the
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Puerto Rican economy. Has any similar analysis been made of .the effects on the
operations of foreign companies? If so, what conclusions were reached regarding the
behavior of such investors and potential investors under the possibility of statehood?

Answer. In making its revenue estimates and projections under the statehood
option, Treasury did not make any detailed analysis of the effects of statehood on
foreign-owned Puerto Rican companies, because at present such operations are a rel-
atively small component of total tax-exempt activity on the island. Our presump-
tion, however, is that the percentage of such foreign-owned Puerto Rican companies
which would choose to relocate after statehood would be greater than for U.S.-
owned operations. This is because, due to the nature of their intangible income,
U.S.-owned companies would be less able to achieve overall reduction of tax through
relocation.

Question 3. What would the approximate cost of including transitional relief for
foreign owned companies be if the Puerto Rica-, Tax Incentives Act were extended
after statehood?

Answer. If the form of the transitional relief were simply to extend the partial
exemption from Puerto Rican tax after statehood, this proposal would have a negli-
gible effect on Federal revenues. Of course, the extent to which incentive programs
which are now available under Puerto Rican law would be modified after statehood
would be a question for the Puerto Rican government to decide as part of its overall
transition to a new state tax system.

On, the other hand, if this question contemplates that corporations currently en-
joying a Puerto Rican tax incentive would be given an equivalent exemption from
Federal corporate income tax following statehood, this would involve a significant
revenue loss. Under such a proposal, corporations would receive a 90 percent exemp-
tion from Federal tax which, in some cases, would extend 25 years into the future.
Moreover, this substantial loss of Federal revenues would be based solely on com-
mitments made by the government of Puerto Rico. As such, it would abrogate Con-
gressional discretion to structure and review an overall transition package. Conse-
quently, this proposal would constitute a substantial increase in the transition bene-
fits over those contemplated by S. 712 and we would oppose its adoption.

Question 4. What would the approximate cost of giving transitional relief for for-
eign owned companies be if it were tied to the same transitional relief given to 936
companies under S. 712?

Answer. In making its revenue estimates and projections under the statehood
option, Treasury assumed that the transitional relief of the phase-out of section 936
would apply in a roughly equivalent form to those companies incorporated in Puerto
Rico (whether or not foreign-owned) which now enjoy substantial tax exemptions
under the Puerto Rican Tax Incentives Act. The cost, at least for Chose foreign-
owned companies that qualify for such tax exemptions in Puerto Rico, is therefore
included in the revenue figures presented in our testimony. If -the final version of S.
712 specifies that these Puerto Rican companies will not receive transitional relief,
the Federal revenue gain would be about $101 million higher over the phase-out
period.

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR DOLE

Question 1. Did you explicitly take into account CBO's estimate of relocation of
Section 936 assets and exports in your estimate of Section 936 revenues recovered
under statehood? If the answer is no, please explain the rationale behind Treasury's
different assumptions.

Answer. In making its estimates and projections of Federal revenue increases
from the phase-out of section 936, Treasury's Office of Tax Analysis ("OTA") did not
rely on CBO's estimate of relocation of section 936 assets. Rather, OTA performed
its own analysis of the effect such relocation would have on these revenue increases.
The assumptions underlying Treasury's analysis of this issue are explained in great-
er detail in part 111(A) of the written statement submitted by International Tax
Counsel Philip Morrison to the Senate Finance Committee on April 26, 1990.

It should first be recognized that the relocation of section 936 activities will not
necessarily result in the income from such activities being any less subject to U.S.
taxation under the statehood option. The OTA analysis concluded that nearly 80
percent of the income which section 936 essentially exempts under the current law
baseline would become subject to U.S. tax after the phase-out. In summary, OTA's
analysis included the following factors:

(i) Section 936 income attributable to passive investments (currently about 15
percent of total section 936 income) would generally become subject to U.S. tax
under statehood even if the investment income were shifted offshore (since pas-
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sive earnings of U.S.-controlled foreign subsidiaries are generally subject to cur-
rent tax under subpart F of the Code).

(ii) Regardless of whether the activities generating non-passive section 936
income were continued in Puerto Rico or shifted back to the mainland, they
would become-subject to U.S. tax under statehood.

(iii) The amount by which section 936 companies could shift the income from
their non-passive activities outside of Puerto Rico and the U.S. is affected by the
extent such income is attributable to intangibles (much of which would be re-
turned to the U.S. in the form of taxable royalties).

(iv) The foreign tax credit position of the company involved will affect the
amount of residual U.S. tax imposed when royalties are paid back to the U.S.
for the use of manufacturing intangibles offshore.

(v) Less offshore shifting of income is possible in the case of marketing intan-
gibles (such as trademarks) than in the case of manufacturing intangibles (such
as patents).

(vi) Current allocation rules under section 936 permit greater amounts of
income to be attributed to the Puerto Rican operations than would be permitted
in the case of a foreign subsidiary; thus even if the activity were moved to an
offshore entity, a portion of the income now reported by the section 936 compa-
ny would remain within the U.S. tax jurisdiction.

(vii) OTA reviewed the effects of the above factors on an industry-by-industry
basis for the companies now benefiting from section )36.

(viii) In order to evaluate the potential for offshore relocation, OTA also con-
sidered potential substitute locations for section 936 operations on an industry-
by-industry basis.

Question 2. CBO estimates that GNP would decrease 10 to 15 percent under State-
hood and wages and salaries would decrease 26 percent. Bow do these figures affect
Treasury's estimates of individual income taxes, corporate non-936 taxes and social
security taxes? By what amount would the dynamic analysis affect Treasury esti-
mates of the fiscal effects of statehood.

Answer. It is important to note At the outset that the CBO estimate does not con-
stitute a "decrease" in current Puerto Rican GNP. Rather, CBO estimates a 10 to 15
percent shortfall in projected GNP growth. Moreover, this projection is a cumulative
amount, representing a 1 to 1.5 percentage point reduction in the annual growth
rate of GNP over a 10 year period. A reduction in the Puerto Rican projected
growth rate of this magnitude would change the estimated total Federal revenue
increase by only a modest amount. Even in fiscal year 2000 when the cumulative
shortfall in GNP growth reached 10 to 15 percent, OTA's projected increase in Fed-
eral revenues for that year would be reduced by less than 5 percent. This is because
a reduction in the Puerto Rican growth rate affects only the increased Federal reve-
nues from personal taxes and non-section 936 corporate taxes, which constitute a
relatively small portion of the overall projected increase in Federal revenues.

Question 3. Do the estimates of Federal outlays under statehood include the full
dynamic effect of increased unemployment and decreased wages? By what amount
would Treasury's estimates change if the full dynamic impact is included?

Answer. Treasury did not make its own estimates of Federal outlays under state-
hood. To describe the effects of the bill on the Federal deficit, Treasury compared its
estimates and projections of Federal revenue changes to the outlay figures prepared
by the Departments of Health and Human Services and Agriculture. See section
111(C) and Appendix II of the April 26, 1990 written statement submitted by Philip
Morrison. The outlay estimates do not reflect the dynamic effect of any possible in-
crease in unemployment or decreased wages.

Question 4. What increases in real and nominal GNP and GDP of the Puerto
Rican economy under Commonwealth are implicit in Treasury's estimates of the
growth of section 936 revenues?

Answer. The growth of section 936 revenues is basically unrelated to the growth
of the Puerto Rican economy because almost all section 936 products are sold on the
U.S. mainland. In developing a current law baseline for the revenue costs of section
936, OTA used the most recent data available on the income of section 936 corpora-
tions in Puerto Rico (1985 U.S. tax returns), and then divided such income into its
two components: active business income and passive income. Each of these compo-
nents was projected forward to estimate the level of such income under current law.

The active income component was projected from 1985 to 1988 using data in the
Puerto Rican national accounts on the growth of non-wage income in manufactur-
ing. A growth rate consistent with previous historical trends (10 percent) was used
for the years following 1988. The passive income component was projected using
recent trends in growth of financial assets (5 percent).

33-337 - 90 - 4
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Question 5. In your testimony you implicitly assume that only 28.6% (10 of 35 per-
centage points) of taxable income is recovered from Section 936 companies that relo-
cate to other non-U.S. locations because of increased super royalty payments. If the
remaining 71.% of taxable income can be saved by foreign relocations, what competi-
tive advantage exists for these firms to remain in Puerto Rico or to relocate to the
United States?

Answer. The 71.4 percent reduction in the amount of income which would be sub-
ject to U.S. tax for companies who would relocate does not represent the potential
tax savings of the average 936 corporations. Rather, it represents the tax benefits
which would be derived only by those companies which would gain the most by
moving due to both tax and non-tax factors. As explained in greater detail in Treas-
ury's written statement of April 26, 1990, many factors could reduce the potential
tax benefits to be derived from relocation. For example, the large number of 936
corporations that depend heavily on marketing intangibles (such as trademarks)
would save virtually nothing by moving offshore. The benefits of moving offshore
may also be reduced because of distance from the marketing and R&D establish-
ment on the mainland, currency risk and other non-tax factors. As indicated above,
the Treasury attempted to consider the special role of marketing intangibles as well
as the important role of non-tax determinants of costs in projecting the relocation of
936 corporations offshore.

Question 8. What proportion of the Section 936 firms in Puerto Rico under Com-
monwealth locate or relocate in the United States under statehood? Bow would this
affect estimates of individual income tax collections, corporate non-936 taxes, social
security taxes, and increased outlays?

Answer. The Federal revenue results are essentially the same whether section 936
companies remain in Puerto Rico or relocate to the U.S. mainland. Treasury did
not, therefore, specifically project the proportion of section 936 firms that would re-
locate t6 the mainland under statehood. The main issue in projecting the section 936
revenue gain is how many 936 companies would move offshore to non-U.S. locations.
As indicated above, Treasury assumed modest nominal Puerto Rican GNP growth in
projecting non-section 936 tax collections, Due to this conservative approach, the
revenue gain from personal and non-section 936 corporate taxes projected by Treas.
ury was actually lower than in some studies which predicted serious consequences
of phasing out section 936.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TEODORO Moscoso
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Finance Committee, I am pleased to speak

today about the issue of statehood in Puerto Rico and economic development under
commonwealth.

The United States acquired Puerto Rico in 1898. And ever since it has periodically
been trying to decide what to do with us. During occasional attacks of bad con-
science or by sheer accident it has tried to deliberately develop a policy. Intentions
are usually the best as befits a great and generous nation endowed with large but
limited resources. And with a political system born in revolution and able in its mo-
ments of greatness to correct its course usually without much bloodshed. As we
grow older we have learned to use persuasion rather than violence to undo injus-
tices domestically. We still have to learn this lesson in our international relations,
particularly when we come to dealing with Latin America. But that is another sub-
ject. We are here to discuss Puerto Rico; an integral part of the United States, as a
fact of life, no matter what hair-splitting lawyers or nostalgic nationalists may say.

In 1976 Congress amended the Internal Revenue Act to allow Puerto Rico's job
creating tax incentive law to work more efficiently. Wilbur Mills, Al Ullman and
the Ways & Means Committee saw the correctness of our request and endorsed Sec-
tion 936which Congress later approved.

The judicious use of this tax advantage has done much to allow an "economic mir-
acle" to take place in our island. The London Economist has described it as "one
century of economic development accomplished in a decade." Tax law experts will
appear before you and tell you that this is sheer perversion of an equitable tax
system. They will claim there is no lo ic in allowing a few manufacturers in Puerto
Rico to make near-tax free millions tn order to create jobs in this over-populated
resource-starved island 1,500 miles from here. Perhaps, Mr. Chairman, but there is
also no logic in Texas having oil, and Puerto Rico having none. We arrived late at
the table when the banquet of world resources was being served. But even the most
obdurate of tax experts at Harvard Law School, agree that the Puerto Rican pro-
gram accounts for a substantial increase in the per capita income there. Of course,
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the reason why it has not worked as well elsewhere in the developing world is that
ultranationalism-some call it local pride-has mitigated against these countries
promoting their incentives to outsiders, who have the capital, manufacturing know
how and marketing knowledge, and who might have been able to assist their people
in achieving a better standard of living.

I grant you that our program is based on a frank appeal to cupidity, and as such
it has been effective. As President Reagan might have put it: "What's wrong with
that?" And if he outlives his bureaucratic opposition, Mr. Gorbachev would also
agree, I hope.

There is now before the Congress a well-intentioned attempt to resolve what is
known in Puerto Rico as the "status problem." Good intentions can mitigate but can
not change realities. Independence ceased to be a valid alternative as far back as
the first decade of the 19th century. If it had been able to think this far ahead,
Puerto Rico could have then adopted a Chinese type population policy which would
have stabilized the population of the island at about 250,000. If that had been the

-case, today, even with its meager resources, but a much smaller population, the
island could have developed Into a small nation of well-off farmers with many tropi-
cal tourists attractions. That the latter can mean, in terms of economic diversifica-
tion, modernization and development-a sort of Barbados or Bermuda-with a
modern agricultural export sector to fall back on. Inordinate population growth re-
sulted from the very quick reduction in the death rate due to improvement in public
health measures following the U.S. annexation of the island in 1898, without a
countervailing reduction in the high birth rate. This lack of balance between popu-
lation and resources made independence economically impossible. With independ-
ence we would not drop down to the level of the poorest country of the Caribbean,
but eventually we would be down to the level of the next poorest and perhaps
worse.

Statehood is not in the cards. Nor will it be for the foreseeable future in my esti-
mation. Perhaps in some distant future science and technology will have been able
to compensate for our non-contiguous disadvantage, being fifteen hundred miles
away from our principal source of raw materials and food, and from the principal
market for the things that we produce. Expanded tourism is no substitute for manu-
facturing. Not to downgrade our many attractions, but unlike Hawaii, we face com-
petition from many nearby islands with many beaches.

Other very important factors mitigate against statehood. We are still very much a
Latin American people. We think speak, feel, pray and die in Spanish. The lack of
contiguity does not help here either. In the West and Southwest United States,
large chunks of Latin America were made a part of the United States by force in a
manner which would not be tried today. The population that came with this land
was slowly absorbed, at least partly, into the mainstream of America, and the melt-
ing pot Is doing the rest. Easy interchange of population due to contiguity has has-
tened the process and made it less painful. This would not be the case of Puerto
Rico.

When statehooders are asked what they have in mind as a substitute gainful oc-
cupation for the hundred of thousand direct and indirect jobs that will be lost if
Puerto Rico became a state, their fast answer is that mainland curious, will increase
tourism. It happened in Hawaii, they say, so why not in Puerto Rico. Ironically, pro-
ponents of statehood who now offer expanded tourism development as a job-creating
substitute for 936 manufacturing corporations, when these flee Puerto Rico under
their formula, did everything in their power to undercut the travel industry of the
island during their eight-year tenure in the 1980's. We lost about half of our tourist
hotel rooms through inattention and hostility.

Hawaii was thoroughly Americanized even to the point of paying Federal taxes
decades before It became a State. When it entered the Union, Hawaii, which has
twice the land area of Puerto Rico, had one sixth of the population. One tenth of its
population was Armed Forces personnel; the entire archipelago population, with a
few exceptions, though, felt and spoke in English. The few thousand who communi-
cated in a minor aboriginal tongue were very quickly overwhelmed, economically,
socially and culturally, by the strong, hard working New England missionaries. By
1959, Hawaii was truly ready for statehood.

Conditions in Puerto Rico are different. When the United States established its
sovereignty there, its four hundred years of Spanish history had created a Hispanic
culture; habits-including religious ones-were purely Spanish. It laws, administra-
tive practices, business mores, its intellectual, moral and aesthetic values were
Spanish. You were born, lived and died in a Spanish milieu. The strongest of cultur-
alinfluences-the language-is Spanish. A language which gave the world a rich
literature, a language in which a Cervantes was to write the universally acclaimed
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first novel of Western civilization, Don Quilote; a language spoken by more persons
on earth than any other except English. This is not a dialect used by a few thousand
aborigines, with no literature worth mentioning, easily swamped by the English
tongue and American culture.

If to four hundred years of cultural heritage from Spain, you add the lack of con-
tiguity and a population six times larger, you are faced with a problem of assimila-
tion quite different from Hawaii.

Now let us take a look at the Commonwealth status which defines the present
relationship between Puerto Rico and the mainland. This status was tailor-made for
the circumstances which prevailed in Puerto Rico almost a century ago and still
largely do today. Too many people, too few natural resources, lack of proximity to
the mainland, a different culture and language. And yet over the years of associa-
tion, a rapport has developed between these two culturally different groups, one
wealthy, large in land area and In numbers; the other small, but with a population
density approaching one thousand per square mile. Ortega y Gasset would agree
when he defined nationhood in his classic "Rebellion of the Masses": The most dis-
arate people action together on matters of great import over time will eventually
lend into dynamic nationhood. In our near-century of association, we have partici-

pated with the United States in the trials of great wars and in the joys of as yet
unfinished peaceful revolutions.

Since planning is a much disliked word in the American Zeitgeist, the United
States has, when the spirit moved it, considered Puerto Rico an integral part for
many Federal programs but not for others in a most unplanned and haphazard
fashion. Back in the early fifties, President Eisenhower agreed to correct, in part,
our lack of natural resources by giving us a special dispensation for the importation
of foreign crude oil. Mr. Chairman, at one time Puerto Rico enjoyed an oil import
quota larger than almost any state in the Union. That particular bubble was
pricked by OPEC pricing policy. Our hopes for thousands of jobs to be created by
downstream development of petrochemicals went largely down the drain. Our
unique statuF as a Commonwealth and as the poorest part of the United States was
the principal, reason behind President Eisenhower's decision. The changes made in
Section 936 in 1976 helped to pick up the slack. Economic growth continues today.
Not only do the 936 companies provide the bulk of our manufacturing jobs and
wages, but also the bulk of our bank credit resources.

Early in the '80's, President Reagan proposed the Caribbean Basin Initiative, but
failed to fund the program adequately. Goals were set but the strategy and money
to make these goals a reality were largely absent. Puerto Rico offered to assist in
the implementation and funding of the creditworthy projects of the initiative. Those
who downgrade the Commonwealth status as a valid alternative tend to forget that
if statehood became Puerto Rico's relationship with the U.S., Section 936 would soon
disappear as would the funds now generated by 936 companies. Those companies not
only are the mainstay of the Puerto Rican economy, but which will increasingly
become an important source for development credits for all the Caribbean countries
included in the CBI.

To sum up: Only under Commonwealth status, with its fiscal autonomy, can a
strong, rapid economic development program flourish in Puerto Rico and the Carib-
bean, Only under Commonwealth can Section 936 exist and do its pump-priming Job
for Puerto Rico, as well as for the rest of the Caribbean Basin Initiative countries.
CBI is the only positive, long-term American policy effort for assisting our nearest,
and poorest Latin American neighbors that has come out of Washington in the past
thirty years. It won't do the job if we dS"tiT ll6W-1t*o do the job. If stimulated by
the Congress and the Administration, it may be able to do what Puerto Rico's Oper-
ation Bootstrap did. I repeat the words of The London's Economist: one century of
development in a decade. Bootstrap, or the Fomento program as it is generally
called in Puerto Rico, has obtained world-wide acclaim. Back in 1973, the Taiwan
Government gave me a copy of a dog-eared translation into Chinese of a 1958 study
of the Fomento program done by the National Planning Association and used in the
Taiwan development effort.

Initially, the industrialization program of Puerto Rico began as a state-run effort.
This happened during World War II. It obtained the bipartisan blessing of both Sen-
ator Robert A. Taft and President Franklin D. Roosevelt, as the accompanying 1943
letters to the War Production Board attest. In 1949 when the end of the war permit-
ted private industry to do the job Puerto Rico, anticipating "Perestroika" by almost
forty years, privatized the plants the government was operating. It then embarked
on a program of private industry promotion which served as the starting point for
many of the Alliance for Progress efforts as well as for President Reagan's CBI. An
essay by Dr. Kenneth Boulding, analyzing the Fomento program, appeared exactly
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30 years ago in a publication of the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions.
I beg the members of this committee and its staff to read this brief paper and then
ask yourself; if under Commonwealth such things can be accomplished, why change
it? Why take the motor away from the tractor? Why not just install an improved or
more powerful engine?

As I approach my eightieth birth, I feel even more strongly that the pace of histo-
ry and technology are accelerating so rapidly that the political relationships most
attuned to the needs of my grandchildren and their children are difficult to predict,
and in any event, are decisions that should be made by a younger generation which
will have to live with the consequences of their choice and make it work. Common-
wealth's flexibility and dynamism is a significant virtue in this rapidly changing
world. Perhaps in the next century that time your successors in Congress will also
have other matters of great importance to consider: the creation of a United States
of North Central and South America plus Canada; for short, it may then be called
"the United America."

Back on a winter afternoon In 1961, in his apartment in Paris, Jean Monnet,
father of the unification of Europe and no mean global planner, suggested this hem-
ispheric approach to me, as a goal of the Alliance for Progress. I only wish I were
fifty years younger to see it happen. What a magnificent role tiny, under-estimated
Puerto Rico could play in furthering this stupendous objective.

Thank you.
Attachment.
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history. The fpcduatrial and technical revolution In which
we are now lTvins was -oneiauch)t is practically Impos-
sible to put a date on It. It was Inaugurated by no vio-
lence and no fanfare. We can trace Its origins perhaps
as far back as the Benedictines of the sixth century A.D.
The movement is slow and uncertain, however, until the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Then It becomes
clear that man is caught up In a new tide which i carrying
him he knows not whither. Ithe aree types of political
revolution may perhaps ultimately be sen as mere
eddies In able vast tide. Nevertheless, they are still impor.
sant in the small time perspective In which most human
decisions have to be made.

a can neither perceive nor judge change in sys-
,V Vtems unless we have some theory about the

dynamics of social syslems. There are a good many such
theories around, some of them explicit, some of them
largely Implicit and unformuled. Two such implicit
theories gulde a good deal of American thinking,

I he frst of these might be the cowboy theory. This
is the theory that 'ele ore divided In!o& ind

hs, Ud that h unesso a revolution Is to get
"BIIi guys out and the good guys In. It is not always

easy to tell the good guys from the bad guys, but, of
course, If any guys hap a to be A .he a e

ov an an u s that hapn to be on the

Other Side 0 r~vlous y . gon r uol on 0~
n n.whh uh I I usbat un th I Ind au~ bn

revolution is one n w Ic the bad guys beat up thelo-
guys, If there Is a good deal of shouting, shooting, and
running around going on, preferably on horses, the
scenario is regarded as all the more satisfactory,

A somewhat more sophisticated version of the cowboy
theory is the Liberty Dell or Independence flail theory.
This is the theory the d namics of a society depads
up on Its i n and Iat only the Ijgt
po'-concr~i utlon can be established all will be well.
Societies are divided Into those which have good consti-
tutions (like ours) and those which have bad constitu-
tions (unlike ours), A so dLvolulon then Is one that
substitutes a good constitution for a bad one and a bad
revoiuion ast-e reverse. Unfrorunalely for this theory,
the lavish copying of the American contitution, espe.
cially by South American reo.ics, dos not seem to
have resulted In uniformly satisfactory development
either economic or political. And one suspects that
mote variables in the social system have to be liken
into account.

At the level of sophisticated. explicit social theory,
we seem to have two main contenders. On the one hand,
there is the Malthusian theory of the classical economics
which Baumol has described is the "magnificent dynam-
les." This states, In effect, thai In the Ion$ run the only
revolution that Is really worth having Is one that nobody
has yet succeeded in accomplishing, This Is ellblsh-
ment of a iensine ijn abe a nce of
this all revoutions wl ta us aei so he sme ruin
a she "dismal theorem t ls ong hadO over
history, The diMW IN= is the proposition tha if
she only tal-j event the indefinite runnW.or
o-ulon station atr r y ah all sl.

~ii 'l m.and untIl thea are miserable and stry
corollary is what I have called "t ldinml

lhcor'." This In the proposition shi the
on y imate check on she growth of population, any
Improvement in man's capacities, whether In the form of
technological Inveniors or In the form of social invert.
lions, merely han the ultimate result of enablinl a oir er
o elation thn before to n, e

or, leads to me mier! .ot to Je, Ws should

noi be deluded by trmporary1od surpluses into think.
ing that the Malhusian specter has been allayed. At
present rates of increase It only takes about 700 years
before we have salatdinl-room only. Lon before this
time either the Malthusian revolution will have been
accomplished or mankind will have sunk into a world
of inconceivably teeming poverty.

The other system of explicit social dynamics Is that of
Iri, which perhaps we should designate out of respect
for Tcstamyntau.Msrxism.].nlnish theory
Wi'iboii'i-ind fairly famorllil l will not outline it
here It contlemplates ti establishment of s rich and
claisslis society by the expropriation of the cepilalist
and pcialization of sill properly In the means of produc-
lioii irhe actual predictions of Marx have, of course,
bcn largely falsified by subsequent events, but this doce
not destroy the power of the theory, It has culirjL. -."J

facntotries which f~l

jium I.o jL g hwIh It Involves a gross
eniralization of power and Is constantly exposed to
the dOmer of lray.

U r o o which docs not lit
comfortable Into any Of Tc above categories and

Jjwhich may be the most important of all In the Iong run.
ni call It the "Fomentarian revolution" In honor of a
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remarkable Institution In Puerto Rico which embodies
It. known as "Fomento.' The omeniarlan revolution
has four aspects. Its prerequisite is some kind of political
consensus In the society. It cannot develop If a society
is wracked with Internal conflicts and factional tights,
whether these are between races, cultures, clases, or
political groups. There must be some widely sharedviiOn of att and an Image of the way I"wre ltC

society can move towards Its future, This usually has
to be the work of ashig ad Kho:3 0
large numbers of people wtsha vison of tshe fsr,1
'Sometimes a succession-of leadership is required, 'TIre
charismatic but unrealistic leader may awake the people
out of their apathy and live them a sense of Identily and
purpose. Pot the revolution to be accompished, how.
ever, a new type om leadership may be neceuary-rlMag
s.9. r, I- smatir, and with A .. UU -AM e
realistic, vttLn. -

T'h'e a j llar of the Portnentarlan revolution Is
the stress that It lays onAnltato and the development
o hBnM'rsources, neceIaf a I ocety must Lv.
prepared to accept some sp¢ti'o, Oumlity 5ieut
ihi"The Interests ofutty.i'rhe developing society lot"

only requires literacy of the mass of the people, It
requires a certain type of-moral education in incuc g
a favorable attitude toward work ead auslclly and it
requires techno c s.gp& 9rLt to the snoder.,
we ligher edcatlon of the right kind occupies a
key position In this tlcat,

pilr hir i h e ntrp revolution is Ie~s~D to strike clever argis with foen srtlt.
Genunsely booulrap development Is possible, as the
history of Japan showed, 'lhe development of Japan
came almost wholly front Internal reoranliartlon and by
the acqulsitliot of knowledge rather than capital from
abroad, Por this recipe to be successful, however, a
fairly authoritarian suclal strucjre seems to
.M. W--aIn the €aeof-ijpor
Communist as In the cute of '., o a

nent ntans holding d lion ho-'d*!,-
restwauca, and aquecoing tilr farmer as hard as he can
be squetied in order to extract every last ounce of sub-
sistence for capital accumulation. In looser and more
democratic scliifirs this is hard o achive It Is hard to
resist the clamor of the people for a present share of
future benefits. Under these circunstances It Is hard to
keep real wages from rising, which means It is hard to
rep consumption from rising, which means it Is hard

to keep production ahead of consumption, which means
tu.uJe It Is hard to accumulate. Under these circumstances a

careful use of foreign Investment seems almost neces-
sary. If the Investor can be rewarded with friendly atti-
tudes and with Iong-term security, the recipient society
will not have to pay so much hard cash. With an un-
friendly and querulous attitude, on the other hand,
foreign Investment can only be attracted at a high price,
The ability to make good bargains with foreign In-
vestors is A very Important element in the success of
the Fomentarlan society.

tThe fourth pillar of Fomentarianlsm Is the most dif-
ficult of all io establish. This Is the ability to effect a
sufficlent cultural change at the level of the individual,
the family, the neighborhoods, and the small group so
that she g.ins of development can be reasonably perma.
nest and acceptable to the society. This brings us back
to Malthus, for unless the revolution encompasses some
kind of control of the population the revolution is
doomed to failure,1l he control may simply be the ability
to emigrate In ie case of Puerto Rico. This, however,
is a solution which Is not open to tile world at large, and
it cannot be regarded is permanent. Nevertheless, the

I ability to emigrate front an lircody ovcr.populated area
I may be the key, parudoxicalfy enough, to a, proe-i Tot

development which will eventually enable It to supportI
a much larger population,

If a society It to enter tite modern world, there must
also he changes in tile attitudes toward the family,
toward work, and toward Incone and saving, All these
changes, perhaps, may be summed up by saying that the
transition from ire traditional culture to what we call an

'ononric -utrc'-wTi love lo be made, Inl thaigs
oinething Inevitably Is lost, n the .aLm

N ItN we ask where is ire (trent Revolution taking
•A/us, the revolution thut is sclence and technology,

the answer may emerge that lie end product of this
revolution does not depend as much as we thought on
the means which are used or tho road which Is followed.
If one presses the Co nists on what they mean by
communism-lhat is, Ihat ideal At ,: of society toward
which they hope they are ntoving, and which they do not
now claim to have-the pat answer is, of course, that
communism Is a society in which we have "from each
according to his ability and to each according to Iris
needs," If they are pressed further on who is to be the
judge of need and ahrilly, rle answer seems to be that,
subject to tile sociilirng forces of the society, the Indi-
vidual Is to be his own judge. Certainly no dictator can
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Judge either the need or the ability of the Innumerable
variety of men. This means, therefore, that in this Ideal
world people will decide what standard of life the w h
to adopt nd then o out and o dof income

' ena to fsll It. W Iwogetting c r
sand closer to this In the United States. Whet the Cor-
munists mean by communism, therefore, tuns out to
he surprisingly like that affluent society which In also |
the end of capitalist development.

The situation Is somewhat confused at the moment by
the fact that while we have examples of both successful
and unsuccessful capitalist development, there are, s yet,

.., no clearly unsuccessful examples ofsocialistdeveloment.
This, I suspect, is because socialism is yoan .Given time,
it will have no luck of failure. The crucial long-run qu s-

i on, therefore, for anycommunity may not he whether
It likes the citlsI lothi ojlst road to develop.
ment, The uestion I whether its development is sue.

ceasful or unsuccessful in er system The good revo-
ution, whatever It is, is that which lesds to a succesful
process of development. The bad revolution is that which
does not. It may he, therefore, that we should he more
relaxed about the political form under which develop-
ment takes place, snd more concerned that, under any
fost the development should be successful.

MJhe great case for Fomentaron development where
circumstances sre such that It can be successful is that
it can also bjijy!jhnp. Socialist development In ob-
tained at a tiiiiiS*i7it, Capitalist non.development
likewise has a high cost In benefits foregone. We should 4--U
look careftilly at those social processes 7&s exemplifled
in Puerto Rico0I,fht seem to make the heat of both
worlds, that use both government and private enterprise,
both domestic reorganization and foreign Investment,
and that foment rather than whip, These ate the kinds
of revolution that one would liket see us encoursl !3.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN

I wish to state my growing sense that by the close of this session of Congress, and
accordingly, of the 101st Congress itself, we will not have sent to the President a bill
providing for a plebiscite on the status of Puerto Rico.

This would not be my wish. To the contrary. What I am about to say is sensitive. I
have a limited, but I dare to hope, sufficient sense of just how sensitive. I niean no
offense to anyone and devoutly hope that in the end I shall not have given any of-
fense.

We recall with what great expectations this matter came before us at the outset
of the first session of this Congress. On January 17 the Majority Leader received a
letter from the heads of the three principle political parties of Puerto Rico (identical
letters having been addressed to the Speaker of the House and to the President)
asking for a "resolution of the status issue" through a vote of the people of the Com-
monwealth. The text is as follows:

In the past election held on November 8, 1988, all three political parties,
which represent the three alternatives for the ultimate political status of
the People of Puerto Rico, included the need for the resolution of the status
issue in the platforms they presented to the electorate.

In accordance with the platform of the Popular Democratic Party, the
Governor of Puerto Rico announced in his Inauguration the intention of the
Government of Puerto Rico to pursue the resolution of the status question
with the Government of the United States of America and convened a
meeting of the leadership of the three political parties that represent the
three formulas.

As a result of this meeting we, the Presidents-of the Popular Democrat-
ic Party, representing Commonwealth, the New Progressive Party, repre-
senting Statehood, and the Independence Party, representing Independ-
ence-have agreed to express to the President and to the Congress of the
United States of America, that the People of Puerto Rico wish to be con-
sulted as to their preference with regards to their ultimate political status
and the consultation should have the guarantee that the will of the People
once expressed shall be implemented through an act of Congress which
would establish the appropriate mechanisms and procedures to that effect.

Towards the formulation of such an act of Congress and related policies,
we request to meet with you at your earliest convenience.

Conscious that since Puerto Rico came under the sovereignty of the
United States of America through the Treaty of Paris in 1898, the People of
Puerto Rico have not been formally consulted by the United States of
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America as to their choice of their ultimate political status, and in the understand.
ing that we are taking a momentous decision in Puerto Rican history and confident
of the commitment of the United States of America and of the People of Puerto Rico
to the principles of self-determination and government by the consent of the gov-
erned, we remain,

Cordially y, BALTASAR CORRADA DEL Rio, Pre8ident,

New Progressive Party.
RAFAEL HERNANDEZ COLON, President,

Popular Democratic Party.
RUBEN BERRIES MARTINEZ, President,

Puerto Rican Independence Party.
Some weeks thereafter, in an address to a Joint Session of the Congress on Febru-

ary 9, 1989, President Bush endorsed this proposal. He said:
There's another issue that I've decided to mention here tonight. I've long

believed that the people of Puerto Rico should have the right to determine
their own political future. Personally, I strongly favor statehood. But I urge
the Congress to take the necessary steps to allow the people to decide in areferendum.

The response in Puerto Rico was one of great satisfaction and even greater inter-
est. In June a year ago I accepted the kind invitation of the Committee on Energy
and Natural Resources to take part in a hearing on the issue held in San Juan. I
think it likely that a third of the population of the island watched our televised
hearings all da Ion , and two-thirds watched the reruns during the evening. That
same evening, I could not walk anywhere in town without being greeted by name,
usually with some apt comment on the (few) questions which I had asked that day.
The Energy Committee went forward with deliberate dispatch, and on August 2nd
reported out the bill which is now before the Finance Committee.

That was three quarters of a year ago. Nothing much has happened. It begins to
look as if nothing might. On April 10, the chairman of the House Insular and Inter-
national Affairs Subcommittee, Ron de Lugo, stated:

The House is still waiting for legislation from the Senate that was promised
last year. At some time soon, we will cross a point when it will become im-
possible to pass a bill in the House.

What happened?
Here I must declare, indeed assert, the limits of my knowledge, still more my un-

derstanding. I am no stranger to Puerto Rico. I first was there in the Navy near to
half a century ago. (And, come to think, before that had spent more time than my
mother knew in a pool hall called Los Muchachos in the original Manhattan barrio
Just north of 96th Street where the tracks come above ground on Park Avenue.) In
the Kennedy years I came to know and to admire Luis Munoz Main, and, indeed,
worked with many of his lieutenants and associates. I did not fail to note that for
them the English term "Commonwealth" was rendered "Estado Libre Asociado"
with the further provision in one of the party conferences that the latter never be
translated back into English.

At the United Nations I came upon the fierce accusations from Cuba and other
elements of the so-called nonaligned nations that Puerto Rico was held in colonial
captivity. On behalf of President Ford I answered back with, I hope, equal fierceness
that it was the fixed policy of the United States that the people of Puerto Rico wore
free to choose any relationship with the United States that they wished: common-
wealth, statehood, independence.

Shortly thereafter I came to the Senate and am, now in my fourteenth year on
the Finance Committee. During this time I have recurrently found myself dealin
with matters affecting Puerto Rico in the most direct and important ways. I think it
fair to say that my colleagues have assumed my interest in these matters reflects
the large number of Puerto Rican residents in New York State, which it surely
does. But it also reflects my experience at the United Nations and generally with
the process of colonialization and decolonialization. For make no mistake: in the
first inctance Puerto Rico was the spoil of a colonial war. It became an American
colony. It has since evolved into much more than that, yet no one should doubt the
explosive nature of the original relationship.

Moreover, I began to sense how precarious the situation of Puerto Rico was in the
Congress. Puerto Rico had friends; it had no fully empowered member. A nonvoting
resident commissioner in the House; no one at all in the Senate. Thus, in November
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1984 the Reagan administration announced a wholesale revision of the Internal
Revenue Code. The first version, known as Treasury I, simply abolished Section 936
of the Code, the economic cornerstone of the whole development policy conceived by
Munoz and those of his time. We managed to block this; but only just. Treasury I
was the work of the permanent government; it would be back.

This experience only confirmed my view that statehood would come sooner than
anyone seemed to think. I had presented this view in a speech on the Senate floor
the previous August.

Having known Luis Munoz Marin, and being a friend and admirer of so
many Puerto Rican leaders who carry on in his tradition, I must say that I
have always assumed that this tradition views Commonwealth status as in-
terim, as transitional.

Temporary economic advantages can help prepare a society for statehood
but can never indefinitely outweigh the civil advantage of full citizenship,
which only statehood can confirm.

I look to a Puerto Rico that appears at our portals asserting that the obli-
gation of citizenship can never be fully met by a citizenship that is incom-
plete. In a word, I look to the day when a Puerto Rican sense of equality
will animate a sense of the shared responsibility of equals.

What I dread is a Puerto Rico coming to us in frustration and resentment
at what it considers unequal treatment, looking to statehood as a remedy
for grievances rather than a call to duty. Do these terms seem archaic,
idealized? Perhaps. Yet I believe they would be recognized by the founders
of this Republic, who have nothing to apologize for as regards to the real.
ism of their ideals.

I might add that on that occasion I was defending the right of Puerto Rico to re-
ceive back excise taxes paid on liquor produced there. Nothing new in this. The
second bill enacted by the first Congress imposed a tariff on Caribbean rum. I con-
cluded:

I urge the Senate to give consideration to this measure, and especially
hope that it will come to the attention of our distinguished majority and
minority leaders, who will one day, they or their successors, stand on the
floor of this Senate and deal with the application by the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico for entry into the American union, asking that a pledge repeat-

- edly made to the people of Puerto Rico be honored.
In the course of the years my views have not changed. They are known in Puerto
Rico, and ought to be made known in the present debate. But I would make an Im-
portant point in this regard. I have no quarrel with commonwealth status. To the
contrary I have come to sense that to many of Munoz's time, and those who follow
him, commonwealth was not a way station, an interim period prior to statehood. It
was, to the contrary, the closest economically viable option to independence. Or at
least, it was something this side of absorption into the union of the mainland.

I respect that. Just as I respect those for whom independence is the only accepta-
ble outcome. My concern is that the process of making a viable choice should contin-
ue.

Leaving aside independence, where neither consideration arises, those who would
choose between statehood and commonwealth status face a basic dilemma.

It is this.
Statehood automatically brings a huge increase in social welfare benefits. By an

order of magnitude Consider Supplementary Security Income. The current benefit
in the commonwealth is about $-32 a month for the blind, disabled, and aged who
have insufficient Social Security or other benefits. The day statehood becomes effec-
tive, this benefit rises to $386, a tenfold increase, thereafter automatically indexed
to inflation. Similar results occur across what is now a very wide range of programs.
In the 1950s and later these benefits in the United States either did not exist or
varied greatly from state to state. In the past 30 years, however, we have more and
more tended to national benefit standards.

The impact of statehood on perhaps half the population of the island would be
instantaneous and profound. And yet, at the same time, statehood means the loss of
Section 936 benefits to industry, such that the economy loses a stimulus which has
been absolutely central to economic growth in the past two generations. (Section
936, incidentally, was a program begun in the 1920s to encourage investment in the
Philippines.)

By contrast, commonwealth status retains-for a period at least-the economic
stimulus of Section 936. But it probably means a continued low level of social wel-
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fare benefits. And the absence of a considerable range of Federal taxes. Given those
perplexities, I would offer a number of suggestions.

First of all, the executive branch and the Congress have got to undertake as much
analysis as the remaining time allows. With no intent to criticize, I must state that
some of the departments of the executive branch have been fair to mute on this
subject. The Treasury, at least, has come before us and "endorsed" S. 712 as report-
ed out by the Energy Committee, and offered a number of suggestions and reserva-
tions. Other departments with programs affected have simply come up here with no
views and less data.

Second, the parties in Puerto Rico should try to avoid taking positions that cause
anxieties here in the Congress. Those supporting statehood should be most careful
about advertising its welfare attractions. Members of Congress altogether friendly to
the people of Puerto Rico-they are, after all, our fellow citizens-could very well
not wish them to fall into the "welfare trap," as It is called, and not without reason.
Take the Food Stamp program, as an example. This began in early 1975. By 1982
fully 60 percent of the Puerto Rican population was receiving food stamps, This cost
the Federal Government some $.9 billion a year. But what did it cost the people of
Puerto Rico? I have to report that my impression from travels in the interior that it
virtually destroyed Puerto Rican agriculture. As is well known, the Congress there-
upon cut back on the program.

Similarly, those supporting continued commonwealth status should take great
care that the present seeming preference for statehood, as reflected in opinion polls,
not persuade them that the best course is to put off a plebiscite. It is now common
to read of this in the Puerto Rican press. I would presume to suggest, for example,
that there is no reason the House of Representatives should be waiting on the
Senate for a bill.

Let them write their own bill, and we will go to conference with them. This is the
normal way in which we do business. One could wish that voices were heard in San
Juan asking why the House seems to be running out the clock. For there will be no
winners in such an eventuality, or at all events, that is my view. As for "enhanced"
commonwealth status, that is surely a matter the Finance Committee will want to
consider. I will make proposals. I hope others will do so as well. "But time presses.

In the end, the great issues involved here are civic, not economic, Do the people of
Puerto Rico wish to become Americans? For that is what statehood ineluctably im-
plies. That is what statehood brings. Or do they wish to retain a separate identity?
Of', but not in, the American union. This could be a perfectly intelligent choice, and
of course, the option of eventual statehood or independence remains.

But to say again, the Congress must act. It is almost a century now since William
Graham Sumner composed his bitter epitaph on the Spanish American War enti-
tled, "The Conquest of the United States by Spain." His thesis, of course, was that
by entering the colonial lists, we would become like other imperial nations, and
suffer all their decadence and decline. Well, that hasn't happened. But we won't
know until it is made perfectly clear that our offer to Puerto Rico of choice is in fact
a fair-minded and efficacious offer. Which is to say, an offer which will shortly issue
in an actual choice being made.

I ask that two important editorials, one from The New York Times, the other from
The Washington Post, be appended to this statement.
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,The, 51 st and 52d States
Let Puerto Ricanas Decide TheirFaie, but Fairly

Puerto ilco Is not America-s Uthuanis, but It Is
unhappy with Its status as a hilhly dependent com.
monwealth. An overwhelming majority of 3.3 alI.
lion Islanders are agreed that they want change.
But as Congres Is learn agreement stops there.
What adft to the perplet Is a p llel but unre.

Columbia.
A Senate bill spportd by the Bush Adminis,

tration would offer Puro Rilcan a chance to
choose , by a binding vote net year, statehood, Im.
proved commonwealth status or independence. The
problem I to assure a fair choice. If one or another
se has pOusble reason for charging bed faith.
the rferenm could prolong the argument It Is
meant to end.

Polls for the first ume show a narrow majority
of Puerto Ricans now favrs statehood. As sent
moat has sifted. so has the tone of a longstaMing
debate. Statehood supporters now Join with advom
catu of Independence in decry coloniiLm.
Tho clamoring for enhacd commonwealth
status contend that the Senate bill Is frontloaded un.
fairly In favor of statehood.

1M argument spring from a complicated is.
tory. The U.S. acquired Puerto Rico from al.
most ncidentally in I0. In 1317, Puerto Ricans be.
came U.S. citizens, but not until 1147 did they elect a
Governor. Five years later, Congres approved an
Ingenious commonwealth arrangement, giving a
Spanish-speaking Island home rle and exemption
from Federal taxes but no vote in Federal election.

Economically, the plan made sense. Using an
additional tax break known as Section 136 of the
revenue code, Puerto Rico has provided generous
Incentives for mainland investors. But politically,
the Island has been virtually a ward of Congress,

without the clout It would wield with two senators
and six or seven representatives, plus a Presiden.
ilvote.

This sense of being secondclass citizens has
given potent Impetus to the statehood campaign. As
statehood sentiment has waxed, so has uncertainty
about Puerto Rico's tax exemptions, causing invest.
or to hold beck. To end the debate once and for all,
Gev. Rafael Hernandez Colon, a commonwealth ad.
vcate, proposed a binding referendum.

But he now faults the Senate bill as "tebly,
dangerously unbalanced." It would phase In Fed.
oraltaxes sod phase out Section 936 over four years.
Meanwhile, says the Congresilonal Budget Office,
statehood could Cost other U.S. taxpayers as much
sa $9.4 billm In additional Federal social spending;
more than half the bland's population remains
below the national poverty line.

A very different view is taken by former Oov.
Caro Romero Barcel6, a statehood proponent. He
persuasively cites similar preferential treatment

sried other Incoming states. Congress can re.
ran the balance by rewording the commonwealth

choice to give ha proponents more of what they
seek: an increased international role, an open port
for air carriers, a voice In Federal appointments
and jurisdiction over natural resources.

What Is unarguable and fundamental Is Puerto
Rko's right to sell-determination. The choice Is pri.
marly between two fornms of association with the
United States. Even the minority favoring inde.
pendence reles on reason rather than passion. Con-
gsra can reciprocate by specifying clearly and
fairly what Puerto Ricans can expect, whichever
way they vote. .
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AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER

Puerto Rican Statehood
, GAME IS being played In a most indifferent Now tei pongreslonal Budget Office has done a

Congress with the people and the future of study of te likely economic efects o statehood as
Puerto RcoThe issue therecurrent onein outline in the committee bW. From what might be

Island politics of statehood or independence 'versus called a welfare standpoint the Wland'would gain
the present mixed status of commonwealth, (and the Treasury lose), Denefits wouldrlse not just

T hlastelectionon the andin 1988 was won by earlier than taxes, but as much as $2 billion to $3
the oomimonwialth party, but It was dose. In hopes billion a yea mom. But the Puerto Rican economy Is
oftaIhg the detracting status Issue away from the, dependent on a special provision In the U.S. tax code

=ste oodvcate s lns t their heels, the- exempting from tax part of the Income of US.
ask Congress to autho- companies that invest there. As a cndoitlon of

iri a, binding, referendum. Puerto Ricans would sate d the exemption would be phased out. C1O
choose among the three broad relationship with the says that would mean las ofJobs and calculates that
United States, and Congress wouldd agree in advance within 10 years this loss on the job side would be
to give effect to the result. greater than the gain in benefits. Puerto Rico would

I'IlTe other Puerto Rican parties also supported the be both more dependent and worse off.
Sdea, as did the adminlstruon, on record As favoring The bill has now gone to the Finance Committee,
statehood. Then cme the problem, which persists, whose chairman ordered the CDO study. Finance,
bf dofining'thealtrnatives that would be voted on. which: has Juzsidiction over taxes and many benefit

*The adtitrato wanted to leave them vage programs, Is scheduled to hold a bearing this week.
,th Senate Energi n Nitural Resources Co= t- 'The Agriculture Committee, which has jurisdkiion
tee 'rightly tested, on grounds that the voters over the food stamp progt rn, an bland mainstay,
should know what they were voting for. But the must asbo be heard from before the legislation can go
committee thin produced a seriously mishapen bW,' to the do .Then the whole process would have to be
tilted sharply In favor of statehood. Thea le~lslatkin repeated In the House. There isn't ime, and there.
front-loaded the statehood motion by providing that 'lore thee nt likely to be a bill. The way the Idea
benefits would go up right away and taxes only later. has been absed and mangled thus far, that would be
O einlon ilson the land picked up an indtllh-a mercifu result. But In the meantime te people of
Sprosttehood sift. .' Puerto Rico have been badly)erked around.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ,JOSE R. OYoLA

INTRODUCTION

The experience of previous U.S. territories has been that statehood creates a new
economic environment in which the sizable gains to the majority of the people are
greater than I he losses of a few in the territory. Thus, statehood should not be
viewed solely as a budget neutral option in which the takes collected from a few tag-
subsidized 936 corporations would be at least equal to the Federal entitlements to
the poor residents of Puerto Rico.

The private sector of the economy would be a major beneficiary of a change in the
political status. Profitable opportunities would arise to make the new State of
Puerto Rico a preferred location for entrepreneurs and investors who have shunned
the island as a commonwealth. The resulting Federal revenues from the booming
private economy under statehood are hard to quantify but are not less certain than
the numbers that would be presented to the members of this Committee as "quanti-
fiable estimates."

TOURISM

Tourism would become a leading industry in Puerto Rico, like in the state of
Hawaii, Unlike manufacturing, tourism does not need Federal tax subsidies to at-
tract investors to Puerto Rico. Also, tourism does not generate tonic wastes and de-
pends primarily upon indigenous, non-exhausting resources: a year-round warm cli-
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mate, outstanding natural scenery, a hospitable people with a distinctive culture,
and a well-developed communications & transportation infrastructure.

Tourism is a big industry in Hawaii and a minor industry in Puerto Rico. Accord-
ing to the 1986 Data Book published by the Department of Planning of Hawaii there
are thirteen times more hotel units and four times more hotel employees in Hawaii
than in Puerto Rico. In 1986 there were 8,913 hotel employees in Puerto Rico, and
33,067 employees in Hawaii. Also, Hawaii had 66,000 hotel units in 1986, of which
12,000 units have been constructed since 1980. In Puerto Rico the number of tourist
hotel rooms fluctuated around 5,000 units during the 1980-1989 decade.

Why would the tourism industry achieve a quantum leap under statehood The
current commonwealth status has two drawbacks: first, most potential U.S. tourists
consider Puerto Rico as a foreign location, not as part of the United States. Also,
most U.S. tourists to the commonwealth come from a limited number of northeast-
ern states in which direct air service is available.

Under statehood two factors would work together to increase the number of tour.
ists from all of the United States: the massive publicity surrounding Puerto Rico's
entrance into the Union would change in a fundamental way the perception of the
island as a tourism site for 200 million U.S. citizens. This would be coupled with
additional direct flights to Puerto Rico from the other mainland states.

The infrastructure necessary to achieve a tripling of the size of the tourism indis-
try during the first ten years of statehood is already in place. Our international
airport is the hub of the Caribbean of American Airlines, and serves more than 20
airlines (see appendix 1). The former Ramsey Air Force base in the northwest
corner can accommodate the largest jet aircraft and would serve as the main tour-
ist entry to the western part of the island.

Another critical element already in place is current hotel investments. The states
of Hawaii and Puerto Rico would share in common the Japanese investors who have
specialized in financing, constructing and managing megahotels. Two ongoing
projects show the existing commitment of Japanese investors to developing hotels in
Puerto Rico. First, the $1 billion Costa Isabela, which will be the largest hotel resort
in the Caribbean. This is a 2,500-acre complex, with five golf courses, 36 tennis
courts, 2,000 hotel rooms and 8,000 employees (see appendix 1).

Another current hotel project has been started by Kumagai Gumi Company Ltd.
The former Conquistador Hotel in the eastern town of Fajardo will be transformed
into a tourist and residential complex with a 750-room hotel, 200 condominiums, a
recreation club, a golf course, spa, and 10,000-square-feet of swimming pools and
fountains at a cost of $162 million.

The following table contains a forecast for the tourism industry under statehood
until the year 2000. Total jobs generated by the tourism inlus.t- ,..,"nuld triple from
57,000 in 1988 to 150,000 in the year 2000. This increase would be sustained by a
three-fold increase in the number of rooms from 7,580 to 20,000 in the same period.
The 150,000 jobs generated by the tourism industry would be enough to compensate
the lack of growth in manufacturing jobs caused by the phaseout of Section 936 tax
benefits.

Commonwealth Statehood
__ 1960 -190 J 90j 1935 T18 95 2000

Demographics
Total population ........................................ 2,340,000 2,710,000 3,184,000 :,280,000 3,297,000 3,485,308 3,614,002
Population, 16 years and over ................. n; 1,383,000 1,718,000 2,094,000 2,283,000 2,321 ,088 2,519,878 2,649,063
In labor force ............................................... 625,000 1765,000 907,000 964,000 1,058,416 1,259,939 1,404,004
Employed ..................................................... 543,000 686,000 753,000 758,000 899,654 1,108,746 1,263,603
Unemployed ................................................. 82,000 79,000 154,000 206,000 158,762 151,193 140,400
Outside labor force ...................................... 758,000 953,000 1,187,000 1,319,000 1,262,672 1,259,939 1,245,060
16 years and over, percent of population .... 59. 1 63.4 65.8 69.6 70.4 72.3 73.3
Participation rate ......................................... 45.2% 44.5% 43.3% 42.2% 45.6% 50.0% 53.0%
Unemployment rate ...................................... 13.1% 10.3% 17.0% 21,4% 15.0% 12.0% 10.0%

Tourism Sector
Jobs (thousands):

In hotels .................................................................... .................. 9 8 9 18 25
In tourism Industry ........ ................... 43 42 57 113 150

Total number of jobs ........ ...... ....... 753 758 899 1108 1263
Tourism/Total .......................... 5.7% 5.5% 6.3% 10.2% 11.9%

Visitors (thousands) .................................. 348 1 1.088 1,627 1,545 2,077 3,673 5,269
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Commonwealth Statehood

1960 1970 1980 1935 1988 1995 2000

Expenditures ($ million) ............................. 58.1 235.4 615.0 722.7 1,035.0 2,197.6 3,416.0
Expenditures/visitor ($) .............................. $167 $216 $378 $468 $498 $598 $648
Rooms .......................................................... 2,309 7,116 9,619 7,702 7,580 15,000 20,000

Hotels (tourist & others) ........................ 2,309 7,116 9,415 7,420 7,079 14,000 19,500
Country inns ("paradores") ........... 0 0 204 282 501 1,000 1,500

Source of historical statistics, Planning Board Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

POPULATION

Statehood would change the fortunes of thousands in and out of Puerto Rico, lead-
ing to big population movements. A look at what happened with the population of
Hawaii will help us to discern what could happen if we become a state.

Current population estimates show that mainland Puerto Ricans now number 2.3
million and in Puerto Rico there are 3.3 million inhabitants. What would be their
fate if Puerto Rico becomes the 51st state? How many mainland residents would
come back and how many would leave the island? These are crucial questions that
can change the estimates of Federal costs and benefits from statehood. Statehood
brings economic progress, and progress attracts people. The population of Hawaii
increased 52 percent since it became a state, while Puerto Rico's population in-
creased 36 percent in the same period.

Hawaii Puerto Rico

Population change ............................................................................................................................ + 332,000 + 48 5,000
from 1960 to 1980 ................................................................................................................. ( + 52% ) ( + 36% )

Total persons, 1980 ........................................................................................................................ 9 6 5,000 3 ,19 7,000
B orn in state of residence ............................................................................................................... 58% 90%
B orn in different state ..................................................................................................................... 26% 6%
B o rn in A sia .................................................................................................................................... 1 1% 0 .1%
B orn elsew here ............................................................................. 3 9................ ................... 5% 3 .9%

As a result of the influx of people from Asia and the thousands of military person-
nel stationed in its bases, only 58 percent of Hawaii's residents in 980 were born
there. By contrast, 90 percent of Puerto Rico's population in 1980 was born here.

People born in the other states comprised 26% of the population of Hawaii and
only 6% of Puerto Rico's population. People born in foreign countries represented
11% of Hawaii's population and only'4% in Puerto Rico.

Migration and independence. The CBO Report dated April, 1990 contains a fright-
ful list of negative developments in the Republic of Puerto Rico, including wage de-
flation, skyrocketing interest rates and balance-of-payments difficulties. Under this
scenario it is probable that thousands of U.S. citizens who live in Puerto Rico would
choose to leave the island, and that there would be a massive migration to New
York, New Jersey, Massachusetts and other states with large Puerto Rican commu-
nities. In this case, the U.S. Treasury would end up paying entitlement benefits to
the low-income families who migrate, but it would not be able to collect Federal
taxes in the Republic of Puerto Rico.

ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL OUTLAYS

This report shows the Federal revenues and spending under each status. These
estimates are preliminary and subject to high variances. S. 712 is not the usual
spending or tax bill amenable to simple estimation rules. A whole territory with 3.3
million individuals would be incorporated as a new state, and many unquantifiable
factors would determine the final impact of S. 712 on future Federal budgets.

What is the appropriate length of time to make revenue and expenditure projec-
tions in S. 712? One decade would seem to be an appropriate length of time to allow
adjustments in population and in the economic sectors to the new tax environment
under statehood or independence.

The Congressional Budget Office already provided estimates of the Federal out-
lays for each option in a memo dated September 6, 1989. Two points are worth men-
tioning about these estimates: first, the estimates are incremental costs, with the
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existing commonwealth status used as the baseline. An unwary reader could con-
clude wrongly that the enhanced commonwealth status is costless. In fact, according
to the U.S. Bureau of Census, Federal expenditures under the commonwealth status
were $6.2 billion in Fiscal Year 1988.

In addition to $6.2 billion in direct Federal expenditures the commonwealth status
costs $2.1 billion in tax expenditures, according to the 1991 U.S. Budget's list of tax
expenditures. These foregone taxes represent the Federal tax savings of U.S. corpo-
rations in Puerto Rico that operate under I.R.C. Section 936.

The commonwealth status, therefore, entails more than $8 billion in Federal ex-
penditures and foregone Federal taxes per year. This permanent financial drain,
which the members of Congress need to be aware of in order to assess the total
budgetary impact of the three status options, must be taken into consideration when
analyzing the incremental cost provided in the CBO Report.

The second weakness of the CBO report is that the time period allowed is only
four years, from 1992 to 1995. The total impact on the Federal budget of S. 712 is
highly sensitive to the length of period because the U.S. Treasury would not receive
any revenues under statehood until 1995. Also, it would be unwise to make a deci-
sion to incorporate a territory forever into the union based on the budgetary impact
during the first four years of statehood.

COST TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OF THE COMMONWEALTH STATUS-FISCAL YEAR 1988

Thousands of
dollars

T o ta l .................................................................................................. .......................................................... 6 ,2 3 1, 0 00
G rants to Com m onw ealth Governm ent ...................................................................................................................... 2,389.8 11
D irect Federal Paym ents to Individuals ....................................................................................................................... 2,906,940
Federal Governm ent Procurem ent Contracts ............................................................................................................... 382,909
Federal Salaries & W ages . ........................................................................................................................................ 489 ,740
O ther Expenditure P ro t. .. ... ..................................................................................................... ....................... 6 1,600
Loan and Insurance Pro am s .................................................................................................................................... 703 ,263

Source: Federal Expenditures by State for 1Iscal Year 1988, Bureau of Census, U S, Department of Commerce, March, 1989.

Revenue and Expenditure Estimates from 1991 to 2000. The next table provides
estimates of' Federal revenues and outlays for the three status options. These esti-
mates do not include Federal spending common to all status options. The table
shows:

(a) Federal expenditures under commonwealth status from 1991 to 2000. In
1988 Federal expenditures in the commonwealth were $6.2 billion. This figure is
adjusted by subtracting Federal spending common to all the status options, and
applying a 5 percent annual inflation factor. Estimates for 1992 are $3.7 billion,
increasing to $5.5 billion in the year 2000;

(b) Federal expenditures under statehood, which would increase from $5.4 bil-
lion in 1992 to $8.6 billion in the year 2000. These estimates were obtained by
adding the incremental costs derived by CBO to the costs of the enhanced com-
monwealth status.

(c) Revenue estimates for each option. Only under statehood would the U.S.
Treasury collect significant revenues in Puerto Rico. The estimate of Federal
income taxes in Puerto Rico for 1987 is $582 million. A 5 percent annual com-
pounding factor would raise individual income taxes to $948 million in 1991 and
to $1.2 billion in year 2000.

This is a reasonable estimate, since more than $1 billion is now legally excluded
from taxes under commonwealth law, but would be taxable under statehood.

Corporate income taxes would bring in $2.4 billion in 1996 and $4.5 billion in the
year 2000. These estimates increase rapidly due to the 5-year phaseout of Section
936.

The cumulative cost of the commonwealth status from 1992 to 2000 would be
$40.7 billion in net expenditures plus $26.8 billion in tax expenditures due to Sec-
tion 936. Statehood, on the other hand, would represent $41.7 billion in outlays from
1992 to the year 2000, or $1 billion more than commonwealth. The U.S. Treasury,
however, would be able to reduce its tax expenditures due to Section 936 from $26.8
billion to $12.6 billion.

The cost of the Statehood status, including savings on tax expenditures is $13.3
billion less than enhanced commonwealth.



Puerto Rico Status Referendum Act
Federal Revenues. Outlays and Tax Expenditures. 1992-2000

1991 1992 1993 1994
STATEHOOD
Estimated Outlays **
Total Revenue

Individual income tax
Corporate income tax

Phaseout of Section 936
Tax on Puerto Rican firms

Other taxes
Net Revenues
936 tax expenditure
Net Revenue + Tax Expenditure

INDEPENDENCE
Estimated Outlays*****
Total Revenue
Net Revenues

1995

5,400 5,693 6.627 7.520 7.644
0 0 0 0 3,376

--- 0 0 0 0 948

0
0

0 0
0 0

-5400 -5693 -6627
-2510 -2610 -2710
-7910 -8303 -9337

--- 3,524 3,373 3,267

0
0

-7520
-2910
-10430

3,170

-3524 -3373 -3267 -3170

-4267
-1204
-5471

1997 1998 1999 2000 Cumulative
92-2000

7,868 8.103 8.350 8,610 65,816
4.274 5.262 5.475 5.726 24.112
995 1.045 1,108 1,185 5.282

2.488 3,210 3,310 3.410 14.224
790 1,006 1,057 1,131 4.606

-3594
-622

-4216

-2842 -2876 -28840 0 0
-2842 -2876 -2884

-41704-12566
-54270

*4 44 44 *4 4*

* * * * 4 4

4* 44 44 4* -13335

EWIANCED COMMONWEALTH
Estimated Outlays***
Total Revenue
Net Revenues
936 tax expenditure
Net Revenue + Tax Expenditure

3,724 3,873 4.067 4,270
*X 4 *t *I

-3724 -3873 -4067
-2510 -2610 -2710
-6234 -6483 -6777

-4270
-2910
-7180

4.484 4.708 4,943- 5.190

-4484
-3010
-7494

5,450

-4708 -4943 -5190 -5450
-3110 -3210 -3310 -3410
-7818 -8153 -8500 -8860

* Amount less than $5 million.
*- Unknown.

* Excludes Social Security ($1.852 million), Veterans payments ($268 million), Federal Pehrement and Disability ($145 million),
Federal sala-ies & wages ($490 million). and Procurement-t$383 million). Figures ir, ( ) are 1988 outlays.

* Statehood = Enhanced commonwealth status + CBO incremental costs
***** Independence = Enhanced commonwealih status + BO incremental costs

'-A
0

40.71 D

-40710
-26790
-67500
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Costa Isabela developers hope to start building by May
By BAP ARA LE BANC The 2.500-acre complex located on two will contrl 75 pert o Costa lsabea. Seriginh is provijag the inomyO R Sm and a half miles of beach. will have five Takeshi SekidecpL the c€panys Japa- the land. Typicaly. Japanese develop -golf courses. 36 terrins courts and a hotel n head s prwoift equity ad arrang- hbzy land i cash and then use it as equtyDeve ,rs of Puerto Rices largest- schooL With a total of 2000 hotel ooms tgfinag withb hu and invems r in for financing. esplaed John Bralow-rever re;orL the 1 billion Costa Isabela. it will employ 8.000 people. Japan vice president o Sonnenblick-Goldmansaid W-lesday they want to start con- It also will require five electrical IDG Dlereopusi Coup, a hotel ded Corp- the New York fluancial cotuStructi by May and inaugurate the first substation. a water filtration system. openm c a ila Los Anples. CalL an the project.two hotels on Oct. 12, 199. assal hospital and a fire and police ha a 25 percent aal e apanoe deverop- alao unuafly h-Plars for the five-hotel resort were station. sad Albert T. DeVuL DG c I Jrma.paese dvnrs a usuaee proet
annuatced at a pre conference presided The first ;base will include two botel Amnl B e w of the Rfecy Je said.
over by Cov. Rafael Heraindez Co*1n. -a 450-room Cvrad International and a Hotel in San Jun. and Pedo Fel . b

It was the fit official revelation of 350room Pow Seasons - and two golf owuer of LA Piedn Camtracton Corp. DeVaul sald be was not certain ifthe project, which has been the topc of c urses are cc ives yed with MC, Sekigi iend, to do no. bot. I anywid. but informal discussion for several Conrad InterntIonal is the internation- DeVal sML mae, local firm and wrcker will rmaliweek. If completed. It will be the largest al division of I[ lton Hotels which is a Lan w nt S iflon involved In the roustrction. Lebrd6 As-resort in the Caribbeai. The projected company separate from Hiltoun Interna- Beos sand St the pm en All socates. a San Jun eagieern amiuguraton date is the 50th aniversa- tiunal that rms the Carse Hilton noteL the requid lad a mer optics and dsinlld the Ie Desnuroll Metrepo-ry of the discovery of America. rSC lternatona of Bonniuls. Hawaii, bein pr'dr . ho ft 60,m will be the general contractor

Conrad lteesietlonal plans to build this 6S0-room hotla at One Cosa heabele resort. Four Smosns HMet
plans to have a 350-room hotet; Merbea Club, of Spair a 120-room hobal; aid World Leluzm. of rme
Britain. a 30-room hotel. A 11Mt hotel op xtor has not been named.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT D. REISCHAUER

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear before the Committee to discuss the Con-
gressional Budget Office's (CBO's) analysis of the possible impact of S. 712 on the
Puerto Rican economy and the Federal budget. The bill provides for a referendum
in which the citizens of Puerto Rico would choose between three options: an en-
hanced version of commonwealth; statehood; or independence.

The economic impact of the enhanced commonwealth option seems relatively un-
controversial: the enhancements that are contained in S. 712 are likely to benefit
the island, but perhaps by only a small amount. The economic effects of the other
options-statehood and independence-are likely to be far more significant, but are
also complicated, uncertain, and quite controversial.

If Puerto Rico's political status was changed to that of a state or an independent
republic, the island could experience significant economic changes. These possible
changes could involve the amounts of funds flowing between the island and the Fed-
eral government; the tax treatment of firms in Puerto Rico; the way Puerto Rico is
perceived by outsiders and its own citizens; and seemingly small, but nevertheless
consequential, changes in legal provisions governing such matters as trade, ship-
ping, and international tax relations.

In developing quantitative assessments of the likely economic impact of changes
in Puerto Rico's status, CBO has been able to estimate only some of these possible
effects. CBO's approach has been to quantify those effects that it can, given the
state of economics, while noting the unquantifiable possibilities of which it is aware.

My statement today will cover the following topics:
" The role of tax preferences in the Puerto Rican economy;
" The potential economic effects of statehood; and
" The potential economic effects of independence.

THE ROLE OF TAX PREFERENCES IN THE PUERTO RICAN ECONOMY

Much of Puerto Rico'ij postwar development reflects the complementary roles of
Federal and Puerto Rican tax preferences. This is especially true of the manufactur-
ing sector. Since 1948, Puerto Rico has largely exempted the profits of all manufac-
turers from tax. Since 1921, Federal tax provisions have, in effect, fully or partially
exempted from tax the profits of qualified U.S. corporations operating in U.S. terri-
torial possessions. This provision is known today, in amended form, as Section 936 of
the Internal Revenue Code. In order to qualify for the tax advantage, "Section 936
firms" are usually organized as wholly owned U.S. subsidiaries of mainland parents.

The Puerto Rican economy has undergone a dramatic change under the Federal
and local tax preferences. The economy has been transformed from one based on
agriculture to one based on manufacturing as well as on government, construction,
and services. Today, manufacturing concerns employ about 17 percent of Puerto
Rico's work force, compared with about 7 percent in 1950. Section 936 firms employ
over 10 percent of the work force.

Initially, labor-intensive industries, such as textiles, apparel, and leather goods,
dominated the manufacturing sector. But such industries have been leaving the
island for countries with lower wages. The pattern of expansion has shifted to such
high-technology, capital-intensive industries as pharmaceuticals, electronics, and sci-
entific instruments.

This concentration of industries reflects the incentives of Section 936. As a profit
subsidy, Section 936 is more attractive to capital-intensive than to labor-intensive
firms. Even more, however, Section 936 offers a unique tax opportunity for corpora-
tions that generate income from intangible assets, such as patents or trademarks.
To the extent that the tax code allows, firms seek to transfer intangible assets to
subsidiaries in low-tax jurisdictions like Puerto Rico. The cost of the intangible ap-
pears on the parent's books on the U.S. mainland, where the tax deduction is valua-
ble; the income of the intangible appears on the subsidiary's books, where the tax
rate is low.

Some types of corporations are well suited to take advantage of such opportunities
to shield income from tax. These firms usually have developed intangible assets
through expenditures for marketing or research and development. These companies
produce a product that is easily transported and requires a mass-production stage in
light industry. These considerations explain why Section 936 activity in Puerto Rico
is dominated by such industries as pharmaceuticals, electronics, and scientific in-
struments-industries whose firms often have subsidiaries in several foreign loca-
tions. Most of their output is exported to the mainland.
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Potential Effects of Losing Section 986 Tax Benefits
CBO concluded that Puerto Rico would grow more slowly under statehood because

statehood would imply the loss of Section 936 tai benefits. CBO-assumed that Sec-
tion 936 benefits would continue under commonwealth status. Losing that tax ad-
vantage would leave Puerto Rico at a cost disadvantage relative to other locations.
The after-tax rate of return on existing investments on the island would fall. Firms
that found themselves earning less than a normal after-tax rate of return would be
likely to curtail investment there or relocate their production.

CBO's calculations suggest that, under statehood, the reported after-tax rate of
return would fall by about nine percentage points for the average Section 936 manu-
facturer. It would fall by about eleven percentage points for firms in the chemicals,
electronics, and instruments industries, that together represent about three-quar-
ters of all Section 936 capital. These are substantial reductions; they are close to the
overall operating rates of return that corporations earn on the U.S. mainland.

For many firms, location in a low-tax foreign location could offer a significant tax
advantage over Puerto Rico under statehood. By some estimates, over half the tax
loss that statehood would imply might be recouped by relocating in a low-tax for-
eign jurisdiction. This possibility arises because deferral of U.S. tax on foreign-
source profits reduces the effective tax rate on such profits. In principle, deferral
applies only to tangible income, but U.S. firms operating abroad generally can use
legal and accounting arrangements to shield significant amounts of intangible
income from current U.S. tax.

CBO expects that Section 936 firms would be sensitive to loss of tax benefits. Sec-
tion 936 firms must file commitments with the Puerto Rican government to create
jobs in order to qualify their investment projects for exemption from Puerto Rican
taxes. In the past, such job commitments have fallen sharply when news of possible
changes in Section 936 provisions has been announced. These declines have occurred
even when commitments by local firms have changed little. Section 936 commit-
ments have once again fallen sharply during the current discussion of changing
Puerto Rico's status. An actual change in status would probably reduce commit-
ments and investment even further. In addition, Section 936 firms have demonstrat-
ed their sensitivity to tax and cost conditions by their initial decision to locate in
Puerto Rico, by their many overseas operations, and by their tendency to leave
Puerto Rico when costs become unfavorable.

Firms are more likely to reduce investment than to relocate. Moving existing
assets and production to a new location involves costs that do not apply when con-
sidering possible locations for expanded production. Beyond their investment in
flced capital, going concerns in Puerto Rico have already trained their staff, orga-
nized their supply and distribution networks, and developed relations with local
unions and government organizations. The costs of such efforts would have to be
incurred again if a firm moved to a new location.

Arguments Suggesting that Investment Would Remain Strong Under Statehood.
Several arguments have been advanced that Section 936 firms might not reduce
their investment significantly if Puerto Rico were to become a state. But CBO did
not incorporate these arguments into its analysis. In some cases CBO was uncon-,
vinced by the logic or evidence; in other cases, CBO did not have the time or re-
sources to undertake the required analysis.

The first argument states that Section 936 corporations would remain profitable
even after additional tax was imposed because they have such high before-tax profit
margins. But these high reported profits are more apparent than real because they
reflect the incentives provided by Section 936 firms to make their costs appear on
the U.S. parent's books and their income (especially intangible income) appear on
the Puerto Rican subsidiary's books. These returns to intangibles would accrue
wherever production takes place, so they would not affect the decision on location in
the absence of tax considerations.

The second argument states that new job commitments do not appear to have
slowed when rules about the reporting of intangible income were tightened in 1982
and 1986. But the tightened rules merely reduced, and did not eliminate, the unique
tax advantage provided by Section 936. They left Puerto Rico with a significant tax
advantage over alternative locations. Moreover, it is difficult to separate the effect
of these rules changes from the effect of the general business cycle.

The third argument states that Puerto Rico might still offer cost advantages
under statehood compared with other locations. For some-but not all-firms and
operations, this would be true. But a full comparison of the costs of each firm calcu-
lated for each feasible location is well beyond CBO's capabilities.
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POTENTIAL ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF STATEHOOD

Proponents of statehood argue that the dominant effects would be positive. Admis-
sion to the Union would bring with it greater visibility and reduced uncertainty
over Puerto Rico's status. As a result, outsiders would be more aware of the oppor-
tunities the island offers for tourism, investment, and trade with the remainder of
Latin America. Proponents also argue that the increase in Federal transfer pay-
ments (less new taxes) that the island would receive under statehood would stimu-
late its economy. At the same time, all observers acknowledge that statehood would
bring with it serious economic impediments, such as loss of Federal tax benefits for
investment on the island, imposition of Federal taxes on Puerto Ricans, and poten-
tially restrictive fiscal policies by the Puerto Rican government.

While many economic consequences of statehood could be significant, CBO has
quantified only two: the change in net Federal transfers; and the reduction in in-
vestment by Section 936 corporations. Other effects discussed earlier may be signifi-
cant, but there is little basis for estimating their magnitude.

The features of statehood that CBO can quantify suggest, on balance, reduced
growth prospects for the rest of the century. Overall, from 1992 to 2000, average
annual growth in Puerto Rico's real (inflation-adjusted) gross product (GNP) might
be slower by about one to two percentage points than under current status. This
translates into real GNP that would be 10 percent to 15 percent lower by 2000 than
it might otherwise have been. The decline in real GNP would reduce Federal tax
revenues and increase Federal spending in Puerto Rico. CBO does not have an esti-
mate of the response of Federal tax revenues to lower GNP. The Joint Committee
on Taxation is responsible for estimating the revenue effects of S. 712. As discussed
later, Federal spending in Puerto Rico would increase by an estimated $0.3 billion to
$0.6 billion in 2000 as a result of the economic changes. This is in addition to the
estimated $3.6 billion increase in 2000 that statehood would imply in the absence of
economic changes. A good deal of uncertainty surrounds all these estimates, suggest-
ing that they should be regarded only as rough guides to the magnitudes involved.
Changes in Net Federal Transfers to Puerto Rico

Under statehood, net Federal transfers to Puerto Rico would increase. Individuals
would become eligible for full Federal entitlements on the date of Puerto Rico's ad-
mission to the Union, assumed to be October 1, 1992. Puerto Rican individuals and
corporations would become liable for Federal taxes beginning in 1994, but these
taxes would be remitted to the Puerto Rican Treasury in 1994 and 1995. All Federal
excise taxes would be imposed, but the taxes collected would be remitted to Puerto
Rico through 1998. After 1998, the U.S. Treasury would not remit any tax collec-
tions to Puerto Rico.

In the absence of economic effects, these changes would increase net Federal flows
to the island by about $18 billion over the 1992-2000 period (see Table 1). Other
things being equal, tax collections from Section 936 firms would also increase, but
they are not included in this estimate. Those taxes reduce the income of mainland-
ers, rather than islanders. Therefore, they do not affect Puerto Rican aggregate
demand.

These changes might have two types of effect. First, the net increase in Federal
flows would increase aggregate demand on the island and stimulate the Puerto
Rican economy. Second, they might affect the supply of labor on the island and mi-
gration between the island and the mainland. CBO is unable to quantify the second
effect, but believes that its inclusion would not significantly alter the results.
Reduced Investment by Section 936 Firms

Section 936 benefits would be phased out under statehood. In 1994, a Section 936
firm would receive only 80 percent of the credit it would otherwise receive, 60 per-
cent in 1995, 40 percent in 1996, 20 percent in 1997, and no credit thereafter.
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STATIC CHANGES IN FEDERAL EXPENDITURES AND
SOURCES AS A RESULT OF STATEHOOD

REVENUES FROM LOCAL

[In millions of dollars, by United States fiscal year]

Total
Change 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 1992-

2000

Change in total spending ......... 1,666 1,810 2550 2,950 3,068 3,191 3,318 3,451 3,589 25,593
Change in Revenues from Local

Sources: I
New excise taxes .................................. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 395 414 809
Customs duties ...................................... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 163 171 334
Rum excise tax ..................................... 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 , 265 268 533
Personal tax .......................................... 0 0 16. 10 539 739 773 809 846 3,879
Tax on local corporations ..................... 0 0 0 0 274 471 .195 519 545 2,304

Total change in local source reve-
nues I .......................................... 0 0 163 10 813 1,210 1,268 2,151 2,244 7,859

Change in net transfers to Puerto Rico 1 1,666 1,810 2,387 2,940 2,255 1,981 2:050 i,300 1,345 17,734

' Excluding increased tax collections from Section 936 corporations.Sources: Congressional Budget Office; Department of the Treasury. .
Note: Revenue figures are expressed as net of remission of Federal collections to the Puerto Rican Treasury. The earned income tax credit is

netted from personal an, rather than appearing separated in enpeoditures. Beyond 1995 expenditure figures were assumed to grow at 4 percent aear. For more detail, see Congressional Budget Office, Background Materials on the Costs of the Puerto Ri Status Referendum Act" ' ov 5,1989, processed); and Testimrony of Kenneth Gideon, Assistant Secretary of the Treasory, before the Senate Committee on Finance, Nv~v. l4, 1989.

As I have already suggested, firms would probably reduce their investment inPuerto Rico substantially in response to losing Section 936 benefits. The, reduced in-
vestment would directly reduce aggregate demand on the island and would ulti-
mately reduce the island s capacity to produce.

CBO can make only a crude estimate of the extent to which Section 936 firms

would reduce their scale of operations under statehood. As was noted earlier, loss of
Section 936 benefits is more likely to discourage new investment titan it is to lead
firms to leave outright. But some firms would leave Puerto Rico even under current
commonwealth status. Such attrition is normally more than offset by expansion of
existing firms and entrance of new firms. CBO assumed that attrition would contin-
ue at its historical rate, but that the remaining firms would invest only enough to
maintain their real stock of capital. This allows the possibility that more firms
might exit while others entered or expanded, but supposes that the effects would
balance.

The investment path described would reduce the capital and output of Section 936
firms. By the year 2000, their capital would fall below baseline levels by 37 percent
to 47 percent (see Table 2). Investment would fall below the baseline by even more.
CBO assumed that the output and exports of Section 936 firms would fall below
baseline in proportion to the previous year's fall in capital.

Table 2.-ASSUMED CHANGES IN SECTION 936 GROSS INVESTMENT, CAPITAL, AND EXPORTS
In percentages of baseline levels, by Puerto Rican fiscal year]

Item changed 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 2000

High-Growth Baseline
Section 936 Gross Investment ............................................................. 0 - 26 - 30 - 56 - 59 - 73
Section 936 Capital ............................................................................. 0 - 4 - 8 - 15 - 21 - 47
Section 936 Exports ............................................................................. 0 0 - 4 - 8 - 15 - 43

Low-Growth Baseline
Section 936 Gross Investment ............................................................. 0 - 26 - 30 - 47 - 49 - 62
Section 936 Capital .............................................................................. 0 - 3 - 7 - 12 - 17 -. 37
Section 936 Exports ............................................................................. 0 0 - 3 - 7 - 12 - 33

Source: Congressional Budget Office. Note: Puerto Rican fiscal years start on July I of the preceding calendar years.

Estimating the Overall Economic Implications of these Changes
CBO's analysis of the quantifiable effects of statehood consisted of two steps:
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* Developing high- and low-growth baseline projections assuming Puerto Rico's
current commonwealth status; and

* Estimating the nA effects of the increase in net Federal transfers and the de-
crease in investment by Section 936 firms relative to these baseline projections by
using an economic model of Puerto Rico.

The Baseline Projections. CBO developed two baseline economic projections for
Puerto Rico. These are not forecasts; CBO does not have the expertise to develop
forecasts of the Puerto Rican economy. Instead, the projections are mechanical ex-
trapolations based on historical performance. They maintain consistent relation-
ships among economic variables-such as income, output, investment and exports-
and serve as benchmarks against which alternative status options can be measured.

The baselines represent the best and worst growth possibilities that can be consid-
ered likely based strictly on historical experience. Real gross domestic product
(GDP) grows at 4.4 percent a year on the high-growth path and 2.4 percent a year
on the low-growth path. In each case, output of the Section 936 sector grows 1.2 per-
centage points faster than the economy as a whole.

Estimating the Net Effects Using an Economic Model. C10 developed a model of
the Puerto Rican economy that it used to determine the net effects of changed Fed-
eral flows and reduced investment by Section 936 firms. This model makes it possi-
ble to take into account many of the important indirect economic effects of the
change in Federal transfers, as well as the loss in Section 936 investment. For exam-
ple, the model implicitly takes account of any change in investment by local Puerto
Rican firms that supply goods to Section 9:36 firms. The model also makes it possible
to estimate the amount by which Puerto Rican consumers would increase their
spending in response to increased Federal transfers, and how much this increase
would be offset by the losses in income that they would experience when Section 936
corporations and others reduced their employment on the island.

On balance, statehood would reduce average Puerto Rican growth over the rest of
the decade, given the quantifiable assumptions considered here. The economy would
probably enjoy a temporary surge in response to increased net transfers, but this
would eventually be offset by the loss of Section 930' activity. CBO's assumptions
imply that the average annual growth rate would fall by one to two percentage
points through 2000 (see Table 3). This growth shortfall translates into ten to fifteen
percentage points lower real GNP than would otherwise have occurred by 2000 (see
Figure 1). Employment growth would fall by one-half to one percentage point, which
translates into 50,000 to 100,000 fewer jobs by 2000. In the absence of changes in
labor supply or migration, these figures would roughly translate into an unemploy-
ment rate four to seven percentage points higher than otherwise by 2000.

The simulations do not take account of some other economic effects that might
occur. First, Puerto Rico might have to reduce public spending to keep its budget
balanced if tax collections fell either with slower growth or action to reduce a high
combined Federal and state income tax tate. These reductions in spending would
further act to slow growth. Second, local firms, like Section 936 firms, would face
higher taxes and might reduce their investment or go out of business. Third, Puerto
Rico's financial sector would contract because tax incentives that now induce Sec.
936 firms to make financial investments on the island would no longer apply.

Table 3.-ILLUSTRATIVE EFFECTS OF STATEHOOD ON THE PUERTO RICAN ECONOMY
IDifference from basehne of average annual growth rate, in percentage points)

1992-1995 1996-2000 1992-2000

High-Growth Baseline
Real G N P .......................................................................................................... 0 .1 - 3 .3 --1.8
Real G O P .......................................................................................................... - 0. 4 --3 .0 - 1.9
Em ploym ent ....................................................................................................... 0.1 1.9 - 1.0
Real Exports ..................................................................................................... - 2,4 .4.5 -3.6

Low-Growth Baseline
Real G N P .......................................................................................................... 0.7 - 2.3 - 1.0
Real G D P .......................................................................................................... .1 --2.2 - 1.2
Em ploym ent ...................................................................................................... 0.5 - 1.4 -- 0 .6
Real Exports ..................................................................................................... . - 1.8 - 3.0 - 2.5

SourdCCongressional Budget Office.
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FIGURE 1. ESTIMATED LEVELS OF REAL GNP UNDER STATEHOOD
COMPARED WITH ALTERNATIVE BASELINE ASSUMPTIONS
UNDER COMMONWEALTH STATUS (In billions of 1954 dollars)

6b

5 I

4

1945 1955 1965 1975 1985 1995 005

Puerto Rican Fisc.al Year

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.

NOTES: Shaded areas represent recessions in the United States.
Puerto Rican fiscal years start on July 1 of the preceding calendar years.

hs ,, statehood with high growth.is - statehood with low growth.
hb - baseline with high growth.
lb ,, baseline with low growth.

Impact on Federal Spending of Slower Economic Growth in Puerto Rico
Lower economic growth and higher unemployment in Puerto Rico would work to

increase Federal spending. Spending for unemployment insurance, food stamps, Aid
for Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), and Medicaid would all increase as
additional people and families became eligible for benefits. All of the additional ben-
efit payments in unemployment insurance and food stamps would affect the Federal
budget, and an estimated 83 percent of additional AFDC and Medicaid costs would
fall on the Federal budget.

It is difficult to estimate accurately the size of these spending increases, since
only one of these programs-unemployment insurance-is currently an open-ended
entitlement program in Puerto Rico, while all would be so under statehood. CBO
made its estimates on the basis of the Puerto Rican data for unemployment insur-
ance, supplemented with U.S. experience for food stamps, -AFDC, and Medicaid.
Using these data, CBO estimates that the economic changes implied by statehood,
coupled with the static impacts described in Table 1, might increase Federal spend-
ing by between $3.9 billion and $4.2 billion in 2000. This contrasts with the $3.6 bil-
lion Federal spending change in 2000 that would result from statehood alone, with-
out any induced economic changes.
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POTENTIAL ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF INDEPENDENCE

As I suggested earlier, Puerto Rico's economic prospects under independence are
even more speculative than under statehood. Independence could help the island if
it expanded investment and if Puerto Ricans responded with renewed energies. In
addition, it would reduce what some observers view as an excessive economic de-
pendence on the mainland United States. However, independence could be harmful
if the progressive loss in Federal transfers that would occur under S. 712 proved too
burdensome, and if obtaining capital from abroad proved as difficult as it has for
many developing countries.

CBO has focused on three of the many issues that are relevant to independence:
net Federal transfers to Puerto Rico; capacity to attract direct investment from
abroad; and capacity to finance Puerto Rico's balance of payments.
Changes in Net Federal Transfers to Puerto Rico

Under independence, Federal transfers to Puerto Rico would fall and Federal rev-
enues from local sources would rise. An annual block grant would replace current
entitlement programs, such as Food Stamps and Aid for Families with Dependent
Children. This grant would equal the 1993 level of spending on such programs and
would extend through the year 2000, when it would expire. It would not provide the
same funds as the entitlement programs would have, because it would not allow for
inflation or for the increased participation that would have occurred. The U.S.
Treasury would no longer remit collections from the excise tax on rum as it does
now. The overall result would be a decline in net fiscal flows from the United States
to Puerto Rico. As Table 4 shows, this would amount to about $7 billion from 1992
through 2000 in the absence of any economic effects. (As in the case of statehood,
these estimates exclude increased tax collections from U.S. corporations operating
in Puerto Rico.)

Table 4.-ASSUMED STATIC CHANGES IN FEDERAL EXPENDITURES AND REVENUES FROM LOCAL
SOURCES AS A RESULT OF INDEPENDENCE

lln millions of dollars, by U S fiscal year]

1-i
1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 1992-

2000

Change in Total Spending .............................. 0 0 - !00 -300 -500 -600 -800 --1.000- 1,200 4,500
Change in Revenues from Local Sources

(Rum excise tax) I .................................. 0 188 252 255 257 260 262 265 268 2,001
Change in Net Transfers to Puerto Rico ........ 0 188 -352 -555 -757 -860 --1,062-1,265-1,4681 6,507

Excluding increased tax collections from U.S corporations operating in Puerto Rico
Sources: Congressional Budget Office, Department of the Treasury.
Note. Independence is assumed to occur on January 1, 1993. For more detail, see Congressional Budget Office, "Background Materials on the

Costs of the Puerto Rico Stalus Referendum Act" (November 5, 1989, processed); and Testimony of Kenneth Gideon, Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury, before the Senate Corrnittee on Finace, November 14, 1989.

The decline in net fiscal flows from the United States would have two effects.
First, Puerto Rican aggregate demand would fall. Second, Puerto Rico would have
more difficulty in financing its balance of payments.

CBO has estimated the economic effects of the reduction in net Federal transfers
using its model of the Puerto Rican economy. The exercise isolates the effect of such
transfers by assuming that no other outside change affects the economy. Compared
with the same high- and low-growth baselines used in analyzing statehood, average
growth in real GNP would fall by 0.2 to 0.3 percentage point per year between 1992
and 2000.
Capacity to Attract Direct Investment from Ab' ad

Several issues arise in assessing an independent Puerto Rico's potential to attract
direct investment. Under S. 712, U.S. corporations in Puerto Rico would lose all ben-
efits of Section 936 upon the proclamation of independence. Puerto Rico might, how-
ever, offer several tax-related advantages. First, by maintaining its current tax
treatment, the republic could serve as a low-tax foreign jurisdiction for U.S. firms.
Second, the republic could negotiate treaties with third countries that would make
their investment in Puerto Rico more attractive than it is now. Third, the republic
could institute a tax-subsidy policy as described by independence advocates that
would be designed, in effect, to replace the benefits of Section 936.

/2""* "'' *.l
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The net effect of the possible outcomes cannot be quantified. Therefore, CBO pro-
vides no estimate of the extent to which an independent Puerto Rico might, on bal-
ance, gain or lose investment from abroad.
Capacity to Finance Puerto Rico's Balance of Payments

An independent Puerto Rico might have severe difficulty financing its balance of
payments. The problem arises because outsiders (mostly section 936 firms) provide
substantial funds for investment in Puerto Rico. The profits they repatriate repre-
sent an outflow in the balance of payments accounts. In the past, this outflow has
apparently been financed by three principal sources: net transfers from the Federal
government; Puerto Rican government borrowing in the United States, generally
through the tax-exempt municipal bond market; and direct investment by Section
936 firms.

At least two of these sources would become more restricted under independence,
and possibly all three would. U.S. government transfers would decline under inde-
pendence from the levels that CBO projects under continued commonwealth status.
Puerto Rico would lose access to U.S. tax-exempt bond markets. It would have to
pay interest rates on new bonds at least two percentage points higher than now. In
fact, like many Latin American countries, it might have difficulty borrowing abroad
at any reasonable rate. Finally, direct investment from abroad might either rise or
fall from levels that would occur under commonwealth status.

Any decline in funds from outside sources would cause the Puerto Rican economy
to contract. Either the government would have to reduce its borrowing to balance
the shortfall, or real interest rates would rise in Puerto Rico. Either case would lead
to reduced output, employment, and income in the short run. Flexible wages and
prices would mitigate the contraction, but, if the minimum wage was retained, it
would largely forestall their operation.
Other Issues Under Independence

Other factors would also affect Puerto Rico's development as a republic. First,
Puerto Rican exports to the United States would no longer automatically be duty-
free. Although S. 712 states the desire of the United States to enter a free-trade as-
sociation with an independent Puerto Rico, it makes no actual commitment to
reduce or eliminate its tariffs. At a minimum, Puerto Rico would qualify for most-
favored-nation status. Favorable U.S. tariff provisions would provide a significant
cost advantage to Puerto Rico relative to other foreign locations. Second, an inde-
pendent Puerto Rico would enjoy a cost advantage relative to U.S. locations for
firms that make intracoastal shipments. Shipments from an independent Puerto
Rico to the mainland would no longer have to be carried on U.S. vessels with U.S.
crews. Finally, the greatest imponderable might be the response of Puerto Ricans
themselves. They might respond positively by increasing work and saving in Puerto
Rico, or they might respond negatively by emigrating or sending their savings
abroad.

CONCLUSION

The effects of a change in Puerto Rico's status are extremely uncertain. CBO
cannot quantify all these effects, and those that it can quantify cannot be stated
with much precision. Therefore, while CBO's analysis may advance the debate, it
cannot be regarded as definitive. Furthermore, as with any major political event, a
change in Puerto Rico's status would require consideration of many factors beyond
the limited realm of economics.

APPENDIX

At Senator Moynihan's request, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has esti-
mated both per capita federal transfers to Puerto Ricans and growth rates of per
capita real.gross national product (GNP) under either commonwealth or statehood
status as specified in S. 712. In doing so, CBO assumed that the Puerto Rican popu-
lation would grow at 0.3 percent per year-roughly its most recent rate of growth.
This rate appears to be very close to more authoritative projections that have been
made available to CBO since the publication of its report. Under statehood, the rate
of population growth could differ from the rate under commonwealth status because
of a different rate of net migration from the island. CBO has not, however, tried to
account for any differences ii. migration that would occur under the two status op-
tions.

CBO estimated Federal transfers in 1995, as specified in S. 712, for four entitle-
ment programs-Food Stamps, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, Medicaid,
and Supplemental Security Income (Aid to the Aged, Blind, and Disabled under
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commonwealth status). These are the major Federal entitlement programs funded
by general revenues. CBO estimates that per capita Federal spending for these pro-
grams under commonwealth status would be about $400. Under statehood, this
figure would rise to about $1,250. These figures compare with estimated per capita
Federal spending of $475 for these programs on the mainland in 1995.

As the accompanying table shows, CBO estimates that real GNP per capita would
initially grow more rapidly under statehood, as it is defined in S. 712, than under
commonwealth status. But growth under statehood is likely to slow to a standstill or
to turn negative from about 1995 to 2000. Over the entire 1992-2000 period, the
quantifiable effects of statehood are estimated to reduce the average annual growth
rate from between 1.3 percent and 3.1 percent to between 0.2 percent and 1.2 per-
cent. These are not precise estimates, but are rough indications of the magnitudes
involved.

Table. ESTIMATED AVERAGE ANNUAL GROW RATES OF REAL GNP PER CAPITA IN PUERTO RICO UNDER
ALTERNATIVE STATUS OPTIONS

[in percent]

1992-1995 1996-2000 1992-2000

High-Growth Case
Com m onw ealth .................................................................................................. 2.7 3.3 3.1
S tatehood .......................................................................................................... 2 .8 0.0 1.3

Low-Growth Case
Com m onw ealth .................................................................................................. 0.8 1.5 1.2
Statehood .......................................................................................................... 1.5 - 0 .8 0.2

Source: Congressional Budget Office.

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR DOLE

Question. According to the results of the econometric model used in your study,
what would be the effect of statehood on Net Income, Wages and Salaries, Fixed
Investment, and Investment in Construction?

Answer. The ranges of percentage reductions under statehood from baseline levels
for the variables that you mention are as follows:
W age and salary disbursements ......................................................................................................... 17 percent to 25 percent
Private fixed investm ent ..................................................................................................................... 25 percent to 35 pe rcent
Private investm ent In construction ..................................................................................................... 25 percent to 35 percent
Net national product ........................................................................................................................... 13 percent to 21 pe rcent

While we are not sure what is referred to by "net income," we assumed you
meant net Puerto Rican product, which in our report is referred to as "net national
product." As shown above, the range of percentage reduction in this variable is 13
percent to 21 percent.

Question. The back-up information on the CBO study provided to the three parties
shows that wages and salary disbursements decrease under statehood from 17 to
25%. How is this figure reconciled with a much smaller proportional decrease in
unemployment (from 50,000 to 100,000 workers compared to an employed labor force
of approximately 1,000,000 in the year 2000).

Answer. One reason for sharper reductions in wages and salaries than in employ-
ment is that "losses in employment under statehood as defined under S. 712 are
concentrated in relatively high-wage jobs in the Section 936 sector of the economy.
Even at that, however, the two estimates may not be entirely consistent. CBO be-
lieves its estimate of the decline in employment is probably more reliable than its
figures on the fall in wages and salaries. The potential overstatement of the decline
in wages "should not have a significant effect on CBO's economic analysis, however,
Any impact of the excessively high decline in wages on the analysis would be offset
by the excessively low decline in profits of domestic firms that it implies, leaving
unaffected the change in total income of local firms and individuals.

Question. What are the results provided in your model on the net fiscal costs of
statehood, exclusive of Section 936 revenues? What results does your model provide
for the dynamic impact on personal and corporate non-936 taxes, excise taxes, and
social security taxes? What is the net deficit on the U.S. Treasury if CBO's estimate
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of net fiscal costs is combined with Treasury's estimate of recovery of Section 936
revenues under statehood?

Answer. CBO has not made estimates of the net fiscal costs of Puerto Rican state-
hood to the U.S. government. Such estimates must await input from other agencies.
Crude figures on some of these magnitudes were developed in CBO's economic
model as inputs to its purely economic analysis, but these estimates cannot be used
in other contexts as CBO's budget estimates.

Question. Is Treasury's analysis of recovery of Section 936 revenues under state.
hood consistent with CBO's estimates of relocation of Section 936 assets, exports and
income? Why, or why not? Explain any inconsistencies between Treasury's analysis
and CBO's relocation estimates.

Answer. While Treasury has provided no descriptio of the analysis underlying its
estimated losses in Section 936 capital and tax revenue, they appear to be roughly
consistent with CBO's estimates. Treasury estimates that at least 35 percent of Sec-
tion 936 capital income would leave Puerto Rico under statehood. This estimate
clearly seems consistent with CBO's estimated range of 37 percent to 47 percent.

Question. What proportion of disposable income is contributed by federal transfers
to individuals under Commonwealth and under statehood? Please provide figures for
the year 2000.

Answer. CBO's calculations suggest that federal transfers could rise as a propor-
tion of disposable income from projected levels of between 20 percent and 25 percent
in the year 2000 in the baseline case to levels of perhaps 35 percent to 40 percent in
the same year under statehood as it is defined in S. 712.

Question. Is the gap of 10 to 15% of GNP between statehood and Commonwealth
permanent? Would relocation of Section 936 assets continue beyond the year 2000?
Could the GNP-gap widen?

Answer. The decline in GNP relative to baseline levels would be permanent as
long as the underlying assumptions about economic policies were maintained. While
CBO has made no projections beyond 2000, it does not anticipate significant further
reductions in Puerto Rican GNP relative to the levels that would otherwise have
occurred.

Question. Statehood advocates have testified that statehood would bring an addi-
tional 100,000 direct and indirect jobs to replace the jobs lost in the Section 936
sector. Is this increase in jobs likely under statehood, over and above any additional
tourist job increases under Commonwealth? How does the imposition of Federal
taxes under statehood affect investment and job creation opportunities in the tourist
industry?

Answer. CBO cannot judge how likely it is that statehood would lead to increases
in employment as a result of factors beyond the tax and fiscal changes that are ana-
lyzed in CBO's report. It is not possible to analyze such factors using well-accepted
economic methods. The imposition of Federal taxes under statehood could increase
the costs of providing tourist services, because some tourist facilities currently qual-
ify for Section 936 tax benefits.



COMMUNICATIONS

STATEMENT OF FRANCISCO CEPERO

IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TO s THE HON. US. CONGRESS, HON. LAURA WILCOX, HONED MIHALSKI,
HON. FED., INS., MUN. COVITo HON. NISSAN MOTOR CO.. LTD.;
MR. PEDRO CEPERO & SON, HON. DISCHARGED VETERAN SONI Respondent.

FROM I JEANETTE CENTENO 584-21-9090. TOMASA MALOONDO 581-03-6508At
FRANCISCO CEPERO 580-24-6325,P. 5 noZ X30204, 66 INF
RIO PIEDRAS, P.R-. 00929.

PURPOSE to PRAYED INDEMNITIES FOR SCANDALOUS NTROLLED FEDERAL RIGHTS.

DATE I APRIL 9, 1990.

of of 01 $11 ofIof of o II i ti IS SI to i , f " of II S oi | k I Slt II of I" o f i 55 so IS t iol1o I I I I o if I to 01 IN

GRIEVANCES

Ceparo herein, former Secretary and bona-fide member of the Nice
Popular Democratic Party. respectfully comes now, alleges, prays;

1. That our Honorable Authorities enjoy Perfect, Historical MorII-
ity although without neither advanced fair hearing nor Legal Assistance
It arranged for Insular General Elections, Plebiscite of Exhibit "Al and
Plebiscite 8. 712 supported by Administrative Duties of scandalous matter
subverted in the Orderly Administration ot the Federal, Insular Les
Constitutions, Rulings, Democracy. Loyalty and the petitioners' Compenes-
tione moral, leoglly provided by the Rulinls In the Case Corta v. In-
dustrial Commission, 85 D.P.R. 241. Our beloved Popular Democrati Party
did criminally denied us the EXCELLENT help sent by out NICE USA for the

o or Citizens of Puerto Ricos..... e mere starving. mhile our Popular
emooeat$c Party did keep under Its unlamful Custody our seleries and

Sooil: Secuity Taxes,.. afterwards, me enjoyed EXCE LLENT LIVING when our
Famous USA sent us our monies.... I pray our LORD to Assist the Permanent
UNCONDITIONAL ASSOCIATION TO THE POWERFUL U.S.A. that such a HUMAN, NICE
TREATMENT extends to our Island. The fabricated Popular Democratic
Petti'e Deceitful Plebiscite may be Denied. The Exhibits B through F
arose from out Populer Democratic Perty * scandals. My honorably dis-

charged Veteran senj Me. Pedro Cepero & Son misreptsent ay properties,
monies, reputation. The Honorable Police Department's Grievance NaM
OSA46-692 refers to the Competent Chauffeur that badly destroyed my
automobile end hurt my'body and misrepresent out Premise, ay be Seked
to pay liquidated damages ror Its misrepresented Promises

THgREFORE, our Meritful Populat De ortLo Piity may. bo Ordered
to ceaed sod Desist Its sntrapesn&6.cfCeperoe employment, wagee. Socle
Security Taxeq, and liquidated damaeso amounting to five hundred fifty
thousand dollaei and equal amount for my wifes fraudulent discharge.
The shea,, olls Popular Democratic Party Pleiscite may be set sold.

Respectfully Submitted.
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33-337 - 90 - 5
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April 21, 1976

Mr. Francisco Cepero Alers
959 Malvis Stxet
Country Club
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico 00924

Dear Mr. Cepero,
Thank you for your recent letter regarding the irvlemeta-

tion of the provisions of H.R. 11200, whichh would institute a now
ovact between the Comonweaith of Puerto Rico and the United States.
I appreciate your concern in this matter, however, the bill has not
yet beon enacted into law and is under study by the Houe C0mitteeon Interior and Insular Affairs. It is my understanding that the
ukcTittee on Territorial and Insular Affairs, chaired by Congress-

ran Phillip Burton has already camenced hearings on H.R. 11200, and
plans to hold public meetings in Puerto Rico on the iract ot the

I have referred your letter to the Sub=mittee for theirreview. If I can be of any further assistance, I hope you will con-
tact me.

PWRsvo

EXHIBIT "A*
PUERTO RICO'S ADfINISTRATIVE
SCANDALOUS OrFICIAL DUTIES
NAY BE ORDERED STRICKEN HEREIN

I
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ROTA O LIBR9 ASOCIADO OR PUtNIo ICO
DEPARTAMENTO DEL TRABAJO

Negociado do Conciliacidn y Arbitrajo
SAN JUAN. P. I.

4 do febrero do 1960

r. Francisco Ceporo
Call, Lao Palmas 11051

.BSATURCB* Puerto Rioo

Istimado eftor CoporO ,

Dospuds do ml visit& a ustod l. dfa 14 del pasado meg
do snore, so comuniqud personalmento con 1 Ingeniero saeflor
Luis A. Brignoni ubdiroctor do Obras Pdblioas do la Capi-tal.

. Do la informaoi~n ofrocida por ol softor Brignoni so dospron-
do quo ustod tiono derocho a unos 60 dtaa do vaoaoionosp ol is-
ports do los cualos puedo rocibir a su oonvenionoia pasando por
e1 munloipio. to cuanto a I& liconola por entermaodsd por mo
recorder do momonto ol ooftor.S'ignoi lo quo dispono o Convo-
-lo eon la Uldn no pudd dano dot&lle# poro ustod tione do-
rocho a quo so I* paguon lo dfas on, quo ha ostado-oeormo so.
sfl lo disponga dicho convonlo •

. Cono ustod son lntorm6 ademis, quo tonfa horas extras
€e so 10 habfan side roosnsadas, In aeonejsamos paso por
I. ofioina del Negoolado do Norman on *I 2difcio Seharneco on
I& parada 26-1/2 do Santurcep donde In radicarin y tramitarin
au roolamaol6n.

Rsperando haberl oomplaoido on ou solicitud, me suecribo
Cordil fenpotev ,

SALVADOR VAZQOZ33 VARGAS
Conoiliador

EXHIBIT N"

SCANDALOUS DEPRIVATION or SALARIES
KEEP UNDER PUERTO RICO'S UNLAWFUL
CUSTODY
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DR. JULIO E. LERGIER, M.D.
Coeutorlo: 220) Ave. Iodeques Eq. Manin6, N OIeo

Sanlur. Perto RicO
mor. de Oflla
'Lun" vktaa
C". 5W. PM. TdEtoom
Sib"* 1269084
Of a ISM p.m. Lk. No. me

NOMB4RB a"~4c44.O*4LDAD ,
DIRECT u.cm A!o. .EC A

DEA -AL4214982 M/ 1232-18
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NISSAN MOTORR CO., LTD.

Tokyo 104. Jap
Telophoe: o03 543-623
Telex: . ISMO 3225W4. J24474
Cb". 'ISM1O" Tokyo

March 28, 198S

Mr. Francisco Cepero Alers
959 Malvis Street
Country Club
Rio Piedras
PUERTO RICO 00924

EXHIBIT *DO
rABRICATED DECISION UPON A
OCCEITFUL SALE OF ONE MOTOR

.-.. CAR FACTORY DErECTIVE&

Dear Mr. Copero:

We ore in receipt of your letter of December 21, 1984, directed
to both Motorambar Inc. and us.

Our records shows, however, that any pendency is not left concerning
the matter indicated in your letters. Therefore, the cae is
considered to be closed.

We regret that we cannot be of further assistance to you.

Sincerely yours,

-K. rFukunsq

Manager
Latin America & Caribbean
Export Service Department

AK/jt

c.c.: Hr. Samuel Otero
Service Manager
Motorambar Inc.

rw MW NW

0L RF: D11-0154-85
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C" UV-A* Igudo LfibI AtoCLd do Puerto RkIo
Rotv. o 4 9* Uio - epartafmento do Is Vt,, rA6

C porjc;6. do vaci6 n p y n Puerto RICO

Aputadto W, Fdo PIbd., Peto Reo 00928

A~4~ RECIBO OFICIAL

lomo dd "

cQ~RACION Ot$jI..I O INp9°,,. . . ,o
• ,'s" ~TITULO (" '

NO U'RA VA•DO "1 NO 1STA AtFAINOADO

PSEUDO CO006 su ,IDIARI.

Co frtd ke do PR m bov d a th w y V h d P oao S WO N
A,, u, . o W. Rio r Po* RlU 0092

:_ ' r en'"- REClBO OFICIAL

21957
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Dp-.rtaniento de la Viviendi-'

CORPORACION DE RENOVACION URBANA Y VIVIENDAr17", 3 DE PUERTO RICO
AVENIA SARIISOSA 606 • APARTACO W - IO WZORAS, IJIVETO RICO 00929

A PUIEN PUEDA INERE.SA.R

CERTIFICO: Qua sits Corporacidn ae proponia vender a Is estora Loreta

Alors .iralles &I &olar C-5 del proyecto PRR-23-Morop6, Asuada.

011C los terronot no vendidos del referido proyecto serln transforidoo &l

Goblerno Municipal do ASuada, conform a dispoeici6n do Loyas Estatal y

Federal aprobadas al *fecto.

QUE l Goblorno Municipal do Agueda @er& rdsponeable do Ia dispolicidn

final do dichot terronos y viene obligado a honrar los compromisoo control-

dos por eat& Corporaeci6n con anterioridad a Is transforencia de los mismos.

QUE habiondo fallecido Ia seflora Lorsta Alers Miralles, el solar C-5 sert

vendido a Is Sucesidn por *I Gobierno Municipal.

QUE ea Sucesi6n deber& someter Declaratoria do Herederos a fin do quo e1

Gobierno Municipal de Aguada tramite la transacciOn tan pronto is I* trans-

fieran los torrenom.

Jus otn Jf

WILrULLY rA8RICATED DECISION Di s6n Di ic* n Solar
UPON PUERTO RICO'S SCANDALOUS
\ADMINISTRATIVE orrICIAL DUTY,-
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STATEMENT OF HARDING S. FRANCO

Mr. Chairman: It is a great privilege for me to appear before this Finance Com-
mittee. I am doing it in my personal capacity as a regular citizen interested in the
well being of my Country the United States of America, Puerto Rico included in the
term the United States of America. I am not an economist but merely a student
willing to do my part, my contribution to the best relationship between Puerto Rico
and the mainland United States.

I respectfully request my presentation be made part of the Record at this Hear-
mn'also respectfully request the attached document addressed to but not published

by the San Juan Star Newspaper also be made part of this Hearing.
I do hereby further request the attached presentations before the Senate Energy

Commission submitted at the Hearings at Washington on June 2, 1989 and the
other presentation at the Senate Energy Commission on June 16, 1989 at San Juan,
Puerto Rico, both on Senate Bill 710, 711 and 712 in re Plebiscite for Puerto Rico,
PRESENTATIONS that were not made part of such Hearings and I do hereby re-
quest them to be included as part of the present hearings of today's Senate Finance
Committee Hearings on Puerto Rico.

I am prompted to appear because all Puerto Ricans are tired of being governed
without just representation in the Congress.

The grudge against England was taxation without representation is tyranny. In
Puerto Rico is IMPOSITION without representation is also a type of tyranny which
we hate and abhor.

We must grab this problem in the American way and solve it in the American
way. Plebiscite is not the American way. A referendum to vote for Statehood YES
OR NO is in the American way. And having exerted self and free determination
first by accepting the U.S. citizenship as our identity and later by voting for a
UnitedStates Commonwealth back in 1952 it is Congress turn to act by passing an
enabling act for statehood for Puerto Rico or by allowing a representation of Demo-
crats to sit in the Senate and at the House, this would be fairness in the American
way.

If the United States Federal Government has a commitment to all the United
States citizens of Puerto Rico to help provide for the welfare of the island common-
wealth and our economic development, then the provisions of U.S. Internal Revenue
Code Section 936 are not the required tool and certainly not an economic tool for job
creation as claimed by the Washington Office of the State of Florida because several
years have passed and job creation under Section 936 have been disappointing, nev-
ertheless we agree in that Puerto Rico should be a key part of United States efforts
in the Caribbean and in Central America, however, the existence of Section 936
serves to prove to our Caribbean NEIGHBORS that United States commitment to
its citizens of the region has been merely a complete failure.

The Congress is not optimistic about the role of the Commonwealth in handling
the Section 936 business in that which relates the Caribbean Basin policies and em-
ployment in Puerto Rico and there have not come to sight the expected changes in
these areas and Puerto Rico remains a low standard of living community in a high
cost of living area.

IRS CODE Section 936 provides the equivalent of a tax credit for earnings of
qualified corporations operating in Puerto Rico. To qualify for effective tax exemp-
tion a U.S. Corporation must derive at least 50% or more of its gross income from
the active conduct of a trade or business within a U.S. possession. Also 80% or more
of its gross income must be from possession's sources.

As expressed by the U.S. Department of the Treasury in Washington this credit
attractiveness is directly related to the amount of income the corporation can gener-
ate in Puerto Rico and there is no link to the amount of economic activity carried
on in Puerto Rico.

Increasing employment in Puerto Rico has always been and remains the principal
goal of Section 936, therefore a proposed wage credit may be used to offset U.S.
taxes on any income from Puerto Rico and might work better than the income
credit.

I honestly believe that we in Puerto Rico could have made better use of the funds
derived from Section 936 funds deposited in local banks and totalling in excess of 20
billion dollars like in helping the Iowa farmers fight the drought problems and help-
ing Massachusetts and many other states solve their crime problems.

Believe the Commonwealth thru incompetence have failed to take advantage of
the vast opportunities created by Section 936 for the Commonwealth leaders, objec-
tionably, have been working openly to constitutionally separate the Commonwealth
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from the United States in their quest for a Commonwealth by itself. Proof of this
was the stand taken by the Governor of Puerto Rico during the Senate Bill 711 and
712 and S. 710 HEARINGS on June 1989 held by the Senate Energy Commission
chaired by the Hon. Senator Bennett Johnston at which time the Governor of
Puerto Rico was rebuked on 17 of his 20 proposals for a so called enhancement of
the Commonwealth, which reminds me of the telltale of the dog biting the hands of
his master who feeds the dog.

I have mentioned the vast opportunities created by Section 936 however the in-
centives granted by Section 936 are too mild and too inadequate to solve the cata-
strophic crisis in the economy created by the U.S. Government in misgoverning a
disfranchised community of American citizens for over 90 years.

The switch from income credit to wage credit will fall short of our expectations
and it is highly recommended that instead of enacting changes in Section 936 we
support the total elimination of the entire 936 concept and therefore the Cohgress
must take the necessary steps to pass an enabling act for the admission of the U.S.
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico as the 51st state of the Union for such step alone will
offset the legerdemain of 936 corporation earnings which fatten bank deposits in
Puerto Rico without producing the expected financing; and the industrial and com-
mercial and economic growth nor the expected employment en masse,

Statehood is the only answer to our economic and political debacle for we do not
enjoy civil liberty in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico since we do not share in the
making of the congressional laws under which we are governed-and let us face it-
time has come for both the government and the people of Puerto Rico and the
United States to clear the way so we can practice and exert the full duties and
rights as American citizens under our United States Constitution.

The proposed legislation under S. 710, 711 and 712 for the offering of a plebiscite
on olitical status to a community of United States citizens is totally unconstitution-
al for there is no precedent in U.S. History whereby a choice to secede has ever
been offered a community of American citizens whose only goal is equality under
the U.S. Constitution. And we cannot establish a precedent for the citizens of any
state to secede. The jurisprudence was established by the results of the U.S. Civil
War: Once in Union, forever in the Union.

Self determination was already exerted by the Puerto Ricans when we embraced
the American citizenship in 1917 and thru the Nationality Act as amended which
declared citizens born in Puerto Rico after 1940 are deemed to be United States citi-
zens by Jus Soli, by being born in U.S. soil. And further when we voted for the es-
tablishment of the Commonwealth Constitution, thru Public Law 600 within the
body politic of the United States at which time we voted for self government in local
matters only while the U.S. Government retained all the sovereignty and authority
in the Federal sphere, so democratically and fairly we voted and exerted self and
free determination when we voted in 1952 for a United States Commonwealth, not
for a Commonwealth by itself.

The Hearings on S. 710, 711 and 712 where the Governor of Puerto Rico joined the
independence advocates in his adventure and romance with an autonomous Puerto
Rico not within the full authority of the U.S. Constitution, is enough proof that
under the Commonwealth status there is no political nor economic stability. We
must become a state to assure the investors stability will protect their investments
firmly with U.S. constitutional guarantees

And should statehood comes to Puerto Rico only a few corporations will be willing
to remove investments in Puerto Rico and transfer Commonwealth related intangi-
bles and property to foreign jurisdiction just to avoid payment of Federal corporate
taxes. The truth is that the majority of existing active corporations will remain op-
erating in Puerto Rico and statehood alone will serve to attract high caliber corpo-
rations and to increase labor intensive industries besides high tech industries.

It is claimed that the manufacturing companies are directly responsible for 53%
of Puerto Rico's net income. It is claimed that 30% of Puerto Rico's commercial
Bank liabilities are the deposits and repurchase agreements of 936 companies. It is
further claimed that 150,000 manufacturing workers represent some 19% of employ-
ment in Puerto Rico. These claims are perplexing since Puerto Rico remains in a
state of political and economic bondage where more than 160,000 families depend on
welfare payments from the United States. Under the Commonwealth government
the agricultural products of Puerto Rico that once were the bulwark of our economy
like the sugar industry, the tobacco plantations, the needlework industry, all have
been replaced by high tech industries like the electronic and pharmaceutical who
yield great earnings but fail to yield high employment especially the pharmaceuti-
cal.
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To sum it up the truth is that Puerto Rico has been struggling in side a poverty
stricken trap since 1898 as a result of oppressive laws that installed and instituted a
political disfranchisement of a community of United States citizens so Puerto Rico

as been thrown by the United States into a permanent political crisis and it is up
now for the United States to liberate 3 million American citizens by opening the
doors of political equality under full statehood.

If the United States has a commitment to all the United States citizens of Puerto
Rico to help provide for those high aims stated in the preamble of our United States
CONSTITUTION then it is duty of the Congress of the United States to follow the
command of the Constitution and sit two Senators from Puerto'Rico and sit 5 Con-
gressmen NOW.

(The San Juan Star and other media]

FROM HARDING M. FRANcO REPROVING PAT BUCHANAN'S COLUMN IN THE
WASHINGTON TIMES, FEB. 26, 1990 "P.R. AS OUR 51ST?"

Only a few-days ago a column by Patrick Buchanan a journalist wrote a pusillani-
mous political diatribe against statehood for Puerto Rico. His bamboozling harangue
reminds us of the ugly American who fails to realize that American citizens regard-
less of race are entitled to the spirit of justice and fairness embodied in our great
charters; our Declaration of Independence and our United States Constitution. His
arguments are similar to those Commonwealth advocates and paid lobbyists who ex-
press the similar silent voices of corporations placidly enjoying tax incentives in
Puerto Rico that have moved their factories from mainland cities to avoid full Fed-
eral taxation while relaxing in our tropical haven of Puerto Rico without having the
least concern for our crushed civil liberties nor for their former community sites
stateside, while not providing the high expectations of massive employment under
Section 936 of the IRS Code. It is suspected that these 936 Corporations because of
their tax privileges granted by the Commonwealth would be generously supporting
the Anti-Statehood Commonwealth government its open drive to split away from
United States constitutional ties either by the strengthening of an enhanced com-
monwealth by itself or thru the so called associated Republic which amounts to
quasi total autonomy or independence. Pat Buchanan claims there is nothing wrong
with the Commonwealth for he closes his eyes to the disfranchisement of near three
million American citizens of Puerto Rico whose only goal is statehood on equal foot-
ing with the 50 states of the Union. It is no surprise for us here in Puerto Rico to
witness the intolerance that is reflected by Mr. Patrick Buchanan's opinions and it
is history that many states of the Union were haunted by bigots who delayed and
postponed the admission to the Union of such territories squirting mud and injus-
tice to so many fine Americans in the past. Pat Buchanan is entitled to his opinion
however the statehood forces have many loyal friends in America and, like in
Hawaii, Arizona, New Mexico and Alaska, we shall overcome.

We apologize for what some nationalists did at Blair House and at the visitors
gallery of the U.S. House of Representatives for they do not represent the true
ideals of peace and justice of the Puerto Rican people and we apologize too for the
twenty anti-U.S. citizens civil right proposals expounded by the Governor of Puerto
Rico during the Hearings at Washington in re Senate Bills 710-711 and S712 recent-
ly in his quest for a too-far reaching enhanced Commonwealth by itself at which
time he was adamantly rebuked by Senator Bennett Johnston whose Senate Energy
and Natural Resources Committee rejected seventeen of the twenty proposals and
approved the remaining three subject to the sovereignty of the United States. The
truth is that many of those independence advocates will be satisfied when statehood
is granted to Puerto Rico because what makes them angry is the neglect of past
Congresses in making needful rules for the territory under its jurisdiction. Should
Mr. Pat Buchanan have given some time to study for himself the U.S. territorial
and Constitutional tradition and given additional thought to our struggle for state-
hood before writing his unwarranted column in the Washington Times he could
have saved Face and ridicule especially when so many Presidents of the United
States and Congressmen have expressed their predilection for statehood without
being concerned with an Ulster-type of reaction among localists.

Yes Mr. Pat Buchanan, there sure is an overwhelming clamor for statehood in
Puerto Rico only that we do not shoot anybody nor set up bombs to kill innocent
people. Our tools are democratic and never recourse to innuendoes, bigotry nor de-
rogatory statements.

Plebicite legislation is now being considered by the body that represents 240 mil-
lion Americans, the Congress of the United States, and such bills would allow 3.5
million United States citizens of Puerto Rico to choose either statehood on equal
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footing with the 50 states, an enhanced commonwealth which calls for splitting
away from the Constitution of the United States and surely abridges the rights of
all United States citizens who have a legal and natural interest in Puerto Rico, and
finally independence. This kind of plebiscite which the Congress is about to offer a
community of United States citizens is in fact unconstitutional just because you
cannot risk the just acquired rights of American citizens should any option other
than statehood wins at the poll sand further because it will establish a bad prece-
dent for one or many states of the Union to follow suite requesting a referendum
Puerto Rican style plebiscite doing away with-the great achievements by the Union
at the Civil War.

Pat Buchanan is frightened that Puerto Rico becomes a welfare state but he is not
reading the right history books which show that Puerto Rican civil liberties have
been held captive by the United States for over ninety years of U.S. rule without
representation at the U.S. House of Representatives and at the United States
Senate and as Samuel Johnson once said there is no civil liberty when we do not
share in the making of the laws under which we are governed. Thus Mr. Patrick
Buchanan Puerto Rico is the end product of 90 YEARS of United States regime and
rule. Here you have an island under the American Flag whose citizens were granted
the American citizenship in 1917 but were left adrift in the middle of the Atlantic
Ocean and the Caribbean Sea to be practically governed by American corporations
who never cared about the civics of fur people and who never were reminded about
their social function and responsibility towards this community of second class
Americans who were neglected by the Congress and by the different political admin-
istrations who established a colonial apparatus even worse than the Spanish or the
British for the Spaniards at least cared for the spiritual life of the people thru the
Catholic Church and the British taught their English language to their colonies. So
Puerto Rico was abandoned to local politicians who were not interested in the im-
provement of education but rather used the Spanish language as a vehicle of nation-
alism so as to create a foreign atmosphere in order to be despised and rejected as
equals to the American people to prevent the Americanization and the assimilation
of American ways of life, so that later they could claim we are different to the
mainland Americans, with a different language and a culture with the idea that we
should be left alone by Uncle Sam so as to enjoy a paradise without the duties and
responsibilities of citizenship but with the right to live on Uncle Sams' welfare.
These people however forgot that while they planned their strategy, many changes
were occurring like the birth of civic minded people who learned the American way
of life stateside and locally and who became familiar with the rights of U.S. citizens
under the Constitution of the United States and just overnight Puerto Rico became
an integral part of the United States, a permanent part of the United States, while
many mainland Americans became residents of Puerto Rico people who love this
island as a very dear and permanent part of the United States. So Puerto Rico
became the second market for U.S. manufactures in the Western Hemisphere and
the fifth market far U.S. manufactures in the world.

It is time for the Congress to understand that our citizenship is not negotiable in
a plebiscite, and that as Americans we demand to be treated as such; that me need
not any sort of plebiscites and that all that is required is a referendum to vote YES
or NO for Statehood, in the absence of an enabling act by the Congress to admit
Puerto Rico to the Union since self determination was exersiced when we accepted
our U.S. citizenship as our identification in political matters and since we already
voted for a U.S. Commonwealth in 1952 at the time we were granted the Common-
wealth Constitution giving us the right to self-government in local matters only
while we delegated thru the Federal Relations Act those responsibilities pertaining
to the FEDERAL sphere of government.

Patrick Buchanan you argue there are 300,000 embittered Hispanics who yet
dream of an independent Country yet I never hear about Pat Buchanan counting
the embittered Americans stateside who dream of a communist revolution in Amer-
ica about embittered Republicans or Democrats when they lose an election. Pat Bu-
chanan we must learn, you and I to have respect for the polls no latter how embit-
tered we feel when we do not get what we dream about. Patrick Buchanan you are
out of reality when you talk about other countries chauvinism but you forget to
mention that the Civil War did not put an end to racial antagonism which is a form
of chauvinism and one day you will be surprised with the unstoppable march of de-
mocracy aid equality before the law in this country of ours, the United States of
America. You speak that we are divided in Puerto Rico, well America is and has
been divided since our Declaration of Independence ahd our nation is divided be-
tween Republicans and Democrats and there is nothing wrong with that. Andyou
Pat Buchanan is concerned and frightened to see the Liberal State of Puerto Rico
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joining hands with the Democrats to help Ted Kennedy overturn the Reagan Revo-
lution and there is nothing wrong with that EITHER for as a matter of factual poli-
tics of checks and balances it might be the alternative to switch just for a change
and for a chance to the forgotten man on the streets of America. In this respect let
me add that Senator Edward (TED) Kennedy regardless of Camelot and Chappaqui-
dick has widely paid all his debts to American society and is now on the green
ready to serve his country like his brother did and by the way Pat Buchanan must
say I had admiration for a truly great President like Ronald Reagan however we
must open the nation's justice to the veterans of this country, to the poor, to the
elders and to our children who need education and guidance. After all we live in a
pluralistic nation where fairness to all must be the magic touch. And to refresh
your mind according to Time Magazine a state task force recently found out that

uerto Ricans have been subjected to an educational oppression along with other
ethnic groups. But I do not put the blame only on the Congress or the presidency
but on our local politicians like Munoz Marin and others who relegated the English
language to an obscure place in our history subjecting the illiterate Puerto Ricans
to live in ghettos in mainland cities to be cast away by progressive American com-
munities.

Pat Buchanan the only item you failed to talk about was the proposed sale by the
Commonwealth Government of the local Puerto Rico Telephone Company and the
pOSitive angry reaction by the labor unions. Let us make some history. In 1974 the
local Commonwealth purchased the Telephone Company from ITT for an unknown
number of millions of dollars and up to this time we the people do not know if a
commission of several million dollars were paid to the sale agent or agents and if
that was so, who else shared in the commission if any was paid. It seems that what
lies beyond the sales of the Telephone Co. and the Educational Reform is a mere
subterfuge to hide the defeat suffered by the Governor at the plebiscite hearings at
Washington on June of last year 1989. And the governor adamantly wants to
remain in power as Governor so as to continue defying the loyal Americans of
Puerto Rico and the USA. After his Waterloo at the hands of Senator Bennett John-
ston he needs money and power to challenge the Louisiana Senator. TELCO is his
weapon.

We are also interested if these moneys were accounted for by the Commonwealth
government or by the Federal Government in case this was an interstate transac-
tion; and if there was a commission paid on the sales and purchase whether this
commission was subject to payment of Federal and local income taxes. Because the
citizenry is interested in these disclosure I have requested the Federal Communica-
tions Commission at Washington to hold approval of the present deal of sale in con-
nection with the Puerto Rico Telephone Company AND IN ADDITION I have re-
quested information about any commissions to agents responsible for the transac-
tion as a public service. Because this has been a hasty transaction by the Executive
Level where even the Legislature and the opposition were ignored all the way I feel
it would be interesting to know what pieces of real estate are to be included in the
sales transaction and the status of remaining property.

I really object to the sales of public services to foreigners but mainly I do object to
the sales of public service units like the Puerto Rico Telephone Company that has
been operating with supereminent economy in favor of the people of Puerto Rico
and I resent that the Commonwealth has failed to look for other options like the
following:

1. IRS 936 Corporations having more than 20 billion dollars deposited in local
banks should invest in the education and health of this community as PART of
their social responsibility.

2. The tollgate tax for earnings repatriated to their Corporation Headquarters
without payment of Federal taxes should be increase from the present 5% to
10%.

3. Any Corporation who fails to pay the tollgate tax must be investigated and
if failure to comply with this obligation the tollgate-tax must be increased by
10%.

4. The excise taxes on foreign made cars should be increased from 26% to
50%.

5. An extra excise tax in the amount of $1.50 per bottle of Rum whether local-
ly produced or imported and including spirits of over 35% alcohol per volume;
and an additional excise tax on wines irrespective of alcoholic content not to
exceed $1.00 per one fifth of a gallon.

6. An additional gasoline tax of 10 cents per gallon.
7. An additional tax on persons travelling to any part of the world in the

amount of ONE DOLLAR per ticket-airfare.
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8. An additional excise tax on all imports from Korea, Taiwan, Japan and
Israel equivalent of 20% as reflected on the Invoice Value of the imported mer-
chandise.

9. An additional tax on such areas as determined by the local Treasury De-
partment on imports that are having excessive earnings and should contribute
to the welfare of the island.

I have objected to the sales of the Puerto Rico Telephone Company because once
in private hands there is no guarantee the consumers will not be burdened with
higher tariffs and there is no protection for employee rights.

To resume I must inform Mr. Pat Buchanan he has rendered a disservice to qual-
ity journalism to the Republican Party and to the Honorable President of the
United States Mr. George Bush whose statehood support for Puerto Rico is in the
best American tradition of justice and fairness. He deserves our support and our
gratitude. Pat Buchanan has stabbed in the back the whole community of loyal
Americans of the U.S. Commonwealth of Puerto Rico for he says we should keep
quite under the present state of benevolent slavery or political disfranchisement.

HARDING FRANCO SOTO,
PO Box 12034 San Juan, PR 00914.

STATEMENT OF Josk RJ..ONZALES-

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Finance Committee, I am pleased to have the
opportunity to speak with you today about the potential economic impact of S. 712
in Puerto Rico.

I am Jos6 R. Gonzilez and I am currently the President of First Boston (Puerto
Rico), Inc., an investment banking subsidiary of The First Boston Corporation with
offices in San Juan. I speak to you today as a former President and Chief Executive
Officer of the Government Development Bank for Puerto Rico (GDB). GDB is the
statutory fiscal agent and financial adviser for the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
and a major financial institution with assets of over $6 billion.

I represent the point of view that our political status is, and should continue to
be, an instrument for assuring the continued progress and economic well-being of
our people.

Throughout this debate, it is crucial to keep in perspective the fact that the issue
of our political status essentially responds to the desires and aspirations of our
people for stability, dignity and prosperity. Status politics is a means to an end, not
an end in itself.

As a proponent of the enhancement of the present Commonwealth relationship, I
would seek to improve, not replace, what has proved to be a practical and unequaled
creative solution for the problems of a developing society in its aspirations for digni-
ty and progress.

For almost a century, Puerto Rico has been a part of the United States. During
the first half of the century, Puerto Rico was "a stricken land," suffering from des-
perate poverty and destitution, and frustrated by the unresponsiveness and insensi-
tivity of an unrepresentative system of government. Then, with the establishment of
Commonwealth status in the early 1950 s Puerto Rico experienced a dramatic turna-
round. A new political relationship gave Puerto Rico the opportunity to pull its
economy by its bootstraps and dramatically improve socioeconomic conditions on the
island. Spearheaded by an aggressive investment promotion campaign and the effec-
tive use of its local resources, in the span of just two generations, "the poorhouse of
the Caribbean" emerged as a bustling and industrious society, which today enjoys
one of the highest standards of living in Latin America.

This dramatic improvement in living conditions was forged on the basis of a pro-
ductive and dignified partnership, through which the United States helped Puerto
Rico help itself.

What we seek today is to enhance that partnership with policy tools that wll bol-
ster our self-sufficiency, contributing in our own way to the greatness of the United
States as a small but hardworking developing society. What we seek is opportunity,
not handouts. bat we aspire to is more jobs, not more dependency.

The CBO report on the "Potential Economic Impact of Changes in Puerto Rico's
Status under S. 712" (the "Report") confirms that under Commonwealth Puerto
Rico will continue on the path of greater economic progress and growth. It also con-
cludes that with the loss of Puerto Rico's fiscal autonomy, statehood would severely
affect the capacity for growth of the Puerto Rican economy, and would in fact lead
to significant job loss. In essence, the report confirms that a change in status toward
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statehood would entail substituting jobs for welfare, making Puerto Rico both
poorer and more dependent.

This testimony will comment further on the analysis and conclusions of the CBO
Report, while attempting to place some of the critical economic and fiscal issues in
adequate perspective. More specifically, I will address the following points:

" Puerto Rico's challenge as a developing society in an insular setting with limit-
ed natural resources, and the role of fiscal autonomy in economic development.

* The general conclusions and specific estimates of the income and employment
effects of a change in Puerto Rico's political status contained in the report.

* Certain areas not fully covered by the report, including:
-the effect on Puerto Rico's access to capital markets, and;
-the effect on the Puerto Rican government sector and its financial soundness.

POLITICAL STATUS, TAX INCENTIVES AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Before reviewing the specifics of the CBO Report, however, one should spend some
time reviewing basic background information that is only briefly alluded to in the
Report- the history of modern economic development in Puerto Rico, its relationship
t,. the island's political status and the role of tax incentives.

The dilemma of achieving sustained economic growth and development for an
island society besieged by competitive disadvantages flowing from its exceedingly
scarce natural resources, chronic labor surplus and relatively remote location vis-a-
vis its natural export markets, has been at or near the center of political life in
Puerto Rico for over a century. During most of the time, however, this dilemma has
often been displaced from the top of the public debate agenda by, and almost always
has been confused with, the issue of Puerto Rico's political status.

The "resolution" of Puerto Rico's status questions does not predetermine the solu-
tion of all our problems, including our economic development challenge, because the
various alternative political statuses are not in and of themselves, economic develop-
ment programs or strategies. Alternative political statuses do provide, however, dif-
fering ranges of public policy options and instruments which, properly utilized, may
support a variety of economic development strategies. As the CBO Report makes
clear, the use of tax incentives for promotion of productive investment has been a
successfully implemented policy option of this sort for Puerto Rico under the Com-
monwealth relationship and the fiscal autonomy which is an integral part of that
relationship.

The Puerto Rican economy has undergone a remarkable transformation over the
past forty years. The Commonwealth has developed from a poverty-stricken, primar-
ily agricultural economy in 1950 to one driven by export-led manufacturing. The
manufacturing sector's share of total output increased from 17% in 1950 to 40% at
present. This transformation was the result of an economic development strategy
based on positioning Puerto Rico as a competitive, low-cost manufacturing site for
labor-intensive commodity consumer goods, such as apparel and footwear, within
the U.S. common market.

The key competitive factors which supported this strategy and made it consistent-
ly successful for over two decades included:

-The relatively low level of wages prevailing on the island in relation to the rela-
tively high productivity of the Puerto Rican worker once he was trained for in-
dustrial work;

-The relatively low cost of energy in Puerto Rico vis-a-vis the U.S., since the
island was outside the protectionist oil import arrangements of the U.S., and
was thus able to source cheaper foreign oil; and

-The relatively weak international competitive situation of the postwar years,
combined with relatively high tariff protection in the U.S. for the consurier
goods which Puerto Rico began manufacturing.

-The most significant competitive disadvantage that Puerto Rico had to over-
come was the inordinately high transportation costs associated with its particu-
lar location as an island 1600 miles away from its main supplier and export
market, while at the same time being forced to ship on high-cost U.S. flag ves-
sels under the provisions of the Jones Act. Puerto Rico began to overcome this
disadvantage in 1948 through the passage of a comprehensive program of tax
incentives for productive investment in manufacturing which, when combined
with the predecessors of Section 936 of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code, provid-
ed a strong offset to the transportation cost disadvantage and allowed Puerto
Rico to begin its transformation to an industrial society.
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This powerful combination of Federal and Commonwealth tax incentives was, of
course, rooted in Puerto Rico's traditional fiscal autonomy which dated back to the
establishment of the island's first civilian government after the Spanish-American
War. Fiscal autonomy and the policy alternatives it offered Puerto Rico, which only
began to be exploited in the 1940's, would continue to be the cornerstone of success-
ful economic development policies in Puerto Rico throughout its modern growth
phase.

The foregoing strategy and combination of competitive factors served Puerto Rico
well into the 1960's and early 1970's, although weaknesses started to appear over
time which by the mid-1970's led to a clear phase of maturity and stagnation for
Puerto Rico.

The key factors which led to declining competitiveness were:
-Beginning in the late 1950's, but accelerating throughout the 1960's and 1970's,

industries in Puerto Rico, mostly as a result of economic development itself,
were experiencing rising wage rates in excess of productivity gains. Thus,
Puerto Rico's labor cost advantage over other U.S. locations, and certainly over
newly-industrializing foreign locations, was ending. This trend reached its
climax in the late 1970's and early 1980's with the full applicability of U.S. min-
imum wage rates in Puerto Rico.

-The secular lowering of U.S. trade barriers beginning with the Kennedy Round
of tariff reductions in the early 1960's, coupled with more intense foreign com-
petition in the markets for Puerto Rico's traditional labor-intensive manufac-
tured goods, dramatically heightened competition for Puerto Rico's industries.
In latter years, particularly the early and mid-1980's, this was further exacer-
bated by significant increases in the value of the dollar, which made the U.S.
economy in general, and Puerto Rico's in particular because of the relatively
heavier weighting of manufacturing in its economy, less competitive with for-
eign countries.

-The enormous increases in oil prices in, 1973 and 1979 made energy costs in
Puerto Rico, which is almost 100% dependent on foreign oil for its energy
needs, much higher than in alternative U.S. or foreign locations.

-The high inflation/high interest rate scenario that characterized much of this
period, particularly the mid-1970's and early 1980's, was an additional negative
event for a developing economy like Puerto Rico's which is highly dependent on
external financing sources for both private and public investment flows.

The combined result of these negative developments was that Puerto Rico, which
had consistently outperformed the U.S. economy as a whole for approximately two
decades, began to suffer much lower rates of growth and higher unemployment, in
general underperforming the U.S. economy from 1975 to 1985. In 1983, for example,
unemployment peaked at 25, the highest level in recent decades.

From 1986 to the present, Puerto Rico has been able to mount a significant come-
back for the following key reasons:

-Beginning n 1986, oil prices began to collapse, leading to a dramatic improve-
ment in th current account and energy cost competitiveness of the Puerto Rico
economy. Although this trend has moderated in the last 12 to 18 months and in
fact may have reversed, energy prices are still significantly below the peaks
reached in the early 1980's.

-Beginning in late 1985, the dollar has generally weakened in relation to other
currencies, with significant competitive benefits for U.S. industry in general,
and Puerto Rico's in particular.

-Labor costs- increased more moderately in relation to productivity improve-
ments, particularly after Puerto Rico absorbed the full implementation of U.S.
minimum wages on the island by the early 1980's and this process was followed
by a relatively long period of stable minimum wage levels in the U.S., which
have only recently been revised.

-Interest rate levels and inflation have generally subsided since 1983, which has
led to a stronger public and private sector financial posture in Puerto Rico and
lower cost of capital for investment projects on the island.

-The one moderately negative factor during this period of time has been the rel-
atively diminished value of tax incentives that Puerto Rico can offer. These
have declined both as a result of the introduction in 1982 and in 1986 of new
statutory constraints on benefits available under Section 936 of the U.S. Inter-
nal Revenue Code and the generally lower corporate tax rates prevailing in
recent years.
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Nevertheless, tax incentives continued to play during this period a key role in
Puerto Rico's development strategy and in preserving the island's cost competitive-
ness.

The foregoing factors have led Puerto Rico to a relatively strong economic per-
formance over the last four years, but this is not to say that all is well and that the
island has returned to its stellar performance of the 1950's and 1960's. In fact, as
the U.S. itself knows all too well, we now live in an economically interdependent
world characterized by dramatically heightened international competition in most
industries, continuous change and volatile markets.

It is clearly not easy even for a large developed country like the U.S. to compete
in this sort of market; it is much more difficult to cope with the stringencies of such
a market for a much smaller, less well-endowed, developing society such as Puerto
Rico's.

Nevertheless, Puerto Rico, with all its limitations, has excelled in the past in
being able to design and implement an effective economic development strategy and
has over the long-term succeeded where others in our region have failed. I have no
doubt that we can again meet the challenge and continue our progress toward a
better standard of living through our own effort and ingenuity. But I also have no
doubt that an essential ingredient to continue Puerto Rico's development at this
stage is a continuation of the fiscal autonomy we have enjoyed for the last 90 years
and the valuable tax incentives that we can offer under such autonomy.

Even in light of their reduced value in a world of generally lower corporate tax
rates, such tax incentives still provide Puerto Rico with a unique "equalizing" ad-
vantage to help it overcome the island's great locational disadvantages relative to
alternative investment sites. Consequently Puerto Rico still needs, to continue on its
path to economic development, a political relationship with the U.S., like the cur-
rent one, which affords it the flexibility and breadth of action required to craft a
distinct economic development strategy, suited to its own needs and priorities, and
rooted in its own resources and limitations. An essential component of such a rela-
tionship has historically been, and should continue to be, fiscal autonomy. The sa-
lient conclusions of the CBO Report, and its assessment of the potential economic
impact of changing Puerto Rico's current political relationship with the U.S., in fact
confirm the importance of fiscal autonomy in Puerto Rico's past, present and future
economic development.

CBO REPORT

The CBO Report is, within the constraints imposed by time and data readily avail-
able for the analysis, and the limitations inherent in all econometric models, a gen-
erally good attempt at assessing the impact of a change in Puerto Rico's political
status under S. 712. Nevertheless I believe several points may be made with respect
to areas that the Report addresses directly that would tend to indicate that its con-
clusions present, if anything, a "best case" in terms of the economic costs of a
change in Puerto Rico's status.

First, my experience in both public and private sector financial management
leads me to conclude that the investment process of 936 companies is highly tax sen-
sitive, both for new and existing firms. Hence, I would conclude that the CBO's esti-
mates of the reduction in productive investment and employment by 936 firms over
time as a result of changes in the tax relationship between Puerto Rico and the
United States are if anything, too low and too slow. That is, I would expect a larger
effect to occur faster during the years subsequent to such changes.

The reason for the CBO s very significant, but less dramatic estimates of impact
on private investment and employment stem, I believe, from a relatively benign as-
sumption of the tax sensitivity of the investment process of industrial corporations
in Puerto Rico.

I would not expect this negative effect on private investment and employment to
be mitigated significantly by any sort of "political certainty" benefit accruing under
statehood. Corporate investors in Puerto Rico are among the United States' most
sophisticated transnational industrial corporations which are well accustomed to in-
vesting in foreign locations and assessing "political risk," and already operate in nu-
merous cost-effective foreign locations which may serve as alternatives for the in-
vestments they make in Puerto Rico.

Furthermore, such investors generally do not, in fact, view the Commonwealth as
possessing any significant element of "political risk" at present and are, therefore,
driven predominantly by financial and -tax criteria in their locational evaluation of
Puerto Rico vis-a-vis alternative U.S. or foreign locations. In fact, independent politi-
cal risk surveys consistently rank the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico as one of the
safest locations in the world, surpassing, in fact, many OECD countries.
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Second, the general negative trend in Puerto Rico's economic growth and unem-
ployment through the year 2000 identified by the CBO as a consequence of a change
in Puerto Rico's political status, although correct as to general direction, probably
significantly underestimates the potential adverse impact on the island's economy
because it appears that the CBO did not fully consider the impact on the non-indus-
trial, non-936 sectors of the economy.

To understand this point, one must first understand the general composition of
Puerto Rico's economy. There are only three fundamental, primary sectors in
Puerto Rico's economy: manufacturing, tourism and agriculture. A "primary sector"
for this purpose is one which generates incremental income, production and employ-
ment for Puerto Rico because it produces either: (a) an exportable good or service, or
(b) a substitute for the import of a necessary good or service. All other sectors of the
economy, such as construction, services, utilities, transportation and even govern-
ment, in fact rely upon demand for their services from the primary sectors to gener-
ate their own income and employment.

In Puerto Rico's case, manufacturing is, and has been since the 1950's, the pri-
mary sector on which the rest of the economy has relied for overall economic
growth. It currently accounts for approximately 40% of the island's gross domestic
product, while the other two primary sectors, tourism and agriculture, together ac-
count for less than 10% of gross domestic product. Hence, non-primary sectors of
the economy, which account for approximately 50% of gross domestic product in
Puerto Rico, and which rely fundamentally on the secondary income and employ-
ment effects of manufacturing activity, would suffer dramatically from any reduc-
tion, in the levels of investment and production in the industrial sector.

It is my view, furthermore, that although, in fact, Puerto Rico should strive, as a
long-term goal, to increase the contribution of both tourism and agriculture to gross
domestic product, for competitive reasons related to the island's limited land re-
sources and relatively high labor costs, neither tourism nor agriculture can in the
short-run, nor even in the longer-term, make up the income and employment losses
of the manufacturing sector to the overall economy under a change in political
status.

In sum, for the reasons stated above I believe the income and employment losses
estimated by the CBO underestimate potential economic losses to be suffered by
Puerto Rico as a result of status changes under S. 712.

Third, with respect to the analysis of the economic effects of a status change to
independence, I find the CBO Report to be surprisingly shallow in its analysis and
optimistic in its assumptions. For purposes of this statement I would concentrate on
only one element of such analysis: the external finance problems of Puerto Rico
under independence.

I believe Puerto Rico's current account "financing gap" under independence is
highly likely to be a very sizable and chronic problem because of Puerto Rico's tra-
ditionally low internal savings rate relative to our public and private investment
needs.

The Government of Puerto Rico would have to manage this current account defi-
cit in a difficult international financial marketplace which would require interest
rates approximately 200 to 300 basis points higher than the Commonwealth's cur-
rent cost of capital in the U.S. tax exempt market, on money loaned for much short-
er terms (7 to 10 years maximum versus the 20 to 30 years available in the U.S. tax
exempt market) and with much restricted availability (because of an increased polit-
ical and credit risk profile and because of the lenders' current concerns about this
kind of financing).

The combined result of these adverse changes in capital flows to Puerto Rico
under independence is likely to be a severe financial constraint on Puerto Rico's
growth potential vis-a-vis the CBO's baseline projections under the current political
status.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS ABOUT AREAS NOT COVERED IN DETAIL IN THE CBO REPORT

There are a number of areas of economic impact on Puerto Rico of a change in
political status under S. 712 that are not explicitly addressed in detail in the CBO
Report. I would like to comment on two: the effect on the market for Puerto Rico
securities and the effect on governmental finances.

THE MARKET FOR PUERTO RICO SECURITIES

As recognized by the Securities Industry Association of Puerto Rico (the "SIA") in
a Supplementary Statement delivered to the U.S. Senate Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources during public hearings on S. 712 in San Juan, Puerto Rico in
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June 1989, there are several types of Puerto Rico securities which would be adverse-
ly affected by a change in political status.

First, Puerto Rico municipal bonds that qualify under Section 103 of the U.S. In-
ternal Revenue Code are, by virtue of the Puerto Rico Federal Relations Act and
predecessor legislation, exempt from Federal, state and local taxation. This allows
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico to market its bonds to U.S. investors on a nation-
wide basis and to price those bonds at rates significantly lower than would other-
wise be achievable, given Puerto Rico's credit rating. The SIA estimated that any
change to the Puerto Rico Federal Relations Act that adversely altered the so-called
"triple tax exemption" of Puerto Rico municipal bonds by, for example, eliminating
the state and local tax exemption that is generally not a feature of U.S. municipal
bonds except within the issuing jurisdiction, would materially reduce the value of
these securities between 4% to 5% of the outstanding principal amount. This would
represent a loss in value to U.S. mainland holders of these securities of between
$400 to $500 million of the face value of the Commonwealth's outstanding public
debt as of December 31, 1988, and a corresponding potential loss to the U.S. Treas-
ury through the capital loss provisions.

Second, in addition to issuing municipal bonds that qualify under Section 10P of
the U.S. Internal Revenue Code for Federal tax exemption, Puerto Rico also issues
other types of obligations exempt from Puerto Rico income taxation for sale exclu-
sively to residents of Puerto Rico, the proceeds of which are used for the funding of
the capital improvement programs of public corporations such as the Puerto Rico
Industrial Development Company and the Puerto Rico Tourism Company, and other
public and private sector economic development projects, which for various techni-
cal reasons do not qualify for Federal tax exemption under Section 103 of the Code.
These bonds were sold on the basis of the Puerto Rico tax exemption and the cur-
rent tax status of Puerto Rico residents under Federal law, which provides that resi-
dents of Puerto Rico are generally exempt from U.S. income taxation on their
income from Puerto Rico sources. The SIA estimated that the imposition of Federal
income taxation upon residents of Puerto Rico who have invested in good faith in
these securities could devalue by approximately 10, or $100 million, these securities.

Third, the Commonwealth has for years provided support for the housing market
by providing Puerto Rico tax exemption for certain types of mortgages and mort-
gage-backed securities related to housing in Puerto Rico. This has allowed the
Puerto Rico housing market to remain strong when other markets have faltered,
and has reduced the effective cost of housing programs sponsored by the Common-
wealth. This favorable tax treatment, once again, has been based on the fact that
under the current relationship between the U.S. and Puerto Rico residents of the
Commonwealth are not subject to Federal income taxation on their Puerto Rico
source income. In this case the SIA estimated that the imposition of Federal income
taxation upon residents of Puerto Rico could result in a market devaluation of these
securities equal to approximately 8% of the outstanding face value of these securi-
ties, or approximately $150 to $180 million.

Beyond the potentially negative effects on investors' financial assets described
above, the elimination or curtailment of the current tax attributes of Puerto Rico
securities would result in a significant increase in the cost of capital for public and
private sector economic development projects and infrastructure in Puerto Rico, and
would therefore materially adversely affect the future growth of the Puerto Rican
economy. This effect, however, is not directly taken into account in the CBO Report.

GOVERNMENTAL FINANCES

A second key area of analysis of the economic impact of a change in the political
status of Puerto Rico that is not, in my opinion, adequately covered in the CBO
Report is the effect of a status change toward statehood on the finances of the
public sector of Puerto Rico.

The first critical effect that must be carefully evaluated with respect to Puerto
Rico's public sector finances is the revenue impact on the Commonwealth govern-
ment of the imposition of Federal income taxes on corporate and individual resi-
dents of Puerto Rico. Specifically, such an imposition of Federal taxes would imme-
diately tend to displace the Commonwealth's existing tax base and impair its ability
to continue funding budgetary expenditures from traditional revenue sources.

This displacement of current tax base would force the Commonwealth to choose
between increasing its tax rates to uncompetitively high levels in an attempt to pre-
serve current levels of expenditures in public services, or the implementation of
severe cutbacks in such expenditures in public services in order to be able to live
within more limited revenue sources.
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Other alternatives are not likely to provide permanent solutions to this problem.
Running a budget deficit, as an adjustment measure is not an option under Puerto
Rico's Constitution, which mandates a balanced budget and, in any case, is highly
unlikely to be an option given the stringent constraints of the credit markets on the
Commonwealth's debt management policy. Selling assets, as an alternative "stop-
gap" measure, is unlikely to generate funds over the long-term sufficient to meet
the revenue shortfalls that might be experienced under a status change, and, in any
case, the financial soundness of a policy of non-recurring asset sales to fund recur-
ring budgetary expenditures would be highly questionable and would probably lead
to an adverse re-evaluation of Puerto Rico's creditworthiness in the financial mar-
kets.

The fundamental reasons for this fiscal dilemma for the Commonwealth should
not be lost sight of, for therein lies the basic reason for not incorporating Puerto
Rico into the Federal tax system: with a per capita income that is only a third of
the U.S. national average, Puerto Rico cannot be expected to carry a full Federal
tax burden and still be realistically expected to sustain state government tax reve-
nue levels necessary to pay the cost of basic public services expected in a developing
industrial society. Hence, under statehood, the government of Puerto Rico could re-
alistically only be expected to provide a standard of public services significantly
lower than the current one, in line with its income per capita relationship to the
rest of the nation, with likely adverse effects on the quality of life on the island and
long-term increased labor migration prospects.

The second direct adverse effect on the public sector of Puerto Rico arises from
the negative consequences of a status change on the cost of capital for essential
public sector investment projects, notably infrastructure. These negative conse-
quences arise from two main sources: the loss of Puerto Rico's current tax advan-
tages with respect to its public sector borrowings, and the general deterioration of
the credit quality of the Commonwealth under a status change.

The first of these relates to the fact that the borrowings of the Puerto Rican
-public sector currently rely heavily on various key tax advantages that we described
earlier; specifically, the "triple tax exemption" of Puerto Rico bonds in the U.S. tax
exempt market, and the existence of a local tax exempt market to tap available
local savings at a relatively low rate when the U.S. market is unavailable. The loss
of these two advantages under a status change would lead to a narrower and costli-
er market for Puerto Rico bonds.

The second source of negative consequences of a status change on the Puerto
Rican public sector's cost of capital relates to the general deterioration of creditwor-
thiness of the Commonwealth as" a result of the shrinkage of its tax base and the
impairment of its revenues which was described above.

The combination of these two factors leads to sharply reduced availability of
credit to Puerto Rico's public sector and a higher cost of capital and, consequently,
lower public investment in growth-sustaining projects, particularly infrastructure
necessary to support private sector investment,, which itself would likely be con-
strained by inadequate infrastructure. This constraint, in turn, would negatively
impact aggregate demand in the economy as a whole, with a resulting reduction in
overall growth and employment in the economy vis-a-vis the CBO's baseline projec-
tions under Puerto Rico's current political status.

STATEMENT OF HEX, INC.

PUERTO RICAN STATEHOOD: A PRECONDITION TO SOUND ECONOMIC GROWTH

[By J. Tomas Hexner, Glenn Jenkins, Helen F. Ladd, and K. Russell LaMotte 11
The recent Congressional Budget Office report 2 focused attention on the poten-

tially adverse effects that eliminating section 936 of the internal revenue code

I This memorandum provides the essence of a report under preparation by Hex, Inc. of Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts. J. Tomas Hexner is the Chairman of Hex, Inc. Glenn Jenkins is the Di-
rector of the International Tax Program at Harvard Law School and Fellow, Harvard Institute
for International Development. Helen F. Ladd is Professor of Public Policy Studies at Duke Uni-
versity and Senior Fellow, Lincoln Institute of Land Policy. K. Russell LaMotte is a research
assistant at the Lincoln Institute and will attend Harvard Law School this fall.

2 Congressional Budget Office, "Potential Impacts of Changes in Puerto Rico's Status under S.
712," April, 1990.
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might have on the Puerto Rican economy. Because the shift from Commonwealth
status to statehood would require that section 936 be ended, many people have con-
cluded-from the CBO study that statehood would be harmful to the Puerto Rican
economy. The CBO report notwithstanding, we believe that the long run economic
growth of the island represents a much broader problem and that statehood is a
necessary condition for its solution.

The main points of our argument are as follows.
1. Future economic growth for Puerto Rico requires a development strategy that

is private sector oriented, that is gimmick free, that deals with the realities and dy-
namics of the 1990s and the 21st century, and that does not languish on the static
rhetoric of the mid-twentieth century.

2. Statehood is the best path to this required development strategy. By resolving
the status issue once and for all, statehood will reduce the uncertainty faced by po-
tential investors. More importantly, statehood requires the elimination of section
936 of the tax code, a subsidy that is grossly inefficient and costly to the U.S. tax-
payer, increasingly ineffective in providing jobs in Puerto Rico, and inconsistent
with the island's future long run growth. In addition, statehood will produce a more
efficient and streamlined public sector that can turn its attention to investment in
basic infrastructure and education.

3. S. 712 is basically a solid bill. It appropriately gives Puerto Ricans the right to
choose their own destiny and is sensitive to the fiscal constraints on the U.S. budget
imposed by large deficits and the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings process. However, cer-
tain changes in the timing of the transition and the nature of the statehood grant
are desirable and would help assure that statehood leads to the desired goal of pro-
moting a more effective long run development strategy for the island.

THE NEED FOR A NEW PRIVATE SECTOR ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

Puerto Rico's economy is not a case of "if it works, don't fix it." Although the
economy experienced strong economic growth during the 1950s and the 1960s as it
was transformed from an agricultural to a manufacturing economy, development in
recent years has atrophied. Currently the island is experiencing high unemploy-
ment (15 percent), low labor force participation (45 percent), and high migration to
the mainland in search of jobs (hovering around 1 percent per year). Moreover, a
1990 snapshot of Puerto Rico bears a close and uncomfortable resemblance to the
stagnation and frustration of many developing countries with the following features:
a high degree of centralization, a capital city mentality, a decaying infrastructure,
and an apparently bloated public sector, some of which is suitable for privatization.

The problem is that Puerto Rico continues to rely on an outdated development
model based on government assistance and tax incentives to attract investment.
This approach is inapplicable in today's economic and financial climate, particularly
considering the budgetary problems of both the U.S. and Puerto Rican governments.
Future economic growth in Puerto Rico should not be dependent on a tax code pro-
vision that is as inefficient, expensive, and uncertain as section 936, that benefits
special interest groups at the expense of the U.S. taxpayer, and that depends on the
caprice of Congress in a period of fiscal retrenchment. Fine tuning of the status quo
represents a wholly inadequate response and provides an inadequate stimulus and
insufficient base for Puerto Rico's long-term economic health.

Sustainable growth in Puerto Rico demands much more. Government's role is to
rovide a conducive policy setting and a sound financial foundation, not heavy-

handed controls and regulations. Successful and sustainable economic growth in
both the U.S. and throughout the world must be fueled by the response of the pri-
vate sector to the forces of the market place.

Fortunately, Puerto Rico has the assets needed for such private sector growth.
Labor is one such asset: it is relatively inexpensive (the average hourly manufactur-
ing wage is just over half of the mainland's and $2.29 lower than Mississippi's),
highly skilled, productive, and plentiful. Puerto Rico's excess supply of labor should
be particularly attractive to U.S. firms facing increasingly tight labor markets on
the mainland. Well developed financial, communication and transportation net-
works are other crucial assets. A bicultural heritage and strategic location make the
island a natural conduit between. North and South America in a period of rapid
regional economic integration. These attractions, plus an ideal climate and natural
environment, have already begun to attract major investments in the island's tour-
ism sector. Given its affiliation with the U.S., Puerto Rico also offers advantages
that similar locations competing for investment simply cannot match, including ex-
emption from U.S. tariffs, use of the U.S. dollar, and protection under the U.S. legal
system.
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None of these assets depends on an inefficient tax subsidy or Congressional gener-
osity. The potential exists for strong economic growth based on stability and private
sector initiative. We believe that statehood, with its emphasis on self-reliance, its
resolution of the status issue, and its stability, is a precondition of that growth.

ECONOMIC GROWTH AND SECTION 936

Section 936 has outlived its usefulness. While clearly helpful for promoting the
growth of Puerto Rico's manufacturing sector in past decades, section 936 is no
longer an appropriate economic development tool. Hence, opposition to statehood
should not be based on concern about the loss of 936. To the contrary, eliminating
936 will provide the stimulus needed to modernize the island's development strate-
gy.

Recent years have witnessed a dramatic change in the composition of section 936
corporations. As Puerto Rican wages have risen above those in competing Caribbean
and Asian countries (while still remaining well below those on the mainland), the
share of section 936 activity in labor intensive industries such as textiles has dimin-
ished significantly while the share in capital intensive electronics and pharmaceuti-
cals industries has increased commensurately. In 1960, chemicals and machinery
made up 22 percent of the net manufacturing income in Puerto Rico; by 1989 that
share had increased to over 73 percent. 3 Increasingly a subsidy for capital intensive
firms, section 936 represents a perverse economic development tool for the labor
surplus economy of Puerto Rico.

As a subsidy to labor, section 936 is grossly inefficient. Section 936 now primarily
transfers income to mainland parent corporations and serves as a subsidy to the
parent corporations for tax planning rather than as a stimulus for job creation in
Puerto Rico. The tax subsidy to wages is astounding. In 1983 (the latest year for
which complete data is available 4), the tax benefits received by 936 corporations
averaged 125 percent of employee compensation; for the pharmaceutical industry,
tax benefits were 265 percent of employee compensation. The bankruptcy of section
936 as an incentive to hire labor also emerges from outcome data: while manufac-
turing's share of Puerto Rico's gross domestic product increased from 29 percent to
40 percent between 1975 and 1988, the share of manufacturing income accruing to
labor declined precipitously from 48 percent to 27 percent. 5

Moreover, the 936 incentive will become increasingly ineffective in the future as
firms respond to the 1986 reduction in the U.S. corporate tax rate, to proposals out-
lined in the Treasury's White Paper on intercompany pricing,6 and to the uncer-
tainty associated with the inevitable periodic attempts by the U.S. to get rid of this
inefficient and costly subsidy.

At a time of severe budget pressure in the U.S., American taxpayers should not
be asked to give up large amounts of tax revenues for such an inefficient subsidy.
On April 26, 1990 Philip D. Morrison, the International Tax Counsel of the Depart-
ment of the Treasury testified that the 936 corporations received $2.1 billion in net
tax benefits in 1990 and that these benefits are predicted to grow at 10 percent per
year. Estimating that 75 to 80 percent could be recovered by the Treasury if 936
were phased out as proposed under the statehood option of S. 712, he predicted that
an additional $2.7 to $2.9 billion (in 1990 dollars) would be available to the U.S.
Treasury by 1997.

It is time for both Congress and Puerto Ricans to acknowledge the need for
change. The U.S. needs cost effective programs and Puerto Rico needs investment in
people and facilities that effectively promote private sector development and income
for Puerto Ricans. Whether or not statehood is adopted, section 936 should be elimi-
nated. The statehood option is desirable in that it forces an immediate change in
the island's development strategy while at the same time providing the precondi-
tions for an alternative economic vision.

A BRIEF DIGRESSION ON FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Statehood also calls for the extension of full Federal entitlement programs to
Puerto Rico. How might this extension affect the island's long term economic
growth? Critics claim that expanded welfare would cause over-dependence to the

3 April, 1990 CBO Report, Table 3.
4 Data on section 936 corporations is from the Department of Treasury, "The Operation and

Effect of the Possessions Corporation System of Taxation, Sixth Report," March 1989.
- Puerto Rico Planning Board, "Economic Report to the Governor 1988," Tables 9 and 11.

Treasury Department, Office of International Tax Counsel, Office of Tak Analysis, A Study
of Intercompany Pricing, October 18, 1988.
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detriment of productive work and real economic expansion. Proponents of statehood
point to the stimulation of aggregate demand associated with the inflow of Federal
funds and draw attention to the national trend of combining skill development and
training with welfare programs. Neither argument is without merit, but both miss
the main point. The real issue is not what increased entitlements will do to stimu-
late demand or reduce work effort, but rather whether the economy can generate
jobs. Without more jobs and sustained economic growth, Puerto Ricans will continue
to be poor, to be dependent on Federal welfare, and to migrate to the mainland to
find work. Solving the job problem calls for a shift to statehood. Statehood both
builds the foundation for economic growth and also assures a more adequate safety
net of fair social- welfare programs.

PRESSURE TO RESTRUCTURE THE PUBIJC SECTOR

A political fact of life: without statehood, the size and efficiency of the Puerto
Rican public sector will not change. Casting no aspersions on the multitude of sin-
cere and dedicated government officials, the Puerto Rican public sector, when
viewed from a macro perspective, appears beset by problems including a bloated
payroll, a centralized bureaucracy, a history of balancing the budget with one-time
windfalls and gimmicks, a lack of accountability, and poor planning and insufficient
investment in infrastructure and public works.

Between 1975 and 1988 the average annual growth rate of public sector employ-
ment was 2.6 percent, substantially higher than the 1.4 percent growth rate of non-
government employment. 7 A 1985 prominent citizens' report commissioned (and
seemingly ignored) by the current Governor recommended a vast overhaul of the
Commonwealth's governmental structure on the grounds that this bureaucratic
growth was an ad hoc response to employment crises on the island and did not rep-
resent improved service delivery.8 A more recent May 6, 1990 article in the San
Juan Star echoed this diagnosis, attributing the growth to the "Twin traditions of
political patronage and government expansion to reduce unemployment." The 1985
report goes on to argue that the expansion of government has harmed Puerto Rico's
private sector: "The government has assumed responsibilities and direct operations
in the country's economic sector in which private capital enjoys a comparative ad-
vantage in providing more efficient service." 9 The reference here is to public sector
involvement in traditionally private sector activities such as shipping, commercial
banking and other enterprises.

Statehood will force changes in the way the Puerto Rican government operates.
On the one hand, additional Federal funds for entitlement programs will free up
some locally generated funds for other purposes. On the other hand, Puerto Rican
taxpayers newly subject to Federal taxes will demand lower Puerto Rican income
taxes, a more streamlined public sector, and possibly some decentralization of taxes
and spending to the municipal level. A combination of privatization of various ac-
tivities, spending cuts, and alternative revenue sources would provide space for the
imposition of the new Federal income taxes with no increase in the (already high)
tax burdens on Puerto Ricans. An overhaul of the ineffective collections process
would (with the assistance of the Internal Revenue Service) also yield substantial
revenues: a 1987 report on tax reform in Puerto Rico prepared by Booz, Allen &
Iam ton estimated that $1.5 billion in personal income is currently untaxed be-
cause of non-filing and under-reporting and that an additional $135 million could be
collected by improving the administration, enforcement, and compliance incentives.

No economy seeking investment and reinvestment can afford a bloated and reput-
edly irieecfftive and overcentralized public sector. Long run growth is possible only
with meanih.gful and painful public sector cuts to generate some of the funds neces-
sary for refuri-shing the infrastructure and for reducing the island's tax burden.
Only statehood wili force these painful but essential decisions.

THE STATEHOOD iOVISIONS OF S. 712: NEEDED ADJUSTMENTS

With minor changes to the current version of S. 712, the transition to statehood
can be accomplished with minimal disruption and in compliance with the discipline
of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings legislation. Under a slightly modified transition
plan, between 1992 and 2000 statehood would generate over $2.5 billion (in net

Treasury Department, "Sixth Report," Table 3.3.8 See "A Study on the Organization and Function of the Executive Branch of the Puerto
Rican Government," prepared by the Committee for the Economic Development of Puerto Rico,
1985.

9 Committee for the Economic Development of Puerto Rico, p. 32.
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present value) to the U.S. Treasury, which if desired could be considered a source of
funds to smooth the transition to statehood.

The statehood provisions of S. 712 stipulate the immediate extension of most U.S.
social welfare programs,10 a gradual phase-out of the section 936 tax credit, a de-
layed imposition of Federal income taxes for Puerto Rican citizens and corporations
until 1994, Lnd contain certain assumptions about the form and content of a "state-
hood grant." By extending the entitlement programs immediately while delaying
the implementation of taxes, S. 712's transition program frontloads the Federal
costs. This frontloading is undesirable in that it aggravates the U.S. budgetary prob-
lems during the initial years of statehood, understandably produces U.S. opposition
to statehood, and focuses the statehood debate in Puerto Rico too heavily on the ex-
tension of entitlements.

Hence, the transition assumptions of S. 712 should be adjusted to treat the ex-
penditure and revenue sides of the transition comparably. According to historical
precedent, the Constitution imposes few constraints on the transition package, and
grants Congress broad powers to make economic adjustments to minimize disrup-
tions and dislocations associated with the transition to statehood. The flexibility to
design an appropriate transition applies both to the tax side and to entitlement pro-
grams. From the U.S. perspective, extending full health and social welfare programs
to Puerto Ricans before they are required to pay Federal taxes seems inappropriate.
Delaying the expansion of welfare benefits can also be justified in terms of the ad-
justments required in Puerto Rico: a delay would provide more time to plan for the
expansion of these Federal programs and to begin to make the necessary adjust-
ments in locally financed health and welfare programs.

Table 1 reflects our modified transition assumptions. Specifically, the table as-
sumes that Puerto Ricans will not begin to pay Federal excise and income taxes
until 1994 and, to bring taxes and transfers into line, that none of the hl&lth and
welfare programs are extended until that same year. S. 712's assumption about the
phase out of section 936 (a five year period beginning in 1994) is retained to assuage
any potential disruptions and to render fair treatment to corporations who made
section 936 a significant element of their locational investment decisions. Table 1
does not include a statehood grant because that is a separate issue to be considered
in light of these financial flows.

IMPACT OF STATEHOOD ON THE U.S. TREASURY

Table 1 shows that, excluding any special statehood grants, the shift to statehood
would have a beneficial effect on the U.S. Treasury over the 1992 to 2000 period, the
time period used in the April CBO report. In particular the shift to statehood would
reduce the present value of net Federal outlays for Puerto Rico over the period by
$2.5 billion. Thus, Puerto Rican statehood could reasonably free up Federal budget-
ary resources relative to what would occur under continued Commonwealth status.
'Even under the assumption of Federal budget neutrality, substantial Federal reve-
nue could be available for a special statehood grant to Puerto Rico should Congress
deem that desirable.

Table 1.--FINANCIAL BENEFITS AND COSTS OF STATEHOOD RELATIVE TO COMMONWEALTH, NO
STATEHOOD GRANTS

[in millions of dollars]

~19~ 9 193 1995 11996 1.1997f 119981 1999. 2 000 Total

From Perspective of U.S. Treasury:
Additional Outlays

EntitlementsI ....................................... 0 0 2,550 2,950 3,068 3,191 3,318 3,451 3,589 .............
Additional Revenues

936 Phase Out 2 .................................. 45 128 538 1,204 1,889 2,610 3,325 3,491 3,666 .............
Non-936 Corp. Taxes '....................... 249 427 448 471 495 519 545 .............
Indiv. Income Taxes4 ..................... ......... 645 676 707 773 809 846 .............
New Excise Taxes 1 ........................................... ............. 309 325 341 358 376 395 414 .............

Net Outlays ..... ................. (45) (128) 809 318 (317) (987) (l,651) (1,763) [(1,882)1 ............

10 The exception is the Supplemental Security Income program (SSI), the introduction of
which would be delayed until 1994 to provide for the required administrative adjustments,..
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Table I.-FINANCIAL BENEFITS ANP COSTS OF STATEHOOD RELATIVE TO COMMONWEALTH, NO
STATEHOOD GRAnTS-Continued

(In millions of dollars)

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Total

Present Value of Net Outlays
(10% discount rate) ................... (41) (106) 608 217 (197) (557) (847) (823) (798) (2,544)

From Perspective off Puerto Rico: 6
Net Inflow to Puerto Rico .................... 0 0 1,347 1,522 1,572 1,623 1,674 1,728 1,784.
Present Value of Net Inflow (10%

discount rate) ................................. 0 0 1,012 1,040 976 916 859 806 757 6,36

All entries represent estimates of the additional costs or revenues associated with statehood compared to Commonwealth status. Additional outlays
for entitlements are set equal to zero in 1992 and 1993 based on the authors' proposal that the expansion of entitlements be delayed until 1994.
Similarly, excise taxes would not be imposed until 1994. The phase out of section 936 complies with the terms of S. 712. The table includes no
statehood grant. Specifically, the cover over (transfer to the Puerto Rico Treasury) of Federal taxes paid by Puerto Ricans included in S. 712 is
excluded.

Entitlement figures from April CBO Report, Table 7.
936 rase out figures from November, 1989 Treasury testimony; st-1998 figures are calcul ted from an arbitrarily assigned 5% growth rate.
Non-936 corporate taxes from November Treasury testimony; post-1996 figures from April CBO, Table 7.

4Individual income taxes from November Treasury testimony; post-1996 figures from April CBO, io, 7 They are net of the Earned Income Tax
Credit.

6 New excise taxes from November Treasury testimony; post-1998 figures from April CBO, Table 7. (Customs duties and rum excise taxes are
excluded because their treatment would not change under statehood)

6 Calculations not shown. The entries can be derived from the top panel by considering Federal outlays as inflows and Federal revenues (minus
936 revenues) as outlays.

Before discussing such a grant, the net financial flow from the perspective of
Puerto Rico should be noted.

IMPACT OF STATEHOOD ON THE NET FLOW OF FUNDS TO PUERTO RICO

Not only does Puerto Rican statehood impose no additional costs on the U.S.
Treasury, but it also substantially increases the flow of funds to Puerto Rico. The
explanation for this apparent paradox is that the additional revenue to the U.S.
Treasury generated from the elimination of section 936 will be paid not by Puerto
Ricans but rather by the mainland corporate parents of the section 936 corpora-
tions.

Under the transition assumptions advocated above-and without providing for
any form of statehood grant-the net inflow of Federal transfers by the year 2000 is
estimated to be $1.8 billion dollars and the prsent value (in 1991) of the total inflow
through the year 2000 is $6.4 billion. In terms of net financial flow, statehood is
clearly beneficial for Puerto Rico. However, these financial flows should be scruti-
nized in the context of their economic effects as projected fully and carefully in the
April CBO report which predicted a lower growth rate under statehood due to re-
duced investment caused by the elimination of the section 936 tax provisions. The
CBO scenario needs to be addressed and provides a strong argument for designing a
statehood grant that could stimulate and partially fuel Puerto Rico's economic
growth in the short run to provide breathing room until the full long term positive
effects on the economy of the move to statehood as discussed in this memorandum
take hold.

PREPARING A STATEHOOD GRANT

Every state that has entered the Union since 1803 has received some form of
statehood grant. Examples of these grants range from natural resource transfers to
monetary aids. Historically Congress has recognized the desirability of enacting spe-
cial assistance measures for new states and has shown remarkable flexibility in tai-
loring the statehood grants to their particular needs.

S. 712 includes a statehood grant in the form of a cover over of Federal taxes paid
by Puerto Ricans. The Federal Government would turn over to the Puerto Rican
Treasury all the proceeds from the Federal tax on individuals and corporations in
1994 and 1995 and all the revenue from the new Federal excise taxes at least
through 1998.11 The present value (as of 1991) of this statehood grant is $2.8 billion

II In addition, the United States would continue to rebate to Puerto Rico customs duties and
excise taxes on rum. We have not include these rebates as part of the statehood grant because
they would be provided under enhanced Commonwealth status as well as under statehood.
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which is slightly above the $2.5 billion that would be consistent with U.S. budget
neutrality over the ten-year period.

This approach to the statehood grant deserves serious rethinking based on two
considerations. First, this cover over approach may reduce incentives for the Puerto
Rican public sector to adjust to statehood. Second, the statehood grant should be
used to offset more directly the economic disruptions that may accompany the elimi-
nation of 936 and to help Puerto Rico restructure its economy to move into the 21st
century. 12

Statehood will require significant changes in the operation of the Puerto Rican
public sector. Although difficult, the number of public sector employees will have to
be reduced and government operations will have to be streamlined and made more
efficient. Because the new Federal taxes will not be paid until 1994, the transition
period itself provides over two years for the Puerto Rican government to prepare for
the change. No reason exists to delay the pressure for these changes by providing
the Puerto Rican Treasury with a full cover over of the new Federal taxes paid by
Puerto Ricans. Even if some cover over is deemed desirable to ease the govern-
ment's adjustment to statehood, it should at most be partial.

Another compelling argument for a creative approach to the statehood grant is
the need to help Puerto Rico restructure its economy to provide growth in private,
not public, jobs. As we have argued throughout this memorandum, eliminating the
936 tax provisions is in the long run interest of the Puerto Rican economy. Even
with the tax provision, unemployment has been high in recent years and will con-
tinue to be high in the future, unless new initiatives are undertaken. The elimina-
tion of the tax provision simply focuses attention on some basic structural problems
in the Puerto Rican economy and the need to develop a new approach to economic
development.

Following the lead of mainland states, Puerto Rico should deemphasize tax breaks
and other gimmicks in favor of investment in basic infrastructure. Investments in
physical infrastructure and in education would do more for the long term economic
development of the island than any set of tax breaks. In this light, then, it is hoped
that the Finance Committee will consider an alternative statehood grant which
would be specifically designed to promote the conditions for strong private sector
economic growth in Puerto Rico.

GREGORIO IGARTOA,
Aguadilla, P.R., April 20, 1990.

Senator LLOYD BENTSEN, Chairman,
Committee of Finance,
US. Senate,
Washington, DC.

Dear Senator Bentsen: Your Committee will hold hearings next week in relation
to the financial aspects of the three proposed political status formulas for Puerto
Rico, to be included in a plebiscite bill. The "Briefing Report-Puerto Rico-Infor-
mation for status Deliberations" of March, 1990, published by the U.S. General Ac-
counting Office, contains information in pages thirty one and thirty two-"Federal
Relations of Tax Laws," which in my view, is incorrect, misleading and unfair to the
American citizens of Puerto Rico. I am sending to your Committee copies of two
papers wrote, which reflect opposing views to the G.A.O. Briefing Report on those
pages. (See Appendix A and B). Please make this information part of the official
record of the Committee Hearings.

In summary, my papers are for the following propositions:
-That the American citizens of Puerto Rico are legally forced under the present

political status to comply and participate in Federal tax programs in an equal
footing as those citizens of the fifty states, with some exceptions.

-That the American citizens of Puerto Rico are compelled to pay different Feder-
al taxes without political representation in Congress, without consent.

-That the actual Federal tax policy applicability to the American citizens of the
territory of Puerto Rico without political representation is contrary to the
moral principles which inspired the Founding Fathers of the Nation, and de-
fended by everybody under the American flag ever since. Within this perspec-

12 A third concern has been expressed by the Treasury Department, which has testified that
the cover over approach poses significant administaative difficulties.
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tive, the actual applicability of tax policies to Puerto Rico represents an ever
increasing embarrassing situation to the U.S. Government.

-That the Federal tax policy issue (the fact of the many millions of dollars con-
tributed to the different tax programs by the American citizens of Puerto Rico)
cannot be ignored, as the GAO Report did. It presently constitutes per se a
main catalytic agent within the economic analysis, forcing not only in one direc-
tion the American citizens of Puerto Rico to attain a final decision on the politi-
cal status of Puerto Rico by pressuring their analysis of their actual Federal tax
policy rights and obligations without consent; but also, from the other direction,
forcing with a certain pressure at this date, or with much more pressure at a
future date, the American citizens of the fifty states to question Federal tax
policies such as

-That the actual Federal tax policy applicability to the American citizens of the
territory of Puerto Rico without political representation is contrary to the
moral principles which inspired the Founding Fathers of the Nation, and de-
fended by everybody under the American flag ever since. Within this perspec-
tive, the actual applicability of tax policies to Puerto Rico represents an ever
increasing embarrassing situation to the U.S. Government.

-That the Federal tax policy issue (the fact of the many millions of dollars con-
tributed to the different tax programs by the American citizens of Puerto Rico)
cannot be ignored, as the GAO Report did. It presently constitutes per se a
main catalytic agent within the economic analysis, forcing not only in one direc-
tion the American citizens of Puerto Rico to attain a final decision on the politi-
cal status of Puerto Rico by pressuring their analysis of their actual Federal tax
policy rights and obligations without consent; but also, from the other direction,
forcing with a certain pressure at this date, or with much more pressure at a
future date, the American citizens of the fifty states to question Federal tax
policies such as that of IRC 936 and Federal grants applicable to the American
citizens of Puerto Rico within the context of their tax policy rights and obliga-
tions as full American citizens. (See Appendix A, footnote 115; Appendix B, pgs.
41, 42, and Appendix C).

-The IRC 936 tax policy applicable to Puerto Rico within the context of cost-ben-
efit effects constitutes in the one hand a mathematic constant in terms of the
creation of jobs within the local economy; and, on the other hand, it constitutes
a mathematic variable increasing disproportionately in terms of tax free income
for the 936 Corporations. Within the tax policy context, these two conflicting
situations are provoking a political embarrassing situation to Congress. The
American press is questioning the tax benevolence of the policy. Congress is in
the difficult position of deciding whether to continue with the 936 tax policy, or
whether to eliminate the policy with the consequence of taxing income "from
sources within Puerto Rico-a territory," which equals to "taxation without
representation," something the Founding Fathers of the Nation fought against.

Finally, I would like to point out to your Committee certain factors within the
Puerto Rico status deliberative process, which should be considered and defined
more effectively, particularly within the economic context:

-How does independence for Puerto Rico, that is separation or economic disinte-
gration from the U.S. market, can be realistically justified within the context of
the current tendency of Nations to integrate into regional economic markets?

-How can the United States and Puerto Rico justify that the latter should not be
granted statehood or independence, within the context of the international
policy, as adopted by a United Nations resolution calling for the decolonization
of all territories by the year 2000.

-How is an independent Puerto Rico going to solve the following situations:
-Elimination of permanent accessibility to the U.S. market, with all the

benefits it represents.
-Elimination of the U.S. billionaire aid to Puerto Rico, which is actually

received, and would also be received as a State even more, not by mere
grants from Congress, but by the local payments to the U.S. Treasury
through the various tax policies applicable to Puerto Rico.

-Negative effects in the balance of payments due to the payment of roy-
alties for imported patented technology, necessary for the local economic in-
frastructure.

-Environmental policies diametrically different than those supported ac-
tually by the independence movement, defending presently the non exploi-
tation of natural resources in Puerto Rico. In fact, one pro-independence
commentator proposed that" ...... Puerto Ricans could as well decide that
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a country that is much poorer than the U.S. does better by sacrificing some -
of its ecological concerns to more immediate economic needs of its people."
(47-2 P.R. Bar Journal 172-1986)

-Migration to the U.S. has been called the "escape valve" of the econom-
ic problems of Puerto Rico. Once eliminated or controlled under independ-
ence, how can unemployment be diminished under a society with a highly
increasing population.

-How strong or influential would be the participation of the Republic of
Puerto Rico in international organizations or in its negotiating process with
other countries?

-Would the local labor force be more or equally efficient or satisfied
with lower economic benefits in the Republic of Puerto Rico?-(See,
* Negron, 47-2 P.R. Bar Journal 172 at footnote 156-" . . . Puerto Ricans
should not dream about being able to develop a larger labor intensive sector
without lowering their legal minimum wage relative to the U.S. level-
something which as an independent country Puerto Rico could probably
achieve . . . .)-If independent Puerto Rico taxes U.S. corporations doing
business locally, that is IRC 936 eliminated and a foreign U.S. tax credit
applicable, what new or more creative economic policies can be proposed or
adopted, even through subsidies, that have not been implemented in other
countries, in order to make it more attractive and competitive for foreign
manufacturers or businesses, particularly from the U.S. Some economist fa-
voring independence for Puerto Rico are proposing that under the Republic
the 936 tax benefits could be substituted "evenly by taxing U.S. corpora-
tions in Puerto Rico, for which taxes these would in turn get a foreign tax
credit in the U.S., and channeling back to the corporations the taxes im-
posed locally through subsidies. In fact, these are claiming the latest GAO
and Congressional Report on Puerto Rico "sanctifies" this proposal. (See

- Appendix D).
-How will independent Puerto Rico solve the problem of the present

public debt which amounted to $11,236.9 millions for fiscal year 1988, for a
per capital debt of three times that of Mexico, one of the most highly in-
debted countries in the world. (See Appendix E).

-How will independent Puerto Rico control the massive outflow of cap-
ital the new status will generate. (See Appendix E)

-What is the mathematical certainty of the economic inference that Puerto Rico
would be under statehood, at least in an economic position equal to that of the
state in the lowest economic category?

-It has been suggested by some politicians that there are some variables that
need to be clarified; of particular worriness-whether the 936 corporations will
stay or leave the Island under statehood or independence. These have inclusive-
ly proposed that the 936 corporations should be consulted on the political status
issue so they can confess whether they will continue local operations under the
different alternatives. Obviously, the 936 corporations will promote that politi-
cal alternative which represents the best potential for continuity of their tax
benefits, and in this respect their position on what is the better political status
for Puerto Rico, would be misleading and incorrect. Withing the alternative of
statehood there are certain factors which serve as evidence that these will con-
tinue operations in Puerto Rico. First, they originally established operations in
Puerto Rico with full knowledge of the political status change possibility, 95%
of the population preferring for many years statehood and permanent associa-
tion. Secondly, most 936 corporations have very high capital investments in
their plants in Puerto Rico, to the extent that as a State there is no economic
reason to move operations from the State of Puerto Rico to any other of the
Nation. Moreso, once the IRC 936 tax policy is eliminated, there is no tax justi-
fication to move, operations from the State of Puerto Rico to another country,
with political uncertainty, where taxes will have to be paid anyway (Even if
they get a U.S. foreign tax credit). Also, the efficiency of the local labor force,
wheather conditions and other factors favor permanency of operations in the
State of Puerto Rico.
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The political status deliberative process of Puerto Rico is complicated. It demands
responsibility from all the parties involved, and respect for the American citizens of
Puerto Rico. Many factors need to be pointed out, but ultimately there are certain
variables which cannot be defined with mathematic precision or certainty under all
of the three proposed political status formulas. Within this perspective, we will
always have to rely on our instinct and prayers to our Lord.

Sincerely ours,
GREGORIO IGARTCJA, Attorney at Law.
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U.S. IRC SECTION 936:
A TAX POLICY ANALYSIS WITHIN THE P.R. PERSPECTIVE

- TAX EXPENDITURES v. GOVERNMENT DIRECT
EXPENDITURES

GREGORIO IGARTUA

"...Fashioning a tax structure requires an intimate knowledge
of, and sensitivity to, the society in which it is to function..." bi

I. Introduction
Our government tends to encourage the creation of capital in almost

every sector of the economy by resorting to different policies. Usually, it
will decide for justified economic reasons to favor an activity or group
through monetary assistance which may be channeled or delivered by
electing from a wide range of options -e.g., direct grants, loansi etc. In
addition, it may attempt to pursue this goal by dealing with the tax
system, particularly by the implementation of a tax policy - e.g., perma-
nent exclusions from income, deductions, deferrals of tax liabilities,
credits against tax, special rates, other - with the expectation that a
desired result will be achieved.2

A typical case of a tax policy applied with the expectation of achie-
ving a desired result is the one covered by section 936 of the U.S. Internal
Revenue Code (as amended) and some other related provisions which
applies to Puerto Rico. Under this section, the so popularly known
"possessions corporations" (companies incorporated in the United Sta-

Is. Excerpts of this paper were published in "The San Juan Star" B6 (July 24, 1983).
I b, J. T. Sneed, The Criteria Of Federal Income Tax Policy, 17 Stanford L. R. 567 (April, 1965),
(hereinafter- cited u Sneed (1%5)1
2. See generally Surrey & McDaniel, The Tax expenditure Concept: Current Developments And
Emergng lssws. XX: 2 Boston College L.R. 225 (1979) [hereinafter cited as Surrey A McDaiel
(1979))
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tes) are fully exempted from federal tax on income from their operations
in Puerto Rico. It is the purpose of this paper to examine and analyze: the
effects of this tax policy on the economy of Puerto Rico and on the
Federal Treasury; whether the expected results by its adoption, have
been achieved; its tax expenditures considerations vis a vis a government
direct expenditures alternative approach; and, to suggest some possible
changes. No deep analysis is made of any of the constituent elements of
section 936, since many good articles have already covered this subject.
Since in the case of Puerto Rico we are dealing with a socia' macro-
structure that has its own dynamics and institutional peculiarities, it is
proper to start the present analysis by'setting forth below a legal, politi-
cal, and economic background.

II. Legal, Political and Economic Background
-Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico is a highly populated 3,500 square miles island, in the

Caribbean, with limited natural resources. It became a territory of the
United States in 1898 as a result of the Spanish-American War. Ever
since that year its people have been politically divided into three main
possible status formulas -independence, commomwealth, and state-
hood. The resulting state of uncertainty and political suspense affects
P.R. negatively by obstaculizing what the people ultimately want, where
P.R. is going, and how it will proceed. Moreover, newly proposed public
policies affecting Puerto Rico will be subject to scrutiny by politicians,
who will favor them depending on convenience within the context of
their preferred status formulas. (Section 936 has not been the exception
to this rule). In addition, the local legal, political, and economic system is
continuously exposed to the ambiguity of being considered by the Fede-
ral Government as a state for some purposes, and differently for others.

The rights of the residents of Puerto Rico, who were granted Ameri-
can citizenship in 1917, have changed in a way parallel to the gradual
transfers of powers of the U.S. Government to them. From an American
military establishment during the first years P.R. changed to a republican
form of government similar to the one of the fifty states of the Union at
present, with the difference that it is ruled under the territorial clause of
the Constitution of the U.S. Federal Statutes generally apply to Puerto
Rico. In addition, P.R. shares a common currency, citizenship and open
borders with the United States. The Merchant Marine Act applies to
Puerto Rico, therefore, only United States flagships can be used for the
transportation of merchandise to and from the mainland.3 Notwithstan-

3. 46 U.S.C. 883. The present administration has requested Congress to make some changes relating
to this policy (liberalization allowing foreign nag passenger service between Puerto Rico and the
Mainland) with negative response. In addition, there is common defense with the U.S. An analysis of
local military participation in conflicts where the U.S. has been involved can be found in: J.A.
Ramos & L6pez, 2.285 boricuas han muerto en lo conflictos bilicos de Z U.. El Mundo SA (March
5, 1983)
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ding, the island has a separate fiscal structure, enjoying primaryjurisdic-
tion to tax Puerto Rican source income, while the United States has
secondary jurisdiction to tax the Puerto Rican source income of U.S.
citizens, residents and corporations.' Puerto Rico's authority to enact its
own tax system derives from the Foraker Act of 1900. Nevertheless, there
is a close relationship between the local tax rules and the federal tax rules,
to the extent that in 1954 the legislature adopted its present income tax
laws based on the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1939 (As amended in
1954).

At the turn of the century the main local industry was the sugar
industry. Immediately thereafter, great quantities of American capital
were invested in this industry to the extent that it experimented an
extraordinary growth during the next 40 years, from 335,750 tons per
year to nearly 1,300,000 tons.$ During the 1940's Puerto Rico started its
popularly known economic development program "Operation Boots-
trap". The keystone of this industrial incentive program was the tax
exemption policy adopted by the "Industrial Tax Exemption Act of
1948" providing qualified firms an exemption from income, property,
and municipal taxes, for substantial periods of time depending on the
selected location in the island.6 Other legislation exempted from excise
tax all raw materials, machinery, and equipment used in manufacturing
for export or sold to other manufacturers in Puerto Rico; and provided
incentives for government financing, availability of buildings under low
rent agreements, and training for employees.' A government agency was
established for the administration of this program - Fomento. As a
result of this incentive policy, and particularly to benefit from the tax
holiday, many firms established plants in Puerto Rico in the early 1950's.
From 1947 to 1972, Puerto Rico achieved an average annual growth rate
of 6% in real terms,

The rapid expansion of the industrial sector during the 1950's was
accompanied by an extremely large migration of citizens of Puerto Rico
to the mainland. So many people left that migration was named the

4. M"e Operation And Effect OJ The Possessions Corporation System Of Taxation, 6. Third Annual
Report, Dept. of the Treasury (June. 1980) [hereinafter cited as Treasury Report (1980)], See also.
The Operation and Effect Of the Possessions Corporation System of Taxation 26, Fourth Annual
Report, Dept of the Treasury (Feb. 1983) [hereinafter cited as Treasury Report (1983)]
5. J. Simon, La Amarga Trayectorla de ta Induatria del Azscar en Puerto Rico, 56-57,1 Nuevo DIs
(November 8, 1981), (hereinafter cited as J. Simon (1981)].
6. See generally: Treasury Report (1980). supra note 4, at 12; Treasury Report (983), supra note 4. at
1, 23 & 42; Luis P. Costa. Elena, I.R.C. Section 936 And Fomento Income Tax Exemptions In
Puerto Rico (Primera Parte). Vol. 40 Num. 4 Rev. Col Abol. P.R. $63, at 569 (Nov. 1979)
(hereinafter cited as Costas (Nov., 1979)k D.N. Keifer, Treating Puerto Rico As A State Under
Federal Tax And Expenditure Programs: A Preliminary Economic AnalysA VoL 39.4 Rev. CoL
Abog. P.R. 657, at 663 (Nov., 1978) [hereinafter cited as Keifer (1978),' 1948 P.R. Laws 482.
7. Id
8. Id. Treasury Report (1980); and Treasury Report (1983) at 3. Honorable Luis Mufioz Matin was
Governor of Puerto Rico during these yeats.

ill

33-337 - 90 - 6
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"escape valve" of the economic problems of the island.' Many econo-
mists underestimate the effectiveness of the incentives policy by arguing
that the real economic growth experimented from 1950 through 1970 was
primarily due to this migration. They espouse the proposition that,
notwithstanding the abilities of the leaders guiding an economy, it is
hardly difficult to find a country that would not experience economic
growth by exporting large percentage of its citizens in a 20 year period.10

The economic picture of the island at present and during the past ten
years has turned negative due to various factors, including the adverse
effects caused by the recession of the U.S. economy and the high US
interest rates. Real GNP grew by 2.3% in 1980, and .7% in 1981.10A
Many believe that rather than looking for solutions through the adoption
of economic policies, the real answer lies within the issue of the political
status of Puerto Rico. Several factors serve to make this a strong argu-
ment. As mentioned before, although Puerto Rico is not a state, it is
subject to the applicability of most U.S. policies. These are adopted by
the U.S. Government taking into consideration a set of political, legal,
and economic variables partly different from the local ones -e.g., diffe-
rent political relation, wages, fiscal structure, etc. As a result, the local
political, legal, and economic system is continiously exposed to contra-
dictory forces after policies are applied. In addition, policies for local
applicability can be adopted, revised, or derogated unilaterally by the
U.S. Government, subject of course to constitutional limitations, crea-
ting an atmosphere of uncertainty in some instances that can be negative
particularly to the economic environment -e.g., uncertainty in the-minds
of potential outside investors because of possible changes in minimum
wage policies, in IRC 936 policy or others. Moreso, the actual political
relation serves as an additional ingredient for judicial interpretation
relating to the legality of local applicable policies, which may be negative
and limitative in some cases within the perspective of Puerto Rico. Past
experiences with the maritime laws (note 3), fiscal structure, the local
applicability of federal minimum wages, federal aid, and tariffs are
evidence of the above statements. 0B

The fact that the *island has a separate fiscal structure with the
peculiarity that local tax policies apply in most cases, that federal tax
policies apply in others, and both tax policies in still other cases, makes
the economic game completely different. With appropiate tax planning
the citizens of Puerto Rico can legally avoid (even completely) paying
annual income taxes both to the local & Federal Treasury. In addition, a
citizen of Puerto Rico, who pays local and also federal taxes because of
his income from sources within the U.S., will be contributing to a
treasury that will treat him differently for purposes of federal aid pro-

9. J.A. Herrero, La Economia di Ptierto Rico: El Presente Critico, Vol. XLV: 3 & 4 Rev. Jur. Univ.
P.R. 197, at 201 (1976), [hereinafter cited as Herrero (1976).] See also: W. Rodriguez. Regresan a E.
U. los puertorriqueftos, El Nuevo DIa 6, (March 6,1983); Treasury Report (1983), supra note 4, at 33
-35.
10. Id.
10A. Id.. Treasury Report (1983), at 36.
10B. Id. at 32 & 33, and 56.
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grams because of the political status of the jurisdiction in which he
resides.

Another conflicting area is the one dealing with wages. On the one
hand, Federal minimum wages have been established in Puerto Rico
sistematically without consideration being given to the fact that the
economic variables (including those affecting the forces of supply &
demand of labor) within the present "commonwealth political status" are
different from those in the mainland (fiscal, etc.)"I On the other hand, this
policy serves as an inducement to an industrial structure that is not labor
intensive while P.R. faces at the same time a problem of high levels of
unemployment.' 2 Thus, for purposes of wapes, local employers are for-
ced to meet the obligations of stateside employers. Puerto Rican Distri-
bution of Employment in 1950, 1970, 1979, and 1981 changed as follows
in selected sectors:' 3

Agricul- Manufac- Home Services Government
ture turing Needlework

1950 214,000 55,000 51,000 77,000 45,000
1970 68,000 132,000 less 2,000 116,000 106,000
1979 38,000 160,000 less 2,000 142,000 190,000
1981 41,000 155,000 less 2,000 150.000 203,000

The increase in employment in the government sector was primarily due
to an increase in federal aid to the island from 290 million in 1968 to 2.057
billion in 1979, and 3.035 billion in 1982.14 In addition, the island received
nearly 734 million under the food stamps program,15 which some
analysts say has served as an incentive for some people to leave the
employment sector to join the unemployment ranks.16 One other factor
which led to an increase in employment in the manufacturing and servi-

I1. IL Alonso.,Criterios para la Forjacidn de una Nueva Polltica de Desarrollo Econdmico para
Puerto Rico, 43 Rev.Jur Univ. P.R. 667, (1974) [hereinafter cited as Alonso (1974)1 See generally,
Treasury Report (1983), supra note 4, at 43. Notwithstanding, average wages within Puerto Rican
manufacturing industries are lower than those of Stateside firms. Id. at 63.
12. Id; and. Treasury Report (1983), at 4, 32-& 52.
13. Treasury Report (1980), supra note 4. at 21; Treasury Report (1983), supra note 4, at 37. See alo
"Serie Hbidrica del Empleo. de Desempleo y Grupo Trabajador en Puerto Rico 1979'. Junta de
Planificaci6n, Manufacturing employment in 1982 was 149.300. Government employment was 220,
800 in 1982.
14. Id.. (1980) at 29. $2,791 millions with food stamps. Hon. Luis A. Ferre Governor of P.R. during
the period of 1969-72 deserves special credit for these federal aid increases, together with the
Resident Commissioners of P.R. in Washington. The food stamp program in 1981 reached $860
million. U, Treasury Report, at 47.
15. Id.
!6. d., See generally Herrero (1976), supra note 9, at 200.
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ces sectors was the change in federal tax policy of IRS section 931 to 936
(in 1976) which resulted in the inflow of more than six billion dollars into
the Puerto Rican money markets during the years hence.' 7

Federal assistance programs and policies may have lessened to some
extent the local economic problems, but at the same time these have not
been enough and the issue of the political status cannot be ignored. (In
fact, because of its political status, Puerto Rico is not treated as a state for
purposes of all federal aid programs). The total outstandin& public debt
in fiscal 1981 was around 7.51 billions Unemployment ;a well above
23.5%.19 The situation may worsen if one considers the fact that assis-
tance to P.R. in some of the federal programs was reduced by the recent
budget cuts adopted by Congress. (This will reduce local government
employment and personal disposable income -e.g. Termination of the
CETA program alone cost Puerto Rico 26,000 jobs).2 0 Moreover, the
Island has not achieved parity with the rest of the Nation in per capita
income levels or general standards of living. 2' However, this comparison
may be judged as pretentious. On the other hand, the Island has achieved
economic growth and "ambiance" far superior to any Latin American
Nation.

Some analysts argue that the real problem of unemployment in
Puerto Rico is the result of mismanagement at Fomento, the government
agency primarily in charge of administrating the industrial incentives
program. These critics argue that Fomento is a beggar policy institution,
that it has never fulfilled its promised employment goals, that it has
violated its exemption contracts with favoritism for outside investors,
that it has deluded itself with the fallacy of extraordinarily large projects,
and that the tax exemption policy has cost and continues to cost too

17. See J. Baird, The Flap Over Puerto Rico's Tax Bonanza. Inst. Investor 12i (May, 1980)
[hereinafter cited as Baird (1980). See note 80, infra.
18. See generally, J. Pietrantoni. President, Govt. Dev. Bank, *Addres Banco Popular Seminar,
March 3, 1982, Wash, D.C. Around $4 billion in 1975;seeabLo, L.P. CostasI.R.C. Section 936And
Fomento Income Tax Exemptions in Puerto Rico (Segunda Partek 14:1 Rev. Col. Abog. P.R. 101 at
I I1. (Feb., 1980) (herinafter cited as Costas (Feb.. 1980)]. The public debt of P.R., as of Sept. 1982
amounted to $7.9 billion- M. Bhatia, A Toast to Keynes, P.R. r economic hero, The San Juan Star
B6 (June 5, 1983).
19. See, P.R. Unemployment Rate HitsAll- 77me High. 

2
3.J5 The SanJuan Star, July 17.1982. See

also B.P. Finn and J. Meszaros Reaganomics For Puerto Rico. P.R. Buss. Review I (Special
Supplement - July - August 1981) [hereinafter cited as Finn (198 1)] See also Treasury Report
(1980), supra note 4. at 21. See also. La tasa desocupaci6n local se encuentra a un 24.1 %, El Mundo
5A (Sept.21, 1983); Feeling the pulse of P.R. "s economy, The San Juan Star B2 (June 5, 1983); J.
Oyola, An advance look at the Carrion Report, The San Juan Star B2 (Oct. 9, 1983).
20. Id., Finn.Total Federal Aid to Puerto Rico is expected to increase nominally during the next few
years. However, P.R. will experience reductions in important area such as nutrition and job
creation programs. See J. Simon, E. U. enviardfondos por $5000. El Nuevo Dia 4 (April 10, 1983).
See also Appendix D.
21. See, B. Finn. "New Federal Year, The Bucks stop Here The San Juan Star B-9, Oct. 4, 1981.
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much.22 But still the problems of P.R. are not just the result of an
"alleged" mismanagement of a government agency. Rather, the problems
are the result of a more complex set of variables, which when analyzed
ultimately will always lead to the issue of the political status situation.

Another example which makes the political argument evident is the
one dealing with the balance of payments situation in Puerto Rico.
Under the present status. P.R. does not have any voting representative in
Congress (just a Resident Commissioner). The United States has sole
power to establish the tariffs against foreign goods, thus native export
industries are completely dependents upon these policies which are adop-
ted mainly within the U.S. political & economic perspective.23 As a result,
their competitiveness may be reduced. In 1978, imports of goods and
services equaled 87% of gross national product.2' During fiscal year 1981
total imports were $3,594,149,146.25 Imports of crude oil rose from $200
million in 1972 to $1 billion in 198226, our purchases abroad.2 7 For
example, for businesses and individuals in the United States these
imports meant more than 153,000 jobs.28

Imports are affecting the Puertorican economy badly. In order to
balance the trade deficit P.R. needs to increase its exports. But these were
just $1,003,320,214 during 1980-81,29 which leaves a negative balance of
$2,590,818,932 for that year.30 Thus, the outflow of money is more than
twice the inflow of money, leaving as a result a financial deficit or burden
that must be covered. The 1983 Budget Request Report of the Puerto

22. See generally L.P. Costas, IRC Section 936 And Fomento Income Tax Exemption In Puerto
Rico (Part II) 41:2 Rev. Col. Abog. P.R. 225 (May, 1980) (hereinafter cited as Costas (May, 1980)];
Costas (Nov., 1979), supra note 6. But see. J. Simon. Fomento preflere el transistor en vex, Nuevo
Dia 4, 31 enero, 1982.
23. 48 U.S.C.S. 734, 739, 821. See: J. Collins, Intense lobbying efforts surround CB! rum issue,
Caribbean Bus. (May 11, 1983); Treasury Report (1983). supra note 4. at 49 & 56.
24. See-Treasury Report (1980). supra note 4, at .58.
25. Peticiones Presupuestarias, Depto. de Comercio 2, Allo Fiscal 1983 [hereinafter cited as
Presupuesto (1983)].
26. See Treasury Report (1980). supra note 4, at 21. AWso, J. Oyola. An advance Look at the Carrion
report, The San Juan Star B2 (Oct. 9, 1983).
27. See generally, Puerto Rico's Purchases From the United States - Fiscal Year 1977, Economic
Development Administration 1, (June. 1978); or, 7:6 Bus. Rev. 8, Govt. Dev. Bank, June 1982. See
also, Treasury Report (1983), supra note 4, at 129.
28. 14 See also, Puerto Rico As A Distribution And Trade Center, Economic Development
Administration 1. Office of Economic Research (July, 15, 1981); and, Economic Study Of Puerto
Rico. Vol 1. ch. 3, J.S. Dept.' of Comm. (Dec., 1979).
29. Presupuesto (1983), supra note 25, at 2.
30. it Other figures appear in: Island's GNP Growth Rate Poorest in 4 Years, 3. The San Juan Star.
Jan. 20, 1982. H. Ledesma, Banco Popular Seminar, Wash., D. C., Match 3,1982. Notwithstanding,
the Commerce Department has made some recent claims of surplus in balance of payments for
1981-82 (P. R. lograprimer superdvit comerciol en 22 a&ts. El Mundo SA (Oct. 27. 1982) & (Feb. 2,
1983), but these have been questioned by local analysts as exagerated because of the way it includes
936 transfers of goods back to the U. S. See also, 0. Carrasco Amadeo, Comerclo Exterior: un
potencial, una esperanza. El Mundo 8A, Nov. 8, 1982. "By the end of itscal year 1981-82 Puerto Rico
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Rico Department of Commerce states the following external and internal
reasons affecting exports:3'

- lack of knowledge of export techniques in the industrial and
commercial sectors

- lack of interest from the manufacturers in the export commerce,
due principally to lack of knowledge of its advantages

- lack of additional experienced and trained personnel in the
Department

- lack of adequate resources to increase promotional activities
outside

Other factors which have adversely affected the balance of payments
situation of Puerto Rico are: that the industries that have moved to
Puerto Rico traditionally have as their principal purpose exportation
and not the substitution of local imports; the propensity of Puerto Ricans
to save, which appears to be extremely small; the bankruptcy of some of
the main export industries -e.g. in the agricultural sector the sugar
industry; the relatively small number of, and conservative commercial
attitude of local investors; and, a negative effect on local money supply
caused by the continuous deficit in the balance of payments.3 2

The economy of Puerto Rico is really affected by four primary
factors: the world economy; the national economy; the political status of
the Island; and the locally adopted policies. The first two factors it can
only influence minimally. The third factor can only be solved in the long
run and not within the next two years. The last factor is within local
control and is the one that can be used to implement necessary corrective
steps in the short run. But, is there any real solution to the economic
problems of Puerto Rico for the near future? It may be necessary that the
government, in order to cover for the commercial deficit, sells its national
wealth or increase the emission of public debt.33

Even higher interest rates makes it harder to obtain public funds. In
addition there cannot be unlimited growth in the public debt without

registered for the first time in 22 years a positive balance of payments. Exports ($8,795.3 millions)
exceeded imports ($8,490.5 millions) by S304.8 millions. These figures include the volume of
comercial exchange between U. S. parent-corporations and their island subsidiaries. Since there are
no statistical figures available allocating the main source of the commercial activity it is difficult to
verify effectively the volume of exports which corresponds to these subsidiaries and which to efforts
from the native industrial sector", P. R. Latortue, La balanza comercial de Puerto Rico. I I El
Reportero (May 17, 1983).
31. See, Presupuesto (1983), supra note 25, at 51.
32. See generally; Treasury Report (1980). supra note 4. at 58, A. Asmar,Andlisis BrevedelInforme
Tobin 2. Ensayo I, Temas sobre Economla de P. R., Facultad de Ciencias Sociales. Depto. Econ.,
Univ. de P. R. (Junio, 1976) [hereinafter cited as Asmar(1976)]; L. Smith. Notassobrela Politicade
Inversidn y sus efectos sobre el control de capital en Puerto Rico. 43 Rev. Jor. Un. P. R. 60 1, at 603
(1974) (hereinafter cited at Smith (1974)1 Herrero (1976), supra note 9. at 200. For the purpose of
this paper "trade deficit" includes a negative balance of payments between P. R. and the U. S.
mainland.
33. See Herrero (1976), supra note 9 at 203.
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reaching the day when a final account will have to be rendered. 34 The
reality is that under present circumstances Puerto Rico may be facing
harder times because of the economy. An economic debacle was postpo-
ned in 1972 by the extraordinary increase in federal aid, and, in part in
1976 by the federal implementation of IRC section 936. Notwithstan-
ding, there are two facts that must be kept in mind when planning to
change the economic picture of Puerto Rico. First, Puerto Rico cannot
depend totally on public debt and federal aid to finance public invest-
ment or expenditures. 35 Secondly, any economic development policy to
be adopted must take into consideration P.R.'s own peculiar characteris-
tics. It must be viable and realistic. 36

Ill. Adoption of IRS Section 936
1) Constituent Elements
One of the major changes of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 was the

adoption by Cot.,ress of I.R.C. section 936, effective since taxable years
beginning after December 31, 1975. Section 936 replaced I.R.C. section
93 1, the statute that was applicable previously to U.S. companies opera-
ting in Puerto Rico. Under previous law, if possessions corporations
decided to repatriate profits on a current basis, these were subject to full
U.S. corporate income tax. But, if the corporation elected to accumulate
its profits until the end of the tax exemption grant, it could then liquidate-
the subsidiary company into the parent corporation with profits free of
any taxes in Puerto Rico or the United States. This had the result of great
accumulation of funds which were invested outside of Puerto Rico or the
United States until liquidation. (Particularly, in the Eurodollar market)

Since the adoption of section 936, possessions corporations can
repatriate profits to their U.S. parents on a current basis free of any U.S.
tax.3 17 This repatriation policy had been long sought by Puerto Rico.
Thus, an electing possession corporation is granted a credit against its
federal income-tax return commensurate with the ratio that its qualifying
taxable income bears to its total taxable income. As a result, if all of the

A4. See. Asmar (1976), supra note 32, at 10.
35. Id. at 4.
36. See general. Alonso (1974). supra note 11. at 670.
37. See generally, R. Hudson, Tax-Exempt Possessions Corporations In Puerto Rico - An
Overlooked Oportunity, Vol. XXXI Univ. Of Fla. L. Rev. 42 (1978) (hereinafter cited as R. Hudson
(1978)]," Tax Reform 11tghlighu - Section 936, Econ. Dev. Adm. (Dec., 1978); Treasury Report
(1980); supra note 4; Costas (Nov., 1979), supra note 6; Costas (Feb., 1980), supra note 18; Costas
(May, 1980), supra notl 22; Puerto Rico, 1980 Tax Management Portfolios, BNA Ntin. 139 - 3rd.;
R. Griggs. Operating In Puerto Rico In The Section 936 Era. 32 Tax L. R. 239 (1977); R. Sierra, El
Nuevo T ato Contributivo Federal de las Corporaciones Norteamericanas en P. R. 38:2 Rev. Col.
Abog. P. R. 235 (May I1, 1977). The main elements of the possessions corporation tax exemption
became part of U. S. law as section 262 of the Revenue Act of 1921, and were added for the purpose of
promoting the competitiveness of U. S. business operating in the possessions. See. Treasury Report
(1983) supra note 4, at I & 9.
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taxable income of the corporations qualifies, no federal income tax is
due. Notwithstanding, liquidation of a possessions corporation benefits
are still tax free under section 332.

The tax credit of 936 is given in lieu of the ordinary foreign tax credit
provided by section 901 of the Code. It is applicable to qualified posses-
sion source investment income, which includes only income from sources
within a possession in which the corporation actively conducts a trade or
business, regardless of whether or not such business produces taxable
income in a taxable year, 38 with income earned elsewhere subject to the
normal U.S. tax rates. The credit is not allowed against taxes imposed by:
section 56 (relating to corporate minimum tax); section 531 (relating to
the tax on accumulated earnings); section .541 (relating to personal
holding company tax); or section 1351 (relating to recoveries of foreign
expropiation losses)39. Losses from other sources are to be taken into
account, in determining the amount of tax attributable to the income
from the active conduct of a possession trade or business or from
qualified possession investment income.

In order for a possession corporation to qualify for the 936 benefits
(as amended by the "1982 Tax Equity & Fiscal Responsibility Act") it
must meet the following staturory requirements:40

- it must have domestic corporate status.41
- it must elect to use the 936 benefits for a period of 10 years42. In

order to avoid double benefits while an election is in effect, the
corporation cannot file consolidated returns.43

- Eighty (80) percent of its gross income must be from sources
within a possession of the United States".

38. 1. R. C. section 936(d) (2). See, Treasury Report (1983),supra note 4,9, 12. TheTax Reform Act
of 1976 left intact the exemption for income derived by U. S. corporations from operations in a
possession, but eliminated the exemption for income derived from foreign countries. (See. IRC 936
(c) - Gross income received in the U. S., regardless of source, may not be taken into account as
income from sources without the U. S. (IRC Section 936 (b). Thus, the exemption is limited to:
income from the active conduct of a trade or business in a possession, or from the sale or exchange of
substantially all of the assets used by the corporation in the active conduct of such trade or business;
and to Qualified Possession Source Investment Income (QPSII), which is non-business income
derived from the possession in which the corporation has its trade or business and which is
attributable to the investment of funds derived from such trade or business. "For U.S. parent
companies, the QPSII exemption makes Puerto Rico a very advantageous location for financial
investments compared to the United States... or lowtax foreign countries". Id at 58, There are three
requirements for investment income to qualify as QPSII. I4 at 70. In relation to recapture of overall
foreign losses, see, IRC 904 (f).
39. IRC Section 936 (a) (3). See also. IRC Section 47, 50A (c), & 1378.
40. See generally, R. Hudson (1978), Supra note 37, at 43; Treasury Report (1980), supra note 4;
Costas (Nov., 1979), supra note 6; Costas (Feb, 1

9
80),supra note IS; Costas(May, 1980),supra note

22.
41. I.R.C. section 936 (a) (I).
42. I.R.C. section 936 (e) (1).
43. I.R.C. section 1504 (b) (4).
44. I.R.C. section 936 (a) (2) (A).
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This test must be met also for the 3 year period immediately
preceding the close of the taxable year when the ten year benefit
period starts to run.

-Sixty-five per 5pnt or more of its gross' income must be derived
from the active conduct of a trade or business within a possession
of the United States after calendar year 1984.43 TAxpayer must
establish to the satisfaction of the Secretary that the funds inves-
ted were obtained from the active conduct of a trade or business
within the same possession and were actually invested in assets in
that possession. In the case of intermediaries (e.g. - banks) it
must be shown that these didn't reinvest the funds outside of the
possession.

- The corporation must be neither a Domestic International Sales
Corporation (DISC), nor a former DISC.46

- Greater benefits can be obtained if: the corporation applies for
the Puerto Rico's tax exempt program; if profits are reinvested in
Puerto Rico; and, if with a significant business presence in a
possession, the corporation elects out of the new rules on intangi-
ble income.47

As of June 1982, 807 corporations had filed a section 936 election
form, including about 600 which were in operation under the predecessor
931 exemption.4' Most of these firms are also enjoying tax exemption

45. 1.R.C. section 936 (a) (2) (B). Until 1982 the test was 50%, but was amended to 65%after 1984.
Subsection (a) (2) (C) provides for a transitional rule with respect to taxable years beginning alter
December 31, 1982, and before January I, 1985, as follows: 1983 - 559k 1984 - 60%. See also: IRC
sections 861 - 63; Treasury Report (1983), supra.note 4. at 14 & 23. "The greater level ef required
active business income will mean that less passive investment income can be earned by a corporation
still wishing to qualify for effective tax exemptions under section 936".
46. I.R.C. section 936 (f).
47. See. t.R.C. Section 936(h) (5). Recently enacted subsection (h) states that the intangible property
of a 936 corporation for any taxable year shall be included on a pro rata basis in the gross income of
all shareholders of such corporations and shall be excluded from its (corp.) gross income. The term
"intangible property" covers - patent, invention, formula, process, design, pattern, know-how;
copyright, literary, musical or artistic composition; trademark, trade name, or brand name; fran-
chise. license, or contract; method, program, system, procedure, campaign, survey, study, forecast,
estimate, customer list, or technical data, or any similar item - which has substantial value
independent of the services of any individual (936 (h) (3)). Intangible income excluded as received by
the possessions shareholders is: (a) gross income from intangible property licensed to the corporation
since 1948 and currently in use; and, (b) gross income derived from the disposition of any product or
the performance of any service that the IRS determines to be a reasonable profit on direct and
indirect costs allocable to the income (936 (h) (3) (A) & (C)).

Notwithstanding. a 936 corporation may elect out of the rules on intangible income (936 (h) (5))
-If it does, it must compute its taxable income from its possession operations under one of two
methods: the cost sharing method, or the profit split method. In addition, any transfer of intangible
property to a foreign person by a possession corp. or a U. S. affiliate of a possession corp. alter
August 14, 1982, is treated as tax avoidance transfer. See esneraly, Treasury Report (1983), supre
note, 4, at 14-23.
48. Treasury Report (1980),. supra note 4, at 65; Treasury Report (1983). supra note 4, at 131-32.
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benefits under the Industrial Incentive Act of Puerto Rico.
Notwithstanding, local policies and recent amendments by Congress

may undermine to some extent the attractive economic peculiarity of
section 936 to U.S. firms. On the one hand, Puerto Rico imposes a
"tollgate" tax on dividends paid by possessions corporations to their
stateside parent company (less than 10%).49 Although the tax is attacked
on grounds that it reduces to a certain extent the 936 net benefits, its
effects are really minimal, both to the firm and to the local Treasury. 50 On
the other hand, Congress and the Federal Treasury Department are
constantly reviewing the section 936 policy and may at any time be
expected to come up with some changes.51 The most recent ones were
those covered in the "Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982.
For several years, the U.S. Treasury Department felt that mainland
companies had been receiving unintended tax benefits by transfering the
intangibles to their subsidiaries. 52 To lessen this abuse, the provision was
therefore modified,53 with the expectation that it will raise $1.2 billion in
federal taxes from the 936 corporations over the next three years.5" It is
estimated that the new policy besides costing industries in Puerto Rico
more millions a year, may also stall efforts to attract more high techno-
logy and pharmaceutical plants since they will be hardest hit. Notwiths-
tanding, the amendments have added a degree of certainty to the
statutory computation of income subject to the 936 tax credit. In addi-
tion, the Administration has decided to extend to Puerto Rico two
United States business tax breaks -investment tax credits and an accele-
rated depreciation write-off on plant and machinery.

2.) Legislative Purpose
Before 1976, under the policy of IRS section 931, most possessions

corporations earnings were invested mainly in the Eurodollar market,
where they continued to enjoy United States tax exemption. Congress
was concerned because these investments did not benefit the possessions
economies, while at the same time they resulted in a revenue loss to the
United States. Moreso, these corporations could repatriate earnings free
of tax on liquidation. To help Puerto Rico attract more job-creating
investment, and particularly, to encourage the corporations to repatriate
earnings on a current basis back to the United States, Congress legislated

49. See generally, R. Sierra, The Puerto Rico Tollgate Tax, Int. Tax J. 824 (Feb., 1978). New local
Treasury regulations provide for special treatment on this matter.
50. See. R. Hudson (1978). supra note 37, at 44.
51. See letter of Senator Dole to Treasury Secretary Regan of October 20, 1982 affirming more
possible analysis of Section 936, notwithstanding the 1982 amendments.
52. See. H. Turner. "New 936 Tax Rules Give Firms A Choice On'Safe Harbor". The San Juan Star
BI, April 25. 1982.
53. See. Conference Report Accompanying H. R. 4961 related to I.R.C. Section 936. See note 47,
LWtra.
54. See, H. Turner. House Os. Tax Bill With 936 Agreement. The San Juan Star 1. August 20,1982.
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to adopt section 936. That these'were the main objectives can be clearly
understood by reviewing the reports of the Congressional Committees.
Specifically, the report of the "Joint Committee On Taxation" states in
pertinent part: 55

*- Under prior law no tax was paid to the United States as long
_ as no dividends were paid to the parent corporation.

Because no current U.S. tax was imposed on the earnings if
they were not repatriated, the amount of income which accumu-
lated over the years from these business activities could be subs-
tantial. The amounts allowed to accumulate were often beyond
what could be profitably invested within the possession where the
business was conducted. As a result, corporations -generally
invested this income in other possessions or in foreign countries
either directly or through possessions banks or other financial
institutions. In this way possessions corporations not only avoi-
ded U.S. tax on their earnings from businesses conducted in a
possession, but also avoided U.S. tax on the income obtained
from reinvesting their business earnings abroad.

After studying the problem, Congress concluded that it is
inappropriated to disturb the existing relationship between the
possessions investment incentives and the U. S. tax laws because
of the important role it is believed they play in keeping invest-
ment in the possessions competitive with investment in neighbo-
ring countries. The U. S. Government imposes upon the
possessions various requirements, such as minimum wage requi-
rements and requirements to use U. S. flagships in transporting
goods between the United States and various possessions, which
substantially increase the labor, transportation and other costs of
establishing business operations in Puerto Rico. Thus, without
significant local tax incentives that are not nullified by U. S.
taxes, the possessions would find it quite difficult to attract
investments by U. S. corporations.

However, investing the business earnings of these possessions
corporations outside of the possession where the business is being
conducted does not contribute significantly to the economy of
that possession either by creating new jobs or by providing

55. General Explanation Of The Tax Reform Act 0f1976, H. R. 10612 94th. Congress, Public Law
94.455, Joint Commitee on Taxation 273-74, (December 29,1976). (hereinafter cited as Explanation
Report (1976). See also: H. R. 10612,94th. Congress, Ist. Ses$. Rep. 94-658, at 254 (Nov. 12,1975);
H. R. 10612. 94th. Congress, Ist. Ses, J.C.S. 12-76 (April 14,1976); H.R. 10612,94th. Congress, 2d.
Seas., Rep. 94-938, at 277-82 (June 3, 1976); Treasury Report (1980), supra note 4. For over two
thirds of a century Congress has repeatedly recognized the need, in order to foster industrial &
economic growth in P. R., to provide incentives for United States industries, to establish manufactu-
ring facilities here. As early as 1921 Congress enacted the predecessor of IRC section 931 which
completely exempted from U. S. tax, income of domestic corporations deriving most of their income
from the active conduct of trade or business in Puerto Rico and other possessions.
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capital to' others to acquire new plant and equipment. Accor-
dingly, while Congress believes it is appropriate to continue to
exempt trade or business income derived in a possession and
investment inv;ome earned in that possession, it does not believe it
is appropriate to provide a tax exemption for income from
investments outside of the possession.

In addition, Congress recognized that the provision of prior
law denying a dividends received deduction to the U. S. parent
corporation forced a possessions corporation to invest its income
abroad until it was liquidated (usually upon the termination of
the local tax exemption) when it could be returned to the United
States tax free. These accumulated business profits were thus not
available for investment within the United States, and the income
produced was (under prior law) not subject to U. S. tax. Congress
believed that while it is appropriate to tax the foreign source
investment income from possession business earnings, posses-
sions corporations should at the same time be given the alterna-
tive of returning the business income to the United States prior to
liquidation without paying U. S. tax. Permitting taxfree repatria-
tion of the accumulated earnings only upon the liquidation of the
possessions corporation, while taxing the foreign source invest-
ment income derived from the accumulated earnings would les-
sen to a significant extent the tax incentive of making the initial
investment.

To accomplish these two major changes, the Act revises prior
law to provide for a more efficient system for exemption of
possessions corporations. Under the Act, these corporations are
generally to be taxed on worldwide income in a manner similar to
that applicable to any other U. S. corporation, but a full credit is
to b- given for the U. S. tax on the business and qualified
investment income from possessions regardless of whether or not
any tax is paid to the government of the possession. The effect of
this revised treatment is to exempt from tax the income from
business activities and qualified investments in the possessions to
allow a dividens.received deduction for dividends from a posses-
sions corporation to its U. S. parent corporation, and to tax
currently all other foreign source income of possessions corpora-
tions (with allowance for the usual foreign tax credits for foreign
taxes paid with respect to that other income). Congress believes
that this revised treatment will assist the U. S. possessions in
obtaining employment-producing investments by U. S. corpora-
tions while at the same time encouraging those corporations to
bring back to the United States the earnings from these invest-
ments to the extent they cannot be reinvestedproductively in the
possession...
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The Government of Puerto Rico expected then with great optimism
that 936 would effectively work as an incentive for U. S. investments in
Puerto Rico, which would result in the creation of many new jobs. Also,
it was believe that the new policy would result in more foreign funds
being transferred to P. R., particularly with local commercial banks as
recipients.5 6 Moreover, the increment of 936 corporation deposits should
have expectedly initiated an increment in the credit supply for construc-
tion, commerce, and industry; and, a reduction in the finance costs for
the benefited areas, since this measure should increase supply without
reducing demand57. An improvement in the credit conditions should also
result in a reduction in interest rates.

In order to analyze currently the operation and effect of the posses-
sions corporation system of taxation, Congress ordered the Treasury to
submit an annual report to the committee including revenue effects of the
provision as well as effects on investment and employment in the posses-
sions"9. It was pursuant to this annual analysis that section 936 was
amended partially last year; as previously mentioned60, particularly to
lessen the abuse caused by taxpayers claiming tax free income generated
by intangibles developed outside .Puerto Rico.

IV. Tax Policy Consideration
A) Tax Expenditures - In General
Direct expenditures such as - direct grants, loans, interest subsidies,

guarantees of loan repayment or interest payments, insurance on invest-
ments, and others - are viewed by Government as useful to implement
social and economic policies61. Another mechanism available to govern-
ment in achieving these goals is the tax system with its different imposi-
tions. Within this context one approach to view taxation is as if it is part
of the general budget policy which has as its end the maximization of
general welfare by pushing public expenditures to the point where the
marginal return of satisfaction from them equals the satisfaction lost
because of the resulting inability to make private expenditures 62 . From
this perspective, the particularized ends sought to be accomplished
through the tax system are tremendously numerous. Even dominant
political forces frequently employ it to satisfy their more immediate

56. See generally Costa" (Feb., 1980). supra note 18, at 115 * 132; Treasury Report (1983). supra
note 4, at 68.
57. See generally E. Ason, Comentarlos Sobre las Recomendaclones del Uso de los Fondos de las
Corporacones 936. Conferencia Ndm. 7 Pis. 3. Fac. Ciencias Soc., Depto. Econ., Univ. P. R.,
(Mayo, 1977) [Iereinafter cited a Ason (1977)1
58. M
59. See. Explanation Report (1976), supra note 55, at 282.
60. See notes 47 & 53 infra. The U. S. Treasury most recent Report is the one cited in note 4 (1983).
61. See D. Surrey. "ux Incentives As A Device For Implementing Government Policy: A Compari.
son With Direct Government Expenditures, 86:4 Harv. L. Rev. 705 (1970) (herfinafter cited as
Surrey (1970)1
62. See. Sneed (1965), supra note 1, at 575.
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wants and aspirations63. But mainly, taxation has a tremendous impact
upon economic stability, thus the government should adopt those fiscal
measures that are best suited to achieve its economic objectives". In
designing systems related to fiscal measures desired, the following
guidelines should be considered6: to achieve a dependable tax yield the
base upon which a particular level is assessed should consist of stable and
easily identifiable features of the social and economic order; the design of
the structure, considering both the tax base and the applicable rates,
should impose a burden sufficiently light and compatible to prevent
substantial distortion of those features which constitute the base; the
pain of paying taxes should neither be maximized nor eliminated; the use
of the taxing power to encourage or discourage specific conduct requires
both intelligence and restraint; the allocation of the tax burden should
reflect the political, social, and ethical aspirations of dominant 'groups.

Once the above guidelines have been observed, fiscal policies can be
implemented as possible solution to national or state problems, particu-
larly through income tax incentives66. The present'federal income tax
contains many tax incentives provisions which have been adopted to
assist particular industries, business activities, financial transactions, and
others67. These special provisions of the federal income tax system which
represent government expenditures made to achieve various social and
economic objectives are known as "tax expenditures", and provide
deductions, credits, exclusions, exemptions, deferrals, preferential rates
and others, to serve ends similar in nature to those served by direct
goyernment expenditures or loan programs6. These are also used as tax
incentives to induce certain voluntary activities or behavior in response
to the monetary benefit available6.

63. /d. at 596.
64. Id, at 591.
65. Id. at 567.
66. Contra. S. Surrey (1970), supra note 61, at 705: "Professor Surrey argues that the tax incentive is
generally inferior to the direct subsidy as a means of achieving social goals: that incentives are usually
less equitable, since they benefit persons in high tax brackets most, and more difficult to develop and
administrate, since they are handled by tax committees and administrative agencies which have little
expertise in non-tax social policy. He suggested then a strong presumption against their use*. See
also. Surrey & McDaniel (1979). supra note 2.
67. Id
68. Id., at 706. "Essentially. the tax expenditure concept, as applied to an income tax, regards such a
tax as composed of two distinct elements. The first element contains the structural provisions
necessary for implementation of a normal income tax. These structural provisions include the
definitions of net income; the specification of accounting periods; the determination of the entities
subject to tax; and, the specification of the rate schedule and exemption levels. These provisions
compose the revenue raising aspects of the tax. The second element consists of the special preferences
found in every income tax system. These special preferences, often called tax incentives or tax
subsidies, are departures from the normal tax structure, designed to favor a particular industry,
activity or class of persons. Tax subsidies partake of many forms, such as permanent exclusions from
income, deductions, deferrals of tax liabilities, credits against tax, or special rates". Surrey &
McDaniel, supra note IA, 227-28, 232-33; & 246.
69. Id at 711-712.
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Since "tax expenditures" constitute a revenue loss to the U.S. Trea-
sury, the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 requires a listing of all these
implemented in the United States budget 70. The Act defines tax expendi-
tures as:

"...those revenue losses attributable to provisions of the Fede-
ral tax laws which allow a special exclusion, exemption or deduc-
tion from gross income or which provide a special credit, a
preferential rate of tax, or a deferral of tax liability;.. .7t

A 1978 Senate Budget Committee Report explains the intent of listing
and measuring federal tax expenditures, as follows72:

"The listing of a provision as a tax expenditure in no way
implies any judgement about its desirability or effectiveness rela-
tive to other tax or nontax provisions that provide benefits to
specific classes of individuals and corporations. Rather, the lis-
ting of tax expenditures, taken in conjuction with the listing of
direct spending programs, is intended to allow Congress to scru-
tinize all federal programs - both nontax and tax - when it
develops its annual budget. Only if tax expenditures are included
will Congressional budget decisions take into account the full
spectrum of federal programs. Because any qualified taxpayer
may reduce tax liability through use of a tax expenditure, such
provisions are comparable to entitlement programs under which
benefits are paid to all eligible persons. Since tax expenditures
are generally enacted as permanent legislation, it is important
that, as entitlement programs, they be given thorough periodic
consideration to see whether they are efficiently meeting the
national needs and goals that were the reasons for their initial
establishment".

Section 936 clearly comes within the definition of a"tax expenditure". In
this sense, it refers to the tax an exempt local subsidiary would pay if it
were producing the same output but taxed at the full U.S. rate.

"Tax expenditures" such as the section 936 policy have been defended
by public and private interests on various grounds. Some favor the point

70. Tresury Report (1980). supra note 4, at 32. See also Surrey (1970), supra note 61, at note 2; Surrey
& Mc. Daniel, The Tax Expenditure Concept And The Budget Reform Act of 1974. XVII:5 Boston
College Ind. & Comm. L. R. 679 (June, 1976); P.R. McDaniel, Tax Expenditures In The Second
Stage: Federal Tax Subsidies For Farm Operations. 49 So:Cal L:R 1277, (1976)... The primary task
with respect to these tax expenditures is no longer identification in a cor.ceptual framework.
Attention must turn instead to evalualion of tax expenditures, both in terrt of their efficiency and
equity and in terms of their relationship to direct expenditures programs. "iL"t is, Congress in its
regular legislative process must recast these tax expenditure programs as direct spending programs
and evaluated them just as it does direct "spending programs.
71. Id. Treasury Report.
72. Id An excellent table analyzing tax expenditures as a direct revenue loss appears in Surrey
(1970), spra note 61, at 709-11. See also, Surrey & McDaniel (1979), supra note 2. 226-27.
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that they achieve a particular purpose, claimed to be desirable, other than
the measurement of net income under an income tax73. Other sponsors
simply assume that if the benefit sought is helpful to them in reaching a
desired result, the incentive is in the public interest 74. Supply-side theo-
rists affirm that tax (incentives] for business and individuals also cause
changes in relative prices and consequently affect the allocation of
resources, the alternative of economic units, and real economic activity75.
Some other advantages of tax incentives (or expenditures) are: tax
incentives encourage the private sector to participate in social programs;
tax incentives are simple and involve far less Governmental supervision
and detail; tax incentives promote private decisionmaking rather than
government-centered decisionmaking76. Some asserted disadvantages of
tax incentives (or expenditures) are: tax incentives permit windfalls by
paying taxpayers for doing what they would do anyway; tax incentives
are inequitable...; tax incentives distort the choices of the marketplace
and produce unneutralities in the allocation of resources; tax incentives
keep tax rates high by constricting the tax base and thereby reducing
revenues; tax expenditures complicate enormously the task-of tax admi-
nistration; and, others77.

Notwithstanding the different attitudes toward tax incentives (or
expenditures) as means to achieving desired results, the adoption of any
such policy must be delivered in harmony with the purposes which have
shaped throughout the years the rates and structure of the federal income
tax. These are: to supply adequate revenue; to achieve practical and
workable income tax system; to impose equal taxes upon those who
enjoy equal incomes; to assist in achieving economic stability; to reduce
economic inequality; to avoid impairment of the operation of the market
oriented economy; to acomplish a high degree of harmony between the
income tax and the sought-for political order; and economic growth't .
Finally, tax exemption techniques must be devised as to assure a proper
balance between taxes paid and benefits received, that is, within the fields
of cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness analysis, so that the objective can be
accomplished without disturbing the forces of supply and demand in the
market no more than necessary' 9. It is within the above contex that the
section 936 policy will be analyzed below.

73. Id Surrey, (1970) at 707.
74. Id. at 713.
75. Supply-Side Economics: Reality and Outlook, Economic Bulletin, Puerto Rico Planning Board
(March 1981), reproduced in P. R. Buss. Review 19 (July-August, 1981).
76. S. Surrey (1970). supra note 61, at 715-19; See also M. Ramirez, Exencldn Contributiva
Industrial de Puerto Rico - Replica. 38:4 Rev. Col. Abog. P. R. 486, at 487 (Nov., 1977).
77. Id Surrey. at 715-26; See generally, Surrey & McDaniel (1979) supra note 2, at 253-80.
78. Sneed (1965), supra note 1, at 568.
79. Id. 568. See also Surrey (1970), supra note 61, at 714.
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B) Section 936 - Cost-Benefit Effects
As stated before, Congress's two main objectives in adopting section

936 were to permit repatriation of profits of local subsidiaries back to
U.S. parent corporations prior to termination of their respective tax
exemption periods; and, of relevant importance to Puerto Rico, to
induce U.S. corporate investment in active trades and business locally.
The new provision exempted income generated by 936 business opera-
tions in Puerto Rico and it went so far as to treat as tax exempt income
the profits made from retained earnings reinvested in P.R. giving the
government the opportunity to stimulate investmen of 936 funds locally.
In 1976, the costs of this policy in general terms were the foregone tax
revenues for the U.S. Government, and the local Treasury's lost revenue
for not taxing the 936's corporate income fully. The then expected
benefits were primarily: additional employment generated by these cor-
porations; multiplier impacts of 936 corporate expenditures (employ-
ment, savings, local purchases); increase in local Treasury's revenues via
personal income tax paid by new employees; and, investments by 936's in
local public works, mortages, commercial paper and loans. Seven years
have passed since the enactment of section 936, from which an analysis
can be made to determine whether Congress objectives have materialized
and how good of a tax policy is section 936.

More than $7 billion have been invested in Puerto Rico since the
enactment of section 936 in 1976s. For local banks this figure means more
than one third of their deposits"1 . But, more than fifty five percent of all
those deposits have gone to the three larger banks -Banco Popular,
Chase and Citibank 2. Thus, most native banks (except for Banco Popu-
lar) are not having much access to direct deposits of 936 money, and are
unlikely to receive much more than currently 3. Some analysts propose
that the problem with this tendency is that some of these larger banks
may be conservative by nature in their policies, and therefore, may tend
not to channelize these resources toward productives ends' 4.

80. Treasury Report (1983), supra note 4, at 59, & 69. See generally Treasury Report (1980). supra
note 4, at 69 et seq. Treasury Sicretary Carmen A. Culpeper, Culpeper Defends 936, Wages. Fewer
Reports, The San Juan Star B2 (Dec. 26. 1982). See: Appendix A Distribution of 936 Deposits
Among The Banks In P. R. as of Dec. 31, 1982; Appendix B - 936 Funds in P. R. Banking Industry
Resources & Deposits.
81. Id, Treasury Report (1980) See Table showing where investment goes. Currently the 936 poll
contains about 36 billion-funds available for productive investment in Puerto Rico, $4.9 billion of
which are placed in the commercial banking sector. Id. Culpeper. See abo, C. ,Beardsley, Fondos
936 en Sistema Banca Comercial de /a Isla Ascenden a $5,200. millones, El Mundo 7B (may 31,
1982). See also, Treasury Report (1983), supra note 4, chapter 4.
Appendix A; Treasury Report (1983), supra note 4, 89-91.
82. See also: L. Cootas (Feb., 1980); supra note 18, at 132-34, Baird (1980), supra note 16, at 122-23;
J.P. Rioe, Chase should beneft from loans, rales. The San Juan Star Ba (July 24, 1983).
83. td, Costaa, at 134.
84. See Ason, (1977). supra note 58, at 8. See abo, Treasury Report (1983), supra note 4, at 89.
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The increment in deposits from 936 corporations should have conse-
quently reflected an increment in the credit supply for construction,
commerce and industryss. Additionally, it should have reflected a noted
improvement in the general credit conditions through a reduction in
interests rates or other credit terms, and a reduction in the existing
limited credit available to the residents of Puerto Rico' 6. Unfortunately,
the inflow of funds from these 936 corporation into Puerto Rico is having
to some extent rather a depresing influence due to limited investment
opportunities on the island'7. The real fact is that the Puertorican eco-
nomy cannot provide sufficient investment opportunities to absorb the
earnings of all the possessions corporations operating in Puerto Rico"s.
As a result, more 936's earnings are being repatriated earlier than other-
wise, notwithstanding the tollgate tax imposed on these by the local
government 9 . Moreover, the earnings that are invested in Puerto Rico
have three basic characteristics which have precluded that these have a
more direct impact on the economic development of Puerto Rico: low
risk, liquidity, and short term maturity9 0. As a result banks are not having
too much long-term transactions, while investing funds deposited with

85. Id. at 3.
86. Id. at l&3.
87. See, Costas (Nov., 1978), supra note 6. at 668: See also. B. Kfingman, The 76 Act Hits The
Tropicj: The Improved Investment Climate In Puerto Rico. Tax Adviser 12, at 17 (Jan., 1977)
(hereinafter cited as Klingman (1977)1 las 936. El Nuevo Dia; primer piano 7 (June 20, 1982). But
see. Culpeper,.supra note 80: "In addition, the existence of such a large pool of funds tends to lower
the cost of borrowing locally. The differential between the Puerto Rico CD rate and the Eurodollar
rate has increased since the imposition of our new regulations on the use of 936 funds last February.
Of course that differential appears smaller in absolute terms at lower interest levels, but in proportio-
nal terms it is still increasing. In November 1982, when the Eurodollar rate averaged 9.7 percent and
the 936 rate averaged 5.7 percent, the differential was 400 basis points - a significant advantage for
investor in Puerto Rico.

The all, important liquidity afforded the Puerto Rico ruiancial system by this pool of fund has
uses beyond direct lending. However, in recent months the existence of 936 funds and the consequent
availability of low-cost financing has made possible the solution of a significant number of banking
problems and has reduced to a minimum the failures of financial institutions in Puerto Rico. Thus
the benefits of 936 funds to banking transcend the local economy and are of significant import to
Federal bank regulation agencies such as the FDIC and FSLIC. They have been able to solve
problem bank situations without actual deposit payments from their insurance funds.
88. Id. Klingman; A. Patureau, 936 mortage rules "too staff , The San Juan Star BI (Jan 16, 1983).
Notwithstanding, more investment opportunities through government planning are being offered
presently by the local Administration. But see, Treasury Report (1983), supra note 4, at 6-7, 69. &
106.
89. Id. Report (1983), at 130. See Costas (Nov.. 1978), supra note 6, at 668. See also. J. Oyola, How
to lower P.R. interest rates to 5%b The San Juan Star B3 (July 17, 1983), proposing some ideas to
successfully channeling 936 funds into long term investments in P.R.; A. Patereau, Treasuryprobing
"936" deals. The San Juan Star BI (Sept. 18, 1983). 936 corps. repatriated a record $2 billion to the
U.S. in the fiscal year ended June 30.
90. C. Figueroa, 936 Financial Intermediation And The Deelopment Of The Service Industries.
P.R. Buss. Rev. 16, at 17 (Special Supp. July-August 1981). See comments by M. Mier, Beardsley,
supra note 81.
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them outside Puerto Rico through some technical mechanisms they have
discovered. The U.S. Treasury Department admits that "there is little
evidence that the increase in funds has had any significant effect on the
total availability of credit, or long-term interest rates, in Puerto Rico""1.
Therefore, the prevailing economic environment shows a situation of
unbalance with an excessive supply of funds available for short term
investment, great need for local long term investment, and no actual
adequate institutional mechanism available to channel effectively the 936
funds in order to get the most benefits for the local economy9.

One other area where the effectiveness of section 936 policy has been
questioned by some competent authorities is the one related to employ-
ment. The 936 corporations in Puerto Rico have failed to resolve the
problem of chronically high employment in Puerto Rico93. This is due to
several factors. First, most of the 936 corporations that establish a
subsidiary in Puerto Rico are not labor intensive, maybe because of the
federal minimum wages which.apply locally, although this can be over-
come easily by the tax exemptions. Also, some of these industries bring
top personnel from outside Puerto Rico. In addition, in most of the cases
the operations of the industries that relocate in P.R. are specific segments
of a larger process of production. As one specialist noted:94

"What the aforesaid studies of Fomento have failed to realize
or take into account is that possession corporations mostly are

91. The Operation And Effect Of The Possessions Corporation System Of Taxation, Second
Annual Report. Department of the Treasury (June. 1979), But see. M. Escobar. Problems of
channeling 936.funds. The San Juan Star B 6 (Feb 20, 1983). Probably, the fact that Congress has
shown a tendency to supervise continously the 936 policy and make changes to it, has affected also
the determination by 936 corporations to make long term investments locally because of the degree
of uncertainess involved.
92. One institution that could assist in the investment of 936 funds properly is the Government
Development Bank. But see, J. O'Neill, Is GDB investing 936 funds properly, The San Juan Star BI
(Oct. 24, 1982). See A. L. Seda. Creativity. consensus needed on 936. The San Juan Star B4, March
13. 1983. The local Treasury has taken some regulatory steps to improve this situation --e.g.: R.
Arrieta. Fondos 936 para la construccidn de viviendas. El Nuevo Dia, primer piano 4 (Dec. 1, 1982)
In addition, the Banking Regulations which became effective February, 1982 were intended to help
with this problem although long term effect is somewhatkless certain. See generally. Treasury Report
(1983), supra note 4, 78-87. But see, T. Sella, P.R. rated safefor investors over short term 2. The San
Juan Star (May 14, 1983); A. Patereau, 936 incentive urged affecting mortgages, The San Juan Star
32 (Sept. 2, 1983). An economist proposed a new 936 incentive that would reduce or eliminate the
tollgate tax on repatriated profits in exchange for the 936 corps making a substantial investment in
P.R. mortgage instruments.
93. See generally. Cottas (Nov., 1979), supra note 6; Costas (Feb. 1980), supra note 18, at 131.
Notwithstanding 936 corporations now provide 40% of all local manufacturing jobs according to a
study by the island Treasury Department. See also J. Omang, P.R. Views Tax Bill As Spoiler of
Island's Economy. The Washington Post Al, (August 2,1982). Of course, most of these corporations
were established in Puerto Rico before 1976.
The Fourth Treasury Report estimates 936 employment in P.R. in 1980 at 72,000. Id. Treasury
Report (89-83) at 7. Id.. at 118-119 for Estimate on Forward & Backward Linkages.
94. Costas, (May, 1980), supra note 22, at 266-7.
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subsidiaries of multinational parent companies and that their
operations in Puerto Rico are only specific segments of a larger
process of production performed by the total corporate family.
For the Puerto Rican operations the multinational parents select
a discrete portion of such process, incorporate that portion and
thereinto shift much of the familial profit. In the case of pharma-
ceutical companies that discrete portion involves mixing to pro-
duce patented drugs and in the case of electrical and electronic
equipment businesses it involves assembling, or sub-assembling
to produce patented equipment. Such mixing or assembling
requires only a specific pre-determined plant. Its original size has
been chosen for economic optimality and psychological credibi-
lity -to perform the desired portion most efficiently and not tie
down the possession corporation to Puerto Rico, thereby presen-
ting a credible threat to leave Puerto Rico in negotiating from the
Puerto Rican government additional exemption decrees and
other concessions. Accordingly, beyond the initial plant cons-
truction and purchase of the original equipment, the Fomento
exempt possession corporations have little need or desire for
concrete expansion".

Tax expenditures costs in a ratio compared to employees hired by 936
corporations can also seem to demonstrate the previous assertions. In
1978, nine companies for which the federal tax expenditure represented
more than $100,000 per Puerto Rican employee, accounted as a result for
11.4 percent of the total tax expenditures but only 1.3 percent of the
employment of the companies for which employment data were availa-
ble9s. Thus the mechanics of the 936 policy presently allow an exagerated
balance in cost-benefits for different corporations.

One other negative consideration is that the cost of the 936 policy as a
tax expenditure has been ioo high as compared to its local effects. The
936 policy is among the ten highest corporate tax expenditures in the
Internal Revenue Code96. In 1977, the 936 tax expenditures estimate was
$641 million 97. In 1978 it was estimated at $840 million9s. In fiscal 1981
these were $1,278 million, and are estimated at $1,373 million for fiscal

9S. Treasury Report (1980),supra note 4. at 5I. The U.S. Treasury estimated that the revenue loss for
each job created is so high that the federal government would save money if it simply paid the
workers' wages directly instead. In the case ofdrug companies, the Treasury is losing more than S3 in
taxes for each S1 in wages paid to a worker. But all these benefits have been decreased since the 1982
amendments to 936. A. Patureau, 936 revamp will his drug firms hardest. The San Juan Star BI
(August I, 1982).
96. Costas (Nov., 1979), supra note 6, at 564. See also R. Sierra, Possessions Corporations: Critique
of Treasury Report, Int. Tax J. 14, at 18 (1980). In 1980, Federal tax benefits per Puerto Rican
employee averaged $17,186. Treasury Report (1983), supra note 4, at 113. -

97. Treasury Report (1980). supra note 4, as 10. n. 6.
98. lid, at 34.
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1982". For several reasons, some argue that section 936 constitutes a
mpisguided and ineffective expenditure of federal funds' 00 . Mainly, the
fact that this is an exemption on corporations that have easy ability to
pay taxes, most of which are listed in Fortune 500101.

The above analysis demonstrates that the local and U.S. Government
expectations with the adoption of section 936 were high within the
context of employment and other benefits to Puerto Rico, although not
from the point of view of increase in money supply to the mainland due to
the now allowable annual repatriation of profits 0 2. In fact some compa-
nies are taking back annually as much as $43,000 in profit per island job.
103 Possibly one reason for experiencing incongruent results may be the
fact that no matter what economic policy is adopted to assist the local
economy, the different economic variables afecting the forces of supply
and demand in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico are different than
those in the mainland. But this argument leads ultimately to other
considerations which relate in turn to the different political status alter-
natives for Puerto Rico. Thus, within this reality the best advantages
must be presently sought to improve the economic condition of the
island. Notwithstanding, 936 policy has had some favorable effects
locally, to the extent that its derogation would be negative to the eco-
nomy within the present political status. Currently, one third of income
tax colections, and a significant fraction of local gross product are
directly traceable to the 936 corporations. The following excerpt from
Treasury Secretary Carmen Ana Culppeper's testimony, December 15
on section 936 before a U.S. House subcomittee on banking, finance and
urban affairs, is quite revelant: 10 4

Though 936 firms are effectively exempt from U.S. taxes on
their Puerto Rico source earnings they are not fully exempt from
Puerto Rico taxes, and of course personal income resulting from
their operations has always been fully taxable.

The result is that the Puerto Rico Treasury now depends to a
great extent on revenues stemming directly from 936 operations.
In fiscal year 1982, about 15 percent of our General Fund reve-
nues resulted from such direct operations, not counting secon-
dary effects such as tax revenues from local suppliers of 936 firms
and other multiplier effects.

99. Treasury Report (1983). supra note 4, at 101. Costas (Nov., 1979). supra note 6. at 564.
100. Id. at 587.
101. Id., at 563. See also, T. Doulan. Tax Headache Strikes, Barron's II (April 13, 1981).
102. See. The 1982 Amendment to IRC Section 936, P.R. Bus. Rev. I (Sept., 1982).
103. J. Omang, supra note 93. But see, H.L. Friedman, Travenolreveals 936 impact, The San Juan
Star B I, (May I, !983) -"During 25 years, $256 million in taxes were waived while $630 million was
pumped into P.R. economy."
104. Culpeper, supra note 75. See also, J.R. Madera, The Impact Of The Possessions Corporation
System Of Taxation On The Economic Development of P. P, 1983 Court of P.R., Econ. Develop-
ment Administration.
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Another revenue source stemming directly from the 936
system is the so-called "tollgate tax", paid on 936 earnings as they
are repatriated to the U.S. This tax operates as a postponed
income tax and can be adjusted depending on prior uses of funds
and the length of time they remain in Puerto Rico.

Obviously such a tax is useful for more than revenue genera-
tion, serving as a control for the use of 936 funds while on the
island and a valve for their flow from the island. Currently we
receive about $80 million per year in revenues from this source,
about 4 percent of our General Fund.

The uses of these funds and their effect on the cost of capital in
Puerto Rico are impressive. Our own Industrial Incentives Act,
in conjuction with Puerto Rico Treasury regulations issued last
February, strictly regulates the uses to which 936 funds must be
put in order to qualify for favorable "tollgate tax" treatment.
Generally they must be invested locally in elegible activities,
which include productive assets, public financial instruments, or
qualifying mortages, directly or through local financial
intermediaries.

Nearly half the $6.9 billion in total eligible activity -$3.2
billion- is in commercial loans, about one quarter is in govern-
ment obligations, another 16 percent is in mortages, and the
remainder is in other development- related investments. Much
of this activity would not exist without Section 936 and without
conscious regulation by the Puerto Rico Treasury.

Even more important as a revenue source is the personal
income tax resulting from 936 payrolls. During 1982 we expect to
receive $240 million in personal income taxes from employees of
936 corporations, about I I percent of our General Fund revenues
and more than one third of our total personal income tax.

Most economists estimate the employment multiplier of 936
firms at 2.5 or higher. Thus the effect on our fiscal system is very
significant, probably accounting for more than two thirds of our
personal income tax collections.

These figures indicate more than just the importance of
Section 936 to the Puerto Rico Treasury. They should show you
an increasingly efficient fiscal system - a Treasury increasing its
936 - based revenues even though the economy is in recession
and is adjusting to production under the corporate income tax.
Neither of these developments would be possible without the
stable and favorable climate of the Possessions Corporation
Taxation System.

One other issue that may affect the local 936 investment because of
the uncertainty and instability it creates is the continuous supervision of
the section by Congress. A clear example of this is the fact that notwiths-
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tanding the Summer 1982 Amendments to 936, a few months thereafter
we were hearing again some warnings by congressmen10s. It is acceptable
that the policy has to be evaluated periodically by the U.S. Treasury
Department as other tax policies are. But there must be a feeling of
stability and credibility for the policy to work effectively.

Althoug it is "not impossible" that section 936 be repealed, it is
improbable. On the one hand, the tax expenditures of 936 may not be
viewed as a Federal expenditure. Rather, if such corparations were fully
taxed in Puerto Rico or elsewhere, the United States would anyway allow
a foreign tax credit for income taxes paid to these countries. (Thus, these
would be foregone taxes to the U.S. Treasury anyway). In addition, the
U.S. money supply in a way is more solid today under 936 than under
section 93 1 because of the current repatriation of earnings, a policy that
the U.S. will undoubtedly change. Possession Corporations in Puerto
Rico will not move their operations to other foreign countries because of
the earnings, reinvestment, and repatriation benefits of 936. Nor will they
move back to the mainland to pay full income taxes 06. Notwithstanding,
the applicability of a tax policy similar to U.S. IRC 936 would be
different under each of the three possible political status alternatives for
Puerto Rico. ,06A

105. Dole: 936 compromise "too generous': The San Juan Star 1 (Aug. 5, 1982); P. Serralles, Drugs
stocks affected by Section 936 threat, The San Juan Star 88 (Dec. 5, 1982); J. Simon, Aplazan un
giganteprojecto 936. El Nuevo ' 3 (Dec. 3, 1982); A. Patureau, Dole letter stirs hope. doubt at 936
meet. The San Juan Star B1, (Nov. 21, 1982); See. Senator Dole letter to Treasury Secretary Regan
of October 20, 1982 - "...there is continuing Congressional concern that evej the revised section 936
may not be adequately targeted..." This Congressional attitude towards t~e 936 policy has been
critized by U.S. and P.R. Treasury officials which have stated the need for certainty of tax treatment
as essential for U.S. investment in Puerto Rico. A. Patureau,° Treasury official urges Congress to
delay any planned 936 changes. The San Juan Star 3 (Nov. 20, 1982); See, Culpeper, supra note 75.
A Lo. K. Wagenheim, Budget Office takes 936 off its "hit list", Caribbean Business 5 (March 9,1983).
106. See. Treasury Report (1980). supra note 3. at 61-2. In fact, after the 1982 amendments 40 plants
in P.R. announced plans of expansion: R. Merino, 40 Empresas Planean Expandirse. El Mundo I
(agosto 17, 82). It is improbable that Congress will attempt to review the amended version of 936
before the 1984 Presidential election. Next Congressional Review may not reppeal the section but
may introduce amendments that will relate the 936 credit to the creation of direct employment, and
to regulate the qualified Possession Source Investment Income. See also. Treasury Report(1983).
supra note 125-129, & 50; F, M. Andic, 936 has subtle advantages for U.S.; The San Juan Star B3
(June 19. 1983).

106A Independence -
Under this political status. section 936 would not apply to Puerto Rico. The income taxes
paid to the local government by foreign investors -e.g., U.S. Corps. doing business in
P.R.-could get a tax credit in their respective countries.

Commonwealth -
Under this political status, the continual applicability of section 936 is not guaranteed
absolutely. However, it is improbable that it be repealed because it constitutes anyway
foregone tax revenues to the U.S. Treasury. If repealed, the U.S. corps. doing business
locally would get a tax credit for income taxes paid to P.R. Also, legal constitutional
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Finally, although it is favorably argued that tax incentives (as 936) are
basic to the economic development policies of Puerto Rico, it is also
argued that these have not placed the island in a competitive level with
southern states in relation to: market access; good transportation system;
availability of raw materials; low cost of energy; excess labor demand at
lower wages; lower state taxes; and favorable industrial climate (relating
to labor laws and labor tendency to unionize). 107 Notwithstanding,
departing from the fact that we have to consider demand and supply
variables within our present political status, the United States Govern-
ment should also consider implementing additional policies (e.g.- consi-
dering that the people of Puerto Rico are American citizens, an increase
in direct expenditures to Puerto Rico in a way equal to the 50 states) to
offset the above disadvantages. These would further contribute to the
solution of local problems and make the island a more competitive site
for outside investment.

C. Government Direct Expenditures -- An Alternative

As previously mentioned, Governmentmay use_"direct expenditures"
such as grants, interest subsidies, direct federal loans, federal insurance
or guarantee of private loans, and others to accomplish the purposes and
objectives which the special tax provisions seeks to achieve or encou-
rage' 08. Authorities seem to bedivided in proposing which policy may be
more effective and appropiate for Government to adopt in its social and
economic pursuits - some argue tax expenditures are more effective
than Government direct expenditures and vice versa'09. It is argued by
supporters of Government direct expenditures that... "the cause of infor-
med and efficient government is advanced by eschewing tax concessions
in favor of direct goals"... 10 In this sense, it is suggested that the adminis-
tration of tax concessions is normally a less exact process than exists
when the program is one related to goverimivita[ funds because they

issues could arise because of the applicability of Federal taxes to income from sources
within P.R.

Statehood-
Section 936 would not be repealed automatically because P. R. becomes a states of the
Union. The agreement of incorporation between the U S. and P. R. could provide for its
continuity for many years. In addition, P. R. would benefit from: increased participation
in federal programs; political stability; perpetual accesibility to the U. S. market; and,
others. Many of the local capital intensive industries would not leave the island overnight
to other countries with doubtful political stability, or to the mainland, where variable
costs may be higher.

107. See Costa (May 1980). supra note 22; Treasury Report (1983), supra note 4. at 44; M. Bhatia,
Effects of recession' P. R. vs. Southern States, The San Juan Star 82 (June 19, 1983).
108. Note 61 infra. On the other hand, tax expenditures represent use of the tax system to provide
financial assistence.
109. Compare Surrey (1970), supra note 61, with. Sneed (1965), supra note I. at 602-04. See also,
Surrey and McDaniel (1979), supra note 2.
110. Jd. Sneed at 602.
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involve less negotiation of the arrangements, less suspension, less red
tape, no new bureaucracy and so on. Two local tax expenditures that
have been critized by some on grounds of supervision are: the administra-
tion by the U.S. Treasury Department of section 936 possessions corpo-
rations which some say can liberally decide when, where, to what extent,
and in what way they want to enjoy the benefits of the section; and the
administration by Fomento of the exempted industries in- Puerto Rico
with its lack of appropiate records'I'. To the contrary, tax expenditures
are supported by those who critized the government intervention as
expensive and bureaucratic' 12.,

Moreso, it is also argued that the administration of tax expenditures
programs involve a certain degree of waste, carelessness, and even disho-
nesty, otherwise inconceivable in direct expenditure programs' 13. Some

are for the proposition that these programs allowed undeserved deduc-
tions and tax credits, affording greater benefits to the rich"14. Senator
Kennedy has opposed vigorously the section 936 policy, precisely on
these similar arguments. He once said in relevant part as follows"15:

"In anticipations of the enactment of Section 936 many posses-
sions corporations are placing as much as possible of their ear-
nings in a liquid state so as to cash in on the benefit of immediate
tax-free distribution if Section 936 is enacted. Many are motiva-
ted by a widespread belief that any enacted Section 936 will not
last very long, but would be repealed when Congress woke up to
its real effects. They want therefore, to be ready to take advantage
of the new Section 936 gift while they can. In fact, lurking
beneath the desire to cash in on a new Section 936 is the worry
that when its generous benefits combined with the exemption
benefits of Section 931 become fully known and the financial
reports of the beneficiaries of this moneymaking machine are
scrutinized -really for the- first time - the whole scheme will
crash down. They thus are hoping they can obtain Section 936
without Congress looking into Pandora's Box that contains the
Section 931 exemption. For that Pandora's Box would disclose
the tax windfalls that U.S. multinationals are obtaining under
even the present tax exemption."

I I I. See Costas (Nov. 79), supre note 6, at 566-7; and, Costas (Feb. 80), supra note 18, at 104-5.

Notwithstanding, the 1982 amendments to section 936 may invalidate this claim.
112. Se Sneed, supra note I, at 603. For a comparison of tax expenditures & government direct
expenditures in the United States see Surrey (1970);supre note 61. at 711; of course, they are also
favored by those benefitng from them. See also: Surrey a McDankl (1979) supro note 2; H.

Fridman, Main cry to Co" C: "Push Tax Atornj". The San Juan Star BI (June 12. 1983).

113. Se Sneed (1965). supra note 1, at 602.
114. Id. A deeper analysis about the real affects can be found in: Surrey & McDaniel (1976), supra

note 70. Also the tax expenditure policies may raise constitutional issues. (pl. 707). Surrey &
McDaniel (1979), supra note 2.
11 . Reprinted in Sierra (1978), supra note 49, at 840.
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Notwithstanding, the effects of the above statements can be positively
reduce if such tax expenditures are effectively scrutinized by the legisla-
tive and executive branches, or are subject to annual budgetary review
processes'6. Finally, it is argued against tax incentives that these greatly
decrease the ability of the Government to maintain control over the
management of its priorities' 7.

In relation to section 936 policy and within the above context, the
determination of whether it is more effective or appropiate than a federal
government policy of direct expenditures depends on various factors.
First, one has to question whether the governmental goal which led to the
adoption of the policy is an appropriate one (Evidently in the case of
section 936 this has to be answered in the affirmative)' . Then comes the
question of - to what extent will the tax approach or the direct approach
achieve the desired objective" 19. Next, comes the analysis of determining
that if both approaches are viable, which is more effective120 . In this
respect, it is important to know, whethk-r there is money available to
apply alternatively a direct expenditure policy. Another important issue
is whether the government is interested in more direct supervision to
solve the problems of Puerto Rico (as through with direct assistance) or if
it is willing to have the private sector participate by providing solutions
with economic ventures. Other considerations involve the possibility that
the problems caused in the legislative process and in tax administration
would be present under either approach' 2'. But also, in the case of Puerto
Rico, with its own peculiar economic and political status situation, a
joint policy approach, both of tax and direct expenditures right prove to
be more effective, if implemented with maximum considerations to the
local reality. In summary, any change in policy to ward tax expenditures
or government expenditures or to both, has to be as a result of a prior

116. Compare Sneed (1965). supra note 1, at 602 with Surrey (1970), supra 61, at 730.
117. Id.. Surrey, at 730.
118. See generally, Surrey & Mc Daniel, supra note 2, at 251.
119. Id. To what extent the tax approach has achieved the desired objective or result has been
analyzed in this paper. To what extent the direct approach can achieve the desired result as an
alternative to the 936 policy can be determined analogaly by examining how effectively other direct
investment policies have worked in Puerto Rico, or elsewhere. Promotion of certain economic
sectors, as the one of employment, is much better handle in a free enterprise system as ours. by
channeling policies through the private sector. In this case with a policy equal or similar to section
936. A report on how much the Federal government is spending now in Puerto Rico, and on what
programs, can be found in: K. Wagenheim, What the Feds spend to aid Puerto Rico, Caribbean
Buss. 2. (March 9, 1983). ..."Federal expenditures in Puerto Rico can be sub-divided into four major
categories: 1) grants to state and local governments; 2) salaries and wages paid to Federal employees;
3) direct payments to individuals; 4) procurement... Comparisons of per capita Federal expenditures
by state and territory show that P.R. received only $1,422 per capita in Federal aid during Fiscal
1982. compared with a nationwide average of S2.591. See also, K. Wagenheim, Caribbean Buss. 2

(March 9. 1983). See Appendix D.
120. Id.
121. Id.
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cost-benefit cost-effect analysis of each of the alternatives proposed. This
is the real test.

V. Conclusion
Seven years of experience with the 936 policy have served to measure

to some extent how certain were the expectations of Congress in its
adoption. Unquestionably, the change in policy from section 931 to 936,
providing fQr current repatriation of profits rather than at liquidation of
the possessions corporation, helped increase the money supply of the
U.S. economy. Although, it has been argued that section 936 is too costly
as a tax expenditure for the Federal Treasury, it can be questioned
whether this may be exaggerated for several reasons. On the one hand,
such corporations if fully taxed in Puerto Rico or elsewhere would be
entitled anyway to a tax credit for such paid income taxes. On the other
hand, the direct benefits to mainland corporations because of the credit
(and the indirect benefits to other sectors of the economy) are of tremen-
dous magnitude to the U.S. economy when compared to the policy as an
expenditure 22. Thus, by adopting the 936 policy, the Federal Govern-
ment has successfully device a scheme that induces American Corpora-
tions to confine operations within U.S. borders (in this case P.R.) with all
the direct and indirect economic benefits this represents, and which
avoids outflow of funds to the treasuries of foreign countries to the extent
that the income from 936 corporations would constitute otherwise fore-
gone tax revenues. Although the 936 foregone tax revenues are not
received by foreign treasuries nor by the U.S. Treasury (since it is
received as income to the 936 corps), it constitutes funds within the U.S.
money supply which serves in turn as a positive catalytic agent within the
American economy in different ways. Moreso, this tax expenditure
argument may not be as strong as before the 1982 amendment to section
936 was implemented, since the tax credit has been reduced.

From the local point of view, it would be unfair and unrealistic to say
that the 936 policy has not worked effectively at all. In fact, the policy and
the increase in federal aid served as a catalytic agent to postpone an
economic debacle in Puerto Rico. Notwithstanding, local unemploy-
ment continues to rise and 936 corporations cannot be expected to aid
with the problem much more since most are not labor intensive indus-
tries. Within this view, in its periodic revisions of the policy, Congress
and the Federal Treasury Department should consider the possibility of
adding to the 936 credit a variable that would relate the credit more
directly to job creations by the possessions corporations.

Althoug presently section 936 needs no major changes (other than
regulations for QPSII) the practical reality is that it needs to be scrutini-
zed periodically (as any other tax policy) by the corresponding compe-

122. The Department of the Treasury of Puerto Rico should keep annual figures in relation to this
matter for comparative purposes.
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tent agencies to avoid abuses by elected corporations. The 1982
amendments under the "Tax and Fiscal Responsibility Act", limiting
income from intangibles, is a clear example of this need. This reviews
should carefully analyze for each specific period of time, the advantages
and disadvantages of the policy- within the contex of cost-benefit and
cost-effect variables so that any suggested changes can be implemented
without disturbing local supply and demand resulting from itv present
applicability more than necessary. But, one important factor that must
also be considered by the competent authorities is that periodical scru-
tiny must be carried out within the perspective that the policy (as any
other tax exempt policy) needs stability, and credibility in order to be
attractive and reliable to investors. Thus, there must be a general feeling
that only minor changes (not major changes) may result in the short run
(within the next few years from lthese)[23. The Government of Puerto
Rico should consider the preparation of a 936 Counter Report to each of
the 936 U. S. Treasury Annual Report (e.g., 90 days after the publication
of the Federal Report). This would offer the local Government the
opportunity, to respond competently and effectively to the Treasury
Report. In addition, interesting parties would be much better informed.

Within the local economic perspective, in the short run and conside-
ring the actual political reality, various corrective steps can be attempted.
The primary goal should be the maximum posible reduction of imports
and the maximization of exports to decrease the possibility of a deficit in
the balance of payments. To this end, the sector of production is impor-
tant because it may reduce imports to the extent that these are produced
locally in as much as possible. Also, it generates exports and thus inflow
of funds. In addition, exports can be largely increased if the Government
appropriates more funds to this purposes: employs adequate personnel;
concentrate more effort, in commercial missions and participation in
international commercial activities; and, educates the people of Puerto
Rico to be more economically oriented. The fact is that local people need
to be aware of the potential benefits they can get in international com-
mercial ventures 24.The government cannot rely endlessly in only indus-

123. A reasonable strategy was the one adopted by the U.S. Treaury Department in its response to
Senator's Dole letter of October, 1982. In addition, the U.S. Treasury should be very carefuU in
preparing the 936 Reports as required by Congress. Statements should avoid contradictions that
could embarrass either the U.S. Government or P.R. See, e.g., Treasury Report (1983), supra note 4,
at: 4 compared to 63; 20 - conclusive statements with evidence from a recessionary period; 32
compared to 33; 57 & 58 too hypothetical; 74; others. See alo. K. Wagenheim. 936 corporations
lukewarm toward 4th. Treasury Report, Caribbean Bus. 7 (April 13, 1983); H. Turner, Corrada 936
Report shouldn I alarm P.R.. The San Juan Star 3 (May 3. 1983); A. Patereau, Feds snipe at 936
again in new report.., and Fomento chlef roars a reply, The San Juan Star 82-3 (May Im 1983).
124. See. A. Patureau, Corrada: isle trade can triple In decade. San Juan Star 18 (May 20,1983); C.R.
Jimene., An Export strategy mapped for P. R. business. The San Juan Star B6 (june 12, 1983).
124A. See, A. Paturegu. A report about the 1983 winter season. The San Juan Star BI -8 (March 6,
1983). ALso. . Fdan, $5 million tourism drive only so-so. The San Juan Star B I (July 24.1983);
H. Fridman, Arraras vous to fight irreal tourism policies. The San Juan Star B4 (July 23, 1983); P.
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tries from the mainland to go and resolve the economic problems of P.R.
The exploration of local resources should be maximized. Local investors
should try to get a share of th U.S. market. Also, tourism should be
heavily promoted abroadim while protecting it at home by pursuing a
reasonable and competitive market. Another area where the government
can attempt to reduce imports with positive results is that related to
energy - e.g. effective policies can be implemented to reduce the con-
sumption of electricity, which in turn accounts heavily for the import of
crude oil to Puerto Rico. In addition, (notwithstanding possible conflic-
ting political views) considering the fact that the people of P.R. are
American citizens, the Government should pursue the goal of increased
participation in federal direct expenditures programs, in a manner simi-
lar to that of the 50 states. Another consideration is the one that proposes
that the Government dispose of "losing businesses" such as the Navieras
Shipping Line, The Telephone Co. and the Electric Power Authority,3'3

Finally, notwithstanding the possible solution and alternatives that
may be brought to the aid of local problems, one must seriously consider
the fact that the local political status issue will in most of the cases affect
their implementation. Still, something has to be done to change the
present situation and avoid an economic debacle. Within this perspec-
tive, it is time for the policy makers to realize that the variables of supply
and demand are different in Puerto Rico than in the mainland. That,
while the present political status continues, policies must be adopted that
are viable and realistic given the peculiar characteristic of Puerto Rico.
Moreso, in the case of a tax policy (as section 936) the fact that "...
fashioning a tax structure requires an intimate knowledge of, and sensiti-
vity to, the society in which it is to function..."' 25.

Hernidez & J. de C6rdova. Who gets whatfrom the new tourism incenites. The Sar, J.an Star 89
(June 26, 1983); A. Patereau, Big hoteLs outlook bleak without -nore incentives. The San Juan Star
HI (June 19, 1983); C. Morales, Tourism stilla stepchild despite new law 52, The San Juan Star 83,
(June 12, 1983); H. Fridman, Incentives Act: new day dawnsfor small hotel, The San Juan Star 131
(June 5, 1983).
1248. A Patereau, Laffel urges P. R. to adopt rest of his policies. The San Juan Star B4 (June 12.
1983).
125. Sneed. note I infra.
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APPENDIX A

ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF 936 DEPOSITS AMONG BANKS
AND TRUST COMPANIES WITH BANKING POWERS

IN PUERTO RICO
JUNE 30, 1983 - $ THOUSANDS

SOURCE - DEPT. OF THE TREASURY

936 DEPOSITS

LOCAL BANKS

BANCO POPULAR
DE P.R.

BANCO DE PONCE
BANCO ROIG
BANCO DE CAGUAS
BANCO COOPE-

RATIVO
BANCO FINANCIERO

DE P.R.

936
DEPOSITS

380450
151102
33111
14515

0

0

TOTAL
DEPOSITS

2048557
1160159
141266
35374

39149

47405

AS A % OF
TLT DEPS

18.57
13.02
23.44
41.03

AS A % OF
TLT 936 DEPS

7.91
3.14
0.69
0.30

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

SUBTOTAL-
LOCAL BANKS

FOREIGN BANKS

CITIBANK
CHASE MANHATTAN

BK
BANK OF AMERICA
CONTINENTAL

ILLINOIS
ROYAL BANK OF

CANADA
BANCO DE SAN JUAN
BANK OF

NOVA SCOTIA
SCOTIA BANK

DE P.R.
BANCO DE SAN-

TANDER P.R.
BANCO CENTRAL

CORP.
BANCO COMERCIAL

DE MAYAGUEZ
BANK OF BOSTON

SUBTOTAL-
FOREIGN BANKS

TOTAL-A' L
COMMERCIAL BANKS

579178 3471910

1331296

1044022
594583

181838

311703
44835

168281

84840

171693

149102

49724
96459

2170583

2220798
628287

328812

645801
329795

178805

343706

737592

694468

208962
129315

4228376 8616924

4807554 12088834

E40

16.68

61.33

47.01
94.64

55.30

48.27
13.59

94.11

24.68

23.28

21.47

23.80
74.59

49.07

39.77

12.4

27.67

21.70
12.36

3.78

6.48
0.93

3.50

1.76

3.57

3.10

1.03
2.00

87.87

99.91
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TRUST CO.'S WITH
BKG POWERS

UNIVERSAL TRUST.
COMPANY

ESPAROLA DE
FINANZAS TRUST

GIROD TRUST
COMPANY

LAS AMERICAS
TRUST COMPANY

UNION TRUST
COMPANY

TOTAL TRUST
COMPANIES

GRAND TOTAL

0 53 0.00

0 557 0.00

4549 216263 2.10

0 22213 0.00

0 27221 0.00

4549 266307

4812103 12355141

0.00

0.00

0.09

0.00

0.00

1.71 0.09

38.95 100.00

APPENDIX B
936 FUNDS IN PUERTO RICO

6/30/82

(Source: P.R. Treasury Dept.)

Dollar Value
(Billions)

P.R. Bank Deposits
Invested with Brokers
P.R. Mortgages (GNMA Pools)
P.R. Government Bonds
Other P.R. Assets (Mortgages,

Direct Loans, etc.)

P.R. Subtotal

Outside Puerto Rico

$ 4.7 54.0%
1.4 16.1
1.5 17.2
.3 3.4
.3 3.4

8.2 94.3

5.7.5

TOTAL S 8.7 100.0%

141

Type of Asset

Total

Percent of
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APPENDIX C

P.R. Banking Industry Resources and Deposits
(In Millions, as of April, 1982)

(Source: P.R. Treasury Dept.)

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

Total Resources $8,428.7 $8,982.8 $10,521.5 $11,757.4 $13,526.3
Total Deposits 6,762.9 7,526.0 8,637.7 9,676.4 11,324.1
936 Deposits 1,450.0 2,298.8 3,023.2 3,550.2 4,668.1

936 Deposits as
a Percentage of
Total Resources

936 Deposits as a
Percentage of
Total Deposits

17.2%* 25.6% 28.7% 30.2% 34.5%

21.4%s 30.5% 35.0% 36.7% 41.2%

*Estimate

APPENDIX D

(El Nuevo Dia 4, April 10, 1983)
FEDERAL FUNDS TO PUERTO RICO
U.S. FISCAL YEAR (Millions-of Dollars)

Actual

1981 1982 1983 1984.

TRANSFER OF FUNDS

EXPENSES BY FEDERAL
AGENCIES

EXCISE/CUSTOMS

DESIGNATED AID

OTHERS

TOTAL FEDERAL FUNDS

PAYMENTS - P.R. to U.S.

NET FEDERAL FUNDS

2,858.2 3,035.0 3,078.0 3,186.6

545.7 605.5 693.7 777.8

316.7 293.6 331.0 465.0

1,104.6 991.8 990.6 1,021.8

45.8 (1.1 41.4 42.4

$4,871.0 S4,977.0 $5,134.7 $5,493.6

949.0 961.0 997.6 1,046.5

$3,922.0 $4,016.0 $4,137.1 34,447.1
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"TAX CONTRADICTIONS WITIIIN Tilt ACTUAL POLITICAL STATUS OF PUERTO RICO

--U.S. TAXATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION"

I. I NTROI)UCT ION

Government 1eildS to li'couragce th CrQ,;oi| olI L li In #11,1l

every sector ol the economy by resort Ing Io dli Ilretit polIcies.

Ustially. It will decide for justified ecoioimic reasoits to favor an

ictLiviLy or group through moitit ary ;aSSISLilite which Ilmay be chlamnneled

or delivered by electing from n wide range of options -- e.g. direct

grants lonnAs, etc. I In addilion. it city attenpl to pursue this goal

by dealing with the tax System, particularly by the Implementation of

a tax pol Icy -- e.g., permiamelnL exclusions I rom Iicoume, deduct bos,

deferrals of tax lIabiilties, credILs against taLx, special rates,

other -- with the expectation that a desired result will be achieved.

Thus, taxing is an institutional arrangement to cover financial

expenses of government, that is, tax measures are formulated in order

to finance new or expanding govermnent activitLes. Within the

context of taxation, its traditional objective is to raise revenues.

Other objectives of taxation are:

--alter the distribution of income among individuals

-- influence consumer buying habits and investment

practices

-- curb inflation

-- to stimulate private investment in plant and equipment

through selective tax reductions

The above objectives have very important effects in the economy as a

whole and individually in citizens. For example, heavy taxation of

large incomes and modest taxation of small incomes-tend to equalize

the distribution 01 Income among persons; taxing a particular

commodity may have the effect of discouraging purchases from consu-

mers, etc. In addition, the tax system may encourage or dampen

incentives to produce effIciently, or may worsen or prevent serious

33-337 - 90 - 7
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hardships caused by i iltu.,t lolls IItI ile *'touomy. Itcrenes It

unemployment and productLon exceeds in demand miy be, changed by lowering

taxes leaving moremoney in the hands of consumers. Thus, the

government influences the economic climate through various means, but

particularly through its tax authority, which on the other hand,

requires Congressional approval, within the federal context, U.S.

Congressional approval.

The above analysis Is important within the perspective that

within the broad range of consideratio.s the political status of

Puerto Rico debate presents, the financial consideration is one of

the most important. The people of Puerto Rico aspire to a way of li-

ving equal or better to that of the american citizens of the states

with whom they have been related since 1898. Over the years the

relationship between Puerto Rico and the U.S. has fostered the inte-

gral role of the Federal Government in the Island, influencing the

public and private financial and socioeconomic development, in some

cases with complex arrangements The economic and legal variables

affecting rights and obligations of american citizens from the

different states and from Puerto Rico ,re almostt identical.

If match each against the other, the gap comes very near to that

difference of a political issue of no representation in Congress and

no participation In the electoral process of voting for the President.

This political gap makes the government in relation to citizens of

Puerto Rico one not of full consent by the people, since there is no

real equality in national political and legislative matters.
3

Defining the legal, political and economic differences that still

exist Is important in order to deferrmi|t, whether there Is any ra-

t Itotiae bai so I 1 ! sm kvt' s ! . t o-. i sm Hitt 1,14bL, i ! i Ica1 ly 411 I v .re, l Iy I hoal

any oi th. otlier .tts of tiihe Iiitit.el sItties. Withiii tills toi-

text. it isthe purpose f this i.pr , .,auIlyze some' Yxisting tax

policy contradictions within the aCLuAl political status of the

island which have unequal political .and economic effects on the

citizens of Puerto Rico, when compared to those of the states.

The Island has a separate fiscal structure, enjoying primary

jurisdicton-to tax Puerto Rican source income, while the United
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States has secondary jurisdiction to tax the Puerto Rican source income

of U.S. citizens, residents and corporations. Puerto Rico's authority

to enact its own system derives from the Foraker Act of 1900.

Nevertheless, there is a close relationship between the local tax

rules and the federal tax rules, to the extent that in 1954 the

Legislature adopted its present income tax laws based on the U.S.

Internal Revenue Code of 1939.4 The fact that the island has a sepa-

rate fiscal structure with the peculiarity that local tax policies

apply in most cases , that federal tax policies apply in others, and

both tax policies in still other cases, makes the economic Same

completely different. With appropriatetax planning the citizens of

Puerto Rico can legally avoid (even completely) paying annual income

taxes both to the local and federal treasury.5 In addiction, a

citizen of Puerto Rico, who pays local and also federal taxes because

of his income from sources within the U.S., will be contributing to a

treasury that will treat him differently for purposes of federal aid

programs.because of the political status of the Jur.sdiction in which

6he resides. Differences in economic nid,.or in tax policies may

disrupt an economy. The continuity of the Puerto Rico political

status uncertainty provokes in the decisional mental process of the

residents of the Island many contradictory thoughts and Leelings; for

example, in those who favor statehood fcr Puerto Rico that as the one

of desiring on the one hand statehood, and on the other hand, the

acceptance of the real ity that. there is to some extentt local ledernl

tOxINt lOt "without cqUa, l Iaccess or rights I( ldes'l ('ngrt, s Ital I

reipreaetittt In' will, Ih N.1t in which I ity feel a i,;,r1 i :,of d

whtici they want to Join. irotlcaltly th' issue ol taxitlot without

representation led the colonies to form a union and n nation, and

constitutes presently one of the hot finnancial issues within the

debate of the political status of Puerto Rico In its relation with

that same Nation, the United States of America.

- Of. :
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11. Taxation Without Represonteatiui-Tie' British Colonial System

Democracy has a context in every sphere of life. Some have

found its essence in the relation between government and the people.

Within this perspective other political nations Includet

-- it is equal share in power

-- it is extension of privileges since limitation is not
justifiable that is, exclusion from privilege is
exclusion from benefit,

Thus the notion ol equality ptlt% the way to the essence of

th.' dvenocrt Ic ldea-th' e ,I ort ofl 'iete ,ei II rit the' i r own essence

and to remove all barriers to that rillirmntio.a

As previously mentioned, there ir, differences between the

american citisons oi Puerto Rico, Asied those oi the other states.

ts there a rational basis for tho' dillerences within the above

context of democratic equality? To give those difierences the pro-

tection of the legal order is to prevent demand (or equality from the

citizens of Puerto Rico, iond to prtioneti, Ior e mystan or a status

erected upon differences aeed not upe)ee tmilnrities. In this case we

mre rvicring pire Iceelsirly io tie, I ix sii ',erilet' lieielele l li d ebovese

the applicability of federal taxes in l'tevrto Rico without Congres-

sional representation. In this respect, it is pertinent to analyse

briefly by analogy some thoughts which reflected the situation in the

colonie the disadvantages of the British colonial system were pres-

sing heavily upon them. particularly economic- causes (The 1765 Stamp

Act and others taxes). Set fort below er, some the objections to tax

drew up by 7homas Pitch, from Connectict, and which show how the

people ofthocolonies flit .sboot teh'e Isu ee being tax without

ropresentatione

"As the chiel excellency of the hiritish constitution

-consists in the subjects' being boted only by such laws
to which they themselves coe teee , loresatd ante as,
in order to their e'ntoyint ieeii ie et, tiev le' (Agree-
.ible to tht' cont. tut oni vv've'ietCl' vested with the
power of electing their repre e' ete iw's, so this right or
power Is a fundaeme'ntall privilei, ieo %o essent ial ca part
el the constitution that without il the subject cannot be
said to be tree. Therefore, if he be hindered from voting
in such election or obstructed in the lawful use ot that
real right or privilege, a suit will lie for him at common
law.

None of the privileges included in those general rights
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(which in a special manner denominate the British subjects
a free people) is maintained with greater care and circum-
spection, and of which they art, more Jealous, than this
particular, known, approved, O.o fixed one, that no tex,
loan, or benevolence can as imposed on them but with their
own consent by their representatives in Parliament. This
privilege is of ancient date. i*nd whenever It hab been en-
crosched upon has been claimeu. birUggled for, and recovered
as being essential for the prebvi%.,c ion of the liberty
property, qnd freedom el the suojett. For it the privilege
Ot not being taxed without their i;,-nsent be once taken from
them, liberty and freedom are i.ertalinly gone with it. That
power which can tax as it shall toink proper may govern as
it pressesi and Chose subjected tu such taxations and govern-
ment must be for, vTry far' from being a free people. -They
cannot, indeed, be sayd to enjo even so much as the shadow
of english liberties.

Also, set forth below is a -- Resolution Proposed by Patrick Henry-l767

,.,"Resolved, that tne taxation of the pepple by them-
selves, or by persons chosun by themselves to represent
them, who can only know what ,lxi,% the people are able to
bear, or the easiest method el raising them, and must them-
selves be affected by every tax lisid on the people, is the
only security against a burdensome taxation, and the dis-
tinuilShing characteristic of British tralom, without wich
the ancient constitution cannot exist,'

It is partly, within the above considerations which we have to

consider the political and economic contradictions of whether it is reason-

able to be liable tar federal taxes in certain cases as american citi

sans of Puerto Rico while not having tn,' right to vote for a represen-

tative in Congress, as equally as american citizens of other states,

this is taxation without representation, without consent.

III. Federal Taxes In Puerto Rico

The U, S. Congress has the constitutional authority to collect

taxes under the Sixteenth Amendment. Any tax policies that may be

adopted by Congross will consider certain factors such asi whether it

is justified, equitable, uniform In respect to the amount of tax, con-

vonlent In relatioti to p.iymenlt iitih vi.Ih;I, ind 'oiiiuttilvil in its ndmi-

ni at rat ion those rol ork ,i', cttii dtrid hiy iongrt'esxi.mn rt'prextnt lng

citizens or their constiLItuents. lhus, citzens purl leipate In these

decisions through their vote mlr c.idldites, and by Influencing their

elected representatives. Onev tax policies airu adopted, taxes have
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to be paid. There is no possible_ nalysis of the merits of the tax,

if not paid, property is confiscated- and the liable citizen goes to

Jail.

Puerto Ricans don't have representation in the U.S. Congress,

as equally as the states of the Union. Notwithstanding, Portoricans

have to pay income taxes on U.S. source income (if not exempted) and

other federal taxes---Federal social security, unemployment taxation,
ii

custom duties, excise taxes. |t there n rational basis for this fiscal

nrrungmont? The (act thlit tlig' Is ai;ed h, s. i t'lper.ritt I aiUial structure

with the peculiarity that local tax policies apply in most cases, that

federal tax policies apply in others, and both tax policies in still

other cases, makes the economic g'we completely different. With appro-

priate tax planning the citizens of Puerto Rico can regally avoid (in

some cases even completely) paying dnituul income taxes both to the

local and Federal treasury, thereby affecting the Puerto Rico money

supply, and the disposition of government for goods and services.

The tables in Appendix A ol this paepe'r reflect vital Information

related to the Federal Internal Revenue collections (rom Puerto Rico,

end It% relation to .ttlttr regolttt , d l ill'trncts, statten otd other

urons within the Usiltd Stetttt Itr thi, yesit' .198 , ust. Itpot'ltJtti 1

a. Puerto Rico total I iternt l revvitue collect lolls--
S ,474,558,000.O0
--- This amount. Is hiRher letn the total Intitrnnli reveoite
Coltlectlois ilI the, Iolluwl~l i lgle ltct Ill tht' Nii ion.

-Ilur I l t oii-Verinon t

-Aberdt-t-n-South I)mekuto,
-Fargo'-Nor th )tkota,
-Cheyenne-Wyominq

b. Puerto Rico Corporate Income taxes
---S87 .OR ,.(Otlf-Th is amtit was hlher than thnt of Ihree
IlS I)l tittI -I, ii tI1 Ni wi-Ii tfhls cast ioi coe fltre, P.R.
based corpurttlotts is ttot included nor the 9J36 tax credits
of many U.S. based cuirporntiot doing business in Puerto Rico.

c. Total Individtil eid .'mplovi'iii tnxis iotal was $,13,bl21,OOO,O.,

which w ts hightir th.s I lit ii collie ltiur Itis ricts In tht' N ition.

d. Total individuale Incoms tax sit withheld ameounttd to $10,492,000.00

e. Total Income tax withheld iind FICA was $1,2S9,488,000.00,
which was higher than that of six other Districts in the Nation.
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f . Toti taxes on unemploymentt Iixmrnnce were $27,233,OiX).UU, which
was higher than that of 17 other Districts in the Nation.

Table 4 of Appendix A of this paper shows IRS refunds for
Puerto Rico as follows.
--- Total liftrioll reveiiue refuiid- $68,835,O0O.00
--- Corporate income refunds - $ 8,i9l,000.()O(
---Individual income refund - $46,997,000.0
---Employment taxes refunds - $13,082,000.00

h. Table 6 of Appeiidix A of this paper shows the number of
returns filed (rum I'uerLo Rico, 110 follows:
---Total tax returns -338,646
--- Individual income tax returns - 94,135
---Corpornte Income tax -896
--- Eiployenvi taxes -i 78,076

(higher tlIM1n 16 Districts
in the Notion

The numbers shown nbove are clear evidence of applicability of

Federal tax policies to Puerto Rico. They cOnstitute taxation wiLhout

representation, without consent of the people of Puerto Rico, n showing

that the gap between Puerto Rico in its actual political status and

that of the other states Is diminishinq It is pertinent to inquire

again, whether there is any rational basis for this political situation

based on unequality not on similarities.

In the case of statehood for Puerto Rico, the Office of the

Comptroller General has prepared various "Reports to Congress" related

to Puerto Rico and analyzing the tax liabilities within that status..:
13

It mentions in pertinent part

Although the Federal individual Income tax liability
will increase (for examples, it was estimated in 1980
as an increase of $248 million) the Island individual lia-
bility would have been less than any state, because of
Puerto Rico's low per capita income. In addition, more than
60% of Puerto Rican returns could be eligible for the earned
income credits. Excluding the corporate tax liability, the
island total liability in 1980 would have increased by
approximately 17%. (Updated Statistics on Puerto Rico Income
Taxes are included as Appendix 0 of this paper).

Under statehood, federal corporate income tax liability would

increase, but due mostly to the substantint profits of U.S. rminland

based firms operating in Puerto Rico under tax exemptions.

Appendix p is included as an Estimate of FederalTaxes in 1980 if

Puerto Rico would be a State.
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IV. U.S. Sodial Security Taxes In Puerto Rico

Puerto Rico residents are subject to Federal Social Security taxes.

The system works by taxing income at its base, on wages. As shown before

on page six of this paper ., (a) total federal income tax withheld and

FICA taxes along amounted in Puerto Rico in 1988 to $1,259,4118,00D.00, an

amount which was higher than that of six other IRS Districts in the

Nation. Thus, this is not only another U.S. taxpolicy applicable in

Puerto Rico, which has been paid locally for many years, but it is a

policy aplicable to all Portorican workers and employers; a tax policy

applicable to Puerto Rico without representation in Congress. Is there

a rational basis for this political and economic contradiction?

The payment of social security taxes b) citizens of Puerto Rico

within the Federal economy is of great importance, consideriig the

impact of these taxes for the U.S. Budget, as Senator Patrick Hoyniham
14

proposes. In his view-

"Federal taxes overall have not been cut for the past years.
What happened was the burden of taxation was shifted from
the income tax to the Social Security tAx. Counting their
employers' share, nearly three-quarters of all Americans now
pay more in Social Security taxes than they do in income
taxes.

One result is that the expenses of Government are
financed more by tax on the poor and the middle class and
less by a tax on the wealthy. Another result is that
surplus revenues in the Social Security system are being
used to mask the deficit in the Government's operating
budget instead of being used as they were intended, to
guarantee pension benefits for today's workers when they
retire.

Economist ngree thitt if employers did not ht11vV to cotLribuLe their

share of social security taxes for their employees, workers could demand

1 )d go ti rniilly rece v i y r ! v 1 i tnt aill t I ; itm 1 t1t1y Il h1ti11 11r wag ,. 15

Ill tlh , 11111.9ll 11111y c lhilm thill I11., i,,yloll Ilix 11t|1. 1111w InL v, l t-t Ively

15.3 percent. In the ase ol Puerto Rico higher wates would Icrtex

the money supply of the locti economy. The effocLs of ttht. Lax burdfl

are shown in the Tables of Appendix C of this paper. For Puerto Rico

it also means thnt the poor nnd the middle cinss nre ffnan eing together

with workers In oLher stnLes the expenses of the U.S. Goverlltent. Lt

operating budget, with the difference thnt Portorictins ttre being taxed

without representation. Evidently this is another tax contradiction

within the actual political status of Puerto Rico 4tich needs to be consider In the

present political statue debate.
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V. IRC-Section 936-Tax Credit at any Price

One of the major changes of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 was the

adoption by Congress of I.R.C. section 936, effective since taxable

years beginning after December 31, 1975.16 Section 936 replaced I.R.C.

section 931, th st t uti Ihit wats appllicable previtis ly lo U.S. com-

poniivu operate l It Puerto Rico. Since Liut aidoption ol ..cLtluIn 936,

possessions corporntlei i. can rrpltrlate iro( its to theIr U.S. pnretat:

on ia currents basis free of a ay U.S. Lax. Thum, ain e itIg pulveasloi

corporaL ion io grinted a, credit agaii list IL s I ,drnl I|icn-llltax retLurst

commennurnte-with the rat In thati Its clin l llyltig tuxile Ic 'nisci' hears

to ILs total taxable Ii i um. As at 'vul l, II all of the taxable Income

of the corporations, qua, llfies, no lede.ral Income tax Is die. Notwith-

standing, liquitation of is possesslot; corpornstioii bvfitItus are still

tax free under setllui :132.

Tho tax credit of 936 Is given in lieu of the ordinary foreign

tax credit provide d by section 901 of the Code. It is applicable to

qualified possession source investment income, which includes only

income from sources within a possession in which the corporation activ-

ely conducts a trade or business, regardless of whether or not such

business produces taxable Income in a taxable year, with income earned

elsewhere subject to the normal U.S. tax rates, Losses from other

sources are to be taken into account, in determining tho amount of tax

attributable to the income from the active conduct of a possession trade

or business or from ;ualifled possession investment income. As of June

1982, 807 corporations had filed a section 936 election form, including

about 600 which were in operation under the predecessor 931 exemption.

Host of these firms are also enjoying tax exemption benefits under the

Industrial Incentive Act of P.R..

To help Puerto Rico attract more job-creating investment, and

particularly, to encourage the corporations to repatriate earnings on

a current basis back to the Ilnitd States, Congress legislated to adopt

section 936. It was stated:
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"The U.S. G;ov'rasetLit IImpelft.K tipioi till poist-sNIIiiN vnrious
roquireo,ents, such is m~iumum weSo requirements atid require-
well(., t t t i tl.e 11. . I l.d llh igM III I l llt 111% 1%14lt" ilwti
til. t1.I. Id Stt'n .sid vior lo i toxe 1 Its, Whl.11 uII t. e.$t l4, ly
iltl.roas til- libur, t rilflimtirtio at Imi m i ol th r i o 0 l. ill N 1 ttl-
hl lolng bus loties uilerrttili Ito P.erto Rico. 'rui, wiltllut
significant local tax incentives that are not nulliliod by
U.S. taxes, the possessions would lind it quite difficult
to attract invotments by U.S. corooratinno.t

Although, it has been argued that section 936 is too costly

as a tax expenditure for the Federal Treasury, it can be questioned

whether this may be exaggerated for several reasons. On the one

hand, such corporations If fully taxed in Puerto Rico or else-

where would be entitled anyway to a tax credit for such paid

income taxes. On the other hand, the direct benefits to mainland

corporations because of the credit (and the indirect benefits to

other sectors of the economy) are of tremendous magnitud to the

U.S. economy when compared to the policy as ai expenditure. Thus,

by adopting Lite 930 pullcy, I.hu i.odural OUowuruixoaL muucussfully

deviced a scheme that induces American Corporations to confine

operations within U.S. borders (in tlhii came P.H.) with all the

direct and indirect economic boneits this roprIesonts, anid which

avoids outflow of funds to the treasuries of foreig, countries

to the extent that thIn income from 936 corporattonim would

CulluLiLULO OLClurwilit, futuyuIIU Lux LvUYni;U. Al, hutitli Liiii 936

foregone tax revenues are not received by foreign treasuries nor

by Ltho U.S. rouuury (t i iLu ' L iin ri-evi wd 11 I liutu i) Iii L10 936.

corps), it constitutes runds within tho U.S. monuy supply which

serves in turn as a positive catalytie agonit wiLlitt Lho American

economy in different ways.

It is pertinent to mention that the adoFtion of 936 encounter apposi-

tion in Congress. Some uera lor the proposition that this program allowed

ulide lervc d tax credits ll 6, liut i t grt eitt'r bvii I im to till- ri i,.

Senator Kennedy opposed vigorously tie sectlo 93b ipulicy, prcisely

on thest nlmiInr , er| It . lit, nli * io ,lt i in rel v,iii patrt n o follows.

"in anti iIlt iuiis Of thU vi.itaol*kt ol 0 ; ItIt WiG .1 1Ity
poatesolcnt corporal iol -ore i)IlICIIIA a l iuch I'a 11sible 01
their earninhi Ili it lipittil stAt, ?10 M& to cam I I ni tilli
benefit of imau.JdiL tax-iree di tributlot. If Svtli,.' 4136 Is
enacted. iHnny are otlvatd by n widespread lelil that any
enacted Sect ion 936 will 1101. lust very lot.A, but would be
re igtt Ii d w i tn t tl i rie w tit ke till its iI l' eill ' l i t'tt . l I ' y
want thero(ore, to l, ready to titk' dvsiotailt uf tie new
Section 936 gift while they can. In (act, lurkkng beneath
the desire to cash In on a now Sortiot 936 is the worry
thaL wihe,, its penrooix tfits combloied with til, taxei loll
boneflits O1 ectill 931 become fully known tod tit- I lItancil
reports of the beneficiaries oh this moneymakigt machlln are
l e l I ,, ,',i--rn,a ly Ior ile fir. I is'--oIhe I wh ,, 1411-1t will
c mxii th owli. The,,y I ki .10-4. i 1 114 Iiley Vlt, l 0411 -. ' Ism,6
936 without Cuogres. looking into Pn.idort's Box that conltins
the Section 931 exemption. For that Pandora's Box would dis-
close the tax windfalls that U.S. sultinatlonaI ase obtaining
under evei the prtenett tax expmlil ion."
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The various years of experience witl tle 936 policy have served to

measure to some extent how certain were the expectations of Congross in

its adoption. In 197h, the costs of this policy in general terms were

the foregone tax revenues for the U.S. Government, and the local Treasury's

lost revenue for not taxing the 936's corporate income fully. Puerto

Rican Distribution of FmploymenL in 1950, 1970,1979, and 1981 changed

as follows in selected sectorsi

AGRICULTUIRIE IANUFACTUIINU IhUK HOlSJILES (WOUV#fR1T

1950 214,(u0 55.(X)D 5l,(w 77,0X) 45,11)
1970 (8,(UO 112,iXc h1." 2,UWJ I 16,1111) IMhCKitU
1979 'WGtIXX) I(A),(XX) listi 2,tXx) 1142,tXX) ItXtt.(XX)

19111 41,XIO I'101,,u I 2,x I').(ux 2ol,;xui

The incrc'iea ' lit impIoymi-iit Ili tilvt' $ovrifi.ei't elettor willi riluitr-

sly diei, to iiit Ilc-ti tii lei lethrsil lId III thti I miiiiiil Irom 290 i, ll1lh u Iii

1968 to 2.057 hi II o'n Il It '9 , 1m .(1135 bilt Ion I n I 1 82. iM c'ii 11 itenl

VOIN Lit' libuVli' nigigibie 1Iti rt Hictiill 441imp Uyinvi.' IIi Ihe III UI U l4dCILui' i

setLor hain bei ninol cliiitin diirll ri l il IIIli'E. y4111,0r , VvI Wilih

the 0x1Ixti'4Il' of 1h,|h' 1n I96 nl lnyii' ! Iii II pi iiyii'i4N lit ll 11iil -Ill loll III

manufncturing Industries wais otimiltid Lo be 88,579 permutes in 1983,

which represented'12% of total employmcnt in lPuerto Rico and 62% of

employees in the Puerto Rico manufacturing sector. i Nowithitandig,

the unemployment rate reached an all time annual high of 23.4% in the

year ending June 1983, but declined slightly from 1983 to 1986, ald

in 1988, it stood at 14.4 %.19 The high levels of unemployment and

low labor force participatioii rates explain most of the poverty in

Puerto Rico. 'et 1.h. . I'dp i di ti'i. tihil ui -ltll-l l l Nii.toi ai hi', livil i's

lived below tie federal poverty level in 1983. 0

More than 1% of the residents of Puerto Rico migrate

annually to States of the Union, where they assume full

american citizen's righta.1fnd obligations.2?

On the other hand, the tax credits are very lucrative

for the 936 corporations. Notwithstanding unemployment and

migration, net income originating in Puerto Rican manufactu-

ring industries has been climbing with speed from $957.6
22

millions in 1970 to $9,432.5 millions in 1988. In 1983,

there were 527 possessions corporations engaged in manufactu-
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ring, they earned net income of $4.1 billion and derived
23

tax benefits of $1.6 billion. Over all manufacturing

industries, possessions corporation's tax benefits averaged

$18,523 per employee, or 125% of the average compensation
24

per employee. In fact some companies are taking back

annually as much as $43,000 in profit per island Job.

In 1983, 936 companies reported $14.0 billion of retained

earnings.
25

Section 936 permanency is not guaranteed. Congress

and the Federal Treasury Department are constantly reviewing

the section 936 policy and may at any time be expected to

come up with somo changes. The local government and backers

of the present political status have been trying continously

to Justify its existence and to avoid a total phaseout have

come up with different proposals and financial schemes

within this pursuits, the last being the proposal for the

use of 936. funds for the COI countries. 26 But Congress and

the Federal Government are in a very embarassing situation

with this taX policy. On. the one hand, as shown above, the

benefits in income to these corporations in proportion to

the benefits of employment to Puerto Rico are too great.

They expose the situation that Congress is willing to pay

any price to keep the 936 policy. Moreso, if the 936 tax

credit is compared to the foreign tax credit claim from

U.S. citizens and corporations in other countries the

situation is alarming. If Congress decides, on the other

hand, to eliminate the 936 credit, it will be taxing Puerto

Rico source income. This is turn will add more fuel to the

proposition that there is taxation without representation for

Puerto Rico from the Federal Government. In fact, one can

speculate that 936 has not been phaseout totally by the U.S.

Congress for this as one of the reasons.

Finally, the pressure to eliminate the 936 tax credit is

starting to increase from the citizens of the different states.
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As "Jeffrey Hart", a reporter, expressed disrespectfully a

few months ago in a newspaper article --"Who Could Possibly

Want Puerto Rico . . . . U.S. taxpayers are subsidizing this
27

economic bag woman with that annual $6 billion".

VI. FINAL COMMENTS

In conclusion, from the above analysis It is evident that

the three million American residents of Puerto Rico are being

denied the fundamental right of representation, even through

a significant proportion of them are being taxed by the Federal

government. Is there a rational basis within these tax

contradictions to continue the political situation as it is.

(Comnare the above with the reasoning of the highest Court in

the case of Harris v. RoarJl., 64 L Ed. 2d. 587, 588 - 1980,

establishing that Congress was empowered under the territorial

clause of the Constitution to treat Puerto Rico differently

from the States so long as there was a rational basis for

doing so, and it held that Puerto Rico could receive less

assistance than the States under the Aid to Dependent Children

program, 42 USC 601 et.seq.).

The citizens of Puerto Rico are being denied the right to

participate, through congressional representation, in the

decision making process of all federal tax policies applicable,

either fully or partially, to them. within the tax policy

context, the actual political status is growing over the

yearSupon differences not similarities of fundamental rights

of a democrptic society, that is upon inequalities.

Taxation without representation was condemned by the founding

fathers of the Unitod States of Amorica, and it is as unnac-

ceptable today. "Every man having evidence of attachment to

and permanent common interest with the Society ought to share

in all its rights and privileges."28
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Soowissuca! 1bles APPENDIX - I

Source: Commisuioner's Annual Report - 1988

Table I. - Internal revenue collections by sources and by internal revenue regions and districts,
states and other areas lill iiiousnds ol dollarsi
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Swtikal lAblPPINDix At

Table 4. - Amount of internal revenue refunds Including Interest list Ihleousads of dollars)
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APPENDIX A

Table 1. - Number of Internal revenue refunds issued
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SWl ai ,ks APPENDIX 4q

Table 6. - Number of returns filed
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AIPPENDIX,3r
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Table 6. - Continued
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APPDIl lX It#

Ir, ni TlAW.3 In Putlrtn Rieci

Mjusted
Gross

Incme@

Under 52,000

2,000 urdar 4,000

4,000 under 6,000

6,000 under 0,000

6,000 under 10,000

10,000 under 15,000

15,000 under 20,000

20,000 under 25,000

25,000 under 30,000

30,000 under 50,000

50,000 under 100,000

100,000 under S00,000

Suototal

Numror
of

19,458

33,341

60,210

66,468

49,441

72,216

37,88

17,125

a,003

7,654

1,691

206

373,901

Est LrtCJ
Federal
Taxes

• (x otr a)

3 . 0

0

.2,813,877

3,858,545

10,395,M06

46,412,902

54,496,300

40,415,73;

27,567,295

45,131,421

26,307,972

11,174.95!

S276,144,085

Lass: Federal Internal Revenue
Service estimate of i.ndivi-
duel taxes actually paid Dy
residents of Puerto Rico on
income fcim sources outside
Puerto Rico Isee note b) 23..',000

Total $248,027,085

ak/et of earned income, credit used to cf.set

_/Latest available data was for 1978.

Total
Earned

Cc Wt i t

S 421,525

3,730,943

14,495,500

13,382,406

4,007,872

Earned Income
Payments

To Taxpavers

$ 421,525

3,730,943

14,106,271

11,642,927

1,316,630

rrned Incoso.
Credit Used

To
Offset Taxes

S 0

0

389,229

1,739,479

2,691,242

$36,038,246 S31,218,296 $4,819,950

536.033246

taxes dae.

531.213,296 S4,819,950

4b

r-t! iA-t A979 F era! I ividual incaim Taxes in Pkiarto Rica
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APPENDIX B.

timat 1979 Federal Individual

Adjusted Nwoer
Gross Of
income leSturn.

Under S2,000 19,458

2,000 urder 4,000 33,341

4,000 under 6,000 60,210

6,000 under 8,000 66,468

3,000 under 10,000 49,441

10,000 orderr 15,000 72,216

15,000 underr 20,000 37,888

20,000 under 25,000 17,125

25,000 under 30,000 8,003

30,000 under 50,000 7,454

50,000 uder 100,000 1,691

100,000 Vider 500,000 206

Suototal 73,901

Less: federaF Internal Savenue
Service estimate of indivi-
dual taxes actually paid oy
residents of Puerto Rico on
Lncoee from sources outside
Puerto Rico (see note o)

Total

Est Ltated
Federal
Tase_s

see note a)

0

2 ,a13.371

5,858,545

ic,39S,086

4,42,902

54,496,300

40,415,73:

7,567,295

45,131,4::

26,307,972

SW76,144,38S

Income Taxes In PurtO IO

Total
Earned Earned In
Incoe Pasymen
Credit To Taxoa

S 421,525 S 421,

3,730,943 3,730,

14,495,500 14,106,

13,382,406 11,642,

4,007,872 1,316,

:one
te

525

943

271

927

630

Earned Incoe.
Credit Used

TO
Offset Twoe

t 0

0

389,229.

1,739,479

2,691,242

536,038,246 531,218,296 $4,819,950

S,00 S36,08,24 - .
S248,027 ,085 Su6,038,.-24._..6 S31,218 ,296 S489,5

a/Net of earned incont cre dt :9e: -o offset a3xes due.

b/Latest available dats was for 1978.

T ..... T . ...



DATOS BASICOS DE PANILXAS
AP0 FISCAL 1981
ANO NATURAL 1987

3 IAIPLGI 260LNACICA CY LA CIIA* PLARILaS CUa4DS*&A

Cl

r

I

1.

U

2/16tat PaC. I

icL PLAOlMal Ma|DAS 54Z.431

CCUT maTesoso tSo li Tas 36vaE.?6E1
CC| T 14L aIllto5C U2.€2.4,.0!64

TC1AL SA&RRIC$ V CCa1SIC$IS •.126.523.Iaw.S6

lCtAL alitCS cE[c IS SALaUI 4.47lS.431.gs

IRNG0EC favic *JLslace l3l4a5i
CiLrUCCICS V CefC|TC$ 1.993cs4*0633.42

ING mUie sbiOSC CCbISI34JCm s*9azz21aozes.56

ILIAL CCU1 -ItTSEIACa 116.024.4z569

?Clot (CGaT DICLaNADA T74.511903.47

EaC*C5 s~eof CCoT ESTImEoE i4*q2 l.

COT tE....Js.o. LiK, c £ 212.021 ..... Ja
(CRIm Cf(Laiaca SILESCE a 9M !l4.bO,s,|.1

("I CAA SE SCCP~E&A CCO PLARMIL4 sCe.lC6.43C.3:

CCl 1l( SAL lPt PaCc C PA4 1 40.44.8319.9-

CCoI £(cLA SAL Pike PacO PAC a 02.43.,624.22

313vipa voJac

111east hER 'UII 16.#24.46.91iitElss| Patacos$ 1aI..E.Aasl

UnIaC LLaS Ci. £TO,

(CI StafE "ECrEUOso 32.596.124-.16

EON&CIEUVTS 2!we,,l4.31,
Ccol aLlfaISJTlvA £m5S CoMCZICS 15.442.a609.4

"CISUCCiOm CALI£CCI SOL"S 1.fls2v.7s

CZFEFSC?. (SIaE CCaSIZMCTC CfCLSP&LA V 4*LSt'ElTAI

Elf""E MA fbst3 COMCS V CCEKalSLCICR C(CLEEELS

14.0229064.4%

."t.4qE.CO.O

1.932a.9.57.3014Vql222*79

2,l15.442.I?4.142,112.09

3.Iaaell6*O -

ZIR.laf.14S.7q

2E4.4*.*

34121l.221.

1O.448.62o.a

159". 3.1r4

T.'Zi4C.03

1.2IC Of CaSIS a

3 Z l. ' l1 . 1 E p iE 4 C C c C a S a S 2 4 9

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

(EUICS ASISI9MCIA %SICa

O.CIUCCCm £ Ualstc
ESESCl¢ICN t, C $M.

?ClTK CE Ct 1CTrS

alal5scz. Iat SGCClIOAts

CASARCIA C PEECIC* otCclcs
COA &C| € PicusJC .4p)CLlua

(DSAX $A PIADIZarESCKIS

eetasf $416 CEIUDCIcafs
GA C PCt V14T• a lSE .act car

9AS C eltO vll A Pae Cites At

,WC AtLAMACPS C fcsIccs

39Kst 5051 C camuent
ING 91ICILASUOS

COMaIC CCXr P&AGhS At FNIEMC1WUo
F if5 005OA 0 1S WE$ t oc1ats PCs C&aUS S fCa Toluas

J090PL.S Se SuJiiCS a *IIIT CIC%

(*555(15 C c ISrao CorstSice

CasIc caiOC CE NIJCS

stols PEAA
StDOTl or OFTSZRADR €jC-s,&L

P"CF MC UC PLE CC al PAGADhO S

w



Ut Plm faCE a Pf as CUMt (IXECS)

ta-ft1 Pase a PA ME St~ g 5it (3LC2S4100

UL PIE PGO C P&G12 aTEAS. rig to CtiUcI

3o503.31

qo*1S9420044-

19345.1nS.69-

SILNESC Ix CASCS

1peSoC Dt CaSCS

owuc .w CASCS

412936 SCOSe ESCAITCS El C1ATA 49513 tCOS. CUAOACCS

CCXI. PAM& 63 ] CE PAU ACRIZhf A &SI]PACA SICLM A 14063.349*26

Capt. sCaenRI*0 a StxstaS Can PL. arms18 062*2172 8 *.NaPUC o CaseS 131

CA TlonU SCLUITADA PASS am .f

APPENDIX BS

32.762

30.200

4,2233

to



-" •i5 ' U..Iu~AtNIU UI.ii .r;O| ,JO,'ZIl. SU D IOS ECOMMLICU$ V FINAW ICUS

r . !SAN JUAN , PUEKTO I c

iDE OA IS Uriut. "PURI ti; 1&i.z~aJW IVuS TuTALE: SPe CA7 iOkIA bI INARESO 8AUT0 AJUSTACO
.....!LLSRUT LE liii. miuuF£1 ISMA 1987

SUDL D . ASA PLANS. AJUSTAJ IIJA tS"LCIAL.LS 9111.U NAt. P'.4LNLS RISUIAItA U*59. CI

i[2.OUOJ 411 l.133.j5 - 713,410 374.352 3,882.CCc 1 1 ZZY;127 .... Z"
3t00 70334 18. 707. 1,80,G910 1.418.0ts ,53e4.000 235.200 6.607.605 671

i.. ' 4..t 11Ue571 37gleS.698 39719.6.35 3.467.958 t4.739.2.' 1.632.600 13.607.303 1,414

6.0.30 20.086 ll1.267.935 11127,134 14.327.856 33.311,400 12,9 ,600 39,5z9,zo 4.2'
- 8 66.%1r 90.'Z.''49,2 46.S.842 666.41 4 t 1 113,,891 •6( 6S.925.603 1898.494,833 19.22

1, .J;. -1 • u3 62.111- :. s1.; ns' 69 "94,13S"5&6 lIo;ZiZ.go0 7.0.0-- , .

-12.00 7,-s24 ?5737L,,5 67.52.0009 145.373,722 1Z3So.s.ZO 96.S52.60 324.94,3Zz 42.33
Z61 63 ?• 9.t...8C.? 51.C2, 3.3.690 I2Z2.694.81: 86. 7.!3e'.3 6.8?7.CCS 300.589.498 42.63

9 " 7 -93;263.354 Z33.566;341 TZ7:ZZ.,92: IZ:.3s.cz Wz T -:;: ::
.. .20,OKGZ .25o4.*Z4t___919.9t'OC1S 73,528-216 l88,"5,924 78,871,200 64.826.000 49Z.e59.726 89*96'

23 .... ' .54 6.'3..'c.b3 47.lZS.oZ 131.5S6.6Z8 45.1 73. Z0E 49.155.200 369.97b.984 77.31

6 -Mi7W;8tT : : i2 U 'ZNZo.zoo 67 Y;3az.7" 46.04

4' t;. -: 9vZ,7 4- *8.?17?.'.*' 24..c.740 b.535.176 17.765.600 18.496.000 260.88.717 74.32'

" "..~r.VW -21 G; 32lT --- Z;97938 46M.01.352 7,739.600 ?7i735.o0

-60. Q .,..- ) 2s20 .66 ...404,772 10."4.Z97 34.,4.1.,9 5110.400 4.87. 000 110.487731 41.04

75.- 91 1.17', 9.. *1S.769 53.33Z.st; 19,647.93 2.6' .4' Z.149,600 66,503.789 Z5.75

W. ZZ-.r.09'- .M" O3. [C 16.01906 63411GO 65000 ZW.1.31Z5 -T.ZZ
I.___. G' sr)Otcou 761 9096639t17 4,$83.159 15*11, 8.036 ]o470*,400 1.2 1f,,0m 68btQ649 Zo,50

15,9 "o" %5q 1"*,6sboo89 bavt)3 ? 16.181.409 614o8a'i 65C.60 l6,1e96.312 37*52

APPENDIX B4

CELL. Q VEpENimrEs,
Mk03. '41 OS UT RDS$

6.1,63 97

6.263 1, .2 79

9,7%1 o 105s a

5.420 5272 24.748

%Z56 64.310 27. 47 a

N5n2 ulo7v-104;07'

5.510 72.921 27 7
7.683 42424 1S.753 -

3i 86 2 9 20 G 981 1
. 1 9 5 2 3 .Z o O , . 8 j

906)6 16.689 4.903 -

n.59" T, 147Z -Tll31

0.068 4.593 tLo9

9,942 2.C91 379 -

4.551 Iva.7 1931
9. 392 6,61 83 a

9.392 .40 83IDIALII 413.130 1321. Ifl~I573573.~4 1407.ISS.543 S49.8S3.6o~ 480.423.01, 3*11;3775507 - 7w39U91a5?3TW9?2~92S~j~0#73*150 73ZlvM*-7Mr--M;573*-444 140791859S43



IC37IRA

PLANILLAS TRXCUTAbL--;
INREC SO

BRUTO AJUTADO

S02'PF HASTA a

509000 60,000

60.000 75.00

7:'.G0o $0,000

90.000 200.000

100,000 150,000

250.000

TOTAL 41
4

all ". PTAINTC ir HACI4-MIA

$A JUK ANt laTG £j3C-J

INUM11'i eAUTI. AJUSTAVO D PLAILLAS DE INDIVIDUUS
Pt..R JU.N- V9 I'K;2.:. !S T PM't CAlT bCRIA 0I NGAI SO BRUTO AJUSTADO

09897

SALARIGS

Ptl. CANT.

2930Z
153,8899793

2.096

115.009,40
see -
561P5699542

326
22, 37713,

588

45 .25895.47

346
463 G..T

& PU.- CAV7.

:02#59UP71

223
196229353

146

2;.3
1,952.7,14

1641iZ

EINEFICIOS of
SOLkCZACeS

A PLS. CANT.

20
553M4-

16
1 It .276

Z65*139

11

- 1a
79690

25
9139"A7

352
Z9091.933

INTIE SES

S PLS. CANT.

52
251.90?

72
238014

38
125,558

18 ,85

37
3129025

l235211.907

1,341
494659.0"

APPENDIX B-,

INGftESoS UE
INOUST.tCVI.

Y MEGCA IGS

4 PLS. CANT.

224
39f42,7?8

133
3,013.840

64
119715•76

27
8099910

36
19669.253

18
917 ?.30

23.9 ZO
2759864,45S

zotcsrsos OE
AGA iCULTURA

A PLS. CANT.

47
2899334-

30
50.509-

20
2039346-

5

420944-

23
80ve26

?,124-

to
ca

I I I
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a N80 YORK IMBS NATIONAL SUNDA, FEBRUARY 4, IM9

P. anning for the Baby Boom's Retirement
Fewer Taxpayers Will Be
Paying for Retirees' Benefits.,..

0 Number of taxpayers per SocitC-.- b-., J e. na.k..,ft.

... So the System Is Creating
A Big Nest Egg
Old Age and Oiability Trust Fund. In bMs of

A1 ~

-1 .1

"' 2 1'5e5 5 1111 0000 '94. '0040'4'N

" ) "I2V 1it" 2000

8.ow Sl. - Ay 8. .o 'TAW$* ROW fee. M•rea" l I
. ' A deot In the paycheck

Growing dependence I employer contributions are Included, most peopi% pay more In Social Securfi id pe4y10oltaes
Percentlge of Federal revenues then they do In income tax. Here are relative 1990 tax burdens at dtffernt lcoIrt levels tor e

trom payroll taxes Including Social married couple with two children, Figures assume both partner. work end have equal earnings, all I

Security, Medicare, disability wages; Itemized deduclions equal 20 percent of income, end an claim Is made for ( tof d-ca Me doitl,
Insurance, Federal employee _
retirement funds and others.

1940 1970 1980 199

64,06. ConreallmSl oud",

40%
IP Yearly wages

520,000

30 30,000

40,000

50,000

20 60,000

70,000
80,000

tO 90,000

100,000
110,000

n 120,000

Employee shore
$1,530

2,295

3,060

3,025
4,590

5,355
6,120

6,885

7,650

7,849

7,45

-Payroll lrea irroludIn Socl0 Seculy and Me6cere,

Employee hare plus employer shore
$3,00

4,690

6,120

7,650

0,180

10,710
12,240

13,770

15,300
15s,690

15,690

Income tea
$926
2,370

3,570

,4,770

8,925

9,105

11,405

20,1365

20,835

sweet0 Omarsutand 8rdgltlu 0MM era

p.1111"N -

wha Wltt the delicit would be
.5 , -bWSoolal S rity

A crutch for the budget
The Surplus funds colecled by Soc a Socuri(y are be
a signicnt &?'a'* ol the budget dollct. Fgures in billions Of dollars.

Protd dci Projected Pro)edlled
without Sociat (minus) Soctal Sfcurlty (equate) final

Security surplus surplus de9|lll
1990 $i06 $6$$65 141

1991 215 70
1092 227 144
1993 242 141

1994 241 1,143

, 1,20
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~APPTENI)I X- C.2,
....... ...r. PLANILLA PARA LA DECLARACION DE LA CONTRIBUCI6N FEDERAL I ,

1040-PR SORE EL TRABAJO POR CUENTA PROPIA - PUERTO RICO
= W. Mw" I 0SO alolall lnellrdarlo) 160 Vo000 aft J~frr .4o ft $.1, ko Semtitel, €ormenrado 40 ..................... do 1900 y torerloado 1 .......... do It .....

I omio a on Icta Apeotldo r Nisro, do $0e iti

O~ecI~ ctal( oltomero 0 Futa rural) Nalorateza del n@ogo

Ciudad, pueblo u oticins postal y onl postal "ZIP-

A-$ isted ms or emsto d n'I n'o Fd n o139 opwiautklrloe,- dols Coo-ecSi Cr151.0t,.a-s- Ousted a'oeciilis Irois 4351*. uobvmonlu 01,91 nan-1cii05 ascte-
dord, a $00 6 IlS sueteas S i conirlb:n sobs, 0 Isstlw o oer coni pops. "onuen Is Pate I y malqut esto enca$elodo .. .. n-

S SI Su unrco 91leso soulio I corrtbhucids federal sobts el IrAbolo Mor cuenta ptclsl l q de soala, procedentes do uns Vi5e$,s U organ oci6n conlrolada per una
'giles0 qot extd oronla dol pago d14l clonlribcdn potroral I sgfo socal, y usled no 05 sMcerdole. mislfn. pastor o ereob do uns ordes relg0os, hops caso

_orso a las/. e.,do I. I al 3b Aioto ce o on Is li.n s Coc_. em Ins. le tSo_.
Parte F CompuTeIa conlrbyuc6n federal at seguro.solal.sobre el Irsbaio poo cuentpo Is .

I Gsrinsa (o pfdda) nets pefoceditrlo do ors negocic agropecuatio. to canlidad de Is lines 36, Parte Ill. m I aol@ recil-
do pot used do Is ganncia nela do uns sociedad agropecualia. (Via las instrucciones en to pigina 4) ...... I

2 Gnancia (o p didta) nets ptocedenle de un nooio no aopecuaio, Ia cantidad do ta lines 28, Patte IV, ms ta pade
t.cibida pur usted de s ganancia nea de una sociedid no agropecuafis Los empteado$ de una gtesa o de una organza.
cd6n controlads poe una iglesia que elti6 exencidn de l contbucidn NO debe(rn anolar on esta lines tosaas que
aonren en su Fotms 499n-2/W-2PR (Ves la$ instcciones en to ptgins 5.)...... ......... ...... 2

3a Anoe squt Is cantidad de Ia lines I (o, tl eligi el mlodo opcional (neogcio agopecuotlo), do Ia lines 2, Pari It) . I "
b Anolq aqul to canlidad de to lnea 2 (o, si eligid el mlodo optional (negocio no agfopecuatio). de Is hnes 4. Pare II) .3b .
C Slme las line-is 3b Si el total Ite eta sums es meno,; de $400, no tido-le "nla plndlt, usted no adeuda Is conlibe.

cidt federal sobte tlisxtAo p cuenla ptopa IEcepel6n: St used ei .mpleodo do uno qfosia u oqantnacidn corltola.
d, po 1na iqloia exeta del pQo de Is conril ms:n, y el otlal d la$ lines 3a y 3b e menos de $400, anole ceo y
cumplelo el eslo de es ptll.l) ........ .. .. .. . . . 3c

4 Msons virOdeAlo do talitits p 9otcta ttptlaI dl taltoo to cueirda lou*sMa la04. Ctodthoco.A vii ~r social ent 19 4 S'ltw Ito 1

5a tolil de -crinis V ptcpnas 01130100a ta eonttibuciirt a 31 seq010 social, 00300 oplieceit ontos
Forma 499fl.?iW-2Pfl o en I Forma W-2 Imporlanle: Los empleados del gobtetno sule. 1.'
los sofamente a Is covtibucidn del 1451 a Medicate V los empleados de coeita, iglesias
I) orqanijAiones conloladas pot una iglesia 110 debern anolat sus sat10s en ela lines ,

Vea Ins oroltoccions... ......... ........... .. . ..... ....... a _i
b Ptnpinas que used no mfomi a su palrono y que esttn suletas a la conltibuci6n al seguro

social, inea 9 do Is Forms 4137 ............ ............. ... S ."
C Sume lao Man So y 5b Ao e el Oal aqid SC

6a Rovte h, lin .i Sc do Ih lirna 4 Anoe el oa altul Si el r,.ultdo e ceto o menos, ando cet y no continue. osted no
adeuda Ia c"nit i6n federal ot) el halobsto oe cuenta popia 6a..... . ........... 6

b Ancle sus sat.tios gostetraen aes cattlic s s3etos at Mkeoicate Vea Lis insltucctt, pla" ' -
dMletootat s used dele usat el bottilf quo viou con las mistas pta conpula su con. I
,itbucide ttdne of Irabao po cluent pipa . 16bI

c Ancoe lot salics ascendentes a $100 6 mis que aparecen en so Forms 459fl-2/W-2PR o
en su Foms W-2 tecibidos de una igtesa u organiacidn conltolada po una iglesia quo Ot I I . .
g i6 exenci6n de Is cuttrbiucd .... ...................... ... .. ..... 6c

d Sume las lineas 3c y k Anoleel total aqul ..... .............................. ... .. n 6d
7 Ands Is menor de las canllades que aprecen en las lines 6a y 6d ........................... 7......
8 Tipo de conttibucd! ..................................... ..................... 8 x .1302
9 Conltibucl6n sobre el Itrbajo psI cuenta ptopla. Si Ia lines 7 es .18,000, anole .6.24960 De Ito conliatio, multtpliquie

Ia lines 7 pot el numeto decimal indtado en Is lines 8 y anole el tesultado. (Vea las inshucctoes pata Ia toea 9).
10 Pagos hechos medianle declaracidn de corltbucid estimada del ato 1989 ......................... 10 -

11 Si Ia lines 10 es mayor que to ines 9, anole aqui canldad PAGADA EN EXCESO .................... 11 [
12 Canldad do Is lines It quo desea quo se I REINTEGRE ...... ..... .. . .... . 1 ii
13 Cantid deItalines II quedeseaqueseACAElZEALA CONTRBUC OlESIMADAOCE 19906 I [ 13 1 _[
14 Si lo Urea 9 es ma)o que to line 10, anole aqul el MONTO 1NO PAGAOO CE LA CONTRIOU UO6N. Acomp ,Ae chelue"

O9itope Is lotaltdad des ¢contibuci6d adeudada a Ia orden del IntemalRo, ene Seoie Escoba en el mismo su nuseJo
do so scca y F ma t040-PR, t989.. .... .... . . .. ... . ..... . . . ... . 114

Docito baiolas realmodes do r-uouruo .so p14M.i& loctuyndo 10S anew~s ydoo .5 doculoso u to se 500.sppalan ha 4 so-oinads poe N
Stetage qu segun motor €cocrom,ento eenc. c i vs c o.cla y compisa La to tescol r0. del6I90t 0 psepattortqoIi no I 01 FConbunoenle) osl

ftrm( bllada on lodl Is tltOmaci sonme Is coall l 0g6nle 0 p .partdor l00.0 cnnlocanOenlo

,-ul Ih " 
-

fluose d6.1 Ftrms dqt agentso r Put li..am 111101140 trtodserooil
8gen900 0 preparasdo ! o [NO" P.

o.rPa"Iis 0 -Rlbl; el - -*d - r-t -do, .... ... 1r 0 '-r - .
nmnrdo rs0ao lo'stahsia oSotlmento i _ curd PcP) IF' € -1c . . .. Z one PO,,, 'IP' -1 ... . .........

Viii on II~ sboanUii el Ariso iobre Ii Lo e do Riedcctsin do idi'jljel. orms 1040-PA (19891
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APPENDIX C3

,lme I*0-PR (9) P69a 3
,eWctn C-Ingre do dnegclo agtopecusrto-Mdlledo do corsebllldad a base do 1o devengsdo

No Incluyen las lIneal o abajo I vp, do animales usedos par& tiro, crts, entrelenlmlenlo o techel..
37 Venls do arimats, preductos agricolas (vegelates, hlas, t ), gronos y elros prodvulos dufrnto*41 eo .... 37
300 Total do disltyloirO, do coopoattvs (Formals) tOOO.PAttt) 1300 1 S Cnlded tibutabl e ____

39 Pogo teclde del programs do agrlculture ........................................ 39
40 Prdsemoat pot crdlo sobre peoducloS bej etcclde I* dcorrilso) ........................... 40
41 Ingr s do celelos pleelsdo con equipo ogrkole .................................... 41
42 Otros Ii'gesoe do negoco agrpopcueilo (p ¢cIlqUO) .................................... 42
43 Sumeo llInees doe columns derecho decade Is 37 hasts a IS 42, ombas inclusive ............... . 43

praduclos &I comlento dot s O ........................... ... .. 44
4 rCeonto d o nimales. rodu clo gr icol is (veg otlel tesms tl€). gdlos y olvs prod". z -- ' f

lot compe doe durenle *I eo ............................... . 4. . .. ... ,r .,+i .. 4j

46 Same IS$ lines 44 y 45. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 46 tif~
47 Inventalto do alrrimtes produlos ogricosi (vegeleol, hum,. etc.). ono y 01101 '

pmoductes I fslet del A ................................. 47
40 Costo do sntmeltil, lrOdr.tes eglcOlll (vegetates. lrruto, ec , gIos y olro' predulote. aglco 1s vondidol

ast@ Ii ines 47 de I ilnes 40 .............................................. 46
49 Ingreso brle ogropecutlo. Roet line& 4de o Iline 41 Ano@ Is dtlorncl oqul y en Io pgie 2, lnes tl,

Pane~ Itt......................................................... .. ~ 49

'S1 Uced use et mtllodo e prtlo tro unidad pars tWn animates. o r1 mrlodo de precio do lincs pars valteOr su inwsnltio y ls cendidod quo opareco
in I# ins 47 S masyor qu. i. delo 1tine 4. re Ito line. 46 do Is Inos 4 y &note eI tsullado on I Itne. 48. Despuds sum. las l nos 43 y
4, yoIt.n Is lines 49 @1 ttal obtonido.

Porle IV Oonanole o pdrdida do negoclo (por cuenla proyple.)
SocclOn A.- Ingreso _

I ttl do Inrgram $ ---- menca danciuclties p doscusntna S---- Balance -----20 lnvoinorlo al c .ments, e1 ao.. . .......... ............................... ) .v . _:.
b Mttorcsncls comrrdlo (mo ves of costo do tlo srlculOs retiredo de nooclr

pere usO personally) .............................. . . ........ .. ...... .-' A" . -. .,..
o Coats do mno do Obts (no Inclus Wt sueldo page& a usltd misme) ........ . ... __ V,
d Mallealog y suarnnos .................................... ._.. .... .... .. ; .|
o 0ros 0o0l5O Ounte Uis emplIcln) . . ............. ... ................... .. I ..n ....1-
f SumstotslrossdoeIs 2a aIs2o... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .( L
,lnvemarto Wt fnatdel ao. .......................... .. ..........
h Cos% do morcIncls vendidso. Relt Is lines 2g do Is lines 21 ........................... X

3 Osoncnl bruI, Roiel Is llies 2h do ts lines I .................................... 3
4 OQms Igram .s .................................... . . ....... .

I.nrSo btul Sums ls IlnLeS 3 p 4 ........ .......... .......... _._.. , ..... _...
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The Operation and Effect
of the Possessions Corporation

System of Taxation

Sixth Report

Department of the Treasury
March 1989

TABLE 3-2

NET MIGRATION OF RESIDENTS OF PUERTO RICO

I Annual rate
Net migration of residents per mid-period

r ]scal year of Puerto Rico p population

1950-2960 -493,000 -2.191

2960-1970 -201,000 - .79

2970-1977 - 43,640 - .22

1978 - 20,282 - .65

2979 ' - 6,078 - .19

1980 - 16,101 - .51

1981 - 10,460 - .32

2982 - 33,297 -1.02

1983 - 44,433 -1.36

1984 - 34,484 -1.06

1985 - 28,609 - .87

2986 - 46,619 -1.42

1987 - 22,325 - .68

Department of the Treasury
Office of Tax Analysis

SOURCE: Puerto Rico Planning Board, Economic Report to the Governor
(various issues)i U.S. Bureau o the Census, Current
Population Reports, Series P-2S, Nos. 80, 336, and Purt'
Alco Department Of Labor and Human Resources.
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APPENDIX 0$

TABLE 4.5

NET INCOME, POSSESSIONS TAX CREDITS CLAIMED AND ESTIMATED
TAX BENEFITS BY INDUSTRY, 1983

(S million)

All manufacturing industries
rood and kindred products
Textile mill products
Apparel
Chemicals

Pharmaceuticals
Other cheMcals

1Pubber and plastic products
Leather
rabricated metal products
Machinery,. except electrical
Electrical and electronic

equipment
Instruments and related products
All other manufacturing

Noranufacturing

.. 625 omies;b52 mnuacturin9

teIncme I crealt clasied I Tax benlT-t

$4,131 $1,895 $1,641
279 120 113

6 3 3
123 56 51

2,013 925 809
1,888 867 760

125 58 49
29 13 12
40 18 17
52 24 21
41 19 17

1,008
286
254
157

$4,220

461
131
117
71

$1,966

382
115
101

0

$1,641

Department of the Treasury
Office of Tax Analysis

-36
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APPENDIX D

TABLE 4.11
FEDERAL REVENUE COST ESTIMATES.

POSSESSIONS CORPORATION PROVISIONS. 1973-1983

(millions of dollars)

Calen ar Year .a Y"ear
Year Receipts Foregone* Receipts Fore one

1973 269 254
1974 393 325
2975 47.3 429
1976 692 572
1977 763 724
1978 980 4 864
1979 1,156 1,121
1980 1,233 1,195
1981 1,694 1,463
1982 1,663 1,668
1983 1,619 1,633

Department of the Treasury
Office of Tax Analysis

Estimates for 1973 through 1975 are based on the
original possessions corporation provisions enacted in
the Revenue Act of 1921. Estimates for 1976 to 1982 are
based on the section 936 provisions of the Tax Reform
Act of 1976. Estimates for 1903 are based on the
provision of TEFRA.

Sources The 2973 through 1975 figures are based on book
income date taken primarily from 936 election forms
filed for 1976 (Form 5712). The 1976 and 1977
estimates are based on net income data taken
primarily from Federal income tax forms (Form
1120). The figures for 1978-1983 are based on
qualified possession taxable income taken from
possessions credit computation forms (Form 5735).

33-337 - 90 - 8
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Figure ,
Current-yier Foretan taxes and Foreign Branch Taxable Income as percentages of Foreign-source Taxable
Income, by Selected country, 1982 1/

(Money mounts are In millions of dollars)

Current-year foreign tax*s Foreign Foreign branch taxable Income
as a percentage of foreign. -source as a percentage of foreign-

Country source taxable Income tXsble source taxable income
Income

Runk Percent Taxes Rank Percent Forein branch
taxable income

(i) , (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (7)

All countries ............... . 38.6% 121,998 $57,059 25.4% $14,475

Nigeria ... ..... -........... 1 65.9 856 999 7 44.9 448
Norway ..................... 2 70.6 1,794 2,540 a 41.4 1,052
United Arab Emiretes ........ 3 1 69.7 591 848 2 73.2 $21
Libya ...................... 4 69.4 467 674 5 61.4 346
rzil ...................... 5 68.1 831 1,219 Is 20.6 251

Sudl Arabia ................ 6 65.0 733 1.127 9 41.2 46S
Indonesia ................... 7 $6.0 2,148 3,838 10 39.1 1,501
Netherl ends ............... . 8 Sl.O 863 1.693 23 2.2 38
Peru ................ ; ....... 9 49.3 257 5 $21 22 2.8 is
Mexico.-...-...-............. 10 49.1 768 1,S64 17 14.6 228

Australia.................. II 48.2 680 1,411 6 45.3 639
Venezuela ................... 12 45.6 277 609 13 21.4 130
West Germany ................ 13 45.6 921 2,035 66/ -86
Egypt ....................... 14 42.6 490 1,151 4.3 so
Japan ...................... 15 42.3 037 1,916 v/ v -109

Canea'... ................. 16 38.4 2.470 6.438 20 7.1 4SS
Spau, .x..... . . . 17 31.0 163 526 15 12.0 63
Wt rvrl - -.......-........... 18 28.3 221 781 2/ Z/ -29
Its ..... I ................. 19 28.2 256 901 T6 17r.8 161
tO itl Kini'am .............. 20 28.0 2,871 10,244 11 32.1 3,354
Fran(* ..................... o 21 27.3 431 1,578 14 21.0 332

Argetine., ................ 22 21.6 176 818 3 62.4 611
F4nape.... .............. 23 19.0 239 1.259 19 11.3 142
Netherlands Antilles ........ 24 17.0 196 1.152 12 31.5 362
hob -- -..........-........... 25 1.8 40 2,222 I 74.9 1,664

Bermida ...................... 26 0.6 3 S52 24 0.4 2
Cayman IS4ue ............. 27 0.6 4 169 4 58.5 450

I/Includes countries with more than $500 million of foreign
I/Not calculated doe to foreign brunch loss.

source taxable Income.
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APPENDIX I.

__ JULC I

Friure A.-Foreign-Source
Selected Country, 1980 and

millionss of dollars]

laxable Incom, by.
1982

Coastry 1980 1982 Change

JT- 2) (3F
All countries ..... $70.541 $57.059 -19.13

Netherlands Antilles, SO 1,15? 96.2
BrzSil ............. 662 1,219 41.4
Panama ............. 939 1,259 34.1
6haS .............. 1,934 2,2M 14.9

iegeio .......... . 1,522 1,564 v.8
Saudi Arabia ........ 1:114 1.127 1.2
Egypt ............... 1,18? 1,151 -2.6
Canada .............. 6,610 6.438 -2.6
France ............. .,626 1,578 -3.0
United Kingdom ...... 11.347 10,244 -9.7
Indonesia ............ 4.293 3,838 .10.6
Italy ............... 1.123 907 -19.2
Australia ........... 1,877 1,411 -24.8
Norway .............. 3,532 2,540 -28.1
Japan ............... .2942 1.978 -37.8
Switierland ......... 1,172 781 -33.4
hetherlands ......... 2,635 1,693 -35.7
best Gormany ........ 3,579 2,035 .43.1
United Arab Emiretes 1,677 848 .49.4
Nigeria ............. 2,730 999 -63.4
tibya ............... 2,266 674 .70.3

p~eni f 'owi p0 ogrno * reemble

In~ibY.COtry or Atoa. 1962

AM*c

21 1

II
I
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Fund in works for modest projects

936 firms seek to raise $1 00 million
By OOREEN HEMLOCK
01 1h@ SIAr 31$11

A group of 036 beneficiary firms, In.
eluding many pharmaceutical companies,
are working to develop a multimillion.
dollar fund to finance small- and media.
um.slzed projects in the Caribbean Basin.

Preparations are "in the late stages,"
and a draft proposal should be submitted
to the U.S. Internal Revenue Service for a
ruling In the next fow weeks. said Karl
Nordberg, executive director of the Puer.
to Rico-USA Foundation and counsel to
the fund's organizers.

I Nordberg sid he could not provide
details because organizers were still de.
signing the pans

But financial sources said the project
seeks to raise $100 million in 936 funds
and would set a cap on loans, probably at
less than $10 million each,

Some sources voiced skepticism. how.
ever, that the venture could get off the
ground, They cited Ihe nagging problems
of loan guarantees for small projects in
the Caribbean, plus a reluctance by some
936 beneficiary companies to !ontribute.

I'll believe it when I see it," said one

executive involved In CBI financing. "'Is
still not clear who's putting Inand how( much."

The proposed new 936 fund would help
Puerto Rico fulfill It pledge to Congress
to finance Caribbean Basin projects - a
commitment made In 198 as part of an
effort to save Section 936 tax breaks from
a proposed phaseout.

It would supplement efforts by Com-
monwealth and private banks, which
have provided only large 936 loans to the
Caribbean region so far.

See C0l, Page B.2

Commonwealth.936 funds approved for CBI countries

Dominic] 2.1 M

u.s.v.. 9 M

Barbados '13 M

Domilnian Republic .1, 21 M

Jamelci

Trinidad & Tobego

':",ulj i '-. N: :

0

80.7 M

100 200
In millions 5.,. tsW u. d An WMer e r, .

...I- . 0 N=W-Ww-r

II I

• ,, . . _
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T"I1 I AA, it ' \ ,.III"() Ito k " "

"Jeffrey Hart"

WHO COULf) POSSIBLY WANT PUPRTO RICO?

ATIl}IINDIIN IYl.Y Cooilri, cs ; I it o l it I h e itiit. Ii c alliw I'u11. 1t
Micaiis in it 1991 r.cert'duss to decidc' whetii,'r they wl I to h ItId ut'l'-
dent, remain a U.S. commolwenlth or become our 51st state. Some sent.-
tors nnd overy. The Now York Times appear to think that such n referen-
doli In 'nerto Rico would he' rallyy hlcding" c ipoi the (i1dted stLcIes.

Ths Is farcical. Puerto Rico Is ni Ccribbean entity In Inngucige,
politics and culture.

It has a much higher percentage of its population living on U.S.
food stcinpi than iny State It the uolilll. In ibiaitolcite niubers, It has
sore loed-tanipers Lhit Nc'w York SLite, Its It fde'ral lss INl sice pro-
grams amount 'to soms $6 billion annually. Puerto Ricans pay no U.S.
federal taxes.

UNUER ITS present post-1952' coitaonwenlth status, Iuerto Rico
cannot negotiate ,trade agreements-with other nations. The principal
beneficiaries of this arrangement are U.S. corporations that use the
island as an off-shoro workshop staffed by cheap labor. For the
benefit of these corporations, U.S. taxpayers are subsidizing this
economic bag woman with that annual $6 billion.

The Bush administration, and I hate to say it, characteristically
has not got its mind around this one. Recently an assistant secretary
of State, Kenneth Gideon, announced that "the selection among the possi-
ble status options should be made by the people of Puerto Rico unaffected
by the bias which specific costs and benefits could bring to the process."

Is Assistant Secretary Gideon joking?

Apparently not. Senators iave been asking tile Bush admiiiistratioii
for serious economic projections about the likely results of the three
Puerto Rico options. So far, zero response from the Bush administration.

IF WE ARE to continue, however tenuously, to be a "self-governing"
people, we can hardly consign our nation and its shape to a confused
vote in Puerto Rico.

Do we really wish to engage ourselves in a statehood proyact that
would have two senators and three or four congressmen from Puerto Rico,
and 3 million Spanish-speaking Puerto Ricans voting for the U.S. president?

Puerto Rico, on that arrangement, would be tle first American state in
which the majority of the residents are on welfare.

Though many Puerto Ricans In the educated and professional classes do
speak English, ci grt't "tily mart do loot. Of whit sort of pirtlIcipntion in
the-American political process are they really captible?

In no sense that one can easily think of is Puerto a reasonable
candidate for statehood.

ONF KNOWS instinctively on this one that the bush administration
Is hldllin out--say It Isu.'t no. Venirgc'--to ovoid oh li'ntli Ilspliilc
voters In the crccicial .Sit114 I' Siciters. Ilist even nasiming thaicIto lost
some of those voters by doing the right thing, lie would more than unik
up the lose among other voters who do grasp the Issues.

Raither tliin wilit u1pon tit while of voters Ii1 IucrLo Rico. It Ia List'
for a second American Ueclcration o1 Independence--independence from
Puerto RIco.

KIM FEATURES SMYII'MI
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"The August& Chronicle"

SUPPORTS PUERTO RICANS AND THIR RIGHTS

Editor, The ironicles
This letter is in answer to a column by Jeffrey Hart, which ap-

peared in the July 27 edition of The Chronicle.
Puerto Rico was ceded to the United States after the Spanish

American War in 1898. Congress granted citizenship to Puerto Ricans
in 1917. Fewer than 1,000 Puerto Ricans declined American citizenship
in 1917. Since then, relations between the United States and Puerto
Rico have grown closer, to the benefit of both, I believe.

All three branches of our government have allowed and sometimes
encouraged relations to grow, with full knowledge of cultural, ethnic
and economic differences.

Hart ignored the fact that since 1917, and beginning with the First
World War, thousands of Puerto Ricans have served In the armed forces
of the United States. In addition, major military installations in the
island have been used for operations ad training activities. The
"state" tax In Puerto Rico Is as high as the federal income tax.

In addition, many residents of Puerto Rico, by virtue of their em-
ployment status or of their investments in the United States or owner-
ship of federal securities, also pay federal income tax. All working
Puerto Ricans contribute to the Federal Income Contribution Act tax
(Social Security).

There are several states that receive more from the federal treasury
than what they contribute. In addition, several other wealthy states
benefit from the presence of large military installations within their
borders .

The welfure Inoiiey goierJiten jobs, asil Puerto Rico; tjlkei separaitely,
Is o11 o' the best customers in the whole world for goods mainulctured
In the United States.

If n m jor iy of l, rl n HR icai reqgii t4 t the,' tiiii rl hilia I vl si ill
o her Amntri cnil clli-oils eijoy, ;iid if Iliy are will I ii I o livar the buldetgiis--
such it federal LIiax tivioi--tib L IL i111n3li , Lhei'i IL would e le s 011iin
American to 'doily Llml those rights.

HI':-.3 JUAN iIUA, M.D.
I.VAMt
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APPENDIX C

EL NUEVO DIA-MARTEG 17 DE ABRIL DE 190

Repetido
ataque a la
jestadidad

Por JOHN T. SKELLY
Do El Nuevo Die

WASHINGTON -Otra importante columnists sindicada
ha edvertido a los norteamerlcsnoa y al Congreso en
parlictar, sobfe las consecuenclas espantosas quo so-
breveKrian a ralz do quo Puerto Rico so convittieta en
estado.

Georgia Ann Geyer, cuya columns aparece tres vacas
por semana en mis do clento cincuenta pet6dicos on los
Eatados Unidos, dio on su columns en e1 Washlnglon
Times quo Is estadidad "seguarnente s56o treoris Ia
deshilegraci6n econ6mlcs a Puerto Rico, y a Washington
problenas ecronrncos y politicos james sofiados",

El mes pasado, el counnIsta sindlcado naclnalmente,
Pat Buchanan, quien tue director de comuniaclono eon
la Case Blanca durante Is mayor perte de los ahos de
lucha de la admlnlstracl6n Reagan, tambl n advirtI6 so-
bre Is posbilidad do qua Puerto Rico so convierta on
estado.

A diferencia de Buchenan. Geyer no tione una podero-
sa Influencia entree lOS Re, -bicanos consorvadores on Is
CAmars y al Senado. Sin embargo, Geyer es my respe-
lads yes Is principal columnista femenina, a icada a
nlvel nacional, dedIcada a escribir sobre politics naclonal
o Internaclonsl actualmnte.

Geyer ha visitado Puerto Rico bn varies occasions
durante los ultlmos 20 aas. GOeyer depends, an su ala-
quo a la estadidad, do lea conclusions do dos recbentes
estudios: el estudio doe Oflicina de Presupuesto Congre-
slonal, dado a concern hacoe dos semanas, y et estudlo
hecho pare el PPO por I flirma do consultorla ocon6mica
* con base en Washington - Peat Marwick y Co.

GEYER dice que pars el at 2000 Is mltad do las
compels 936 habrlan saldo de Puerto Rico. lo que
resultarla en una baja do entree 33 a 43 por clento an las
exportaclones do Puerto Rico y uns pirdid do aproxl-
madamente 70,185 empleos.

Geyer dio qua of Partido Nuevo Progresista tlene un
estucho en camino pars balancear los esludlos del PPO y
de Is Oficina do Presupuesto Congrosional, pero haste
ahora no hay ninguna a Is vista,

"El dato simple es quo of asunto do Is estadidad no so
he discutido con daidad. Bajo Is estadidad, Puerto Rico
perderia Is kxldpondencla relative, poro real, quo tiene
bajo o estatus do Estado Lbe Asodado por un ernpo.
brecentocon mlco y qu n sabo qu6 resuitados pro-
ducto de Is gactln poltica. Puerto Rico pasarla do
ocuper su envldlada poslclfn actual oomo a Imravia
econfmlc y tecnol6gcs del Care -ost pequefa Isl Io
conpra a Estados Unldos ma que Braslh. Colomb.
Argentina y Chile combnados- a ocupor nuovamente Is
posicion quo tenl en Is dcsds do 1940 cuando era I&
"case do los pobtres del Carlbe".

Concjuyo Geyer: "..nuestro esluerzo debda ser Ira.
tar do aseoguar Is notable prosperldad do unsa hermos
Isa coao Puerto Rico. olorgbn dl, tanwiin, tant. Inde.
pendencl de aeodn coma o poslte".
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Los coepareclonems 936 eatin escuclvando sl
Partdo Puertorrlquefo sobre
su preosenda en Puerto RIco desputs doe 
independeric0a 0 en is libre asoclacin Esa as Is
mayor sorpress en los quince mesa de

negocac6n y consults entree los Estados Unidos y Puerto
Rico sobre 01 status politico Ambas pares 1o podrAn
near, perel tacho as un hecho.

En ml mnbaIs do1 passed dorngo del Informs del
Congressional Budget Office sobre los aspectos
econifnicos do un camblo do status, signlfiqut of
hecho de quo -no uns, sino cuatro veces- los Itcncos
del Congreso Indicaron quo el silenclo do Ios
coeporaclonas 936 let haca diflcl rodicar un infoe mas
proclso, Oe entonces, y repito Shore, que 1l principal
teslgo doe s vistas do la Comisbn do Finanzas del
Senado a celebarse on Washington 0f 26 de abril
deben see las corporacloneS 936. Su honradez on nlicar
sus Intenclones sobre cods una do las alternatives de
status politico, on al record, as vital pars quo slgan
leonlendo uns imagen postiva on Puerto Rico

Las corporeclones 936 deben habler shore o nunca
El tdao a I aes la not onalce 1 se Ia

ec Ja FORs trt to lst , sttus iota
dice muy escuerne: r N ,S. 712)
Manufacturing Incentives Made Possible by the
Foreign Tax Credit', unpubslised memorandum,
February 6,1990". ,Ou# impotlancie trne esta note
elc&WCSfjPr qt cile y oic lelza 1 CO us memoranda

asts ahore socreto? Vesmoa.
La oferte del PIP alas corporaclonos 936 esti

contended an 01 Informe del COO an Wa thrminos
sigulentes: "Varlos Issues so plaentean &I eveluar e1
potendel do un Puerto Rico Independiente pars street
Invrsiln oxtrenWe. Ba&jtB W los benoficlos de is
Seccln 936 no segLWiin slen lspIblaes a las
corporoconea noroneamercans 0 r" Puerto
Rico podrIa ofaroc varlas venTs ra als con
Imp ueo stdx w room arx Jcivmaente lasquo. 111tU .-- o~nepublica
podrI Ir-e .iw~daUs l1n tombes
c 3a,"Lo ms fies noeleamericaenas

\ Ademils, e nacn tendria le oportuntded, quo
no esth diaponble at Status actual, ie .ropargrojhdos
de..! ttl le, quofArN~ yknvers_~ do
otia.p sa~ietraCtve. Finamnt (y squi saliti el
conejo del sOlmbrOrct., 01 Partldo Independentiste

P1, U o uevo grupo do madides
cna WN = r Wbeloctos do IsSoccion

'06 scuerdo 0 10 descrlpcldn del PIP. 01 acuordo
onnatvonle _w,,1 puertorlquea a

Vlt, 2=e 2 a les Impusts en los
. Im .acstas rmnufecturrs y arran

note -eans aloteot aslran sU obilgeclon

contritbulve norteamencrna ro l a coro mediante of
credit contributivo extraneo. y yo quo todo 01
impuesto puertorrquoAo I0 saria devuelto en subsld" .C
las compa.as termiartan con una pequea o nmunaJ
obigacion contributive' -

Tan sencio coivo a(do oas Un nuevo desarrollo
crucial/

Esa no es una propuesta salida del sombrero, ErickNegron os un abogado graduado de Harvard cuya lesis
de graduacd fue dedicada al estudio do sustidutos
elecivos a la exencn do las 936 on oceasode I
,ndjeLqdon9La publdacl6n do su tess an Ia
Rayise del Colegio de Abogodos do Puerto Rico no fue
compeondide por uno de We grandes bufates do Ia Isle
dedicados a los ntereses de las 936. No se imaginaban
qu6 su propuesta resultaria stractive pars Is
mismisimas corporeclones 936. Y quo soda sanlificada
por el B1u5et ORon NO M(imni

Sna' ' jn4 prvsds centre altos funclon nos de ,
las coirpora onos 936 y dos miembros del Comitt6 do
Diblogo sobre el Stlus, o1 senador Fernando Marlny
Erick Negrdn devolaron Ia propuesta del PIP a0las 93. La
recepci6n tue entuslasta

Esa reunlon. a a quo no so prmltl 0o access a la
Prensa, so celW6 an 01 Hotel Dorado Beach el 2 do
febrero do 1990 La Cimara do Comerclo do Puerto
Rico an los Estados Unidos, ina organlzecl6n quo
agrupa a muchos do W0s ejecutivos do l1a 936 en Ia
Nacobn, resumlo Ia rouni6n como una actividad
"principal" do su reunl6n anual on Puerto Rico. Su
revisla destace 01 momento on quo Erick Nogr n
presenabs ia propuests det PIP on 01 panel con los
econonhistas y politicos do los tree sectoreos keol6glcoos.
Y dice: "El sonador Marlin y of St. Nsgr6n prosentaron
un plan econ mnco preporado por eo St. Negren, un
economists, donde los bneflbos do la Secclbn 936 so
mantendrian como un cridito contribute sI 1 Isl0 so
hilcise Indepondiente". EseoS el verdadero origin del
texts contonldo on 01 Informs del COO.

ay quo sober ahoae cbnso roepndo lag

936. Pars roclprocar, an of event del
Doraoo Beach, los reprewolntes do les
corporaciones 936 evrdonaron varia
praocupaclorwo sob(e coda una do ba

alternatives do status y sus Interrognle mo rocn
respuesta. Tambi6n on al record do las prbxlmas
vistas, si 1 proceso de negoclaclin y consuita ya
segur slendo uno bloerto y dlsponible pars au
evaluac6n poe 01 pueblo do Puerto Rico,

Sobre 01 Estado Libre Asoclado plontaron Io
sigulente

' Si Ia plataforma del Portido Popular sabre 01 status
compnzaba o no a parecerso a do los
independntlstas;

' Si o1 Estodo Libre Asociado podda dsnaparreor on
#l uluro;

' Si las 938 balo el ELA son tomporeras, quo esti

r
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L endemci con,
un balance 4

Por LISE1"IE NUINEZ
Do El Nuevo Die

EL E-.UDtO conaresional sohrc lan Inlpalc mir'gn6mics do llors alteosalios do status pora Is Isla Cs 111sujsoficlill, sun various eorlo'misamr iosuladoc(4 s do lao omisionts 0t1% gIM"dl Je luiio e% cl nims.•10 quo iendra la indeolndenciai whit li deud,i juhj,.j,la0 so eonilllta. qulien 6 '%icr idc'iiiilht% La deuda publicii per t-iplia ell luorio Rio1 o cisle t irc
M =or que do WAico. 000de 10% p.1ws litw, indculd,LA decide on la 1i9 g ascnidli a %11.116 i rlllhonv. para cl
0aiO lix&l 1988, .seun of uhlimo inoli al GUiih'iidoi di:Ia Junto do Planifihacion. I-or hahilanie, :a deuda ilulcajon Puerto Rico Osdo 3.S1(01 ,iiitras clue it Se N 1eci,. jc
Puco menos do $,O S L p r hJibitie.

"Aparonlointl se cis awabo 1,a1 f LjI, Itcl i u lleg.iilli
no indtpondoncia", dijo of efon.iil 4a I tc lijdj) lblhlii

'a n o p bl, ma do IN deuds hip olie cit a EL .'I meo o Itla
d 11ta qtic S 6 gobiei oid ci deviii lid i . ontiti1.,aanI "and "a' 1.. hill~lt'4% hjl~l 1.1 Ind1* 'l el .'l J. Pdl.

IM,€ hllia S:1,1119 11t11foll, v.l dctmula h1l111*tolecij
lanpoco hihria una dental it i ode $i e1i lltd ocn c' . %ia.ncieros para rerlIanciir Ia ui.udi lilii d I ils ci cl

desurrollo col1o Puerto Ri.o LI gohlicrsi dc ui Iouvlil
Rico indeOltldicite psdria letter quo r1.oirit :ci un omononumental para relinanciar li deuda,

El tiludio proparado pot lIa Oflcia de Pir.uplicsie ('kill.a'csionai(CBO) oes mranentl¢ o1 problema iu indrliaun Puerlo Ri c i;tIdepoidintir en oblcner capital, Sealaquo "at ifual quo olro pu0s0es cn desarrollo de AilicticaLatina yon olras panes, la Isla podria sufrir de una cwaw/
de capital esiterno".

LA INbEPENENCIA aguraaria on 51rio pirohcniai ilcfups de copitail gue ya cxist et, la vconoija, diio IliasGutierrez, vicepresidenlt de: Corpian. comniaia de ai.iord-mien1 empresarial y econOntio,
Do 1976 a 1984 las inversitines de Pueno Rio on el"lIteror bumentaron 0n .12 pot 6ino do 2.9(KJ million, a$12.300 millont. El rilmo de creciflicnii pars 192 dcxaluanro. Pero leon off, Outirre Illilnla q u hAlra unifilp do $2760 million, La Igu de capital conllnuardaun sin un cambio en of status. Adorlnis det problenta do li(up. Is relation de Ist deud do Puerto Rico comparado con01 valor dot patrimonio del pals ha ado Ompeorando "Hayms etdudamiento", dijo Outierrz.

Ej rvsedi 5.4w oor." ft 04 4us. wJ ti .'cm l a.i111.10010 itide to"ios. Sin enlbirso, tjiititon hd ttviido 1witu-dois do grandes problems y little un problems fundantcn.tat quo s [cnalizactcn de su capital", apusto el oconto-miste. Muy poco del capital &A desinado a invorsioni cimaquinsris y equipo, etmontos quo pudieran aumlear laospecidad productive dol pels.
Bajo I& estadidad I fop do capital laitbien es de esperar-so, aoSOtn Outiatrez. La estodidad, slUn o1 modto econo.metrico utilizado Pm0 01 studio, redundaria on Ia Fup delcapital de W corponaclones 936. El estdio anttlips quebejo Ia onsadidad se peoderl entire 37 a 47 pot cionto delcailu y Is podaci6n de la corporaciones 936 part ol a1o
Oai udroz llb6 el anliss hocho por CO por contenderIs impo cia fundamental quo ha lentsdo el lujo d capi.tal en Is ecamli.
El antiish del CUO pidrioutimente ni oa la implicacto.na econditicaa de continuear bojo el ELA. Pero sonala quois do Is Soctioa 936 no WlA amesuddu blei

en rojo

.'.. ia lus. V ii Ia Soscidn dcslaiparc, el ELA star sujti
a Iii niiima$ p ~nunlao quo iufrla la Ciladidld. Eti o casil113 .' 6i101.1Oi conl 01 v~laa |iit que o habrtn un aumtin

SIll arcud's on las transforoncia, fedli i.,s so un spuniAUulOui Anlamoi viceprtsidenit isiiur a c80go de studioc, lOc.. del Banco Popular.
IC%,t d 10 ile que of ELA/ ci 41 cquialcnte a un tibirilIV licio 11i.i ioCa on ol ecilsit dc Lf sla. "El Sobserno ItI'c-la li tl.i..lur Paru aultl cllar la pro ¢cid tn conl Ia Uli'0llll1.l Ut1 "1icii:-la i U sos cu tinOs quv.o 4uIn Pobrcs aOiltI t Poi Ie€ it lIoI os lo Oul giol1.ro 0victic amn1d/at ton cluc w vi a levar cl traclor" dijo,I I li..oi I la Soccion 936 del Codgo dxIi Rtini eltrs I I l cia .I l secct prmie la eOlncion conlribui1a ;la oUllitruh.iono cotudouOde .es y nloglinacionaln que sie.[ilal'lcsoll Ias lia cuando Oepaiiaitio las gananicias a Lia,

dos Uiiiiii1slie ha i,o cl iltsrumenfo quk ha pcrmilido quo fluent$(it 0 uclle con m dios de prulduvOion, ogsun exphcu el
llojo la c uadidad, e1 gobierno So I'arlo of tractor en luhigir Ilyria tins hamaquila p 0,1 fanib..rit_ viliaL Ia inicciditi oc1a rina lo O11 iii.diloU

'll- quo 14 InlqullOla ) la pottill petlislo coilo do icnipo., diu Anialo."%iii elcuollro Otl ,i (lgrO i cl Wio Es Unido s o%lillc ,tlIlO n cuinl. a nowlro dcidir usiro status. No11611 Pc.doi a la parcd, dijo. Bajo las togs fOrmula,l'oono rli cl esla sulnerabl a iis vailsnes del Congreoss1,1 cconomlista qu¢ no qui-l identilicare ;iju quo el
nitcuclo upose quo lai corpouaciones 936 se marcharnlislai do Pu rto Rico al po1u ticnipo do surgir un Camnserc1 lI lsalvai Es suptiSlco nolll ievOsrlainlto se "tsiono.11ia, Lut converslon a oiado piria redundar a Li laro ci'111n1 "Ismanta ccn~mica parts ei relro do Lstadus Uni-dos'. ., 0un1 cailidad s,$nificativa de las emprsats 936olan por q ,uearse,
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STATEMENT OF PUERTO RICANS IN Civic ACTION

STATEHOOD FOR PUERTO RICO & I.R.C. SEC. 936*

Thank you for the opportunity to express our views on Statehood for Puerto Rico
and on Section 936 of the Federal, Internal Revenue Code. Puerto Ricans in Civic
Action is a grass roots movement that with the force of more than 350,000 individ-
ually signed petitions of individual United States citizens I living in Puerto Rico has
essentially petitioned Congress for a redress of our grievances and requested State-
hood for Puerto Rico, pursuant to Article IX of the Treaty of Paris of 1898,2 to end
the present colonial status of Puerto Rico.

Because of the truncated time allowed me, I commence with the following high-
lights: (1) that Federal, Internal Revenue Code sec. 936 is a scandalous waste of Fed-
eral funds,3 which the United States can and should terminate soon, even now,
under the present so-called Commonwealth status; (2) that any person concerned
with revenue neutrality or equality among the political status formulas in the
coming plebiscite must logically at least require the so-called Commonwealth to pay
the $500 million every year which the so-called Commonwealth repeatedly promised
to pay annually by 1985, to the Federal Treasury in lieu of Federal taxation upon
Puerto Rico; 4 and (3) that Statehood is the only status formula that (a) categorically
accepts both the rights and responsibilities of United States citizenship, and (b) that
can relieve the taxpayers and votes of each of the States that you represent from
the heavy and ever-increasing burden of the so-called Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico. If you aid or tolerate that so-called Commonwealth in any way, you in effect
crucify the taxpayers of your States, your constituents, on the cross of that Com-
monwealth and particularly with the nails of 936.

I now point out some of my ideas to handle I.R.C. section 936 or make adjust-
ments after Statehood, even for those who still have some desire to maintain that
Federal tax expenditure:

COPYRIGHT 1988-Luis P. Costas Elena, (L.L.B., L.L.M., S.J.D.) 1989.
Persons born in Puerto Rico are automatically United States citizens, since Article 5 of the

Jones Act of 1917; Act of March 2, 1917, ch. 145, 39 Stat. 951, 953. See also Nationality Code of
1940; Act of Oct. 14, 1940, ch. 876, sec. 202, 54 Stat. 1139: "All persons born in Puerto Rico on or
after April 11, 1899, subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, residing on the effective
date of this act in Puerto Rico or other territory over which the United States exercises rights of
sovereignty and not citizens of the United States under any other Act, are hereby declared to be
citizens of the United States. "(emphasis added)

2 30 Stat. 1759: "The civil rights and political status of the native inhabitants of the territories
hereby ceded to the United States shall be determined by the Congress."

3 See, e.g., U.S. Department of the Treasury, The Operation and Effect of the Possessions Cor-
poration System of Taxation, Sixth Report (March 1989); U.S. Department of the Treasury, The
Operation and Effect of the Possessions Corporation System of Taxation, Fifth Report (July
1985); U.S. Department of the Treasury, The Operation and Effect of the Possessions Corpora-
tion System of Taxation, Second Annual Report (June 1979); U.S. Department of the Treasury,
The Operation and Effect of the Possessions Corporation System of Taxation, First Annual
Report (June 1978).

4 See, e.g., Luis Mufioz Marn, Governor of Puerto Rico, in Hearings On S. 2023 and Proposed
Substitute S. 2708 before the Senate Comm. on Interior and Insular Affairs, 86th Cong., 1st
Sess., Proposed Amendments to the Puerto Rican Federal Relations Act 37 44 (1959) : "The Com-
monwealth propose . .. through this modification to begin sharing in the common burdens of
the Union .... This year the Legislature of Puerto Rico, feeling that our economic progress had
made it feasible to begin acting on that principle, included a proposal to the effect .... "; "Are
we proposing in this bill to share in the burdens of the Union? Yes; we are proposing to begin
sharing and sharing increasingly as the economy of our government permits us to. This would
also make Puerto Rico resemble a federated state more, not less." (emphasis added); Governor
Luis Mufioz Matn in 3 United States-Puerto Rico Commission on the Status of Puerto Rico,
Hearings on the Status of Puerto Rico-Econonic Factors in Relation to the Status of Puerto
Rico, S. Doc. No. 108, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 25, 231 (1966) : "You recollect a resolution of the
Puerto Rican Legislature, of December 1962 that a formula be worked out whereby Puerto Rico
will begin contributing a part of its increased wealth, increased production from year to year, to
support the common burdens of the American union .... ; "that return from Puerto Rico could be
about as much as the Federal tax at that time would be." (emphasis added) "Now, on the tax
question, of course, you know that we, upholders of the Commonwealth are proposing that Puerto
Rico begin to contribute, not in the form of taxes, to the common burdens of all parts of the
American Union. It is our belief that we can make that contribution, and that if we can make it
grow until it gets to whatever size it has to get according to a fair formula, it can be as much as
taxes at a given time;" (emphasis added); Dr. Alvin Mayne, the economist for Commonwealth, in
id. at 749: "I believe that by 1985 the contribution of $500 million to the United States might be
possible-now, this is not an official statement, but it is a computation." (emphasis added).
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(1) You can terminate I.R.C. sec. 936 now and substitute it with a direct Federal
employment program fof Puerto Rico, funded with amounts below bat previously es-
caped the Federal treasury because of I.R.C. sec. 936.

(2) You can cap or segmentize I.R.C. sec. 936 and thereby stop or reduce its hemor-
rhage of Federal funds, for example, (a) by prohibiting the use of the tax sparing
credit of I.R.C. sec. 936 after a certain cut-off date, (b) by phasing-out I.R.C. sec. 936
as you phased out Western Hemisphere Trade Corporations 1 and China Trade Act
Corporations,6 (c) by excluding pharmaceutical mixing operations and electrical ma-
chinery assemblage from the definition of corporations that can use the tax sparing
credit of I.R.C. sec. 936.

(3) You can eliminate 936 and substitute it with a national program of enterprise
zones for all States whose statewide rate of unemployment is, for example, 14% or
higher, which program would remain in place for the State until it lowered said un-
employment to say 9% and maintained that lowered rate for a consecutive period of
say 5 years.

(4) You can arguably prolong I.R.C. Sec. 936 intact for a short period of time after
Statehood for Puerto Rico.

The above segmentation or cap approach takes into account, for example, that al-
though pharmaceutical section 936 operations obtain 46.3% of the total Federal cost
of I.R.C. sec. 936, such pharmaceuticals provide only 14.8% of the employment in
Puerto Rico's manufacturing sector.1 In 1987, according to the Puerto Rico Planning
Board, the chemicals and related products sector, basically pharmaceuticals, had
$3,757,600,000 of the $8,661,300,000 total net income of all the manufacturing sector
in Puerto Rico,s but chemicals and related products only had 18,000 employees of
the total 148,900 employed in manufacturing in Puerto Rico.9 The shocking fact is
that the "top sixteen possession corporations accounted for 24.2 percent of the tax
benefits but provided only 3.6 percent of the employment of the 378" section 936
corporations in the Sixth Annual Report of the U.S. Treasury Department on I.R.C.
sec. 936.10 Sixteen section 936 corporations obtained $100,000 or more of the Federal
tax expenditures of I.R.C. sec. 936 for each person they employed. 1

You and I should wholly agree with the late Professor Stanley Surrey of the Har-
vard Law School:

"(A) tax incentive does involve the expenditure of government funds."
"A dollar is a dollar-both for the person who receives it and the govern-

ment that pays it, whether the dollar tax credit label or a direct expenditure
label."

"(M)any incentives look, and are, highly irrational when phrased as
direct expenditure programs structured the same way."

"(A) resort to tax incentives greatly decreases the ability of the Govern-
ment to maintain control over the management of its priorities."

"(TMax incentives do involve expenditures-'backdoor expenditures' . . and
. a legislator concerned with expenditure levels and expenditure control

should not, while holding the front door shut, let hidden expenditures in
through the back door." (emphasis added). 12

I.R.C. section 936 is one immense price that the United States continues to pay so
as to prop up the so-called "Commonwealth" status of Puerto Rico. Not only has the
"Commonwealth of Puerto Rico never paid to the United States the annual contri-
butions in lieu of Federal taxes that Governor Luis Mufioz Marn promised in

5 I.R.C. secs. 921, 922 (1987).
6 I.R.C. sec. 941 (1987).
1 U.S. Department of the Treasury, The operation and Effect of the Possessions Corporation

System of Taxation, Sixth Report, 51, 46 (Mar. 1989).
8 Puerto Rico Planning Board, Informe Econ6mico al Gohernador, 1987, at A-12, Table 12

(Feb. 12, 1988). See attached Exhibit A.
9 Ibid. at IV-12. See attached Exhibit B.10 U.S. Department of the Treasury, Sixth Annual Report, supra. note 7, at 48.
11 Idem. See attached Exhibits C and D.
12 Stanley S. Surrey, Tax Incentives as a Device for Implementing Government Policy: A

Comparison with Direct Government Expenditures, 83 Harvard L. Rev. 705, 717, 721-722, 732
(1970).
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1959 13 and reiterated in 1965 14 and that for 1985 should have been $500 million 15
but the United States via I.R.C. section 936 suffers tax expenditures that amounted
to 1.167 billion in 1979: 1.326 billion in 1980; 1.711. billion in 1981; 1.678 billion in
1982; 16 and $1.641 billion in 1983.11 Accordingly, in only these two Federal tax ex-
penditure programs,18 the cost to the United States of the present "Common-
wealth" status exceeds $2 billion each year.

There is no need for further study or vacillation on I.R.C. section 936. Its utter
failure to achieve its stated purpose of creating employment in Puerto Rico has been
and is evident to all who wish to see. I.R.C. section 936 has not and cannot provide
Puerto Rico with its desired opportunities for employment. In 1940 unemployment
in Puerto Rico was 15%,19 hovered around 20% from 1976 to 1986 and was 17.7% in
1987.20 The sorry fact is that, as reported by the former Chief Justice of Puerto
Rico's Supreme Court, in 1899 unemployment in Puerto Rico was 17%.21

In fiscal year 1986 the number of persons employed in the entire manufacturing
sector of Puerto Rico was 148,800; and in fiscal year 1987 incremented by only 100
persons to 148,900 22 which is less than the 156,000 so employed in 1980.23 However.
net interest and profits in manufacturing rose from $5.331 billion in 1986 to $6.276
billion in 1987.24

Since 1970 the proportion of net income paid to Puerto Rican manufacturing em-
ployees has declined from 64% to 27.5% in 1987.25 The reason is that more and bore
the greatest component of net income in the exempt manufacturing sector corre-
sponds to the low employment--high profit pharmaceutical and electrical machin-
ery operations. In 1987 the entire number of employees in basically pharmaceutical
operations was 18,000 and in electrical machinery 20,000;26 but their respective net
incomes were $3.758 billion and $1.330 billion.27

The aforegoing evidences grave, fundamental, mistakes in the C.B.O. Report.
Whereas employment in the manufacturing sector in Puerto Rico has essentially re-
mained stable for the past 22 years, fluctuating between 128,000 employees in 1976 to
156,000 in 1980 and 153,000 in 1988 whereas GNP has continued growing because of
the exempt profit shifting of the 936 corporations, the C.B.O. Report bases its calcula-
tions on the following false presumption (p.18): "The behavior of Puerto Rican em-
ployment is predicted chiefly on the basis of the evolution of overall GNP." The
C.B.O. Report thus begins with a false basis, contradicted by the Puerto Rican Gov-
ernment 's own -historical factual data and heaps computerized assumptions and cal-
culations onto that false basis.

The reality is that the revenue costs of I.R.C. -section 936 (and its predecessor
I.R.C. section 931) have continued to increase but to maintain under Commonwealth
about the same number of persons employed in so-called manufacturing. 28 The
C.B.O. Report seems to have either not noticed, or purposely overlooked important
pertinent observations of the Tobin Report.

"It might be thought that "direct investment" is all physical investment
and has built up in Puerto Rico over $5 billion of plant, machinery and
equipment. Nothing could be farther from the truth. 'Direct investment' in-

13 E.g., Testimony of Governor Luis Mufioz Marn, in hearings on. S. 2023 and Proposed Sub-
stitute of S. 2708 before the Senate Comm. on Interior and Insular Affairs, 86th Cong. ist Sess.
Proposed Amendments to the Puerto Rican Federal Relations Act 37 (1959).

1 Statement of Luis Munoz Matn, in 3 United States-Puerto Rico Commission on the
Status of Puerto Rico, Hearings on the Status of Puerto Rico-Economic Factors in Relation to
the Status of Puerto-Rico, S. Doc. No. 108, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 233 (1966).

"Statement of the economist representing the position of Commonwealth in id. at 751: "We
could probably make a contribution of $500 million by 1985."

16 Department of the Treasury, the Operation and Effect of the Possession Corporation
System of Taxation, Fifth Report 53, Table 4-9 (July 1985).

l Department of the Treasury, Sixth Annual Report, supra note 7, at 44, 45.
The nonpayment of the in lieu taxes, or I.R.C. section 933, and I.R.C. section 936.

19 Junta de Planificaci6n de Puerto Rico, Informe Econ6mico al Gobernador-1977, at A-26
(Jan. 25, 1978).20 Junta de Planificaci6n de Puerto Rico, Informe Econ6mico al Gobernador-1987, at A-33,
Table 29 (Fe. 12, 1988).

21 Jos6 Trias Monge, 1 Historia Constitucional de Puerto Rico 7 (1st ed. 1980) (University of
Puerto Rico Press).22 Informed Econ6mico al Gobernador, 1987, at IV-4.

23 Informed Econ6mico al Gobernador, 1987, at A-35, Table 31.
24 Ibid., at A-11, Table 11.
25 Ibid., at IV-10.
26 Ibid., at IV-12.
27 Ibid., at IV-7.
28 See Puerto Rico Planning Board tables Exhibit E and compare with Exhibits A, D, and F.
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cludes all increases in the net worth of external firms, includingpaper
assets such as Commonwealth bonds. Puerto Rican mortgages, CD's in
Puerto Rican banks or CD's in Guam, as well as real assets, such as facto-
ries and machinery. Although the facts are not readily ascertainable, per-
hap half of the $5 billion represents financial, rather than real assets."

'Even when direct investment does represent real physical investment, it
does not necessarily imply an increase in Puerto Rican welfare. Although
investment by subsidiaries of Mainland firms does provide new output and
employment, it also entails new subsidies and real infrastructure invest-
ment by the Puerto Rican government and the greater remission of profit
to the Mainland. The net benefit to Puerto Rico is not- automatically posi-
tive; it must be carefully estimated case by case."

"It should be remembered that the statistic 'direct investment' does not
represent a net flow of new resources into Puerto Rico. Mainland invest-
ments earn profits, which can be freely remitted from Puerto Rico. Remit-
tances have in fact been relatively small because unremitted profits are
exempt from Federal corporate income tax, and accumulated profits can
eventually be 'repatriated 'tax-free'. Puerto Rican macroeconomic accounts
count unremitted profits twice, once as an outflow as if they were remitted
and once as an inflow of new direct investment. Probably something like
80% of recorded direct investment in Puerto Rico is simply the accumulation
of profits on past direct investments.

Direct investments placed in financial instruments may not represent a
new flow of new resources to Puerto Rico. They may do no more than re-
place other funds that would otherwise have flowed into Puerto Rico into
the same financial instrument. Or they may represent financial invest-
ments that are not really in Puerto Rico at all." 29 (Emphasis added

The C.B.O. Report. furthermore gives credence to statistics that are not even be-
lieved by the people at Fomento, contrary to common sense that treats statistics of
promised employment by prospective 936 corporate suitors of tax exemption in
Puerto Rico for what they are-either numbers designed to influence the rapidity
that governmental officials provide them with tax exemptions and other benefits, or
propagandistic numbers specifically designed to influence public policy, such as elec-
tions in Puerto Rico, proposed changes in I.R.C. sec. 936, and in the present case the
plebiscite and C.B.O.'s own Report. The C.B.O. Report overlooks hard, still pertinent
data, for example, my own S.J.D. thesis for the Harvard Law School that 46.13% of
the exempt manufacturing companies have never fulfilled their own promised em-
ployment and have violated their exemption contracts. 30

The worst C.B.O. fault is, however, its complete inability or unwillingness to com-
pare or analyze the status of Commonwealth, even of Enhanced Commonwealth, to
the extreme of neglecting the holes and immense costs of sought Commonwealth en-
hancements to the United States, for example, Puerto Rican tax sparing treaties
with foreign countries, the ability of the Japanese to escape via Puerto Rico the U.S.
quotas on Japanese made vehicles, 31 the conversion of Puerto Rico into a haven for
polluters, etc. Obviously, any report that omits to analyze or compare Common-
wealth status is no comparison at all but a sham, easily twisted into Commonwealth
propaganda.

About a decade ago I discovered and wrote in my S.J.D. thesis for Harvard Law
School this still valid point:

"I.R.C. Section 936 is not working. I.R.C. section 936 will never work.
What maintains I.R.C. section 936 and Fomento tax exemptions are not
benefits to Puerto Ricans since historically 'little of the profit earned by

29 The Committee to Study Puerto Rico's Finances, Report to the Governor 44, 44n. (December
11, 1975) (Chairman James Tobin of Yale University).

0 Costas Elena, I.R.C. section 936 and Fomento Income Tax Exemption in Puerto Rico, pub-
lished in 40 Revista del Colegio de Abogados de Puerto Rico (Puerto Rico Bar Association Law
Review) 563-602 (1979) (derived from my' company by company comparison, exemption decree by
exemption decree, with each company s own reported employment over the years to the P.R.
Labor Department). See also the other portions of this Harvard Law School thesis published in
41 Revista del Colegio de Abogados de Puerto Rico 101-148 (1980); 41 Revista diel Colegio de Abo-
gados de Puerto Rico 225-277 (1980); 42 Revista del Colegio de Abogados de Puerto Rico 611-668
(1981). See also my L.L.M. thesis for Harvard Law School, History of Federal Income Taxation
in Puerto Rico-Analysis of the Possession Corporation in Comparison with Other Modes of
Business Operation in Puerto Rico: An Insight into Tax Exemption, published in 36 Revista del
Colegio jde Abogados de Puerto Rico 477-582 (1975).

31 e e.g., Exhibit G., San Juan Star, April 1, 1990 on the diversion of Japanese made cars
via Puerto Rico to the United States.

33-337 - 90 - 9
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U.S. owners of Puerto Rican subsidiaries has been invested in the Puerto
Rican economy'.., but the vested interests that benefit from those privi-
leges."

Commonwealth assuredly repudiates the basic economic premise of permanent
union, Baldwin v. G.A.F. Seelig:32

"The Constitution... was framed upon the theory that the peoples of the
several states must sink or swim together, and that in the long run prosperi-
ty and salvation are in union and not division."

States Saint Augustine, On Free Choice of the Will:33

"Our freedom then consists in submission to the truth. It is our God Him-
self who frees us from death, that is, from the state of sin. Truth itself,
when it speaks as a man, says to those who believe in Him, 'If you remain
in My word, you shall be My disciples indeed, and you shall know the truth
and the truth will make you free'. The soul enjoys nothing with freedom,
unless it enjoys it securely."

And such a truth is that such prosperity and security for Puerto Rico exists, and
will exist, for Puerto Rico, only in the permanent union that is solely Statehood.

32 294 U.S. 511, 523 (1934) (J. Cardozo) (emphasis added).
3 3 Saint Augustine, On Free Choice of the Will 69 (translated by A. Benjamin & L. Hackstaff)

(published 1964).



TABLA 12 - INGRESO NLTO DE LA MArJUrACTURA: ArOS FISCALES
TALE 12 - NE I MANUFACTURING INCOME. FISCAL YLARS

(En mrllones de d6lares - In millions of dollars)

1974 1975 1976 1977

TOTAL

Alimentos y products relacionados

Productos de tabaco

Productos textiles

Ropa y products relactonados

Muebles y articulos de madera

Impieso y publicaciones

Products quimicos y derivados

Productos de piedra, a cilla y criStal

M.aquinaria y produclos metMticos

Productos de papel

Products do cuero

Otra manulactura

1.868.9

245.3

34.1

55.6

215.8

28.5

35.6

453.7

76.7

445.5

15.6

34.8

227.7

1.987.4

285.1

36.1

45.4

205.5

30.1

42.6

560.5

71.2

484.0

19.4

33.9

173.6

2474.0

326.0

53.2

40.1

261.6

29.8

41.2

884.2

67.9

607.9

18.5

32.5

111.1

1980 1 981 1982

2.841.4

381.6

47.3

34.7

268.2

28.5

39.9

943.3

77.4

778.7

19.3

34.3

188.2

p - Clfras p'eliminares.

Fuente: Junta de Planificaci6n. Area de Planificaci6n Econ~mica y Social,
Negociado de AnjJlss Econ6mico.

1978 1979

3,398.5 3.995.8

442.8 496.6

54.8 51.0

38.1 35.5

302.4 329.3

24.3 28.7

47.3 53.1

1.173.7 1.287.8

93.9 96.1

922.0 1.197.8

21.9 24.3

42.5 51.2

234.81 344.3

4.8087

548 5

46 3

35.6

360.7

29.6

588

=1583 2

95.4

1.453.7

26.5

64.9

5056

T

5.220.3

644.8

54.0

32.1

373.7

30.0

62.5

1.786.1

90.4

1.721.4

28.1

73.8

323.3

i

p - Prelinminnary figures.

Source: Puerto Rinco Planning Board, Area of Economic and SOC-4l Planning,
Bureau of Economnic Analysis.
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5.40 ,.9

681.6

604

34.3

375.1

27.2

65.7

1.907.5

78.6

1.828.3

31.0

68.5

247.7

1983

5.734.9

564.8

55.2

31.7

408.2

27.3

69.5

2.268.9

77.3

1.752.5

32.7

82.2

364.5

H1984
6.484.9

753.8

516

338

451 3

29.1

77.1

2.340.9

77.8

2,164.3

38.1

89.1

378.0

1985

6 984 0

833 8

58.2

38.9

4064

31.1

79.9

2.68G.0

89.8

2.293.9

49.2

85.9

331.0

1986

7.630.9

896.0

64.1

41.7

4101

32.4

91.8

2.957.8

111.7

2.543.8

48.0

95 5

338.0

1987p

8.661.3

981.3

84.7

39.3

422.2

35.5

107.7

3. 757.6

130.7

2.601.3

46.91

92.0

356.1

TOTAL

Food and U-ndred products

Tobacco products

Textile mill Products

Apparel and related products

Furniture and wood products

Printing and pJbtlfsh.

Chemical and altiec oroductS

Stone. clay and glass products

Machinery and metal products

Paper and alied products

Leather and leather products

Other manuacturing

II
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NUNERO DE EMPLEOS EN LA NANUFACTURA PON GRUPO INDUSTRIAL
lEn miles do personas-Alo fiscales

Casbao

Absolute Porcintuul
SIC Grupo Industrial 1970 1980 1985 1986 1987 -

1986 1987 1986 1987
198S 1986 1985 1986

TOTAL

20 Alaentos y relacionados
21 Tabaco y products do tabaco
22 Productos textiles
23 Ropa y products anglogo$
24 Hidera y products do eidera
25 Mulbles
26 Ppel relacionados
27 Imprinta y publicacionts
28 OUIAKos y relacionados
29 Refinerlas do petr6lto y relacionados
30 Productos plisticos y do qoea
.31 Cuero y products do cuero
32 Productos do piedral barro y crystal
33 Productos Priamrios de metal
34 Productos fabricados do metal
35 Miqunaria, excepto elictrica
36 hMquaarla v equipo elictrico
37 Equapo do transportacion
38 Instrustntos profmsionalts y

136.2 155.5 148.8 148.8 148.9 0.0 0,1 0.0 0.1

21.7 23.3 22.3 22.3 22.6 0.0 0.3 0.0 1.3
6.1 2.1 0.8 0.8 1.3 0.0 0.5 0.0 62.5
8.1 4.0 2.8 3.3 3.4 0.5 0.1 17.9 3.0
38.1 34.3 30.9 31.1 30.5 0.2 -0.6 0.6 -1.9
0.7 1.1 0.8 0.9 1.1 0.1 0.2 12.5 22.2
4.1 2.8 2.3 2.4 2.5 0.1 0.1 4.3 4.2
1.4 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.7- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.5 3.2 3.0 3.2. 3.4 0.2 0.2 6.7 6.2
1&,J. 16.4 16.9 ,.5 I.. 0.6 0.5 3.6 2.9
2.6 2.6 1.6 1.5 1.4 -0.1 -0.1 -6.3 -6.7
4.2 4.5 5.0 4.6 4.6 -0.4 0.2 -8.0 4.3
8.9 6.0 5.3 5.6 5.4 0.3 -0.2 5.7 -3.6
6.5 5.1 3.9 4.1 4.4 0.2 0.3 5.1 7.3
1.0 1.0 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 .
4.5 4.7 3.7 3.6 3.7 -0.1 0.1 -2.7 2.8
1.3 6.9 7.6 S."_ §.5 -1.7 -0.4 -22.4 -6.9

19. 17.6 22.5 21.4 f20.0 -1.1 -1.4 -4.9 -6.5
0.6 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.1 0.0 16.7 0.0

39 Industries manufactureras miscelintas 4.2 4.0 3.0 3.3 3.5 0.3 0.2 10.0 6.1

Fuetre Departaagnto del Trabajo y Rtcursos Husanos, Encuesta do Establicisiontosl y 4unta do
Planificaci6n, Area do Planificaci6n Econdtica y Social, Negociado do Anilisis Econbuaco.

1V-12
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TABLE 4.8

TAX BENEFITS, EMPLOYIENT. AND COMPENSATION OF EMPLOYEES
BY -SIZE OF TAX BENEFITS PER EMPLOYEE, 1983

l [ualifiedo

Number possessions Tax benefits Employees
of net income Aount [Percent o[ Percent of

returns (S thousand) (S thousand) 1 total INumber total

ALL FIRMS5

All manufacturing

corporations 378 4,059,624 1,406,406 100.0 75,966 100.0

$100,000 or more 16 951,128 340,417 24.2 2,319 3.1

$ 50,000 under $100,000 23 967,573 343,204 24.4 5,018 6.6

$ 10,000 under $ 50,000 142 1,673,172 562,671 40.0 25,955 34.2

$ 5,000 under S 10,000 57 283,731 103,338 4.3 15,511 20.4

$ 1,000 under $ 5,000 91 167,147 55,229 3.9 19,327 25.4

$ 500 under $ 1,000 11 2,983 1,126 * 1,599 2.1

$ 1 under $ 500 13 1,365 421 * 1,206 1.6

No tax benefits 25 12,525 0 0 5,031 6.6

FIRMS ELIGIBLE FOR TEFRA REOUIR82rS

All manufacturing
corporations 292 2,959,327 1,010,705 100.0 5ii,877 100.0

$100,000 or more 10 550,004 198,553 19.6 1,354 2.3

S 50,000 under S100,000 17 688,492 245,305 24.2 3,488 5.9

$ 10,000 under $ 50,000 115 1,364,772 449,380 44.5 21,638 36.8

$ 5,000 under S 10,000 45 195,452 69,759 6.9 9,979 16.9

$ 1,000 under S 5,000 71 144,819 46,578 4.6 15,902 27.0 -

$ 500 under S 1,000 8 2,226 810 * 1,227 2.1

$ I under $ 500 9 1,037 320 * 923 1.6

No tax benefits 17 12,525 0 0 4,366 7.4

Department bf the Treasury
Office of Tax Analysis

SLess than 0.5 percent

Equals net income from the active conduct of a trade or
qualified possession source investment income.

business in a possession plus net
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TABLE 4-7

DISTRIBUTION OF TAX BENEFITS AND EMPLOYMENT,
BY INDUSTRY, 1983

.11 manufacturing industries
.od and kindred products
7extile mill products
Apparel

Chemicals

Niharmaceuticals
1!ther

?ubber and plastic products
ratherer

fabricated metal products
!!acninery, except electrical
Fl7ct:ical and electronic equipment
:nstvwnents and related products

-;:her manufacturing

Percentage of
tax benefits

lOO%
6.9

0.2

3.1
49.3
46.3

3.0

0.7
1.0
1.3
1.1

23.3
7.0

6.1

Percentage otemployees,

lOOZ

9.1
1.1

17.6

17.2

14.8

2.6
1.3
5.3
2.2
1.0

28.7
14.3

2.2

column 3. The

onart-ent ot the Treasury
-.i-e of Tax Analysis

ZOURC: The amount of tax benefits is from Table 4-5,
number of employees is from Table 4-6, column 3.
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U1PIBIT F (i)
TABL A.

AI B I c 1 0
1 Item Drugs Drugs Drugs
2 All Cost sharing Others

85-86 85-86 85-86
4 Number of returns 73 22 51

Total aets 8,921,844 3,507.634 5.414,210
Cash 1,7!7,8.51 623.249 1,094,602

7 Notes &A/R 1.337,999 786,751 551,248
Less: BDAllowonce 2,177 1,530 647

9 Inventories 475,179 219,077 256,102
10 Investment In W0s 488,874 340,570 148,304
11 Other current assets 313,005 '99,073 213,932

12 Loan to stockholders 38,910 0 38,910
13 Mortgage and real estate loans 4,165 0 4,165
14 Other Investments 3,229,602 1,006,823 2,222,779
151 Depreiable assets 1.449,793 548,233 901,560
16 Less- Acc. depreciation 474.400 180.629 293,77 1
17 Depletable assets 69 0 6918 Less:Acc.depletion 0 0 0
1 Lend 28,910 5.959 22,951
20 IntaNlbleassets 128,911 7,292 121,619
21 Less: Acc. amortization 86.267 2.916 83,351

*22 Other assets 271,419 55,682 215,737
23 Total: L + .Equity 8,921,844 3,507,634 5,414,210
24 A/P 275,606 183,085 92,521
25 Current portion: LTD 151,311 48,780 102,531
26 Other current liabilities 237,113 83,472 153,641
27 Loans from stockholders 33,052 9,002 24,050
28 Mortoges, notes & bonds 247,960 14,502 233,458
29 Other liabilities 86,012 13,884 72,128
30 Capltal stock 132,902 18,098 114,804
31 Paid-In or capital surplus 320,990 119,972 201,018
32 Retalnedearnings, approp. 0 0 0
33 Retained earnings, unapprop. 7,506,376 3,016,839 4,489,537
34 Less: cost of treasury stock . 44 0 44

Source: UjS. Treasury Department
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EXpIBIT F (ii),

A I B I C I D
I. item Drugs Drugs Drugs
2 All Cost sharing Others
3 §5-86 85-86 8§-86

4037
339

454644

46t

47
48
49

52
-63

55
56
57
598
59
60
61
6§2

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81T

Total receipts
Business receipts
Interest on Non-Munis
Interest on Munis
Rents
Royalties
Net ST C.O.
Net LT C.O.
Net gain, concapital assets
Dlvidende from dm &frgn corps.
Other receipts (net)

Total deductions -
Cost of sales and operations
Compensation of officers
Selarles & wages

IRepairs
Bad debts
Rents paid
Taxes paid
Interest paid
Contributions
Amortization
Depreciation
Depletion
Advertising
Pension, stock bonus plans
Employee benefit programs
Net loss, noncepital assets
Other deductions

Total receipts - total deductions
Net income (less deficit)

Net Income
Deficit

NI - D per books
Inc. subject to tax
Inc. tax before creds: total
Inc. tax before creds: reg. & altern.

U.S. possessions tax credit
Foreign tax credit
Investment credit
Research activities credit
general business credit
Jobs credit
Other credits

Income tax after credits
Reduction In tax liability
Dist. to stockholders. not own stock

4,094,212
2,778,388

324,755'
23,619

119
2,695
2,561
1,285

12
20,887

939,892
1 ,654,828

863,924
1.931

51,198
14,142

596
3,007

13,433
12,497

657
989

57,979
0

15.963
3,695

14,332
968

599,515
2,439,385
2,415,766

242,117
-5,351

2,395.,964
2,403,154
1,107,001
1,105,199

1,093,244
65
0

.0.
54
0
0

13,679 850
973,844 342,865

1.410.21S 302A.1S

1,781,646
1,676,252

87,634
11,029

55
0
0

102
0

1,561
5,013

943,806
512,696

973
22,071
5,676

265
2,069
5,770
5,983

318
375

30,278
0

10,247
2,510
7,775

737
336,064
837,840
826,811
826,811

0
860,482
825,484
379,813
379,704

378.885
65
0
0

13
0
0

2,312,566
1,102,136

237,121
12,590

64
2,695
2,561
1,183

12
19,326

934,879
711,022
351,228

958
29,127

8,466
331
938

7,663
6,514

339
614

27,701
0

5,716
1,185
6,557

231
263,451

1,601,545
1,588,955
-584,694

-5,351
1,535,482
1,577,670

727,188
725,495

714,359
0
0
0

41
0
0

12,829
.630,979
S047-400
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EXHIBIT G.

Estrada expands in rough times

The price of an auto empire

Imililt Estrada Rivera shows, onf his top of the tine
Chrysler Imperial. peed at 3N00I. The let sbove
Is packed with htadreda of care and Jeps that
Eanada ~me trIy to se In very slow market

By MARIA T. PADILLA
Sim a- (a - New & Used Car Registrations

mnfrits Estrada Rivers is kownr around to"s Jia the (in thouslands)
mn who Is saying everything
Recantl, one was asked Etrada U be planned to by 200

the Puerto Iar Telephos o a writ The dennilvt
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STATEMENT OF EX-SENATOR RUBEN RIVERA RAMOS

Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity given me by this Committee to
present in writing my statement and I hereby pray this Committee to make it as
part of the record.

Mr. Chairman, the Puerto Rican people must be told the truth. Sad to say but
truth is not coming from Congress. The Congress Budget Office Report is based on
"HEARSAY" rather than on economic facts, good for lobbyist, but squalid for
United State Senators. They have taken the view of protecting the 936 Corporations,
while ours is above all a problem of freedom within the Union or out of the Union
as a Republic. How could C.B.O. miss the point that if Puerto Rico, becomes a Re-
public, United States will have to pay yearly from five to eight billions dollars for
the naval and military installations in Puerto Rico? This will be then, an Interna-
tional Issue, while now Ceiba Naval Base it is not negotiable for U.S.A.

How could C.B.O. Congress Budget Office fail to see that Puerto Rico is a piece of
Real Estate owned by the United States as an exclusive market to sell the U.S.A.,
farming and industrial products here and that, Puerto Rico is the 4th U.S. most im-
portant market out of the mainland?

How could the C.B.O. people fail to see that if the Puerto Rican poor and indigent
receives over two Billion dollars in Statehood, that money will go back to the heart
of the American economy through the Arteries of the economy; which is not likely
to happen under Independence.

How could C.B.O. technicians fail to see that 936 Corporations can remain in
Puerto Rico, if Puerto Rico becomes a state until Puerto Ricans raise their income
"PER CAPITA" similar to thatof the state of Mississippi. Why they close this door
to walk in darkness?

The C.B.O. Report is cruel in its nature, and fails to show that Commonwealth is
no longer an option, because of an ambivalence that cries for self determination, for
a final definition and the ending of a third class citizenship based on a privilege
called tax exemption, which is a crime against the poor and indigent and for the
benefit of the rich and mighty exploiter of the mainland. Simple Common sense
makes it imperative for a reasonable man to tell. C.B.O. people "sad to say shame
on you."

For the C.B.O. technicians, Statehood is a trial and error adventure unknown to
mankind and something beyond human experience and the report is fog to shadow
available scientific economic facts real to our integrated economy, and they are fail-
ing to show truth to members of Congress.

The C.B.O. Report seems to convey the message that Statehood means starvation!
UNBELIEVABLE! The report is biased.

Mr. Chairman sad to say, but the plebiscite proceeding in the House of Represent-
ative of the United States and the C.B.O. Report are lacking seriousness and we
pray for seriousness as measured and considered in S. 712.

We also pray for legislation to guarantee one man, one vote; because in Puerto
Rico dozens of thousands of voters never appear on the voting list, and Computers
counting votes are one sided. Under the American Flag that vote, and the right to
vote must be protected, but that justice is choked in Congress and in Puerto Rico, if
our self determination proceeding is a battle among the 936 Corporations interest
and those on Welfare in the Island.

Mr. Chairman, please consider S. 712.

STATEMENT OF THE SECURITIES INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF PUERTO Rico

The Securities Industry Association of Puerto Rico believes that any consider-
ations to modify Puerto Rico's existing political status should take into account the
tax attributes at time of issuance of Puerto Rico securities and other types of financ-
ings, so that significant economic value is not needlessly destroyed and Puerto
Rico's ability to finance its future economic development is not impaired.

There are several types of securities which could be adversely affected by a
change in political status and should be considered separately:

-Puerto Rico municipal bonds that qualify under Section 103 of the U.S. Internal
Revenue Code are, by virtue of the Puerto Rico Federal Relations Act and pred-
ecessor legislation, exempt from Federal, state and local taxation. This allows
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico to market its bonds to U.S. investors on a
nationwide basis and to price those bonds at rates significantly lower than
would otherwise be achievable, given Puerto Rico's credit rating. Any change to
the Puerto Rico Federal Relations Act that adversely altered the so-called
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"triple tax exemption" of Puerto Rico municipal bonds by, for example, elimi-
nating the state and local tax exemption that is generally not a feature of U.S.
municipal bonds except within the issuing jurisdiction, would. materially reduce
the value of these securities by between 4 to 5% of the outstanding principal
amount. This would represent a loss in value to U.S. mainland holders of these
securities of between $400 to $500 million of the face value of the Common-
wealth's outstanding public debt as of December 31, 1988, and a corresponding
loss to the I.R.S. through the capital loss provisions.

-In addition to issuing municipal bonds that qualify under Section 103 of the
U.S. Internal Revenue Code for Federal tax exemption, Puerto Rico also issues
other types of obligations exempt from Puerto Rico income taxation for sale ex-
clusively to residents of Puerto Rico, the proceeds of which are used for the
funding of the capital improvement programs of public corporations such as the
Puerto Rico Telephone Authority and the Puerto Rico Industrial Development
Company or other public and private sector economic development projects,
which for various technical reasons do not qualify for Federal tax exemption
under Section 103 of the Code. These bonds were sold on the basis of the Puerto
Rico tax exemption and the current tax status of Puerto Rico residents under
Federal law, which provides that residents of Puerto Rico are generally exempt
from U.S. income taxation on their income from Puerto Rico sources. The impo-
sition of Federal income taxation upon residents of Puerto Rico who have in-
vested in good faith in these securities could devalue approximately 10%, or
$100 million, of the outstanding value of these securities.

-Finally, the Commonwealth has for years provided support for the housing
market by providing Puerto Rico tax exemption for certain types of-mortgages
and mortgage-backed securities related to housing in Puerto Rico. This has al-
lowed the Puerto Rico housing market to remain strong when other markets
have faltered, and has reduced the effective cost of housing in Puerto Rico, al-
lowing for affordable housing programs sponsored by the Commonwealth. This
favorable tax treatment, once again, has been based on the fact that under the
current relationship between the U.S. and Puerto Rico residents of the Com-
monwealth are not subject to Federal income taxation on their Puerto Rico
source income. In this case, the imposition of Federal income taxation upon
residents of Puerto Rico could result in a market devaluation of these securities
equal to approximately 8% of the outstanding face value of these securities, or
approximately $150 to $185 million.

For the reasons stated above, The Securities Industry Association of Puerto Rico
strongly feels that irrespective of political status considerations, the particular tax
status applicable on the date of issuance to any Puerto Rico securities or other types
of financings should be effectively "grandfathered." Failure to do so would destroy
significant investor wealth both in Puerto Rico and in the United States, without
achieving any meaningful objective for either jurisdiction.

Beyond the potentially negative retrospective effects on investors' assets described
above, The Securities Industry Association of Puerto Rico would also like to point
out that the elimination or curtailment of the current tax attributes of Puerto Rico
securities would result in a significant increase in the cost of capital for public and
private sector economic development projects and infrastructure in Puerto Rico, and
would therefore materially adversely affect the future growth of the local economy.
Attachment,
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S. Hso. 101-1N (Pt. 2)

POLITICAL STATUS OF PUERTO RICO

?ATEMNT OF MIGUEL A. FERRER UIDRENT. SECURIrM IW
DUSTRY ASSOCIATION. PUE WO RICO, ACCOMPANIED BY JOSE
GONZALEZ. SCUR3S8 INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION; AND JORD
MIRANDA. SECURITIE8 INDUSRlY-ASSOCIATION
Mr. Faum s. Mr. Chairman. Senator my name s Migue Anto-

nio Ferrer. I am her. presenting t ties Industary Associa-
tion of Puerto Rico, whih is composed of 6,e many securities firms
with presence In Puerto Rico.. With me to help with questions that may arse Is MW. Jose
Ramon Oonsala

We welcome having this opportunity to focus your attention on
two matters of economic significance that have not been offered
sufficient attention up to now. PleIs allow me to brily read from
the statement previously submitted to you.

The Securities Indues Asswlation of Puerto Rice smeatalne that, irrespective of
uc1 sttu =Uemtis, section M8. thed U.S. laternal Rlevaue Code should

- p loga pe is lc dom ssorstie operating unios, this section
sawof tadmenalimportsas is Puesto RIGo.. ~ 9ta and future msemoeo VWl

i =. ta, coupld with o Puerto Ri Induhial Imadbse Acts. eaoi.
ate tim most co.ff.ctv~e coem devlagmont breast the Umited t&%m ftesmut.ly4 Puel rtoRi

id. Industr Am Uol of heft m bllvm &W ay attio

uerto Rim and as muh should bo nwc. Is should be m ted that t sedis has
dk besa4rdtie0oc s18 hog the TKEYRA Act. and later in IN&5
"b tanoss the usoertalairyaused by seshlen in the eectlo wowd damoS6

to invetmeut in Pert Rieaad mixed th OsA of locatia Is Puert Rio fr.
meroatiow The Association believes that the lilmltatis peed on Income due

to Intangibles by T&ERA ad the timing of besslite from invostemet iacomns of.
fected in 1986 were suf"uleat soaddee the eerme d th U.S. Trmessus and the
Congress, amd that preservatlo- a' t section as presently established Is eseatal.

7U operation of section 036 he. bees the subject of much aaWlvls almost mince
h seo's esnactmest In 1970. Thi presentation makm um of pevios studis on

timimpact ofsection 9K8 port cuarLy the recenty Eaished study oomsuissiceedi by
the Puerto Rico Sankers Aseoclatice.

The purpo of this prUatioS 1 to elaborate on the OW pola"R
One. sin" the enactment of the e om in 1976. W maufuturlag a" Sassla

activities have gives lie to lom ladusuy ad capital market^ which currmtly ae
the backbone of investment activitle besAte4a Puerto Rice ma the Caribbeas
Basin.

Two. Section 9M acceleted the developmset is Puerto Ri of hlgh4echgoloa
manufacturing pmeily at the time when rising labor cost and other factors wot
eroding Puerto 'e competitIvesedge In h we msnut a

"Tres. App oimately $16 billion that g mpanIm keep invested in Puerto Rice
a, the islands m*t valuabe surce of capital aid hve played a crucial role is the
developent of a modem and sophisticated financial symor.

Four. Punde Invested by 9W compeaes In Puerto R have also bee crucia in
supporting socially-s4tbllsing pblic sector pro Irmm and have provided a relatively
lowMast source of mnc.ft onr sove m et simest In development orIentad

Ave. The OeWenet aalye at the ofditio on esetie d t the
uto Puerto Ric we sbsta Mil dir te the t d m s tlMty,

so tha the Oectioe is a 00te, lv lamstwu " fr psmotio moeemi &Velo
mont in the land.
Puerto Rices p tssSandw tr ee feeoi -Wvellg et depeaciticaly

as the pRawwwtis of setios S8
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I will also touch now on the second matter on hand, which is a
suglementary statement made in our statement to you.

Th Securities. Industry Association of Puerto Rico believes
strongly that any consideration to modify Puerto Rico's existing po-
litical status should take into account the tax attributes at the

, time of issuance of Puerto Rico's securities and other types of fin.
ancings so that significant economic value is not needlessly de-
stroyed, and Puerto Rico's ability to finance its future economic de-
velopment is not impaired.

There are several types of securities which would be adversely
affected by change in political status and should be considered sep-
arately.

First, Puerto Rico municipal bonds that qualify under section 103
of the U.S. Internal Revenue code are by virtue of the Puerto Rico
federal relationship and predecessor legislation exempt from feder-
al, state and local taxation. This allows the commonwealth of
Puerto Rico to market the bonds to U.S. investors on a nationwide
basis and to price these bonds at rates significantly lower than
would otherwise be achievable, given Puerto Ric's credit rating.

Any change to the Puerto Rico federal relationship that adverse-
ly alters the so-called triple tax exemption of Puerto Rico munici-
pal bonds-for example, eliminating the state and local tax exemp-
tion that is generally not a feature of the U.S. municipal bonds,
except within the issuing jurisdiction, would materially reduce the
value of these securities of between 4 to 6 percent of the outstand-
* cipal amount.

would represent a loss in value to U.S. mainland holders of
these securities of between $4004500 million of face value of the
commonwealth's outstanding public debt as of December 31 1988,
and a corresponding loss to the IRS through the capital lossprovi-
sions.

In addition to issuing municipal bonds that qualify under section
103 of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code for federal tax exemption,
Puerto Rico also issues other types of obligations exempt from
Puerto Rico income taxation for sales exclusively to residents of
Puerto Rico, the proceeds of which are used for the funding of the
capital improvement programs of public corporations such as
Puerto Rico Telephone Authority, the Puerto Rican Industrial De-
velopment Company, and other public and private sector economic
development projects which for various technical reasons do not
qualify for federal tax exemption under section 108 of the code.

These bonds are sold on the basis of Puerto Rico tax exemption,
and the current tax status of Puerto Rico residents under federal
law which provides that residents of Puerto Rico are generally
exempt from U.S. income taxation on their income from Puerto
Rico sources.

The imposition of federal income taxation upon residents of
Puerto Rico who have invested in good faith in these securities
could devalue approximately 10 percent or about $100 million of
the outstanding value of these securities.

Finally, the commonwealth of Puerto Rico has for years provided
support for the housing market by providing Puerto Rico tax ex-
emption for certain types of mortgages and mortgage backed scu-
rities relating to housing in Puerto Rico. This has allowed Puerto
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Rico housing markets to remain strong when other markets have
faltered and has reduced the effective cost of housing in Puerto
Rico, allowing for affordable housing programs sponsored by the
commonwealth.

This favorable tax treatment once again has been based on the
fact that under the current relationship between the U.S. and
Puerto Rico, residents of the commonwealth are not subject to fed-
eral income taxation on their Puerto Rico source income.

In this case, the imposition of federal income taxation upon resi-
dents of Puerto Rico could result in a market devaluation of these
securities equal to approximately 8 percent of the outstanding face
amount of the securities or somewhere approximately $150-$185
million.

For the reasons stated above, the Securities Industry Association
of Puerto Rico strongly feels that irrespective of political status
considerations, the particular tax status applicable of the date of
issuance to any Puerto Rico securities or any other type of financ-
ing should be effectively grandfathered. Failure to do so would de-
stroy significant investor wealth both in Puerto Rico and in the
United States without achieving any meaningful objective for
either jurisdiction.

Beyond the potentially negative retrospective effects on investor
assets described above, the Security Industry Association of Puerto
Rico would like to point out that the elimination or curtailment of
the current tax attributes of Puerto Rico securities would result in
a significant increase in the cost of capital for public and private
sector economic development projects and infrastructure in Puerto
Rico and would, therefore, materially adversely affect the future
growth of the local economy.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ferrer follows:]

k
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Statement by the Securities Industry Amocation of Puerto Rko
Before the U.S; Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources

on S. 710, S. 711 and S.712

San Juan, Puerto Rico
June 16- 19th, 1989

The Securities Industry Association of Puerto Rico maintains that,

irrespective of political status considewitions, Section 936 of the U.S. Internal

Revenue Code should be preserved as icmg as possible, since the corporations

operating under this Section are of fundamental importance to Puerto Rico's

present and future economic well being. Section 936, coupled with the Puerto

Rico Industrial Incentives Acts, constitute the most cost-effective economic

development benefit the United States currently provides Puerto Rico.

The Securities Industry Association of Puerto Rico believes that any

alteration of Section 936 would cause severe dislocations In the existing

economic structure of Puerto Rico, and as such should be rejected. It should

be noted that the Section has already been altered twice, once in 1982 through

TEFRA (the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act), and later in 1985. In

both instances the uncertainty caused by revisions in the Section proved

damaging to investment in Puerto Rico and raised the costs of locating in

Puerto Rico for 936 corporations. The Association believes that the
* /

limitations placed on income due to intangibles by TEFRA and the trimming

of benefits from investment income effected in 1985 were sufficient to address

the concerns of the U.S. Treasury and the Congress, and that preservation of

the Section as presently established Is essential.
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The operation of Section 936 has been the subject of much analysis

almost since the section's enactment in 1976. This presentation makes use of

previous studies on the Impact of Section 936, particularly the recently

finished study commissioned by the Puerto Rico Bankers Association.

The purpose of the presentation is to elaborate on the following points:

Since the enactment of the Section in 1976, 936 manufacturing and

financial activities have given life to local industry and capital

markets, which currently are the backbone of investment activities

benefiting Puerto Rico and the Caribbean Basin.

" Section 936 accelerated the development In Puerto Rico of high-

technology manufacturing precisely at a time when rising labor

costs and other factors were eroding Puerto Rico's competitive edge

in light, labor-intensive manufactbrlng.

" The approximately $15 billion that 936 companies keep invested in
I

Puerto Rico are the Island's most valuable source of capital and

have played a crucial role in the development of a modern and

sophisticated financial system.

" Funds invested by 936 companies in Puerto Rico have also been

crucial in supporting socially-stabilizing public sector programs and

have provided a relatively low-cost source of financing for

government investment in development oriented projects.

" Cost-benefit analyses of the operation of Section 936 indicate that

the benefits to Puerto Rico are substantially higher than the costs to

1 2
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the U$. Treasury, so that the Section is a cost-effective instrument

for promoting economic development on the bland.

e Puerto Rico's present and future level of economic development

depends critically on the preservation of Section 936.

The Economic Impact of Section 936

The enactment of Section 936 in 1976 had a strong immediate Impact

on Puerto Rico's economy, but it also had a more pervasive longer-term

effect. The immediate impact consisted in buffering the IlWand's severe

economic crisis of the mid 1970s, the first in Puerto Rico's modern economic

history. More important, however, is the longer-term contribution of Section

936 to facilitating the transition away from light, labor-intensive

manufacturing to an industrial structure characterized by the application of

advanced technologies, of which the pharmaceutical and electronics

industries are the foremost examples.

The movement away from traditional, labor-intensive industries to

high technology manufacturing processes was necessary because Puerto Rico

has experienced a loss of its competitive advantage as a low labor cost site.

Section 936 has been an important factor in facilitating this transition,

together with the commonwealth's own tax incentives. It is unlikely that

any of the firms operating under Section 936 In Puerto Rico would have

located here had it not been for the existence of the Section.

The unsatisfactory trends in employment and investment since the

mid-1970s would have been much worse without the growth of high-

technology manufacturing spurred by Section 936. It should be pointed out

3
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that in 1988 manufacturing was responsible for 56% of total Gross Product and

40% of Gross Domestic Product. Of net manufacturing income, 73% was

produced by high-technology industries in 1988. It Is also Important to

mention that investment In machinery and equipment, most of which was

in the 936 manufacturing sector, in the period between 1976 and 1988 grew in

every year except one. The experience with construction, however, was quite

different, with decreases in five of those years.

Source The I rat Sgcton 936 on uto Rico',s Rn om and Bankin Svstss.
Puert Rio Dhnu Asoiatmo. January 1969

Section 936 also had a strong positive impact on the financial sector, as

the inflow of 936 deposits provided much-needed liquidity at a critical

moment. Commercial banks were under great pressure in the early 19709

owing to the crisis in the construction industry and the overall weakness of

the local economy. More recently, in the early 1980s, fede 'al savings banks

were endangered by the sharp rise in interest rates that affected the entire

4
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Industry In the United States. In both cases, 936 funds were instrumental in

facilitating adjustment and recovery for local financial institutions.

The liquidity and soundness made possible by 936 deposits have also

shielded local savings and loans associations from the crisis that besets the

industry on the mainland. While the federal government estimates that as

much a $200 billion will be needed to bal out ailing savings and loans on the

mainland, no such ball-out effort will be required in Puerto Rico. The reason

is that, on average, local savings and loans are on a sounder footing than

their US. counterparts, owing largely to the healthy effects of 936 deposits.

For example, in the third quarter of 1988, the five local thrifts with publicly-

traded stock, which together account for 75% of deposits in the industry, had a

return on average equity of 12.16%, more than double the U.S. average of

5.38%. Similarly, these institutions had a ratio of net income to average assets

of 3.22% compared with a national average of 2.01%.

936 Deposits and Puerto RIWs Financial System

Since the 1960s, Puerto Rico's commercial banks had Ieen facing a

declining growth rate of deposits which eventually would have affected their

lending capacity. After 1976, the inflow of 936 deposits helped to maintain the

growth of total deposits at dose to historical rates, which in itself represents a

substantial contribution of these funds to the local economy.

In the 2 years since 1960, deposits at commercial banks grew at an

average annual rate of 14%, but the growth was not even during the period.

In fact, the expansion of private deposits-the bulk of the total-decelerated

significantly during 1960-1977. From an average annual growth of 16.1% in

1963-1976, the growth of these deposits slowed to 12.6% annually in 1973-1977.

5
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Following the enactment of Section 936, the growth of deposits picked up

again during 1978-1962, although It still remained below the rates observed in

the early 1960s.

and Otber Privale Dep

j'Private Co4reW Banks 1

On. Thessaud Dollars)3

1960 19163 1966 1I6 1972 1915 1978 3961 1964 196"7
i IM I it I M II IM IM 19" l I It 1 I Mil ..

Soswf Estudl T NMim, Inc., bod an data hem the ConUnlasoowr of IPinscial
Institutions

As of the end of fiscal year 1987, private commercial banks had $18.3

billion in deposits, of which 96% were private deposits. Funds deposited by

936 corporations amounted to 56.9 billion, representing 38% of all deposits

and 39% of private deposits.

In the absence of 936 funds it would have been difficult for private

commercial banks to extend credit in the amounts actually observed since the

mld-1970s, given the slowdown in the growth of non-936 deposits. The ratio

of total loans and discounts to non-936 deposits exceeded 100% in four of the

eleven years after 1976, and in another four years during that period the ratio
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was over 90%. Thii is a clear indication that non-936 funds alone could not

have sustained the growth In the banks' loan portfolio observed since 1977

Rao of Loan lm WAunst Non- vtpa... W ol Juw30 of each yen

1960 1963 1966 1969 197 1975 1976 26 M 1964 196?

SOuM 3a la= o Secton 936 on Puuitg Rian V o v and ftDkin Syigtm Puerto
Rico ankes Assodaho., January 1969

Financial institutions authorized to receive 936 deposits in Puerto Rico

are subject to regulations governing the use of such funds. The

Commonwealth's Commissioner of Financial Institutions Is responsible for

enacting and enforcing the applicable rules, currently embodied in Regulation

3582, which replaced the previous Regulation 3087 on March 1, 1988. The

crux of the regulations is the definition of eligible activities to which funds
may be channeled and the establishment of minimum and additional

eligible-activity generation requirements. Eligible activities are defined in

Regulation 3582 as those lending and investment activities that constitute

utilization within Puerto Rico of eligible funds and which tend directly to
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increase production, income and employment. Regulation 3582 includes a

list of such activities and explicitly excludes some uses of funds from

eligibility. For example, consumer loans do not qualify for the use of 936

deposits.

These regulations stimulate financial institutions to assume an activist

position in seeking qualified borrowers and in keeping the cost of 936 funds

low. They also encourage the pass-through of low deposit costs to final

borrowers by forcing the institutions to compete for eligible activity. And if

local demand for financing is weak-as may happen during a slow period in

the Island's economy-institutions will tend to offer unattractive rates to 936

depositors, thus encouraging repatriation of earnings to the mainland.

Therefore, the rules are consonant with Congress' dual intent of promoting

productive investment in the possessions and fostering repatriation of

earnings not absorbed productively by the possession economy.

A 1985 study by the Governmnt Development Bank (GDB) points out

that $3,731 million of direct 936 funds received by commercial banks up to

March 1985 went into commercial, industrial and agricultural loans,

representing 86% of total commercial bank loans in that category and 45% of

eligible activity. The remainder went into mortgage loans(14.4%),

government obligations(22.8%) and other eligible activities (17.9%). As of

February 1988, the share of commercial loans in total eligible activity was 51%

and the outstanding balance amounted to $4.5 billion. Total financing of

eligible activity as of February 1968 amounted to $9.4 billion, 56% higher than

the $6 billion in direct 936 deposits at commercial banks.

S
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It should be noted that the creation In 1977 of the Puerto Rico

Industrial, Medical, Educational and Environmental Control Facilities

Financing Authority (AFICA), an affiliate of the Government Development

Bank, offered another channel for the use of 936 funds in productive

Investment. APICA offers medium- and long-term financing through the

issuing of tax-exempt industrial revenue bonds at rates below conventional

lending rates. As of fiscal year 1986, AFICA had financed 99 projects for a total

of about $2.1 billion, of which more than two-thirds went into industrial

proJects.

Another important effect of 936 funds has been to reduce the cost of

credit in Puerto Rico. According to data reported by commercial banks to the

Commissioner of Financial Institutions, the average rate charged on

commercial loans originated in August 1988.was 12 basis points under the

US. prime rate, which suggests that credit to local productive activities is

relatively inexpensive thanks to the availability of 936 deposits. GDB's 1985

study had already found that in March 1985 the four largest commercial banks

on the Island were charging 59 basis points less than the prime rate on

commercial, industrial, agricultural and construction loans, a sharp contrast

with the rate of 346 basis points over the prime rate charged on the same loan

categories in March 1975, before Section 9 6 was enacted.

Studies of Puerto Ricb's economic structure show that commercial

bank financing is an important input in many productive sectors, particularly

in trade, services, government, and in some areas of manufacturing. Input-

output data for 1984 show that financial intermediation has strong linkages to

service-sector activities with a substantial representation of local capital that

have a significant impact on employment and income on the Island. A
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reduction in bank lending such as would result from the loss of 936 deposits

would therefore have strong negative effects on important sectors of local

economic activity.

More than 90% of the banks' commercial and industrial loans are

small loans, that is, loans of less than $100,000, which support the operations

of small and medium-size businesses. In fact, more than 65% of these loans

do not exceed $25,000. Other Items of intent include the fact that four Puerto

Rico banks were listed recently among the 300 leading U.S. banks In

commercial loans. Similarly, one local bank ranks second in the United

States in the issuing of Small Business Administration loans and another

ranks 67th among the top 100 banks in granting agricultural loans. To put the

significance of these rankings in the proper perspective, it should be noted

that there are 14,000 commercial banks in4he United States.

Although 936 deposits in commercial banks constitute the single

largest Investment of such funds by 936 corporations, substantial amounts

have also been intermediated through other segments of the local financial

system, such as savings and looniis banks and brokerage houses. In addition,

936 corporations also invest a significant amount of funds directly in local

financial instruments, such as GNMA issues to finance mortgages originated

in Puerto Rico. The spreading of these funds through the financial system,

and the direct investment by the corporations have extended the benefits of

936 funds through the local economy, sustaining the development of a wide

array of financial activities and allowing for a broader scale of operations in

financial institutions.

10
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As of May. 1968, the local financial system had SI0.6 billion of 936 funds,

of which $6.4 billion were deposited in commercial banks, $1.9 billion were in

savings and loans banks and $2.4 billion were held by brokerage houses. In

addition, it is estimated that corporations had invested about $2 billion

directly, without recourse to financial intermediaries. By contrast, in 1983 the

funds were much more concentrated in commercial banks. At the end of that

year, banks held $4.9 billion in deposits out of a total of $5.7 billion, while

brokus held the remaining $800 million and savings and loans banks had no

participation in the market. This trend towards a better distribution of

deposits across the financial system has amplified the positive effects of 936

funds on the local economy.

The growth and diversification of the 936 funds market has led to the

development of innovative ways of financing productive activity in Puerto

Rico. One recent example is the creation of a special fund for agricultural

loans which has channeled about $250 million to farmers in Puerto Rico

through the Farm Credit Bank of Baltimore. The Bank sold notes to 936

companies to fund its credit activities in Puerto Rico, and passed through the

relatively low cost of the funds to the borrowers. This is also the first known

instance of a federal government agency directly tapping the local 936 market.

Costs and Benefits of Section 936

A cause for much concern in Puerto Rico has been the assertion in

various U.S. Treasury reports that Section 936 is cost-ineffective, that is, that

costs to Treasury from the Section's operation outweigh the benefits to Puerto

Rico's economy. This assertion has been effectively contested in several

public- and private-sector studies in Puerto Rico, which have shown the

11
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opposite to be true: the cost-benefit balance in effect argues for the Section!*

permanence.

The essence of Treasury's approach has been to regard the tax credits

claimed by 936 corporations as the cost of the Section's operation and to

consider as benefits only the compensation to workers employed directly by

936 corporations. Thus, in the Treasury's Sixth Renort on the operation of

Section 936, it is pointed out that in tax year 1983 all manufacturing 936

companies received $18,523 in tax benefls per employee, while the average

compensation per employee was $14,836.

This approach has been effectively challenged oh the following

grounds:

Treasury overestimates the costs of the Section's operation in

assuming that tax benefits obtained by 936 corporations would

become tax revenues, dollar by dollar, in the absence of Section 936.

In effect, many 936 corporations would reincorporate In Puerto Rico

or relocate elsewhere outside the United States, such that the

antidpated tax revenues to the U.S. Treasury would not materialize.

If companies reincorporate in Puerto Rico, the Island would be the

primary tax jurisdiction, and the U.S. Treasury would only be able

to tax dividends repatriated to the United States after fulfilling

Puerto Rico's tax obligations. A similar situation would arise if

companies were to relocate elsewhere outside the United States.

Treasury underestimates the benefits of Section 936 to Puerto Rico

by looking only at direct employment and compensation in 936

corporations. The Indirect employment and compensation effects

12
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of 936 manufacturing companies are substantial, and should not be

ignored in the cost-benefit evaluation.

In a study by the Economic Development Administration of Puerto

Rico (EDA), which evaluated Treasury's cost-benefit analysis in the fift
£pr~t, it is argued that Treasury oerestimated the cost per employee by "...at

least $11,274 and underestimated the average benefit per employee by

$34,675." EDA concluded that "...Section 936 generates more than $4.50 in

benefits for every $1.00 of cost." (EDA, Analysis of the Treasury Proposal to

Repeal Section 936, March 1985, p. 26) Other studies have found similar

favorable ratios of benefits to costs by extending Treasury's analysis to include

indirect benefits and to incorporate more realistic estimates of the Section's

cost.

As mentioned earlier, Section 936 underwent significant modifications

in"1982 and in 1985, which limited tax benefits by placing constraints on

income from intangibles and from financial investments.

Effects of Repeal of Section 936

Should Section 936 be repealed, the assumption made by Treasury in

-estimating a tax gain of approximately $1.6 billion is that all manufacturing

activity presently in Puerto Rico would relocate to the United States. This is a

highly questionable assumption, and It would be more correct to assume that

the largest share would move to other locations outside the U.S. In this case,

tax payments would be substantially below those paid by a U.S. based

corporation under present tax legislation. Some firms would opt to remain

in Puerto Rico, as Puerto Rican corporations. In this case, Puerto Rico would

13
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be the primary tax jurisdiction and federal takes would be paid only on that

portion of profits sent as dividends to US. firms or individuals.

Thus, the benefits to the U.S. 'leasury from repeal of Section 936 are

questionable at best. On the other hand, the damage to Puerto Rico's

economy would be substantial and certain. The direct Idss to Puerto Rico in

manufacturing output and employment would be significant, but the indirect

effects could be even more damaging. Many other domestic sectors of

economic activity are linked to 936 corporations through the effects these
corporations have on overall employment and on the aggregate demand for

goods and services on the bland. In addition, negative effects would spread

to other activities through the financial ramifications of the 936 sector, which

currently provides a major portion of the supply of capital resources at

relatively low cost. Moreover, the indispensable transition to high-

technology manufacturing could be halted, endangering the Island's

development prospects in the medium and long terms.

Finally, It should be pointed out that Section 936 also provides benefits

to the United States economy, since local economic activity generates a

demand for U.S. products that creates and sustains jobs on the mainland. A
study by the WEFA Group of Philadelphia for the Puerto Rico Bankers

Association found that repeal of Section 936 could result in the loss of as

much as 80,000 jobs in the United States over a five-year period. Although

this is not a dramatic impact, given the size of the U.S. labor market, It is by

no means negligible.
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